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PREFACE 

This book is a slightly revised version of my dissertation accepted 
by the Theological Faculty of the University of Helsinki in Janu
ary 1996. Although writing a dissertation is often a lonely under
takin�, it never takes place fully alone. This is very true with my
work •as well. Several people have in various ways contributed to 
its cornpletion. 

Mote than fifteen years ago Prof. Gunter Wagner (Baptist 
Theological Seminary, Riischlikon, Switzerland) gave me the first 
impetus towards the study of the Gnostic Mary Magdalene by 
introducing me to the secrets of the Coptic language and the Nag 
Hammadi Library. 

After I left Riischlikon and returned to Finland Prof. Heikki 
Riiisiinen (University of Helsinki) welcomed me warmly among 
his students even though I chose to work on a subject which was 
not closely linked with his own primary scholarly interests. Al
though he frequently offered his comments on the various drafts 
of my work with a remark "I do not really know much about this 
matter," his critique was most helpful, especially from the view
point of methodology. The accuracy and consistency of argumen
tation demanded by a professor is the best gift a student can ever 
receive. 

Special thanks are due to Prof. Karen L. King (Occidental 
College, Los Angeles) who became involved in my writing pro
cess in its final, most productive phase. She read the entire manu
script and made numerous, perceptive comments and suggestions, 
which both forced and persuaded me to rethink several aspects of 
the work and inspired new discoveries as well. Her excellent 
mastery of sources, creativity qf thought, and expertise in the area 
of Gnosticism could not but impress me time and again. 

With great appreciation I mention my two closest colleagues, 
Dr. Risto Uro (University of Helsinki) and Dr. Ismo Dunderberg 
(University of Helsinki), who not only read the manuscript and 
made many valuable comments about it, but with whom I also 
tested out many of my preliminary ideas. Because of and during 
these discussions, some of these ideas were discarded forever, but 
many were refined to become useful parts of the final product. 
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There were also others who read and commented on sections 
of the dissertation in its various stages. In particular, I refer to 
Prof. Lars Aejmelaeus (University of Helsinki), in whose New 
Testament seminars I was able to present and get feedback about 
my work at its early phase, and Prof. Dieter Lilhrmann (University 
of Marburg), who kindly agreed to read a preliminary version of 
the chapter on the Gospel of Mary and made several useful sug

gestions. 
The discussions I had with my former fellow-students and 

present colleagues, including Dr. Markku Kotila, Dr. Matti Mylly
koski (University of Helsinki), and Prof. Kari Syreeni (University 
of Uppsala), deepened my understanding of the historical study of 
early Christian texts and thus gave me firmer ground to work on 
Gnostic Mary Magdalene traditions. 

Furthermore, I wish to express my special gratitude to Prof. 
James M. Robinson, Director of the Institute for Antiquity and 
Christianity, Claremont, California, who not only kindly invited 
me to stay and work for five weeks at the Institute in Fall 1994 
but also recommended my work to be accepted in the series Nag 

Hammadi and Manichaean Studies. I am likewise indebted to Jon 
Ma. Asgeirsson, Associate Director of the Institute, who took care 
of all the practical arrangements which my visit in Claremont 
involved. He was also willing to enter into many fruitful conver
sations about our common interest - Gnosticism. In addition, he 
read the entire manuscript and made several valuable suggestions 
for its improvement. 

I also want to thank Prof. Sasagu Arai and Dr. Siegfried Rich
ter who sent me a copy of their respective articles otherwise 
inaccessible to me. 

The major responsibility of revising my English was painstak
ingly born by my friend and fellow-Rilschlikoner Rev. Gary 
Denning. At an early stage of the work Rev. James and Mary 
Tiefel corrected my language as well. 

I received financial aid from several sources. On two occasions 
I was able to work in a research project sponsored by the Finnish 
Academy. In addition, the University of Helsinki granted me a 
scholarship which allowed me to work three months without other 
obligations in the final phase of the study. I was also supported by 
grants from the Olly and Uno Donner's Foundation and Alfred 
Kordelin Foundation. 
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Of several individuals who in non-academic, yet important 
ways made it easier for me to pursue my work I wish to thank my 
mother Linnea Marjanen and my brother Markku Marjanen. Spe
cial thanks are likewise due to my friend, engineer Risto Huhtala, 
who at one point of the process solved the lack of space in our 
home by constructing a separate study chamber for me. 

Finally, I dedicate this book to my · wife, Solveig, and our 
children, Katja, Jani, Patrik, and Jenna. Without them the work 
would probably have been accomplished earlier. Yet, with them 
my life has been so much richer that I do not mind. 

In a train between Helsinki and Hyvinkiiii, April 1996. 

Antti Marjanen 





CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Survey of Research

Although Mary Magdalene is not one of the most studied biblical 
personages, she has still been an object of inquiry from the very 
beginning of the study of early Christian texts. Three major areas 
of interest have dominated the exegetical and theological discus
sion about her: Mary Magdalene and the four anointers of the New 
Testament gospels, Mary Magdalene in Gnostic writings, and 
Mary Magdalene from women's studies perspectives. While the 
New Testament episodes have been in the foreground from the 
pre-critical era into the period of modem exegesis, i.e., from the 
third century until our own, the last hundred years have witnessed 
increased scholarly attention given to Gnostic writings, with wom
en's studies gaining momentum within the last two decades. The 
present study of Mary Magdalene focuses on these more recent 
areas of interest. Nevertheless, the New Testament connections are 
briefly introduced in order to give perspective to the presentation. 

1.1 Mary Magdalene and the Four Anointers 

When the early church fathers began to study Mary Magdalene 
pericopes of the New Testament, the most burning issue for them 
was to decide what the relationship of Mary Magdalene was to the 
four anointment accounts of the New Testament (Mark 14,3-9; 
Matt 26,6-13; Luke 7,36-50; John 12,1-8). There is no need here 
to go into details of this discussion. 1 Suffice it to say that since the 
sixth century the most common, but from a modern exegetical 
perspective, untenable view in this matter was that Mary Magda
lene, Mary of Bethany (John 12,1-8), and the anonymous anointers 
in Mark 14,3-9 (Matt 26,6-13) and Luke 7,36-50 were one and the 

1 For a detailed survey of patristic interpretations, see Holzmeister 
1922, 402-422.556-584. 
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same person.2 The notion had its starting-point in an assumption 
that Mary Magdalene who is mentioned in Luke 8,2 is identical 
with the woman in Luke 7,36-50. A further harmonizing corollary 
of this identification was that Mary Magdalene and all the other 
anointers were merged as well. In the late Middle Ages this· inter
pretation gained such a dominant position in the Western Church 
that those who disagreed with it risked being condemned by the 
church.3 In the Greek Orthodox Church the situation was different. 
All three women, Mary Magdalene, Mary of Bethany, and the 
anointer of Luke 7,36-50, were seen as distinct persons, and Mary 
Magdalene was not linked with the incident of anointment at all.4 

It was not until historical-critical exegesis began that there 
developed a greater variance in the Western tradition of interpreta
tion. Most of the Protestant exegetes adopted the "Eastern" line of 
interpretation, whereas Roman Catholic scholars continued to 
abide by the traditional conception. Only in our century have 
Catholic interpreters begun to question more widely the identifica
tion of Mary Magdalene w,ith any of the anointers.5 The long 
history of interpretation during which Mary Magdalene has pri
marily been seen in light of the anointers, especially of the prosti
tute in Luke 7, has nevertheless left its traces on the picture drawn 
of her even in modern times. Even if scholars nowadays very 
seldom see Mary Magdalene in Luke 7, in more popular - both 
religious and secular - interpretations of the New Testament texts 
she is frequently considered to be a penitent woman with a notori-

2 The untenableness of this interpretation was already shown by 
Sickenberger (1925, 63-74) and Burkitt (1930-31, 157-159). Recent 
attempts, such as Feuillet 1975, 357-394, to revive this traditional view 
have not brought out anything substantially new to the treatment of this 
question. 

3 Haskins 1993, 250-251. 
4 Haskins 1993, 26.406 n. 55. 
5 Modem Catholic exegesis of Luke 7,36-50 is well represented by 

the comment of Fitzrnyer (1981, 688): "In Western Church traditions, at 
least since the time of Gregory the Great, Mary of Bethany has been 
conflated with the sinner of Galilee, and even with Mary Magdalene, 'out 
of whom seven demons had come' (8:2). There is, however, no basis for 
this conflation in the NT itself, and no evidence whatsoever that the 
'possession' of Mary Magdalene was the result of personal sinfulness." 
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ous past.6 Sometimes this notion has also crept into the mind of a
modern New Testament scholar.7 Typical of the portrait composed 
throughout the centuries of Mary Magdalene from the New Testa
ment gospels is that her assumed role as a loose, but contrite 
woman has overshadowed the part she played in the Easter narra
tives. 8 In later legends and sermons she is much better known as 
Luke's penitent sinner than as "apostle to the apostles."9 It was
actually women's studies perspectives which brought the Easter 
texts into a focus in the discussion about the canonical Mary 
Magdalene. 10 

1.2 Mary Magdalene, New Coptic Manuscripts, and Women's 
Studies Perspectives 

A new viewpoint to the personage of Mary Magdalene was opened 
by the discoveries of the two new Coptic manuscripts in the 
course of the eighteenth and the nineteenth century. In them, for 
the first time, the ancient writings Pistis Sophia, the Gospel of 
Mary, and the Sophia of Jesus Christ were brought to light. All 
three works were revelation dialogues which showed their readers 
how some second and third century Christians viewed the risen 
Lord, his disciples, and his female followers, including Mary 
Magdalene. Earlier the conception of an extra-canonical Mary 
Magdalene within Christian tradition was based on three rather 
brief references of the heresiologists to her connections with some 

6 Classic examples of this are Kazantzakis' book The Last Tempta
tion of Christ and Scorsese's film based on it as well as Webber's and 
Rice's rock opera Jesus Christ Superstar, but see also Grassi & Grassi 
(1986, 58-67) who claim to make their popular presentation of Mary 
Magdalene "in accord with the infonnation modern biblical study has 
given" (1986, vi). 

7 KUmmel (1976, 213) refers to Ethelbert Stauffer who in his popular 
book Jesus war ganz anders (1967) insists that Mary Magdalene was a 
charming lady whom Jesus had received into his company in order to 
protect her from sinking deep again into her earlier wanton behavior. 

8 Haskins 1993, 16.58-97. 
9 The tenn is used of Mary Magdalene who brings the message of 

resurrection to the twelve. It was most likely coined by Hippolytus (see 
Bauer 1967 [1909), 263; Haskins 1993, 65); for its use in later sennons 
and religious illustrations, see Haskins 1993, 220-222; SchUssler Fiorenza 
1979, 209. 

10 Haskins 1993, 392. 
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Gnostic groups11 and on medieval legends.12 The new texts re
vealed the existence of another Mary Magdalene tradition. 

Among the first to discover a new Mary Magdalene was Carl 
Schmidt who in his studies of Pistis Sophia13 and the Gospel of

Mary14 paid attention to Mary Magdalene who assumes a· leading 
role among the disciples as a receiver, an interpreter and a trans
mitter of the teachings of the Risen Jesus. Schmidt also noticed 
that in both of these writings a conspicious tension prevails be
tween Mary Magdalene and the male disciples of Jesus. Peter in 
particular experiences her as a rival who threatens his and the 
other disciples' authority. Following Harnack, Schmidt suggested 
that the tension possibly reflects a discussion about the role of 
women in Christian communities. Other sholars who studied these 
same writings made similar observations but on the whole this 
perspective did not attract great attention. 15 Still, the main interest 
in Mary Magdalene continued to concentrate on the canonical texts 
and on the old question of the relationship of Mary Magdalene to 
the four anointers of the New Testament. 16 

In the l 970's the situation changed decisively. That was caused 
by two factors. First, the publication of the Nag Hammadi Library, 
begun in the late 50s and completed in the form of a facsimile 

11 According to Origen, Celsus knew of a tradition which considered 
Mary Magdalene (Ma.ptd.µµT]) as an originator of a Gnostic llfOUp 
(Contra Cels. 5,62); Hippolytus connects Mary Magdalene (Ma.pta.µµ11) 
with the Naassenes, who claim to derive their teachings from James 
through her (Ref 5.7,l; 10.9,3); Epiphanius refers to the Great Questions 
of Mary (Pan. 26.8,2-3), which he attributes to the Gnostics or to the 
Borborites, according to which the Risen (?) Jesus once took Mary 
Magdalene aside on the mountain and revealed her a special secret (for 
the analysis of the text, see the chapter below "Mary Magdalene in the 
Great Questions of Mary"). 

12 For medieval legendary material, see Malvern 1975, 71-99; Has-
kins 1993, 98-228. 

13 Schmidt 1892, 452-455. 
14 Schmidt 1896, 839-846. 
15 E.g. Harnack 1891, 16-17; Zscharnack 1902, 160-161; Bauer 1967

[1909], 438.448-449. With regard to Mary Magdalene, Bauer's inferences 
are indeed somewhat confused; on the one hand, he regards the Mary of 
the Gospel of Mary as the mother of Jesus (1967 [1909], 448), on the 
other hand, she is seen as Mary Ma�dalene who has received a special 
revelation from the Savior ( 1967 [ I 909 J, 438). 

16 See e.g. Holzmeister 1922, 402-422.556-584; Sickenberger 1925, 
63-74; Burkitt 1930-31, 157-159.
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edition during the 70s, 17 offered four new sources in which Mary 
Magdalene is depicted in a way different from that of the canoni
cal gospels but somewhat similar to that of the Gospel of Mary 

and Pistis Sophia. The Gospel of Thomas, the Dialogue of the 
Savior, the First Apocalypse of James, and the Gospel of Philip all 
give Mary Magdalene a significant role. 18 Second, not only was 
the number of sources multiplied, but also a new and third per
spective to Mary Magdalene texts was introduced. During the last 
two decades religious texts dealing with women have been studied 
more than ever before under the presupposition that they provide 
information about attitudes towards women prevailing in the reli
gious circles where the texts originated and were read, even the 
socio-historical circumstances under which the female audience of 
the texts lived. 

A representative example of the new women's studies perspec
tives is Elisabeth Schiissler Fiorenza's book In Memory of Her. 19 

Although published not more than twelve years ago, it has already 
become a classic in showing how a feminist perspective can be 
utilized to enrich the historical-critical study of Christian origins.20 

Schiissler Fiorenza's starting-point is the thesis that early Christian 
women have had a more important role in shaping the history of 
early Christianity than the first impression of the extant sources 
enables us to see. Most sources available to us are so patriarchal 
and androcentric that the actual contributions of women have been 

17 The Nag Hammadi Library was discovered in Upper Egypt near 
the modem Nag Hammadi in 1945. It consists of 13 codices which 
contain more than 50 tractates. Most of the tractates are Gnostic, some 
non-Gnostic but obviously capable of being submitted to a Gnosticizing 
interpretation. For a concise general introduction to the library and the 
contents of its writings, see J.M. Robinson 1988. 

18 Earlier in 1930, the discovery of a Manichaean library originating 
in Medinet Madi in Egypt (see Schmidt & Polotsky 1933, 6-10) already 
increased the number of the extra-canonical texts where Mary Magdalene 
appeared. For Mary Magdalene in Manichaean texts, see the Psalms of 
Heracleides in the Manichaean Psalm-book (Allberry 1938, 187.192. 
194). 

19 Schiissler Fiorenza 1983. The book contains several themes and 
aspects which Schussler Fiorenza has dealt with in earlier articles; for 
references, see pp. XXV n. 15; 36 n. 2; 65 n. 24. 

20 Other good examples of the new perspective are Schiissler Fio
renza 1980, 60-90; Schottroff 1980, 91-133; see also the studies in 
Moxnes 1989, 1-163. 
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silenced or hidden behind the gender rhetoric.21 The task of a 
feminist inquiry is to exercise a hermeneutics of suspicion, i.e., to 
go beyond the patriarchal control of the texts and to find the 
evidence which either directly or obliquely provides affirmation of 
women. 

Thus the marginalization of women is not to be understood as 
an authentic presentation of historical reality but it is rather an 
ideological construction reflecting early Christian patriarchalism 
which defeated more "egalitarian" tendencies. With this under
standing in mind, Schussler Fiorenza maintains that the few early 
Christian texts which show that the early Christian movement was 
inclusive of women's active and equal participation in its life, 
even in leadership, do not speak about rare exceptions to the rule 
but rather hint at a much wider female activity. Based on these 
observations, she delineates a new reconstruction of Christian 
origins where a special emphasis is laid on women's contributions, 
on the one hand, and on their suppression by patriarchal views and 
structures, on the other. Although Schussler Fiorenza herself does 
not focus very much on 'Mary Magdalene, the methodological 
framework she develops has greatly influenced further studies 
examining both the canonical and the extra-canonical - especially 
those which are traditionally styled Gnostic - Mary Magdalene 
texts. 

The study of Mary Magdalene which claims to be the first to 
take full account of both Pistis Sophia and the Gospel of Mary as 
well as the texts of the Nag Hammadi Library is that of Marjorie 
Malvem.22 In reality, the work, which deals with the transmission 
and transformation of the Magdalene myth from the New Testa-

21 With regard to the topic of the present study, it is important to 
notice that Schiissler Fiorenza warns scholars about �eneralizing conclu
sions according to which patriarchal and androcentnc attitudes can be 
found in certain kinds of texts ("orthodox") while others ("Gnostic") are 
free from them. She emphasizes (1983, 56; 66 n. 37) that all of the early 
Christian texts are basically products of a patriarchal culture and there
fore all of them "must be tested as to how much they preserve and 
transmit the apostolic inclusivity and equality of early Christian begin
nings and revelation." 

22 Malvern states in her preface (1975, XI): "I also examine, as does 
no scholar to date, the prominent place given the fictionalized Mary 
Magdalene in second-century Gnostic writings." In light of this statement, 
it is no wonder that she does not list Schmidt's works in her bibliogra
phy. 
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ment texts through medieval legends, art, and plays to a modem 
rock opera, Jesus Christ Superstar, confines itself mainly to the 
two writings, i.e., to the Gospel of Mary and Pistis Sophia, which 
were known already before the Nag Hammadi find.23 The two Nag 
Hammadi texts mentioned by her, the Gospel of Thomas and the 
Gospel of Philip, receive hardly any treatment.24 Other Nag Ham
madi writings and related documents which refer to Mary Magda
lene are not discussed at all. Bearing in mind that no critical 
edition or English translation of the Dialogue of the Savior existed 
in the early seventies, it is understandable that Malvern does not 
pay attention to that writing. There is no excuse, however, for not 
mentioning the First Apocalypse of James, the Sophia of Jesus 
Christ, the Great Questions of Mary, and the Manichaean Psalm
book. All of these writings could have been available to Malvern. 

Malvern's conclusions concerning Mary Magdalene's position 
are rather farfetched and do not find support in the texts. She 
insists that both in the Gospel of Mary and in Pistis Sophia Mary 
Magdalene is pictured as the feminine counterpart for Christ, the 
man-god. In the Gospel of Mary it is achieved, Malvern argues, by 
attributing to her the role of "the 'prophetess' proclaiming to the 
disciples revelations secretly given her by the 'true prophet'," i.e., 
Christ.25 Malvern derives the notion of Mary Magdalene being 
Jesus' companion and counterpart from the Gospel of Philip and 
the idea of the prophetess and the true prophet from the Pseudo
Clementine Homilies (3, 17-25)26 and uses them as interpretative 
keys to the Gospel of Mary without giving any reason for her 
course of action. Especially the analogy between Mary Magdalene 
and the prophetess in the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies appears 

23 Malvern 1975, 30-56. 
24 Malvern (1975, 30) derives the notion of Mary Magdalene as being 

Jesus's companion from the Gospel of Philip and utilizes it as an inter
pretative key to the Gospel of Mary but does not clarify what it means 
in the context of the Gospel of Philip itself. The Gospel qf Thomas 
(especially logion 114) is ment10ned by Malvern only to illustrate the 
ambivalence toward women expressed in Early Christian texts (37-38). 

25 Malvern 1975, 40. 
26 Malvern (1975, 40) actually thinks her source is an apocryphon 

called "The True Prophet." No such writing exists. The text she refers to 
is a section of the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies. Its name owes its ori�in 
to the translator of the text in Schneemelcher 1989, 4 79 ( for the English 
translation, see Schneemelcher & Wilson 1992, 531 ). 
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strange, because in the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies the prophetess 
is a negative, earthly counterpart for the male and heavenly true 

prophet. 
In Pistis Sophia, according to Malvern, Mary Magdalene ab

sorbs the feminine attributes of the (Pistis) Sophia, goddess of 
wisdom, and is thus presented as the female divine counterpart of 
Christ.27 Again, Malvern's claim remains unfounded. Regardless 
of what one thinks of Malvern's characterization of Pistis Sophia 
as a goddess of wisdom, which in itself is a problem,28 it is clear 
that there is nothing in the writing which justifies the kind of 
identification which Malvern sees between Pistis Sophia and Mary 
Magdalene. 

The next to draw scholarly attention to the Gnostic Mary 
Magdalene was Elaine Pagels. Although her treatment of Mary 
Magdalene consists of only a few pages in her popular but seminal 
book, The Gnostic Gospels, 29 it has had a great impact on later 
studies on this topic. Pagels' basic thesis is simple but challenging: 
the Gnostic texts which �ive Mary Magdalene a dominant role 
among the followers of Jesus and display the competition between 
her and the male disciples, especially Peter, are used as a weapon 
of polemics. In her view, these Gnostic writings "use the figure of 
Mary Magdalene to suggest that women's activity challenged the 
leaders of the orthodox community, who regarded Peter as their 
spokesman."30 They serve to speak on behalf of those Gnostic 
women who despite the "orthodox"31 opposition sought to gain 

27 Malvern 1975, 55. 
28 Malvem's interpretation of Pistis Sophia is a result of assimilating 

freely features of various female figures who do not seem to have any 
direct connection to each other, such as Helen, the Sophia of the Sophia 
of Jesus Christ, the Mother Goddess of the Eleusinian mysteries and the 
Sophia of Jewish Wisdom. 

29 Pagels 1981, 76-81. 
30 Pagels 1981, 77. 
31 Being aware of the problematic nature of this term, I have decided 

to use it for want of anything better. For the sake of variety, the terms 
"ecclesiastical" and "mainstream" Christianity are employed too. The 
terms refer to those second and third century Christians whose doctrinal 
and pragmatic decisions lead to the formation of the Catholic Church of 
the Constantinian era. Obviously, the border-line between orthodox and 
non-orthodox, even between orthodox and Gnostic Christians vacillates. 
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positions of authority in Christian communities.32 According to 
Pagels, this aspiration is found especially in the Gospel of Philip, 
the Dialogue of the Savior, the Gospel of Mary, and Pistis Sophia. 

For Pagels, the emerging egalitarian pattern reflected in these 
writings is not relativized by the fact that in certain Gnostic Mary 
Magdalene texts the feminine is undeniably spoken of with con
tempt (Dialogue of the Savior) or the masculine is used to symbol
ize what is divine and the feminine what is merely human (Gospel 
of Thomas, Gospel of Mary). In the case of the former, the target 
is not woman, but the power of sexuality, in the case of the latter, 
the authors of the texts simply employ language patterns familiar 
in their environment. Although not showing enough regard to the 
complexity of the way the sources picture Mary Magdalene, 
Pagels' thesis opened a new perspective worth exploring into the 
figure of Mary Magdalene in the second and third century Gnostic 
texts. 

All the extant extra-canonical and non-patristic writings con
taining Mary Magdalene traditions - with the exception of the 
First Apocalypse of James - are for the first time introduced by 
Fran�ois Bovon in an article written in 1984. In his survey of 
those texts which he calls Gnostic, Bovon includes the Gospel of 
Thomas, the Gospel of Mary, the Sophia of Jesus Christ, Pistis 
Sophia, the Dialogue of the Savior, the Gospel of Philip, the Great 
Questions of Mary, the Manichaean Psalm-book. In addition, he 
presents the Acts of Philip, which in itself is not a Gnostic writing, 

but which, in his view, serves as an indication of the survival of 
Gnostic Mary Magdalene traditions.33 Besides surveying all of the 
early Christian, non-patristic Mary Magdalene passages, Bovon 
also introduces some general hypotheses which seek to explain the 
origin and popularity of Mary Magdalene traditions among what 

32 A similar idea was put forward already by Zscharnack (I 902, 161; 
Zscharnack, to be sure, states somewhat ambiguously that Peter in Pistis 
Sophia represents on the one hand the ecclesiastical Christians' view of 
women, on the other hand he is one of the twelve Gnostic disciples) and 
later by Wilson (1968, 102-103) but only Pagels' popular book brought 
this thesis to the awareness of a wider audience. Cf. also Krause 1981, 
57. 

33 Bovon 1984, 50-62, esp. 53-58. In addition, Bovon covers in his 
article the evidence of the canonical gospels, Epistula Apostolorum, the 
Gospel of Peter, and the Secret Gospel of Mark (50-53). 
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he calls heterodox marginal Christian groups m the second and 
third centuries.34

First, those Mary Magdalene passages which emphasize her 
status as a companion of Jesus seem to reflect, according to 
Bovon, the influence of pagan mythological accounts which speak 
of divine dyads. Jesus and Mary Magdalene are thus a Christian 
adaptation of the mythical dyads in the same way as Simon Magus 
and Helen. Second, novels from late antiquity have also had an 
impact on Mary Magdalene traditions. Like the apocryphal acts, 
those Mary Magdalene passages which present her as Jesus' com
panion reveal romantic traits most easily traceable to the love 
stories of the Hellenistic period. Third, the importance of Mary 
Magdalene in the writings of second century Christian groups 
serves to legitimate the claims of women to have active roles in 
these communities. Correspondingly, the jealousy which the male 
apostles in many writings show towards Mary Magdalene because 
of her privileged role express the resistance of men to women's 
aspirations either in these !?articular communities or among eccle
siastical Christians.35 

According to Bovon, all these hypotheses help us understand 
the development and the use of Mary Magdalene traditions in the 
second and third centuries. Yet he thinks that they do not ade
quately explain the great interest which the authors of so many 
second and third century writings took in her. The ultimate reason 
for choosing Mary Magdalene to be the companion of Jesus and 
the ideal believer in many second and third century writings is, for 
Bovon, her historical role as a witness to an appearance of the 
Risen Jesus, clearly reflected in the Gospel of John but omitted by 
other early Christian traditions such as 1 Cor 15,5-8. Without this 
experience she could hardly have enjoyed such popularity as a 
spiritual authority. 36 

Since Pagels' book supplied an interesting thesis for the use of 
Mary Magdelene passages and Bovon' s article contained a good 
inventory of almost all the extant extra-canonical, non-patristic 
Mary Magdalene passages and some tentative reflections on their 

34 Bovon 1984, 56-57.
35 As Bovon ( 1984, 56) himself acknowledges, this hypothesis owes

its origin to Harnack (I 891, 17) and Schmidt (1892, 455). 
36 Bovon 1984, 51-52.57. 
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origin and use, they provided a new starting-point for the study of 
Mary Magdalene in Gnostic and other extra-canonical writings. At 
the end of the eighties and at the beginning of the nineties at least 
four scholars have accepted the challenge.37 In all of them, an at
tempt is made to take account both of the new sources and of 
women's studies perspectives. 

1.3 Four Recent Interpretations of the Gnostic Mary Magdalene: 
Price, Schmid, Haskins, and Koivunen 

In his provocative article, Robert M. Price38 asserts that the histori
cal Mary Magdalene, after having experienced an appearance of 
the Risen Jesus and thus having received credentials for apostle
ship in the sense of Acts 1,2-3 and 1 Cor 9,1, "became the apostle 
of an egalitarian, celibate christianity."39 For Price, some second 
and third century Gnostic traditions preserved the memory that the 
historical Mary Magdalene "claimed a privileged disciple relation
ship with Jesus both before and after the resurrection, that she 
received unique revelations after the resurrection, and that these 
revelations included female equality with males based on the 
transcendence of sexuality in a spiritual union with Christ."40 The 
Gnostic texts which picture a conflict between Mary Magdalene 
and the male disciples reflect thus an actual, historical controversy 
about Mary Magdalene's apostolic status. 

According to Price, the information in the Gnostic texts is 
obliquely confirmed by the canonical writings which "reacted to 
her radical gospel by minimizing and distorting her role in the 
ministry of Jesus and the early Christian community ... "41 While in 
the Gospel of John an independent and historically authentic 
tradition (John 20,1.11-18) presents her as the first and the only 
witness to the appearance of the Risen Jesus, the evangelist modi-

37 In addition to those special studies of Mary Magdalene which treat 
more than one writing, three commentaries on the Gospel of Mary have 
appeared; see Pasg_uier 1983 (which was issued already one year before 
Bovon's article); Kmg 1992; King 1995. Cf. also De Boer 1988. 

38 Price 1990, 54-76. 
39 Price 1990, 57. 
40 Price 1990, 76. 
41 Price 1990, 67-73; the quote is taken from page 57. 
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fies the exclusiveness of this appearance account by making it the 
first in a series. A similar procedure is adopted in the so-called 
longer ending of the Gospel of Mark (l 6,9-10). In the following 
stages, the significance of the tradition orally known to New 
Testament authors is gradually disparaged further by making 
Jesus' revelation to Mary Magdalene simply repeat what the angel 
had already said (Matt 28,9-1 0); then by implying that Mary 
Magdalene did not actually see the Risen One (Luke 24, 1-12); 
later by indicating that not only did she not see Christ but also that 
she disobeyed the commandment of the angel in the tomb (Mark 
16, 1-8); after that by creating another entirely different empty 
tomb story in which Mary Magdalene had hardly any role at all 
(John 20,2-10); and finally by omitting her altogether as is the 
case in the traditional list of resurrection appearances in l Cor 
15,3-8. In addition, the orthodox polemic against Mary Magdalene 
tried to undermine her apostolic credibility by emphasizing her 
demon-possession (Luke 8,2; Mark 16,9) and by identifying her 
with the sinner of Luke 7,36-38. 

Price's reconstruction of the historical Mary Magdalene reflect
ed directly in the second and third century Gnostic texts and 
indirectly by the canonical writings is intriguing but contains too 
many major methodological problems to be plausible. First, the 
way Price sees the canonical witnesses to the events of Easter 
morning as reactions to the historically authentic and orally trans
mitted Mary Magdalene tradition found in John 20, l .11-18 is 
problematic. To be sure, he states that the canonical texts he uses 
to reconstruct the anti-Mary Magdalene trajectory were not written 
in the order in which he considers them, but rather that the New 
Testament writers severally preserved various stages of the tradi
tion which evolved in the order he reconstructs in his article.42 

Nevertheless, this reservation does not help much. It is not feasible 
that the tradition which must have reached its final stage already 
before or with the formulation of the list in l Cor 15 (if it is a 
conscious reaction against the Mary Magdalene tradition of John 
20, 1.11-18, as Price assumes) could have been accessible to the 
writer of the so-called longer ending of the Gospel of Mark in its 
second stage, to the author of the Gospel of Mark proper in its 

42 Price 1990, 66. 
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fifth stage, and to the Jerusalem Christians formulating the confes
sion in I Cor 15 in its final stage.43 

Second, it is difficult to maintain that all the canonical Easter 
stories and the list in I Cor 15 would have an anti-Mary Magda
lene stance. If the abrupt ending of the Gospel of Mark can be 
seen as a critique of Mary Magdalene and the other women, the 
same conclusion cannot be drawn from the Gospel of Matthew. In 
that gospel Mary Magdalene and other women experience an 
appearance of the Risen Jesus and successfully fulfill the task of 
delivering his message to the eleven male disciples (28, I 0-11.16). 
Similarly, the fact that the appearance to Mary Magdalene is fol
lowed by other appearances, as in the Gospel of John and in the 
so-called longer ending of the Gospel of Mark, need not necessari
ly be explained as a disparagement of its significance. The other 
appearances may simply serve as a positive confirmation of Mary 
Magdalene's experience. 

The omission of Jesus' appearance to Mary Magdalene in the 
Gospel of Luke (and perhaps in the traditional list of I Cor 15 as 
well) does not necessarily indicate a polemical tendency. Unless 
one makes a hypothetical assumption, as Price does, that the writer 
was aware of an oral tradition about the encounter between Mary 
Magdalene and the Risen Jesus and tries to suppress it, Luke can 
be seen as following his source, i.e., the Gospel of Mark. If so, it 
is worth noting that Luke's description of Mary Magdalene's and 
the other women's action is in a way less critical than Mark's. 
While in Mark they fail to announce the message of the young 

43 Instead of assuming that all the Easter materials of the New 
Testament derive from one uniform tradition which through editorial 
alterations of a polemical nature have engendered different versions, it is 
more feasible to think that at the beginning there were various "Easter 
experiences," which more or less independently sought to explain the 
Easter events. In his Finnish article, Uro (1995, 93-1 I I) suggests that I 
Cor 15, Mark 16,1-8, Luke 13,34-35 (Q) each provide a reflection of an 
early interpretation of the Easter events. I Cor I 5 can be traced through 
the so-called Hellenists back to Jerusalem where the appearances served 
to legitimize the leadership roles of spiritual authorities. The original 
Markan version (Mark 16,7 is redactional) has its starting point in an 
experience according to which Jesus "was taken away." It is possible that 
this tradition originated in the stories of women who had returned to 
Galilee. In the last redactional layer of Q, Jesus' departure is interpreted 
in light of a Jewish myth in which it is told how Wisdom could not find 
a dwelling among people and therefore returned to angels (cf. I Enoch

42). 
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man, in Luke they do bring the news of the resurrection to the 
male disciples. It is the latter who are unable to grasp it. On the 
other hand, Luke's report does contain features which suggest that 
he wants to show that faith in the resurrection of Jesus is not 
based on the word of women but on the proclamation of men, 
especially that of the apostles. Unlike the Gospel of Mark, in Luke 
the women are not commissioned to announce the message of the 
resurrection and when in any case they tell about it their testimony 
is regarded as 1.,rjpoc; ("non-sensical talk"; Luke 24,11) until it is 
corroborated by male witnesses (24,12.33-34.48). Yet there is no 
indication that all this should be taken as a special polemic against 
Mary Magdalene. Rather, it serves Luke's overall tendency to give 
a lot of space in his work for women but to draw up strict bound
aries for their activities both in the circle of Jesus and in the early 
church.44 According to Luke, leadership is a male prerogative, 
whereas women are seen as servants and/or financial supporters, 
as the programmatic statement of Luke 8,3 implies ( cf. also Acts 
9,36; 12,12; 16,15.40). 

Third, the reconstruction of the Mary Magdalene Christianity 
made by Price is not based on a uniform testimony of all the 
Gnostic Mary Magdalene texts but it is a compilation of elements 
derived from different sources. Not all of the writings are encratic, 
not all of them portray Mary Magdalene as the privileged disciple, 
and only in the Gospel of Philip can the idea of her spiritual 
marriage with Jesus find support. Not a single Gnostic text seems 
to contain all the elements which in Price's view characterize the 
form of Christianity started by the historical Mary Magdalene. On 
the whole, Price's reconstruction of early Mary Magdalene Chris
tianity seems to be a product by which features documented in 
later writings are arbitrarily combined together and projected to an 
earlier time. Price's study illustrates well what a precarious task it 
is to employ second and third century texts to reconstruct bio
graphical data about a biblical person of the first century. 

A different approach to Mary Magdalene in the Nag Hammadi 
texts and other related documents is presented by Renate Schmid 
in her master's thesis, written under the guidance of Prof. Joachim 

44 For modern treatments of Luke's view of women, see Schaberg 
1992, 275-292; Seim 1995, 728-762. 
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Gnilka at the University of Munich.45 Unlike Price, Schmid does 
not use any space in her work to discuss whether Mary Magdalene 
passages included in the writings she calls Gnostic reveal anything 
about the historical Mary Magdalene. Rather, her primary goal is 
to see what role the authors of the writings give to Mary Magda
lene in their own textual world.46 

Schmid examines closely only three of the relevant sources: the 
Gospel of Mary, the Gospel of Philip, and Pistis Sophia. Mary 
Magdalene passages of four other writings, the Gospel of Thomas, 
the Sophia of Jesus Christ, the Dialogue of the Savior, and the 
First Apocalypse of James are simply quoted and occasionally 
receive a brief comment.47 Taking into account the scope of the 
study this is understandable. Yet Schmid defends her approach by 
claiming that these texts provide very little material and no inde
pendent perspective for the discussion of the role of Mary Magda
lene. This is an understatement as will be shown in the present 
study. Schmid also lacks knowledge of Coptic.48 This not only 
causes her technical difficulties49 but places restrictions on her text 
analyses as well.50 

Compared to other recent studies of the Gnostic Mary Magda
lene, the strength of Schmid's work lies in the fact that she seeks 
to interpret the meaning of Mary Magdalene passages within the 

45 Schmid 1990. The thesis was accepted already in 1988 and it was 
published two years later. 

46 Schmid 1990, 2-3. 
47 The Acts of Philip is omitted as a non-Gnostic writing which 

represents a different genre; it is also possible, according to Schmid, that 
Mary, the sister of Philip, which the text speaks about is not to be 
identified with Mary Magdalene of the Gnostic texts (92 n. 2). The Great 
Questions of Mary is not mentioned by Schmid at all. 

48 Schmid 1990, 97 n. 5. 
49 While discussing the meaning of the Coptic word for "man, human 

being," Schmid (1990, 14-15) suggests that it is spelled NrwM€. 
50 E.g. in the explication of Gos. Phil. 59,6-11, Schmid (1990, 25-27)

does not discuss the linguistic problems the interpretation of the text 
involves. In J Apoc. Jas. 40,22-26, Schmid (1990, 81-82) is not capable 
of dealing with the questions the reconstruction of the lacuna presuppos
es. Nor is the meaning of the phrase €ITTHrcf in the Dial. Sav. 139, 13 
treated in the way it deserves. Schmid (1990, 80) simply thinks that 
TTTHrcf is identical with the pleroma, as it is in many Gnostic texts; yet 
in the context of the Dialogue of the Savior this interpretation is highly 
unlikely as the use of this word and the word TT:>...HrWMil- in the Dia
logue of the Savior demonstrates (see p. 85 n. 41 below). 
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context of the entire writing. For example, the significance of 
praise aimed at Mary Magdalene is not overemphasized if a simi
lar commendation is directed to other disciples elsewhere in the 
writing. However, Schmid does not consistently carry through with 
her methodological principle. In her analyses of the Gospel of 
Philip and Pistis Sophia she does not deliberate thoroughly enough 
how the positive treatment of Mary Magdalene's role is related to 
many positive aspects which one can find in the authors' presenta
tions of the male disciples.51 The extremely positive picture 
Schmid draws of the Gnostic Mary Magdalene would have be
come more nuanced if the Mary Magdalene passages had been 
compared more often to texts where the authors of the writings 
speak about the male disciples of Jesus and where they use femi
nine gender language. This kind of comparison could also have 
given Schmid a better starting-point to assess what the Mary 
Magdalene passages tell about the concrete situation of women in 
the second and third century Gnostic communities. Now she 
concludes with only a general remark that the picture of the per
fect and perceptive Mary Magdalene must have been utilized to 
support the self-consciousness of Gnostic women and to justify 
their claims for authority.52 

In her massive study of the Mary Magdalene myth, Susan 
Haskins dedicates one chapter to the Gnostic Mary Magdalene.53 

In her presentation, three aspects stand out. First, in agreement 

51 Although Schmid (1990, 38) cites Gatfron (1969, 215) who states 
that despite the fact that in Gos. Phil. 63,37-64,5 the role of the archons 
becomes the lot of the disciples they "im PhEv durchaus positiv geschil
dert werden," she does not face this problem. After having analyzed the 
Mary Magdalene passages in the Gospel of Philip, Schmid simply con
cludes: "Es liegt also eine iiuBerst positive Darstellung und starke 
Heraushebung der M.M. aus dem Kreis der Jiin�er vor." In her analysis 
of Pis tis Sophia, Schmid ( 1990, 58-61) recogmzes that there are texts 
which seem to indicate that the task of preaching and transmitting the 
mysteries is entrusted to the male disciples, but she does not take the text 
at face value but thinks that those texts somehow include Mary Magda
lene as well. Another main problem with Schmid's handling of Pistis 
Sophia is that the source-critical division between Pistis Sophia I-Ill and 
Pistis Sophia JV which she seems to accept (Schmid 1990, 44) does not 
in any way affect her actual treatment of the text. When she pictures the 
role of Mary Magdalene in Pistis Sophia, she deals with the text as if it 
were uniform. 

52 Schmid 1990, 89. 
53 Haskins 1993, 33-57. 
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with Pagels, she thinks that the positive statements of the Gnostic 
writings about Mary Magdalene, such as her special relationship 
to the Savior (Gospel of Philip, Gospel of Mary), her leading role 
within the group of the apostles (Gospel of Mary, Dialogue of the 
Savior, Pistis Sophia), and her ability to receive visions and to 
have greater comprehension than Peter (Gospel of Mary, Pistis 
Sophia), as well as the references to tension between Mary Mag
dalene and Peter, all reflect a historical situation where the ques
tion of women's participation in Christian communities was still 
a matter of controversy.54 This must have taken place long before 
the end of the second century, since by then all egalitarian tenden
cies "had been discarded in favour of a return to the patriarchal 
system of Judaism which had preceded them."55 Unlike Pagels, she 
in fact seems to place the conflict already in the first century. 
While orthodox sources are either entirely silent about the debate 
or allude to it only indirectly, e.g., by discrediting the women's 
report of their Easter experience (the Synoptics) or by omitting the 
women from the list of those to whom the Risen One appeared 
(Paul), the Gnostic writings, in the figure of Mary Magdalene, 
have preserved an authentic memory of the debate.56 

Haskins' claims remain on the same general level as those by 
Pagels. A detailed analysis of the texts will demonstrate that they 
do not show enough regard for the complexity of the evidence. In 
addition, Haskins' use of the second century Gnostic writings as 
a source for reconstructing first century history as well as the 
employment of the Synoptics and I Cor 15 as an indirect testimo
ny to an anti-woman attitude contain problems similar to those 
already pointed out in Price's case. 

Second, like Malvern, Haskins seeks to argue that in Pistis 
Sophia Mary Magdalene as alter ego of Pistis Sophia is linked to 
a long and unbroken tradition of feminine deities whose Christian 
counterpart is Pistis Sophia.57 Haskins does not produce, however, 

54 Haskins 1993, 37-42. 
55 Haskins 1993, 42. 
56 In fact, Haskins ( 1993, 55) seems even to suggest, like Price, that 

the second century Gnostic traditions of Ma!i' Magdalene could "reflect
a surviving historical tradition from Christ s life excluded from the 
orthdodox accounts of his ministry." 

57 Haskins 1993, 44-45.48. 
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any compelling arguments which would justify the identification 
of Mary Magdalene with Pistis Sophia. 

Third, Haskins observes that despite the positive view of Mary 
Magdalene certain Gnostic writings have they also include views 
which devalue women. Feminine gender language is employed to 
symbolize that which is negative, like procreation, sexuality, and 

a non-pneumatic life-style (Dialogue of the Savior, Gospel of 
Thomas).58 This was already recognized by Pagels, although she 
explained it as a culturally bound phenomenon which did not 
principally question the pro-female attitude of the Gnostics. Has
kins interprets this somewhat differently. In her view, not even the 
Gnostics can, in the final analysis, be described as pro-female, 
because gender bias prevailed among them too. Pagels' and Has
kins' observations are important, and their significance to the 
characterization and use of Mary Magdalene in various writings 
will be more thoroughly explored below. 

The most recent study of the Gnostic Mary Magdalene texts is 
the dissertation by Hannele Koivunen.59 Actually, the work focuses 
on the Gospel of Mary, out also other Mary Magdalene writings 
are introduced, even though they are utilized only as secondary 
background material and are not thoroughly analyzed.6° Koivu
nen's methodological starting-point is semiotic. Concretely this 
means that the Gospel of Mary is subjected to reading of the text61 

on three different levels of signification: firstness, secondness, and 
thirdness.62 On the level of firstness, the sign system of the text is 
examined as independent of anything else, i.e., the text is read as 
it presents itself to a reader who tries to approach the text without 
being bound to any cultural sign system or, since this is not entire
ly possible in practice, at least so that the reader is conscious "of 

58 Haskins 1993, 54. 
59 Koivunen 1994. 
60 In fact, the title of the work, The Woman Who Understood Com

pletely, is a quotation taken from the Dialogue of the Savior (139, 11-13). 
61 Strangely, the text which is being read is not the extant Greek 

manuscripts (as a matter of fact, Koivunen is not even aware of P. Oxy. 
3525) and the Coptic version of BG 8502, but the English translation(!) 
made by MacRae & Wilson in J.M. Robinson 1988, 524-527. Koivunen 
knows neither Greek nor Coptic. 

62 Koivunen 1994, 51-66.189-267. Koivunen's methodological frame
work is primarily based on C.S. Peirce's theory of the categories of 
existence. 
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his ties to his own culture with its paradigm, the stock of signifi
cations. "63 

On the level of secondness, the immediate impressions gained 
through the first level reading of the text "are compared with the 
interpreter's own sign systems."64 Encounter between the sign sys
tems of the text and those of the interpreter means that the inter
preter chooses the relevant - both familiar and foreign - ele
ments of the text and brings them into contact with the sign sys
tems of his/her own culture gained through those Christian docu
ments and interpretations which represent orthodox Christianity. In 
this process of accepting, rejecting, and assimilating, the signifi
cations of the interpreter's own culture are recoded and redefined. 
In practice, in the second level reading of the text a comparison 
between the characterization of Mary Magdalene in the Gospel of 
Mary and in orthodox Christian documents - both in the canon 
and in later patristic traditions - is undertaken. On the level of 
thirdness, the Gospel of Mary is approached not only through its 
own sign systems or those of the interpreter's own culture but 
through the mythic interpretants, which are found in other Gnostic 
sources. 

What are the results of Koivunen's semiotic reading of the 
Gospel of Mary? On the level of firstness the yield of reading is 
scanty: " ... much of the text is incomprehensible to a person who 
has grown up in a Western Christian culture" but it still proves to 
be "some kind of sacral text," since it contains the figures of the 
Savior, Mary Magdalene, and Peter.65 

On the second level of reading, when the sign systems of the 
Gospel of Mary and those of the interpreter's own "orthodox" 
Christian culture are compared, Koivunen becomes more concrete, 
but at the same time her conclusions prove to be problematic and 
confusing. Despite her ostensibly ahistoric approach, her claims 
are surprisingly history-oriented. Based on her comparison be
tween the Gospel of Mary and the Easter accounts of the canonical 
gospels, Koivunen infers that behind the texts one can find two 
early, mutually rivalling and contradictory conceptions of Chris
tianity. One was represented by (the historical?) Peter and was 

63 Koivunen 1994, 57.

64 Koivunen 1994, 193. 
65 Koivunen 1994, 193.
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characterized by law and administration.66 Its message was simple 
and concrete, since it was hearer-oriented and directed at great 
masses.67 The other one was engendered by (the historical?) Mary 
Magdalene, "the most important apostle," and it emphasized the 
inner and pneumatic. It was egalitarian, speaker-oriented and 
belonged to a select and initiated circle.68 In due course the Petrine 
version of Christianity got the upper hand of the Gnostic type of 
Christianity, by distorting the portrait of Mary Magdalene as "the 
woman who understood completely" and making her a whore. The 
significance of the second level reading of the Gospel of Mary is 
to see that the Christian icon of Mary Magdalene, which, in Koi
vunen 's view, has been reduced to the figure of a whore, can and 
must be reinterpreted in light of the Gospel of Mary. On the level 
of thirdness, Koivunen finds confirmation for her thesis. Other 
Gnostic writings dealing with Mary Magdalene reflect the same 
early schism. 

In her historical conclusions, Koivunen reaches an inference 
similar to that of Price. Unlike him, she does not even try to argue 
why a major first century' ecclesiastical conflict has its only explic
it witnesses in second and third century documents, whereas no 
tangible traces of it can be found in sources of the first century.69 

The information of the second and third century writings is simply 
projected back to the first century.70 

66 Koivunen 1994, 215-216. 
67 Koivunen 1994, 273. 
68 Koivunen 1994, 216.273. 
69 Without any arguments, Koivunen ( I 994, 210) simply states that 

the Gospel of Mary "reveals the profound contradiction between Mary 
Magdalene and Peter, which is supported by many other Gnostic texts. 
It seems, according to the Gospel of Mary, that the traditions represented 
by Mary Magdalene and Peter separated from each other very early ... , 
which means before the canonical texts were written ... " (italics mine). 

70 
It is not only the main thesis which is problematic in Koivunen's 

book. It also contains a great number of contradictions (e.g. according to 
p. 28 Pistis Sophia was found by the Scottish explorer James Bruce in
1769 in Luxor, according to p. 173, it was acquired for the British
Museum in 1785 from Dr. Askew who had bought in London; sometimes
the Coptic Gospel of Mary is part of the Nag Hammadi Library [p. 31 ],
sometimes it belongs to BG 8502 [p. 481), rudimentary mistakes
(Koivunen maintains e.g. that according to Valentinus the pleroma
consists of eight pairs of aeons [p. 73), that Ptolemy's Letter to Flora
was written in the fourth century [p. 27), and that Epiphanius' report of
Jesus' and Mary Magdalene's encounter on a mountain in Pan. 26 is
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The presentation of the four recent studies of the Gnostic Mary 
Magdalene texts demonstrates the attractiveness and importance of 

the topic. Nevertheless, none of them has paid sufficient attention 
to the complexity of the problems involved with these texts and 
the historical context they reflect. The process which Schmidt's 
observations set in motion and which Pagels' insights carried 
somewhat further is far from being completed. 

2. Definition of the Task and Approach

2.1 Task 

The purpose of the present study is to delineate the portrait and 
the significance of Mary Magdalene in those second and third 

century Christian texts which are either Gnostic or at least contain 
central theological, soteriological, anthropological, and cosmologi

cal emphases that have close parallels in Gnostic thought. It is 
beyond the scope of this study to enter into an extensive discus
sion about the precise definition of Gnosticism. A short presenta

tion of central elements of Gnostic thought succinctly summarized 
by Pearson may suffice:71 

... first, ... adherents of Gnosticism regard gnosis (rather than faith, 
observance of law, etc.) as requisite to salvation. The saving "knowl
edge" involves a revelation as to the true nature both of the self and 
of God; indeed, for the Gnostic, self-knowledge is knowledge of God. 
Gnosticism also has, second, a characteristic theology according to 

taken from the Little Questions of Mary and not from the Great Ques
tions of Mary [p. 178]), untenable claims ( e.g. Koivunen asserts that 
besides Q there existed an independent Gnostic Q deriving from 50 C.E. 
[pp. 209.271.287] and, here misquoting Bianchi, that no obvious evidence 
of connections between the Demiurge and the Jewish Yahweh can be 
established [p. 75]), and misrepresentations of scholarly views (e.g. 
Koivunen says [p. 169] that, in Parrott's view, Eugnostos and the Sophia 
of Jesus Christ have been influenced by Sethian Ophites and Eugnostos 
also by Valentinianism, while Parrott says exactly the opposite; Koivunen 
claims also [p. 174] that Tuckett has speculated with the idea of a 'Gnos
tic Q, even if no such idea appears in his book). Examples such as these 
could be easily multiplied. 

71 Pearson 1990, 7-8: In his summary Pearson relies chiefly on the 
works of Kurt Rudolph and Hans Jonas. 
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which there is a transcendent supreme God beyond the god or powers 
responsible for the world in which we live. Third, a negative, radical
ly dualist stance vis-a-vis the cosmos involves a cosmology, according 
to which the cosmos itself, having been created by an inferior and 
ignorant power, is a dark prison in which human souls are held 
captive. Interwoven with its theology and its cosmology is,· fourth, an 
anthropology, according to which the essential human being is consti
tuted by his/her inner self, a divine spark that originated in the tran
scendent divine world and, by means of gnosis, can be released from 
the cosmic prison and can return to its heavenly origin. The human 
body, on the other hand, is part of the cosmic prison from which the 
essential "man" must be redeemed. The notion of release from the 
cosmic prison entails, fifth, an eschatology, which applies not only to 
the salvation of the individual but to the salvation of all the elect, and 
according to which the material cosmos itself will come to its fated 
end.72 

To be sure, Pearson's characterization of Gnosticism is a kind 
of idealized version. Hardly any of the known Gnostic writings 
contain all the elements ,which Pearson presents and in some of 
them certain elements are strongly modified or even opposed. 
Therefore, it is difficult to draw a clear line between Gnostic and 
non-Gnostic writings. There is a significant "grey area" between 
the two. Yet Pearson's definition is a useful starting-point in 
attempting to categorize religious writings, although sometimes it 
seems to be a matter of emphasis whether a writing is called 
Gnostic with some non-Gnostic elements or non-Gnostic with 
some Gnostic motifs. It is, however, important for the present 
consideration that practically all important second and third centu
ry writings where Mary Magdalene appears have clear connections 
with central elements in Gnostic thought pointed out by Pearson.73 

72 In addition to these five doctrinal points, Pearson also points out 
that Gnosticism had social, ritual, ethical, experiential, and mythopoetical 
dimensions. This is of course true, but apart from the Gnostics' strong 
inclination to mythopoesis, these did not include common Gnostic fea
tures especially typical of that movement alone. For example, the pre
dominantly ascetic and acosmic ethics of Gnosticism was not foreign to 
ecclesiastical Christians either. 

73 The religious character of these writings and their relationship to 
Gnostic thought are discussed in detail in the introductions to the analy
ses of Mary Magdalene texts in these particular writings. 
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In all of the Gnostic writings which contain and use Mary 
Magdalene traditions she is presented as a dominant figure among 
the followers of Jesus. It is conspicuous that in many of these 
sources her visible, positive role leads to some kind of controversy 
with the male disciples of Jesus. The primary interest of this study 
is to see what role Mary Magdalene assumes in the textual and 
symbolic world of a particular writing and what her characteriza
tion reveals about the author's views on women, especially about 
their possibilities to gain a position of authority. In addition, an 
attempt will be made to ask what Mary Magdalene passages can 
tell, if anything, about the attitudes towards women, the concrete 
circumstances of their lives, and leadership roles within the circles 
where the texts were read. Clearly, the texts displaying a conflict 
between Mary Magdalene and the male disciples need special 
attention when it is asked whether and what the texts can tell 
about the attitudes of the authors and the concrete situation of the 
audiences. 

2.2 Sources 

The text material analyzed in the present study offers no sources 
not at least mentioned in earlier studies. Out of the Nag Hammadi 
writings, the Gospel of Thomas, the Sophia of Jesus Christ (which 
appears also in the Berlin Codex), the Dialogue of the Savior, the 
First Apocalypse of James, and the Gospel of Philip are included. 
Other important sources are the Gospel of Mary, Pistis Sophia, the 
Great Questions of Mary, the Manichaean Psalm-book, and the 
Acts of Philip. Apart from the Acts of Philip, all of these writings 
are either Gnostic or contain central elements of Gnostic thought. 
The Acts of Philip, which in itself is not a Gnostic work, is treated 
since it utilizes and expands Mary Magdalene traditions employed 
and developed in Gnostic sources. Yet no special chapter is devot
ed to this writing, but its most important Mary Magdalene passag
es are taken up in the chapter dealing with the Gospel of Thomas, 
because the two documents contain similar motifs. 

Common to all these Gnostic sources is the fact that they 
scarcely build on canonical Mary Magdalene traditions. The narra
tive elements of the canonical Easter accounts are used only in the 
Manichaean Psalm-book but even there the Johannine account is 
expanded and embellished by many such features which bring it 
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into close contact with other sources listed above.74 So that possi
ble connections and differences between various Mary Magdalene 
traditions can be more easily assessed, the writings will be treated 
in a chronological order, and the text analyses will be preceded by 
a section where relevant introductory issues, including dating and 
provenance, are discussed. 

There are three other writings which have been included when 
the second and third century extra-canonical, non-patristic portrait 
of Mary Magdalene is discussed: the so-called Secret Gospel of 
Mark, Epistula Apostolorum, and the Gospel of Peter.15 Should 
they be considered in the present study as well? Clearly, in the 
case of the Secret Gospel of Mark no treatment of the text is 
necessary. The extant parts of the writing76 do not display Gnostic 
traits and, more importantly, there is no indication that the un
named woman77 of the text whom some scholars have identified 
with Mary Magdalene78 is she.79 Nor are the other two writings 

74 See below pp. 207-208.
75 Bovon (1984, 52-53) includes all of these writings in his presenta

tion of the "heretical" Mary Magdalene (cf. also Collins 1992, 580). To 
be sure, Epistula Apostolorum is not regarded by Bovon as a heretical 
writing but, in Bovon's view, it does obliquely �ive information about 
the heretical picture of Mary Magdalene by polemic1zing against it. 

76 The fragments of the writing are quoted in a letter which Clement 
of Alexandria is supposed to have sent to a Theodoros. The only, incom
plete handwritten copy of the letter has been preserved on two and a half 
empty �ages at the back of a seventeenth century printed edition of 
Ignatius epistles found in the Greek Orthodox monastery of Mar Saba 
(for this, see M. Smith 1973). There is no agreement among scholars 
about the authenticity of this letter. For the discussion, see Merkel 1987,
89-92; Meyer 1990, 94-99. If the genuiness of the letter is granted, it is
moreover unclear what the relationship of the fragments is to the canoni
cal Gospel of Mark and how the fragments are to be dated; for various
suggestions, see Merkel 1987, 89-92; Meyer 1990, 94-99; Sellew 1991,
242-257.

77 The unnamed woman appears twice in the Secret Gospel of Mark
(11,23; III,15; for the text, see M, Smith 1973, 446-453.). In the latter 
instance she is introduced as TJ ci8eA<!ni 'tOU vea v{mcou ov riycfaa a U'tOV 
b ' l'r1crouc;. 

78 Bovon 1984, 52; Collins 1992, 580.
79 The only fact in the description of the unnamed woman which 

coincides with what we know about Mary Magdalene in other early 
Christian sources is her linkage with Salome and the mother of Jesus 
(Mark 15,40; 16,1; John 19,25; Gos. Phil. 59,6-ll; I Apoc. Jas. 40,25;
PS 1-JJJ; Man. Ps. /I 192,21-24). Nothing else is reminiscent of Mary 
Magdalene. The fact that the unnamed woman in the Secret Gospel of
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Gnostic. In addition, the personage of Mary Magdalene does not 
seem to become a subject of special reflection in Epistula Aposto
lorum and the Gospel of Peter in the same way as in the sources 
listed above. Yet one has to ask whether these writings contain an 
attempt to disparage the significance of Mary Magdalene which 
could be interpreted as a direct or an oblique criticism against 
Gnostic portraits of her, and which thus could throw light on the 
use of Mary Magalene in early Christian controversies. 

Epistula Apostolorum80 is a non-Gnostic or perhaps even anti
Gnostic revelation dialogue81 which refers to Mary Magdalene as 
one of the women to whom the Risen Jesus appeared and who 
announced the message of the resurrection to the male disciples 
(9-11 ). The role of Mary Magdalene is viewed in the same way as 
in the Gospel of Matthew. Epistula Apostolorum only emphasizes 
the disbelief of the male disciples. This aspect recalls the Lucan 
Easter account (24,11; cf. also Mark 16,11).82 There is, however, 
nothing in the text which could be seen as a polemical attack 
against the visible, positive role given to Mary Magdalene in many 
Gnostic texts. 83 The disbelief of the disciples is not employed to 

Mark lives in Bethany and is a sister of a man whom Jesus loved in a 
special way and whom he raised from the dead seems to suggest that the 
most natural identification of the unnamed woman is either Martha or her 
sister Mary (cf. John 11). Martha is also brought together with Salome 
and the mother of Jesus in PS I-Ill (cf. also I Apoc. Jas. 40,25-26; Man.
Ps. /1192,21-24). 

80 The passages where Mary Mal?;dalene appears are preserved both 
in an Ethiopic and a Coptic version (for the Ethiopic version, see Guer
rier & Grebaut 1913; for the Coptic version, see Schmidt 1919). For the 
English translations, see Schneemelcher & Wilson 1991, 249-284, esp. 
254-255.

81 As a reason for writing the text, the author presents the wish that 
no one should follow Simon and Cerinthus (I; 7). 

82 Cf. also Matt 28,17, however. 
83 Bovon (1984, 53) has suggested that the Coptic version, which 

presents Martha as the first messenger to the male disciples instead of 
Mary Magdalene, has preserved the original reading. Thus the text 
deprives Mary Magdalene of the task given to her in the Easter accounts 
of the canonical Gospels and serves, according to Bovon, anti-Gnostic 
polemic. Bovon's thesis contains several problems. The very idea that the 
replacement of Mary Magdalene by Martha must be understood as a 
result of a conflict is in itself problematic. Many other reasons could be 
easily imagined. Besides, there is no unanimity about the textual rela
tionship between the two versions. The friority of the Coptic version is
in no way proven. In addition, even i Martha is granted a temporal 
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disparage her value as a messenger. Rather, it serves to underlin·e 
the depth of doubt which prevailed among the disciples. 

In the Gospel of Peter,84 too, Mary Magdalene appears in the 
section which deals with the events of Easter morning. Together 
with other women, she comes to the grave of Jesus in order to 
lament his death and possibly to anoint his body (50-52). When 
the women come to the grave they find it empty, and a young man 
is sitting inside the grave and announces that Jesus has risen. As 
in the Gospel of Mark, the women flee in fear. With regard to the 
description of Mary Magdalene, the only essential difference 
between the Synoptic gospels, especially Mark, and the Gospel of
Peter is that the latter introduces Mary Magdalene as µa.9r]i:pta. 
,:ou icupiou. How is this epithet to be understood? According to 
Bovon, µa.9r]i:pta. ,:ou icupiou is to be seen as a honorific title 
which is conferred upon Mary Magdalene in recognition of her 
significant role among the most intimate followers of Jesus.85 

However, the usage of the word µa.9r]i:pta. in secular Greek and 
early Christian literature does not lend support to Bovon's claim. 
In those rare instances86 'where it appears, it does not seem to have 
any honorific connotation. It simply denotes a female pupil, as 
distinct from the male ones.87 The same appears to be true with the 
epithet of Mary Magdalene in Gos. Pet. 50. It has hardly any 

priority as a messenger to the male disciples in the Coptic version, the 
same task is entrusted to a Mary too. This Mary is not necessarily 
MArtA TAMAreA (11,2) but it can be MArtA TMAr21.A?--.HNH (11,2-3; 
III,6-7) as well. In that case, Martha's and Mary Magdalene's roles are 
identical. 

84 For the text, see Klostermann 1933. 
85 Bovon 1984, 53. 
86 For the use of the word in secular and early Christian Greek 

literature, see Rengstorf 1967, 460-461; Bauer & Aland & Aland 1988, 
986. In addition to the occurrences in Greek Christian literature (Acts
9,36; Acts of Paul 2,9 [Hamburg Papyrus]), it appears also in Coptic
writings (2 Book of Jeu 99,8; 105,23; PS 353,17).

87 A good example is Acts 9,36-38 where both the feminine µcdhj,:
pta. (Acts 9,36) and the masculine µa&Ji't'Tjc; (Acts 9,38) are used to 
denote the followers of Jesus. To be sure, µae-tj,:pta. has here a more 
technical meaning "female Christian," whereas µa.S,,'tT](i stands for a 
"male Christian" or a "Christian" in general. For Luke µa0T]'t'Tjc; (µa8tj,:
pta.) and Christian are clearly synonyms in Acts. This is seen most 
clearly in Acts 11,26. It is also worth noting that o\. µa&Jii:ai can be 
linked with a genitive attribute ,:ov Kt>piou (9,1). 
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function other than to point out explicitly that there were also 
women among the disciples of Jesus. 

If the title µa.9tj1:pta. is not taken as a special commendation of 
Mary Magdalene, could it then be seen as a reflection of a tenden
cy to place the female followers of Jesus in their own category,88 

clearly inferior to that of the male followers?89 And if so, is it 
done for polemical purposes? The text, at least in its extant form, 
does not give an unambiguous answer to this question. The fact 
that the encounter between the young man and the women in the 
grave (Gos. Pet. 50) ends with the women's flight can hardly be 
taken as a proof of an attempt to discredit Mary Magdalene and 
other women. Like the parallel text in Mark, it seems to underline 

88 It is at least obvious that the twelve (µa0rrtai) are seen as a 
distinct group in the Gospel of Peter (59). 

89 Especially in later writings, the person of Mary Magdalene seems 
to be used to justify this kind of tendency. It gains its classic expression 
in the fourth century Apostolic Church Order l.26, 1-2 (for the Greek 
text, see Schermann 1914, 32) where the (frivolous?) smile of Mary 
Magdalene (if indeed the Mary of the text is Magdalene and not Mary 
of Bethany; it is most likely that the text derives from the period when 
Mary represents a "combination" of Magdalene and Mary of Bethany; 
see pp. 131-132 below) is presented by Martha as the reason why women 
should not be allowed to participate in the Eucharist. Mary corrects Mar
tha's claim by pointing out that she did not smile but Jesus himself 
taught that it is unnecessary for women to take part in the Eucharist since 
'tO cia0evei; 6ux 'tOU icrx,upou aco0rjae'tClt. In his polemic against the 
Collyridians, who seem to have admitted women to priestly tasks, 
Epiphanius (Pan. 79.7,1-4) criticizes this practice by showing that no 
biblical women, not even the women who followed Jesus from Galilee 
and assisted him with their own possessions (cf. Mark 15,40-41; Luke 
8,2-3) assumed such a role. A more positive version of the same ten
dency is found in Vita Beatae Mariae 36,89-95 (for the Coptic text, see 
F. Robinson 1896, 28-37), where Mary Magdalene is appointed by Mary,
the mother of Jesus, to be the leader of the female virgins among the
followers of Jesus after her. They constitute clearly a group separate from
the apostles; their task is defined in terms of preserving their sexual
purity (28,23-25), whereas the apostles in addition to being virgins are
given the assignment to preach the gospel (28,22). It is also worth noting
that in Vita Beatae Mariae it is not Mary Magdalene (cf. John 20,11-18)
but Mary, the mother of Jesus, who meets the Risen Jesus and receives
the command to tell her brothers to go into Galilee in order that Jesus
might appear to them (Vita Beatae Mariae 30,37-39; cf. Mark 16,7). In
addition, she instructs the apostles how to preach the gospel! Clearly, the
work reflects mariological emphases; in other words, Mary, the mother
of Jesus, is given a very special role, whereas the other women, Mary
Magdalene included, are removed further from the tasks connected with
the role of the apostles.
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general confusion which the crucifixion of Jesus has caused within 
the circle of the disciples. Nor is the fact that in the Gospel of 
Peter the women are not commanded by the young man to deliver 
any special message to the male disciples ( cf. Mark 16, 7) scarcely 
an indication of a conscious effort to decrease the significance of 
Mary Magdalene among the followers of Jesus. Rather, the omis
sion makes more understandable the sorrow and irresolution of the 
twelve in Gos. Pet. 58,90 unless it is simply due to the circum
stances that the Gospel of Peter was dependent on a tradition 
which did not contain the command of the young man at all 
because that was added only later by Mark to serve his own 
theological purposes evident already in 14,28.91 

Together with the next episode where Peter, Andrew, and Levi 
are said to have gone fishing (cf. John 21), Gos. Pet. 50-57, by 
means of creating a contrast to what follows, anticipates the posi
tive impact which the appearance(s) of Jesus most likely contained 
in the missing end of the gospel is (are) supposed to engender 
among the readers. Thus, the way Mary Magdalene and other 
women are depicted in 'the text is more naturally explained by the 
overall literary intentions of the author than by an attempt to 
utilize the passage in a concrete controversy over the status of 
Mary Magdalene in Christian communities. 

2.3 Methodological Considerations 

With regard to the examination of Mary Magdalene's role in the 
textual worlds of the Gnostic writings dealing with her, there are 
three aspects which have not received sufficient attention in previ
ous studies or which have been overlooked altogether. Their 
inadequate consideration has not only affected the way the portrait 
of Mary Magdalene is drawn but also the conclusions scholars 
have reached from the writings' attitudes towards women in gener
al. It is exactly these three aspects which the present study at-

90 If the text had contained the young man's explicit command
directed to the women, the reader could think that despite their fear at the 
grave they could have tried to inform the twelve about their experience, 
since Gos. Pet. 57 does not state that the women did not speak anything 
to anybody (as it is said in Mark 16,8). 

91 So e.g. Koester 1990, 238-239. 
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tempts to bring to the center of its approach. In this way a nu
anced and balanced view of the characterization of Mafy Mag
dalene and the use of Mary Magdalene traditions in the second 
and third century Gnostic writings will hopefully be achieved. 

First, the fact that Mary Magdalene has a prominent position 
in so many writings which display important Gnostic themes does 
not provide justification to think that she has the same role in the 
textual world of each work and that Mary Magdalene traditions are 
in each case employed for a similar purpose. This is confirmed 
already by a cursory reading of Mary Magdalene passages in 
various writings. For instance, not all of them picture Mary Mag
dalene as a rival of the male disciples. Methodologically, this 
means that the character and the use of Mary Magdalene traditions 
utilized in each writing must be studied separately before any 
general conclusions are drawn. 

Second, the characterization and the statements of Mary Mag
dalene should not be examined in isolation. In all the texts Mary 
Magdalene is pictured as one of Jesus' most intimate followers. 
Therefore, everything that is said about her or she says herself 
must be compared to the way other disciples, especially the males, 
are viewed in texts. Only thus is the portrait of Mary Magdalene 
and her significance as reflecting the authors' attitudes towards 
women seen in proper perspective. In other words, if a text says 
that Mary Magdalene has come to the world to "make clear the 
abundance of the revealer" (Dial. Sav. 140, 17-19), one should not 
make her the most dominant disciple within the circle of Jesus' 
closest followers before the text is carefully studied in light of 
those passages where a similar task is entrusted to other disciples 
as well (Dial. Sav. 126,8-10; 126,16-17; 142,21-24). 

Third, in several Gnostic writings the positive characterizations 
of Mary Magdalene are accompanied by statements in which 
images of the feminine are used as negative symbols. This shouli;:1 
already make one cautious about assuming that the positive view 
of Mary Magdalene should be taken as an automatic indication 
that the authors of the writings consciously advocate and propagate 
a general pro-woman attitude. In principle, a picture of Mary 
Magdalene as an active interlocutor or as an exceptional interpreter 
of the Savior's words may simply serve as an attempt to defend 
the presentation of Mary Magdalene as a significant authority 
behind the traditions used in a given writing. In any case, more 
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serious attention is to be paid to the relationship between pro-Mary 
Magdalene attitudes and those passages where images of the 
feminine have a pejorative connotation. 

In many previous studies the important role granted to Mary 
Magdalene by the Gnostic writings dealing with her · and her 
conflict with the male disciples have been straightforwardly inter
preted as a direct reflection of women's role and position among 
the Gnostic readers of these texts. It is also my conviction that 
religious texts such as these mirror not only the attitudes of the 
author but also the conceptions and the situation of the assumed 
readers. Yet it is not unproblematic to move from the text world 
to the real world of the first readers. There is no easy way to 
know how the views presented by the characters of the text are 
related to those of its audience.92 Nor is it self-evident that every 
text and all of its features have concrete correlations in the "real 
life" of a given community. To illustrate the point, one can ask: 
Does the positive treatment of Mary Magdalene in a given writing 
mean that the first readers accepted her as a spiritual authority 
whose example was also followed so that any woman among them 
could be given a similar role? Or was it rather written as a chal
lenge to a community where women's strivings for equality were 
dismissed? Or is the reference to Mary Magdalene a simple histor
icizing reminiscence which has no relevance at the time of the first 
readers as far as gender roles are concerned? It is only through 
examining the texts for clues about kind of context in which a 
particular text would make sense and by seeing where it places 
emphases, where it sees problems, where it locates conflict, and 
where it presupposes agreements that the most probable option can 
be found. 

In the case of those writings which display a controversy 
between Mary Magdalene and the male disciples (Gospel of Thom
as, Gospel of Mary, and Pistis Sophia), it is difficult to avoid the 
impression that they are speaking to a concrete conflict. Neverthe
less, one has to ask whether the controversy in all instances is over 
the position of women in general or only over the role of Mary 
Magdalene within the tradition both the author of the writing and 
its readers know but value differently. Moreover, does the contro-

92 In his presentation of sociology of knowledge as a method of 
interpretation, Tuckett (1987, 143-144) makes a similar comment. 
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versy reflect a conflict between Gnostic and orthodox Christians 
or a dispute within a Gnostic group? In previous Mary Magdalene 
studies, it was commonly assumed that the former was the case. 
Consequently, Peter, the most important rival of Mary Magdalene, 
is regarded as the symbol of the orthodox faction. That the Nag 
Hammadi Library contains writings which clearly place Peter in 
the camp of the Gnostics (Apocalypse of Peter, Letter of Peter to 
Philip)93 forces one to leave open the possibility that a controversy 
text may also reflect an internal conflict among Gnostics, Mary 
Magdalene and Peter embodying different sides of the dispute. In 
each instance, the final solution of the question depends on a 
detailed analysis of a given text. 

93 Parrott (1986, 206-210) has souldlt to show that in these two 
writings Peter is not regarded as genuinely Gnostic but he is made to be 
secretly a Gnostic in order that the text might have been used in anti
ecclesiastical polemic. Parrott's distinction is strange and not convincing 
at all. Certainly, at least the Apocalypse of Peter contains anti-ecclesiasti
cal tones but there is nothing in the text which would indicate that the 
author does not regard Peter as the real founder of the Gnostic communi
ty (71,15-21), whereas he knows that the Gnostic (conception ot) Peter 
is slandered by the sons of this age, i.e., ecclesiastical Christians (73, 10-
23; for the translation, see Koschorke 1978, 32). For a more thorough 
evaluation of Parrott's thesis, see pp. 66-70 below. 
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MARY MAGDALENE 
IN THE GOSPEL OF THOMAS 

I. Introductory Remarks

The Gospel of Thomas is clearly the most studied and most debat
ed of all the Nag Hammadi writings. As is well known, its rela
tionship to the Synoptic gospels, its compositional character, its 
relationship to Gnostic thought, and its dating and place of compo
sition are all controversial issues. 1 Since the last three questions 
bear on the treatment of the Mary Magdalene passages in the 
writing, I shall state my own position with regard to these matters. 

The Gospel of Thomas consists of independent sayings, 114 in 
number according to the most common divisions of the text.2 

Since the writing contains doublets it is probable that it has been 
put together from two (or more) smaller sayings collections.3 The 
principle by which logia were joined together is not very obvious. 
In some instances they were apparently connected by means of a 
catchword and/or because of a common theme.4 Compositional 
patterns other than this can hardly be detected. This has led some 
scholars to conclude that in its present form the Gospel of Thomas 
was not even meant to be a unified document having any consis
tent outlook.5 This inference is too sceptical. Despite the fact that 
no clear overall structure can be discerned, as is actually typical 

1 Overviews of dertinent problems in the study of the Gospel of 
Thomas are provide by Haenchen (1961-62, 147-178.306-338), Fallon 
& Cameron (1988, 4195-4251) and Riley (1994, 227-252). 

2 For the Coptic text of the gospel used in the present study, see 
Layton 1989a, 52-92. For the extant Greek fragments, see Attridge 1989, 
95-128. The numbering of the logia follows that of Layton 1989a.

3 At least the following doublets can be found: 56//80; 87//112; 
55//101; 48//106. 

4 For examples of catchword associations, see Patterson 1993, 100-
102; several of his examples, to be sure, do not seem to be quite as clear 
and intentional as he suggests. 

5 Recently, this has been most strongly stressed by Wisse 1988, 304-
305.
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of sayings collections such as the Gospel of Thomas, the principle 
for selecting material was hardly a random choice. Clearly, the 
writing contains motifs central to its theological profile which 
wind like a thread through the whole book. According to the 
Gospel of Thomas, spiritual persons come from the light, belong 
to the light, and are on their way back to it (18; 19; 49; 50; 77). 
If they come to know their real identity (3; 18; 67) and if they are 
ready to renounce the world (27; 56; 80; 110) and to live ascetic 
life without family ties (22; 49; 55; 75; 101), they may enter into 
the light, i.e., they will find the kingdom and will not taste death. 
Salvation is not only seen primarily as a future event, it is already 
materialized in the present life of a Christian, though as a state of 
existence unseen to the world (51; 113). The. emphasis on the 
interiorization of faith is also seen in a critical attitude towa1·ds 
outward religious practices (6; 14; 27; 53; 89; 104). 

Although the redactor of the sayings collection has selected 
material with his main theological emphases in his mind and has 
obviously viewed his writing as a theological whole, it is not self
evident that the meaning of individual logia has remained the same 
in the redaction process. Therefore, a modem interpreter has to 
exercise caution in expounding logia. Their meaning as well as the 
meaning of the individual parts may vary depending on whether 
they are interpreted in light of their assumed original context or 
within the framework of the entire gospel. This has to be borne in 
mind also when the two Mary Magdalene passages of the writing 
are analyzed. This observation is especially important with logion 
114, since it has been suggested that the passage was not included 
in the gospel by a conscious choice of the redactor but was added 
only afterwards. The question will be treated more thoroughly 
below. 

The issue of Thomas ' relationship to Gnosticism has been 
strongly debated since the very beginning of Thomasine studies.6

Although those who have defended the Gnostic character of the 
writing constitute a majority among scholars, the opposite view 

6 In fact, the discussion started already before the entire gospel was
known. After the discovery of P. Oxy. I, 654, and 655 scholars debated 
whether the fragments were ·orthodox or heretical (see Grenfell & Hunt 
1898, 2; 1904, I 1-12). 
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has also found a significant number of supporters.7 Conflicting 
opinions are not only due to the fact that the evidence within the 
Gospel of Thomas is judged differently. Clearly, disagreement on 
this matter depends also on the diversity of ways Gnosticism is 
defined. In the present study the starting point for the assessment 
is the definition presented in the Introduction. 

Admittedly, there are features in the Gospel of Thomas which 
do not coincide very well with any definition of Gnosticism. It 
lacks all the mythological explanations of the origin of evil. No 
allusion to the Sophia myth or to the Demiurge as a creator can be 
discerned. In fact, the material creation can be described in posi
tive terms (12) or even connected with the Father (89). On the 
other hand, salvation in the Gospel of Thomas is perceived in the 
same way as in many Gnostic writings. It is a result of one's 
knowing oneself (3; 70; cf. also 111) or, more precisely, one's 
divine origin in the realm of light ( 49; 50; 18; 19). Jesus' instruc
tion in logion 50, which he gives his disciples who have to explain 
their identity, has its closest parallels in those Gnostic texts which 
describe the post-mortem ascent of the soul past archontic powers 
back to the realm of light.8 

7 For representatives of these two views, see Fallon & Cameron 
4230-4232; Riley 1994, 229-232. 

8 Cf. Gos. Mary 15,1-17,7; I Apoc. Jas. 32,28-36,1; Ap. Jas. 8,35-36; 
Apoc. Paul 22,23-23,28; CH 1,24-26; Iren., Adv. haer. 1.21,5; Epiph., 
Pan. 26.13,2; 36.3,1-6; cf. also 2 Book of Jeu 127,5-138,4; PS 286,9-
291,23. Whether Gos. Thom. 50 itself is to be seen as a description of the 
interrogation during the post-mortem ascent of the soul or a mystical 
experience of visio Dei, as De Conick (1996) has sought to show, or as 
simply a catechesis created to give the audience of the Thomasine Jesus 
answers to fundamental questions which occupied people's minds every
where in antiquity (for references, see De Comck 1996, 43-63) is difficult 
to decide, although the non-identification of the interrogators with 
archontic powers, the fact that the interrogators are not portrayed as 
hostile figures as well as the lack of explicit evidence of a mystical visio 
Dei experience in the Gospel of Thomas seem to suggest that the third 
option is most likely. Yet as regards the questions and answers presented 
in Gos. Thom. 50, the Gnostic ascent passages clearly provide the closest 
parallels. Therefore, it is obvious that Gos. Thom. 50 reflects Gnostic 
thought (so also Meyer [1992, 12] who otherwise thinks "it is difficult 
to call the Gospel of Thomas a gnostic �ospel without considerable 
qualification"). De Conick (I 996, 62-63) demes the Gnostic character of 
Gos. Thom. 50, but fails to show why the Thomasine version should be 
seen as a non-Gnostic Christian formula whereas its closest, although 
later, parallels are Gnostic. 
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It is also worth noting that even though the event of creation 
is not exhibited in negative terms, both the material world and the 
physical body are. The cosmos is not only to be destroyed at the 
end of the age ( 111; 11 ), but it is decaying already in the present 
time (56; 80). For those who find themselves the cosmos is worth
less (111). In other words, salvation does not only mean that one 
discovers oneself, God, and the kingdom, but also that one is 
granted sight of the valueless character of the world. The same is 
true of the body. It is a sheer burden to the soul, to the real self 
of a person (29; 87; 112). 

The visible, real world is not only worthless and therefore to 
be rejected. It is also dangerous and threatening. The attachment 
to the world may deprive one of one's salvation (27). In logion 21 
the cosmos is given an even more active role.9 The second part of
Jesus' answer contains a parable of the owner of a house. In the 
following application of the parable Jesus states: "You, then, be on 
your guard against the world. Arm yourselves with great strength 
lest the robbers find a way to come to you. For otherwise they 
shall find the profit you expect." 10 The translation of the last 
sentence is different from the most common recent renderings of 
the text.11 The Greek word xrE10.. is given a positive meaning 
"profit, good"12 and the conjunction ETTE\ is understood elliptically 
"for (if it were different); for otherwise.'m Thus the verbal expres
sion C€No..2E Ef'OC can be translated in its most natural sense: 
" .. .they shall find (it)." If this interpretation is correct the robbers 
are not trying to create difficulties for the owner of a house, i.e, 
for a disciple, but they are trying to steal the most valuable pos
session he has. In this way, the peculiar genitive expression 
TTE<jH€1 NT€ T€<-JMNT€f'O (= "his house of his kingdom") also 
becomes more understandable. The interpretative secondary addi-

9 For the text and the translation, see pp. 39-40 below. 
10 A similar translation is found in Wilson 1960, 73; Menard 1975, 

60; Blatz 1987b, 102. 
11 Lambdin (1989, 63) translates the €TT€\-clause: " ... for the difficul

ty which you expect will (surely) materialize." Layton (1987, 384) and 
Meyer (1992, 33) render the text: " ... for the trouble you expect will 
come." 

12 For this usage of the word, see Dial. Sav. 134,8; PS 358, 1. 
13 For this meaning, see Bauer & K. Aland & B. Aland 1988, 575. 
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tion, NT€ T€lJMNTEro, 14 clearly breaks the boundaries of the 
parable and brings an allegorical application to the text. Thus, it 
is not the house (and the goods) of his disciple which the 
Thomasine Jesus is worried about but the kingdom, 15 i.e., salvation 
which disciples carry within themselves and whose ultimate con
summation is expected to take place in the future. It is that which 
is the target of the worldly intrusion. With this interpretation, one 
cannot avoid the impression that the robbers too are more than an 
element in the parable, and they acquire features of worldly or 
even archontic powers which seek to obstruct the return of disci
ples to the realm of light. 

Even though the Gospel of Thomas has no explicitly dualistic 
conception of God 16 and it contains no mythological aspects typi
cal of a Gnostic cosmogony, its connections with Gnostic thought 
can hardly be denied. Its negative view of the world and the 
human body, its emphasis on the divine origin of the self and on 
self-knowledge as the prerequisite for salvation as well as its 
reference to the ultimate dissolution of the visible world are all 
elements which are in concert with Gnostic theology. Conglomera
tion of these features within one writing implies that the Gospel 
of Thomas, as a collection presently known to us, can be identified 

14 So Wilson 1960, 73-74; Quecke 1963, 48. Cf. also King 1987, 73, 
who, to be sure, does not see any mythological implications in the text 
but thinks its message is "preparedness for effectively dealing with the 
activity of wicked persons." 

15 Despite a clumsy way of putting it (see Quecke 1963, 50), the 
Coptic text seems to translate a Greek version which has contained a 
genitivus appositivus. 

16 It is of interest, however, that like many Gnostic writings the 
Gospel of Thomas seems to prefer €lWT to NOYT€ as the desi�ation of 
the Divinity. In this sense €lWT occurs 20 times. In the Coptic version 
NOYT€ is used only in two logia. In logion 30 it refers to non-Christian 
gods. In logion I 00 it is not certain whether it is identical with the Father 
or it represents a non-Christian god, since unlike the Synoptic versions 
of the saying it ends with a phrase: c!)..YW TT€T€ TTW€l TT€ Mc!)..TNNc!)..€l<j 
(" ... and give me what is mine."). Wilson (1960, 59-60) and Hall (1990, 
485) have suggested that in logion I 00 NOYT€ stands for the Demiurge;
although this assertion cannot be ruled out it is hardly the most likely
interpretation because nothing elsewhere in the writing points to any
interest in the person or function of the Demiurge. Besides, in the Greek
fragments of Thomas the expression Tl J3acnle{a ,:ou 0eou appears at
least in loRion 27 but probably also in logion 3. In other words, if the 
word "god ' is at all employed in the sense of the Demiurge it can have 
taken place only at the Coptic stage of transmission of the gospel. 
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as Gnostic or at least it can be seen to be part of the trajectory 
which was moving towards Gnosticism. 17 

Despite the. fact that all the extant manuscripts of the Gospel of 
Thomas have been discovered in Egypt, it is not likely that the 
writing was composed there. 18 It is more probable that it gained its 
present form in Syria, 19 perhaps in Edessa or in another bi-lingual 
city approximately in the same geographical area.20 The main 
arguments for a Syrian provenance are:21 I) the Gospel of Thomas 
uses the name (Didymos) Judas Thomas which must have originat
ed in an Aramaic-speaking community and is typical of the works 
deriving from Syria; 2) there are several significant connections 
between the Gospel of Thomas and the Acts of Thomas as well as 
other writings which appear to have been composed in Edessa or 
in its surroundings; 3) the Gospel of Thomas reveals several 
Aramaisms. 

With regard to the dating of the Gospel of Thomas, scholarly 
opinions vary widely.22 The two main reasons for such great 
variation are: First, those who regard Thomas as independent of 
the Synoptic gospels tend to date it in the first century, whereas 

17 Of course this does not mean that all the individual logia have a 
special Gnostic thrust in them, nor even that all are especially applicable 
to a Gnostic or Gnosticizing interpretation. 

18 Especially in the early/hase of Thomasine studies some scholars
suggested that the Gospel o Thomas was written in Alexandria; for 
references, see Riley 1994, 238. 

19 It is possible that the smaller collections or an earlier version 
which underlie -tl).e gospel known in its Coptic version may have origi
nated in other locations; this is emphasized by Patterson 1993, 120. 

20 Edessa is by far the most common suggestion for Thomas ' prove
nance; for references, see Lincoln 1977, 65; Fallon & Cameron 1988, 
4227-4228. Desjardins (1992, 121-133) accepts a Syrian origin of the 
Gospel of Thomas but repudiates the thesis that the place of writing 
should be Edessa. Rather, he thinks the Gospel of Thomas originated in 
Antioch. 

21 The summary closely follows that of Klijn ( 1972, 70) who indeed 
argues not only for a Syrian but more specifically for an Edessene 
provenance of the Gospel of Thomas.

22 As is well known, the earliest dating of the entire writing is of
fered by Davies (1983, 3.146-147) who maintains that the Gospel of 
Thomas was composed 50-70 C.E. and the latest by Drijvers (1982, 172-
173) who thinks that it has to be situated around 200 C.E. Neither of
these suggestions has found a large following. Still, scholarly estimates 
range from a date in the last quarter of the first century to the mid
second century. 
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those who think that its final redactor was either wholly or partly 
dependent on the Synoptic gospels situate it in the second century. 
Second, those who think that the logia which hardly originated 
before the second century (e.g. 723 and 5324) should be considered
as rare interpolations made after the final redaction of the -collec
tion are in favor of an earlier dating, while those who see these 
logia as signs of a wider compositional activity tend to regard 
Thomas as a second century writing. 

It is not possible to discuss here in any detail all the problems 
relevant to the dating of the entire collection of sayings in its final 
form before its first copies were made.25 Nevertheless, one can 
fairly safely conclude that the version of the Gospel of Thomas 

which is presently known to us through the Nag Hammadi Library 
is a result of a long process of collecting and editing which began 
sometime in the first century and was mainly completed in the 
middle of the second century. Whether the chief part of the redac
tional work, through which the writing not only got its literary 
shape but its theological character as well, took place in the first 
century or in the first half' of the second is difficult to decide at 
this stage and remains to be clarified. As to the dating of the two 
logia where Mary Magdalene appears (21; 114), with respect to 
logion 21 there seems to be no reason to assume that the saying 
is any younger than the revelation dialogues which introduce her 
as an interlocutor of Jesus (Sophia of .Jesus Christ; Dialogue of the 
Savior). On the contrary, the independent character of the logion 
suggests that it may represent a somewhat earlier stage of develop
ment than the texts in which a doctrinal treatise and a series of 
traditional sayings were turned into dialogues. In the case of 
logion 114 the situation is different. As will be argued below, it 
should be considered a post-redactional addition into the collection 
and derives from the late second century. 

23 For the dating, see Jackson 1985, 172-173.212-213.
24 Logion 53 seems to reflect a second-century dispute about circum

cision between Jews/Jewish-Christians and Christians and has, in its .use 
of a rationalizing biological argument, a close parallel in Justin, Dial. 
19,3; for an interesting rabbinic parallel (Tanchuma B 7 [I 8a]), see 
Stroker 1989, 34. 

25 For a survey of scholarly views and some pertinent problems, see
Fallon & Cameron 1988, 4224-4227; Patterson 1993, 113-118. 
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2. Analyses of Mary Magdalene Logia

39 

There are two logia in the Gospel of Thomas where a woman 
called M1,,r1co-.M is referred to (21; I 14). There is no doubt that 
in both cases the same woman is meant. In neither instance is the 
identity of Mo-.Plco-.M more closely specified. Nevertheless, the 
situation described in logion I 14 makes it most probable that it is 
Mary Magdalene about whom the texts speak. The tension be
tween Peter and Mo-.Plco-.M in logion 114 has its parallel in the 
Gospel of Mary and in Pistis Sophia where the conflict between 
these two is a conspicuous, if not a central theme.26 Apart from 
Mary Magdalene, no other Mary turns up in such a polemic con
text. The form of the name, which in Coptic texts is used of Mary 
Magdalene, but not of the mother of Jesus, also bolsters this 
conclusion.27 

2.1 Logion 21 

11€X€ Mo-.plco-.M N\C X€ €N€KMo-.0HTHC €\N€ NN\M 
11€Xo-.<.j X€ €Y€1N€ NBNWHP€ WHM €Yd'€::>-.1T o-.YCWW€ 
€TWOY o-.N T€ BOT o-.N €YWo-.€1 Nd'\ NXO€\C NTCWW€ 
C€No-.XOOC XE K€ TNCWWE €BO:>-. No-.N NTOOY C€Ko-.
Ko-.cHY MITOYMTO €BO:>-. ETPOYKo-.o-.C €BO:>-. No-. Y NCEt 
TOYCWWE No-. Y 
Alo-. TOYTO txw MMOC X€ €YWo-.€\M€ N(f\ 1TX€�NH€1 
X€ <.JNHY NO'\ rrpE<.jX\OYE <.jNo-.pO€\C €M11o-. T€c.j€1 N<.JTM
Ko-.o-.<.j €WOXT �OYN _§11€<.jHE\ NT€ T€<.JMNT€po €Tp€<.j<.j1 
NN€<.jCK€YOC NTWTN A€ pO€\C � T€cH MITKOCMOC 
MOYP MMWTN €XN N€TNT11€ cNNOYNOd' NA YNo-.M\C 
WlNo-. X€ N€ N::>-.HCTHC c€ €c1H €€\ �o-.pWTN €11€1 T€
XP€1o-. €T€TNd'WWT €BOA BHTC C€No-.B€ €poc 
Mo-.p€<.JWW11€ cNT€TNMHT€ Nd'\ OYPWM€ N€111CTHMWN 
NTo-.p€ lTKo-.prroc rrwa o-.<.j€1 BNNOYd'€1TH €11€<.Jo-.g BN 
TE<.j<f\X o-.<.Jco-.C<.j 11€T€ OYN Mo-.o-.XE MMO<.j €CWTM Mo-. -
1'€<.JCWTM 

Mary said to Jesus: "Whom are your disciples like?" 
He said: "They are like little children who have settled in a field 

which is not theirs. When the owners of the field come, they will say: 

26 Gos. Mary 17,16-18,10; PS 58,11-21; 162,14-21; 377,14-17. 
27 For the forms of the names, see pp. 63-64. 
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'Let us have back our field.' The children undress in their presence 
in order to let them have back their field and to give it back to them. 

"Therefore I say, if the owner of a house knows that the thief is 
coming, he will begin his vigil before he comes and will not let him 
dig through into his house of his kingdom to carry away his goods. 
You, then, be on your guard against the world. Arm yourselves with 
great strength lest the robbers find a way to come to you. For other
wise they shall find the profit you expect. Let there be among you a 
person who understands. 

"When the grain ripened, he came quickly with his sickle in his 
hand and reaped it. Whoever has ears to hear let him hear."28 

Although several of Thomas ' logia are presented in the form of a 
dialogue between Jesus and his disciples, there are only a few 
logia where any of the interlocutors are mentioned by name. The 
only exceptions are the male disciples Simon Peter (13; 114), 
Matthew (13), Thomas (13; cf. also incipit) and the two women, 
Mary Magdalene (21; 114) and Salome (61). Besides these, the 
only other character of EarJy Christianity who is mentioned in the 
writing is James the Just ( 12). 

Clearly, James and Thomas have a special role in the Gospel 
of Thomas. James is known to have been appointed to be the first 
leader of the disciples after Jesus' departure. Thomas is seen as the 
one who (after James?) not only had a special understanding of 
Jesus but who also is the one thanks to whom the secret teachings 
of Jesus can be handed on to later readers.29 Simon Peter and 

28 The text is taken from Layton ( 1989a, 62) and the translation 
follows that of Lambdin (1989, 63) with the exception of changes made 
on the basis of the argumentation above; see P.· 35. In addition,
Lambdin's "man of understanding" is changed to 'person who under
stands." 

29
_ Although James' position as an authority . was. recogniz�d by !he

compiler of the Gospel of Thomas, he also relat1v1zes 1t by placmg logion 
13 immediately after logion 12. While logion 12 emphasizes a leader
centered organization among the disciples, logion 13 points out that the 
disciples, having come to a full realization of Jesus' (and their own) real 
character, have no need of any master (cf. also 108). It is tempting to see 
in logia 12 and 13 a reflection of a development from the hierarchical 
understanding of Christian leadership, connected with James, to the 
notion of a "masterless" Christian self-identity, linked with Thomas. 
Whether the tension between logia 12 and 13 can be used to reconstruct 
two clearly datable historical phases within the life of Thomasine 
Christians, as suggested by Crossan (1991, 427-428) and Patterson (1993, 
117), is more uncertain however. 
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Matthew, on the other hand, are pictured as possessing a mistaken 
conception of Jesus (13). Their inability to understand is under
lined by the fact that if they (and other disciples) heard one word 
of the secret revelation imparted by Jesus to Thomas they would 
try to stone the latter. In the case of Simon Peter, logion 114 still 
corroborates the negative picture the gospel wants to paint of him. 

Mary Magdalene and Salome are not depicted as the ones who 
misunderstand, but as the ones who at least do not yet understand 
enough. They do not seem to have attained a level of perception 
similar to that of Thomas. Both of them are involved in a discus
sion which elucidates the nature of discipleship. The discussion 
between Jesus and Salome (61) gives the latter a chance to avow 
that she is his disciple, although Jesus' comment after her confes
sion seems to suggest that she is not yet a "masterless" disciple in 
the sense of Thomas (13; cf. also I 08) but only that she is chal
lenged to reach the highest level of discipleship and become 
"equal(?)3° ... filled with light." It looks as if one can be a disciple 
in one sense without being a disciple in the Thomasine sense. The 
same seems to be true in logion 21. 

Logion 21 begins with Mary Magdalene's question about the 
characteristics of the disciples.31 Clearly, the question implies that 

30 The translation presupposes an emendation of the Coptic text. 
Instead of €CJWH9 ("devastated") one should read €9!.!JHW, a form of the 
verb WWW which appears also in line 43,29 and characterizes the Father 
or his realm. It is not fully clear how the qualitative form of the verb 
should be translated in this logion. According to Crum (1939, 606), the 
qualitative of WWW means "to be equal, level, straight." This meaning 
of the word is adopted e.g. by the translators of editio princeps (see 
Guillaumont et al. 1959, 35; cf. also Menard 1975, 66). This interpre
tation of the verb is somewhat surprising in its context unless "being 
equal" is seen as a mysterious characterization of the disciple (and of the 
Father) in the same way that the "equality" is presented as a trait of the 
Father and the pleromatic entities in Tri. Trac. 67,36; 94,40 (cf. Iren., 
Adv. haer. 1.2,6). Especially in more recent translations, WHW is inter
preted more in light of its present context and in light of Thomasine 
theology. Since the obvious opposite of !JJHW is to "be divided" and 
since the gospel emphasizes the ideal of oneness, Layton (1987, 391) 
suggests a translation "to be integrated" (so already Glirtner 1960, 122), 
Lambdin (1989, 75) "to be undivided," and Meyer (1992, 47) "to be 
whole." The problem with these translations is that, to my knowfedge, no 
parallel of this kind of use of WHW has been found. 

31 In the Sophia of Jesus Christ Mary Ma�dalene also asks a question 
about the disciples (III/4 114,8-12). However, m Gos. Thom. 21 the focus 
of Mary's question is on the essence of discipleship, whereas in Soph. 
Jes. Chr. III/4 114,8-12 she seeks to know where the disciples come 
from, where they will go, and what their task is on the earth. 
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she wants and needs to get more information about this matter. 
Should this be understood to suggest that she in fact does not yet 
belong to the circle of disciples who collectively act as interlocu
tors but that she only deliberates whether she should and could 
join it? To answer this question in the affirmative would· be too 
hasty a conclusion. It is rather that, like Salome, Mary Magdalene 
is a disciple in the ordinary sense of the word. Nevertheless, she 
still lacks understanding and needs to be exhorted to become 
OYf"WME NETTtCTHMWN ("a person who understands"; 21 ). In 
other words, she is urged to reach the higher stage of discipleship 
that could be characterized as "masterless" (13) or "Jesus-like" 
(108).32

Mary Magdalene's or Salome's lack of understanding should 
not be overemphasized. They are by no means the only ones who 
have to receive a word of exhortation or a special instruction. 
Jesus' response to Mary Magdalene in logion 21 shows that his 
conversation with her is no private affair. The parenetic section 
after the parable of the t�ief is not directed to Mary alone but 
obviously to all the interlocutors, i.e., to all the disciples. It is also 
worth noting that in logion 22 where all the disciples ask whether 
they enter the kingdom as children, i.e., as disciples ( cf. 21 ), Jesus 
points out that belonging to the circle of disciples is no automatic 
guarantee of entering the kingdom.33 A disciple must become a
disciple of the highest level in the special Thomasine sense in 
order to obtain the kingdom and immortality. Therefore, the disci
ples as well as the later readers of the text need a special ability 
to hear, to understand, and to interpret the words of Jesus ( 1 ). Like 

32 Differently Perkins (1995, 558), who thinks log. 21 and log. 61 
show that Mary Magdalene and Salome "are clearly disciples whose 
insight is similar to that of Thomas." In the case of Mary Magdalene, 
Perkins tries to prove her thesis by claiming that "the introduction to log. 
21 coordinates it with log. 13. In the latter, Jesus tested his disciples by 
askin� them to provide a simile or comparison that expressed what he 
was hke. In the former, Mary poses the same challenge m reverse." Yet, 
the parenetic part of Jesus' reply indicates that Mary Magdalene is not 
testing Jesus' understanding but is seeking to be taught by him. 

33 As a matter of fact, being a disciple in the ordinary sense of the 
word is almost the same as having a dearth of understanding in the 
Gospel of Thomas. Out of the twelve questions they put to Jesus at least 
seven reveal an explicit lack of understanding or a full misunderstanding 
(6; 18; 43; 51; 52; 99; 113). 
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Thomas, they have to drink from the bubbling spring of Jesus' 
mouth as well (13; 108). 

Although in the Gospel of Thomas the prototype of a spiritually 
advanced disciple is clearly Thomas and all the other disciples 
including Mary Magdalene are in need of deeper instruction, 
nonetheless it is significant that she is singled out as a spokesper
son for the entire group of disciples. What is the reason for this? 
Does it simply reveal the influence of a developing tradition 
reflected in Gnostic revelation dialogues, according to which Mary 
Magdalene had an active role in the conversations during which 
Jesus gave special, esoteric teachings to his disciples? This is 
possible, although in the Gospel of Thomas, according to its own 
priorities, Mary Magdalene obtains a more modest role, and the 
discussions do not seem to take place after but prior to the death 
and resurrection of Jesus. Yet one can ask whether the use of a 
tradition fully explains the writing's interest in Mary Magdalene. 
Or does the reference to Mary Magdalene, especially when another 
female disciple, Salome, also has a visible role in the gospel, say 
something about the concrete need of the redactor to include logia 
dealing with women in his writing? We shall return to this ques
tion again when analyzing logion 114 and ask what it reveals 
about the attitudes of the writer towards women and the position 
of women among the audience of the gospel. 

2.2 Logion 114 

1T€X€ ClMWN 1T€Tpoc No-. Y X€ Mo-.p€ Mo-.P12o-.M €1 €80:>--. 
N2HTN X€ NC210M€ MlTWo-. o-.N M1TWN2 
1T€X€ \C X€ €1C2HHT€ o-.NOK i°No-.CWK MMOC X€Ko-.o-.C 
€€1No-.o-.C N200YT WlNo-. €CNo-.WW1T€ 2WWC NOYlTNo-. 
€C-j0N2 €C-j€1N€ MMWTN N200YT X€�21M€ NlM €CNo-.o-.C 
N200YT CNo-.BWK €20YN €TMNT€p0 NM1THY€ 

Simon Peter said to them: "Let Mary leave us, for women are not 

worthy of life." 

Jesus said: "I myself shall lead her in order to make her male, so 

that she too may become a living spirit resembling you males. For 
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every woman who will make herself male will enter the kingdom of 
heaven."34 

Logion 114 is one of the most studied and debated logia in the 
entire gospel.35 With regard to the interpretation of Mary Magda
lene there are three sets of important questions which need to be 
discussed. First, is the train of thought in the comment of Jesus 
internally consistent? In other words, how can Jesus speak at the 
same time about Mary whom he will "make male" and about 
women who "make themselves male?" Is this a contradiction and 
if it is, can it be reconciled? Or is this only seemingly a problem 
due to a mistaken understanding of the syntax of Jesus' statement, 
as Schtingel has suggested?36 This reasoning inevitably poses the 
question of how the structure of the comment is to be analyzed 
and what kind of translation can be based on this analysis. 

Second, what is actually meant with "being made/making 
oneself male" and how is this event related to "making the two 
one ... so that the male not be male nor the female female" in 
logion 22 ( cf. also 106)? Again we meet a contradiction. Is it real 
or only apparent? If it is real, how is it to be explained? In addi
tion, the phrase "being made/making oneself male" forces one to 
ask what kind of views of women are reflected in the text and 
how they possibly mirror the situation of the Christians among 
whom the logion was narrated and read. 

Unavoidably, this leads to a third set of questions about the 
conflict between Peter and Jesus over the position of Mary Mag
dalene among the disciples. Is the conflict only a narrative device 
which gives the author a chance to present his/her view on this 
matter or does the text reflect a real debate? Finally, were Peter 
and Mary Magdalene randomly picked out to be the protagonists 
of the text or does the fact that they were chosen say anything 
more concrete about the nature of the debate? 

34 The text and the translation are taken from Layton (1989a, 92) and 
Lambdin (1989, 93). 

35 For recent studies on this logion, see e.g. Rengstorf 1970, 563-574; 
Meeks 1973-74, 193-197; Dart 1978, 321-325; Buckley 1985, 245-272; 
Meyer 1985, 554-570; Lelyveld 1987, 138-143; Arai 1993, 373-376; 
Schtlngel 1994, 394-401; De Conick 1996, 18-21. 

36 Schtlngel 1994, 394-401. 
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In a recent article Schilngel called attention to the fact that accord
ing to all existing translations of logion 114 Jesus appears to make 
a contradictory statement.37 On the one hand, he promises to make 
Mary Magdalene male so that she may become a living spirit and 
enter the kingdom of heaven. On the other hand, he states that 
"every woman who will make herself male will enter the kingdom 
of heaven." In other words, what Jesus seems to be doing for 
Mary Magdalene, all the other women are supposed to do for 
themselves. Schilngel thinks that this inconsistency is not actually 
in the text but in the minds of the translators, because they have 
not understood correctly the syntax of logion 114. Schilngel's own 
analysis of the syntax differs from the consensus of opinion in 
three points:38 First, he interprets the first sentence of Jesus' an
swer after €1C2HHT€ as a rhetorical question to which a negative 
answer is expected. Second, the following WlNo..-clause should not 
be taken together with what precedes but with what comes after. 
Third, €<.f€1N€ after the WlNo..-clause is not a circumstantial 
which modifies an indefinite antecedent (OYTIN€YMo..) but a 
second present which begins the main clause. To these syntactical 
observations Schilngel still adds one concerning the semantics of 
the text. He argues that the word 200YT ("male") in the comment 
of Jesus should not be understood as a gender related term but it 
has a connotation "miinnlich tilchtig" or "zum eigenen Leben 
fahig."39 Based on his analysis, Schilngel makes the following 
English translation of the text:40 

Simon Peter said to them: Mary should leave us, for life is not for 

women! 
Jesus said: Watch this! Is it me, who shall drag her in order that 

I might make her male? In order that she, too, may become a pneuma 

37 Schilngel 1994, 394. 
38 Schilngel 1994, 397-400. 
39 Schilngel 1994, 399. 
40 Schilngel 1994, 400. 
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that is alive, her pneuma is equal to that of you,41 you who are male. 
For every woman who makes herself male42 does enter the kingdom 
of heaven. 

With his interpretation Schilngel not only tries to remove the 
terminological contradiction of Jesus' word but also the offense 
which the phrase "every woman who makes herself male" causes. 
If logion 114 is understood in this way, it matches well, in Schiln
gel's opinion, the main thrust of the Gospel of Thomas. He thinks 
Thomas' central emphasis is found in a challenge, directed equally 
to women and men, to search for human growth and ethical inde
pendence through a process of finding one's potentialities, capaci
ties and limits.43 

There is no possibility nor any need to assess here whether 
Schilngel's thesis about Thomas' central message can be main
tained. However, if his understanding of logion 114 can be accept
ed, both syntactically and semantically, it has some significance 
for the interpretation of Mary Magdalene in this passage. Accord
ing to Schilngel, Mary Magdalene herself becomes more clearly a 
symbol of the human possibility of reaching salvation. This notion 
is held by a religious minority, whereas Peter represents a male
chauvinistic view of the ecclesiastical majority. 

None of Schilngel's arguments which support his translation are 
really convincing. The first argument that the beginning of Jesus' 
statement should be understood as a rhetorical question to which 
a negative answer is expected is not impossible but less likely than 
an alternative interpretation according to which the sentence is a 
mere statement.44 The second assertion is obviously the most 

41 At this point Schilngel's English translation differs from his Ger
man version as well as from the Coptic original. The Coptic text cannot 
be read to emphasize the similarity of Mary Magdalene's pneuma to 
those of the male disciples. Rather the comparison points out that Mary's 
pneuma does become male. 

42 It is surprising that 200YT is translated by Schilngel ( 1994, 399) 
"male," even if he insists that the word no longer has a gender related 
connotation. 

43 Schilngel 1994, 400. 
44 Usually a rhetorical question is introduced by MH (see Till 1978, 

213-214). A good example of this is provided by the last clause of Gos.

Thom. 72. It begins with a negation MH which is followed by a second
present.
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important one in Schilngel's argumentation but it is also most 
vulnerable. As claimed by him, a sentence can begin with a final 
WlNb.-clause, but only if the main clause, which is supposed to 
come before it, is left out through an ellipsis.45 It is extremely 
unlikely that a main clause comes after a final WlNo--clause. 
Therefore, it is much more probable that the WlNo--clause must be 
joined to the preceding, not to that which comes after. Schilngel's 
third argument stands or falls together with the second. If the 
WlNb.-clause is read together with the preceding, €<J€1N€ cannot 
but be a circumstantial which modifies the indefinite antecedent 
OYTIN€YMo-. With his fourth argument, according to which 
eooYT does not have a gender related connotation in logion 114 
but only implies that a person is capable of controlling his/her own 
life, Schilngel creates alternatives which exclude each other even 
if they need not. It is evident that the word has a symbolic conno
tation which goes beyond its concrete meaning but this "something 
more" is clearly connected with the gender related character of the 
word. This "something more" represents human values or charac
teristics which can be defined as "male" but obviously not as 
"female." Therefore, it is difficult to find in logion 114 the egali
tarian emphasis which Schilngel sees in it. 

Based on these observations, it should be concluded that the 
translation presented by Schilngel is not plausible. The earlier 
renderings, represented for example by Lambdin's,46 convey more 
correctly the meaning of the Coptic text. If this be accepted, the 
contradiction in Jesus' comment observed by Schilngel seems to 
remain. Yet perhaps the disagreement between "Jesus making 
Mary male" and "every woman making herself male" is not so 
great after all. Both of the texts emphasize the transformation of 
a woman. In the first case, as an answer to Peter's attack against 
Mary Magdalene, the role of Jesus in the process of transformation 
is stressed, whereas in the general application of Jesus' instruction 
the situation is seen more from the vantage point of a woman 
being made/making herself male. 

45 The two examples of a WlNo--clause beginning a sentence which 
Schnngel (1994, 398) finds in the Gospel of Thomas are no examples at 
all. In the first case Y,lNo- is not final but temporal (22) and in the 
second the cortjunction clearly follows the main clause (103). 

46 Lambdin 1989, 93. 
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2.2.2 The Meaning of Being Made/Making Oneself Male 

There are basically three lines of interpretation as to the arduous 
question of the meaning of the phrase "being made/making oneself 
male." These solutions do not even necessarily exclude each 
other.47 First, "being made/making oneself male" has been inter
preted as a concrete impersonation of a male by a woman.48 It 
took place by means of cutting hair short and accepting male 
dress. The act signified an extremely radical ascetic choice. A 
woman, transformed by appearance into a male, shut herself 
outside the ordinary female ways of life, such as marriage and 
child-bearing. Thus, it clearly meant a denial of all sexual life. Yet 
the apocryphal acts provide several examples of this kind of 
behavior. We read about this in connection with Thecla (Acts of 
Paul and Thee/a 25.40), Mygdonia (Acts of Thomas 114), Chari
tine (Acts of Philip 44),49 and perhaps also Maximilla (Acts of 
Andrew 9).50 

With regard to making Mary Magdalene male, one text is 
especially instructive. In the fourth century Acts of Philip, from 
chapter VIII on including the so-called Martyrdom of Philip (94-
148), 51 there appears a woman called Mariamne. In the Acts of 
Philip 95 the Savior says to her: cro Ma.ptdµVll a.A.A.a�ov crou 'tTJV 
i.Mav 1mi oA.ov 'tO eH>o� 'tO yuva.uce'iov.52 In the previous chapter 
Mariamne is introduced as a sister of Philip. It is worth noting, 
that she is given the responsibility of keeping a register of all the 
countries where the apostles were doing mission work. This detail 

47 For a similar classification of the solutions, see King 1987, 66. 
48 E.g. Patterson 1993, 154-155, although he also sees other factors

involved in the use of the expression. 
49 For these names, see Patterson 1993, 154. 
50 Later the term "male" was also used to express the excellence of 

women ascetics. Torjesen (1993, 211) refers to John Chrysostom who 
praised the ascetic Olympias thus: "Don't say 'woman' but 'what a man!' 
because this is a man, despite her physical appearance" (Life of Olympias 
3). 

51 For the text, see Lipsius & Bonnet 1891-1903, 11/2 36-90. 
52 Lipsius & Bonnet 1891-1903, 11/2 37. Bovon (1984, 58) refers to 

another version of the text where the transformation of Mariamne into a 
man is described somewhat differently. To my knowledge, the manuscript 
is still unedited. Bovon's French translation of the text runs as follows: 
"Quant a toi, Mariamne, change de costume et d'apparance: depouille 
tout ce qui, dans ton exterieur, rappelle la femme, la robe d'ete que tu 
portes, ne laisse pas la frange de ton vetement trainer par terre ... " 
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appears in an unedited version of the writing.53 While Jesus divid
ed various places among the apostles her brother Philip became 
unhappy and cried because of the place allotted to him. Then Jesus 
turned to Mariamne and asked her to follow and to encourage him. 
The Martyrdom of Philip (107-148), narrates how the same 
Mariamne together with Bartholomew, travelled with Philip and 
proclaimed the gospel with a strong ascetic emphasis. The promi
nent role which Mariamne assumes within the circle of disciples 
makes it probable that she is to be identified with Mary Magda
lene, although she has gained new legendary features and possibly 
also Mary of Bethany has been integrated into her person.54 If this 
is so the Acts of Philip may provide the first witness to the inter
pretation that making Mary male in logion 114 refers to a concrete 
male impersonation. Be that as it may, it is at least clear that 
sometime in the second century "making oneself male" could have 
been understood very concretely. It is not impossible that logion 
114 provides an early indication of this practice. 

The second way to look at logion 114 is to interpret it in light 
of the Platonic myth of the androgyne (Plato, Symposion I 89de ), 
as it is reflected in the interpretations of the creation stories of 
Genesis. De Conick, for example, thinks that "becoming male" in 
logion 114 means the restoration of the androgynous prelapsarian 
man. "Since Eve was taken from Adam's side, so she must reenter 
him and become 'male' in order to return to the prelapsarian state 
of Adam before the gender division."55 According to De Conick, 
"becoming male" of logion 114 is not in contradiction with "nei
ther male nor female" of logion 22. Both of them speak about a 
return to the pristine state of the androgynous prelapsarian man. 
The only difference is that while in the case of logion 114 the 

53 See Bovon 1984, 58. 
54 In the Acts of Philip 94 Mariamne is linked together with Martha. 
55 De Conick 1996, 18; see also Lelyveld 1987, 142. Buckley (1985, 

245-272) also thinks that "becoming male" is to be seen as a restoration
of the lost unity reflected in Gen 2, but she suggests that this is not the
ultimate goal for a woman. It is only the first stage of a salvific process
which is followed by the "living spirit'' stage which corresponds to the
"living soul" in Gen. 2 (a similar interpretation is advocated by Arai
1993). It is difficult to find support in the text for Buckley's two stage
model. "Making Mary male" and "becoming a living spirit resembling
you. males" cannot be but synonymous expressions describing in two
different ways the same stage of development.
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prelapsarian androgynous state is understood in terms of the situa
tion when woman was still concealed in man (Gen 2), in logion 22 
it is seen in light of the time before the gender differentiation had 
taken place in Gen 1,27. In both logia "salvation is based on 
returning to Adam's Pre-Fall state before the division of the sexes, 
and subsequently before the tasting of the forbidden fruit, sexual 
intercourse."56 

The third solution represented with great erudition by Meyer 
tries to see logion 114 within the conceptual framework of the 
contemporary culture where "female" represents that which is 
earthly, sensual, imperfect, and passive, while "male" symbolizes 
that which is transcendent, chaste, perfect, and active.57 The trans
formation of "female" into "male" is then to be understood as a 
movement from that which is physical and earthly to that which 
is spiritual and heavenly. 

If the first explanation of the phrase "being made/making 
oneself male" interprets it from the perspective of its concrete 
application, the second and the third attempt to give a theological 
and sociocultural motivatio'n for it. In fact, all explanations seem 
to be plausible in their own way. Common among them is the 
ascetic connotation of the phrase. 

Yet, there is one point in De Conick's and Meyer's interpreta
tions which requires a critical comment. Their insistence that logia 
I 14 and 22 say essentially the same thing58 does not do justice to 
the clear terminological difference between them. Even if the aim 
of both logia is to stress the importance of returning to a prelapsa
rian state or the necessity of reaching a state of asexuality, it must 
be emphasized that in logion 114 the goal is not achieved by the 
removal of gender differentiation but by the transformation of 
female into male.59 Thus, in logion 114 salvation is defined by 
employing the patriarchal language patterns of the contemporary 

56 De Conick 1996, 18. Unlike De Conick, Buckley (1985, 270) does 
not think that the return to the lost unity of Adam in Gen 2 should 
necessarily be interpreted as a reference to sexual abstinence. For her, the 
Gospel of Thomas is not an ascetic document. 

57 Meyer (1985, 563-567) provides plentiful evidence for this kind of 
use of categories "male" and "female" in antiquity. 

58 De Conick 1996, 18-20; Meyer 1985, 567. 
59 This was emphasized by Vielhauer (1964, 298) and Rengstorf 

(1966, 565-566). 
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culture. It is important to realize that it is not only Peter's state
ment which displays this but also Jesus' response. Although advo
cating Mary's and all women's right to attain salvation in terms 
equal to their male colleagues within the circle of disciples and the 
kingdom, Jesus does it by using a language which devalues wom
en. In the Gospel of Mary the same thing is expressed somewhat 
differently. There Jesus does not make women "male" but he 
makes both women and men "human beings (rWME)" (9,20; cf. 
18, 16). Admittedly, salvation is even here defined in terms of 
male-oriented language. Yet, rWME does not have the same exclu
sive character as cOOYT in Gos. Thom. 114. 

Gos. Thom. 114 comes terminologically close to those Valen
tinian and Naassene texts which view salvation as a transformation 
of "female" into "male" (Exe. Theod. 21,3; 79;60 Heracleon, Fr. 5; 
Hipp., Ref 5.8,44-45).61 It is noteworthy that when the parallels 
speak about the transformation of "female" into "male" they mean 
everybody, both men and women. Men too are "female," if their 
life is controlled by cosmic powers. Whether this is true in the 
symbolic world of logion 114 as well, is difficult to say. It is only 
the position of women which is at stake in this logion. 

The peculiar language of logion 114 raises the question of its 
relationship to the rest of the gospel. Besides, the contradiction 
between "being made/making oneself male" and "neither male nor 
female" (logion 22) is not the only feature which gives logion 114 
a special position among Thomas' sayings. Logion 114 begins 
with a disciple addressing other disciples. This is a literary device 
not found anywhere else in the entire writing. It is also noteworthy 
that logion 113 seems to form a thematic inclusion with logion 3 
and could thus be a natural ending of the collection. Based on 

60 As Vogt (1985, 434-435) has pointed out, Clement of Alexandria 
who has preserved the Excerpta ex Theodoto can himself in his own text 
use a similar expression when he describes a woman who has been 
liberated from fleshly concerns. In Strom. 6.100,3 he speaks about this 
kind of woman as follows: 1mi µrj 'tt oi\1:co� µe1:a1:i0emt ei� 1:clv avcSpa 
TJ yuvrj, ci0rjA.UV'tO� en' lO"TJ� Kai civcSptKT] Kai 'teA.e{a yevoµeVTJ. 

61 The phenomenon of "making a woman male" is also known from 
other religious traditions. Arai (1993, 376) refers to Mahayana-Buddhism 
which "developed a theory of the transformation of the female into male, 
whereby a woman too can become a Buddha." In the mystical Islamic 
tradition of Sufism it is also said that one can receive instruction from a 
woman, because a woman who has become male in the way of God is 
no longer a woman (for the reference, see Hallenberg & Perho 1992, 35). 
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these arguments, Davies has suggested that logion 114 is a later 
expansion of the gospel.62 If this is accepted logion 114 may have 
been attached to the gospel fairly late in the second century. The 
fact that the phenomenon and the phrase "making oneself male" 
has very close, almost verbal parallels, on the one hand,. in the 
second and third century apocryphal acts, and on the other, among 
the late second century Valentinian and Naassene texts speaks for 
a fairly late origin of the logion itself. 

If the secondary character of logion 114 is accepted, the dis
cussion of the role of Mary Magdalene and women in general is 
placed in a new context. While in logion 21 and 61 Mary Magda
lene and Salome have a relatively visible role among the disciples 
as the ones who seek a deeper understanding of Jesus' teaching, 
in logion 114 Mary Magdalene becomes the object of an attempt 
to exclude her from the circle of Thomasine disciples altogether. 
This suggests that logion 114 has been added to the collection in 
a situation when the role of women in the religious life of the 
community has become a matter of debate for some reason. The 
one responsible for adding' the logion to the gospel is speaking 
clearly on behalf of women. He/she does it by creating a saying 
in which Jesus speaks for Mary Magdalene against Peter. Yet the 
editor of the text is either so bound by his tradition or so alienated 
from earlier terminology of Thomasine traditions that he/she no 
longer uses the "neither male nor female" -language of logion 22 
but resorts to employing a new expression of "making female 
male," which inevitably devalues women. 

2.2.3 Conflict Over the Position of Mary Magdalene 

One question remains: does the fact that Peter has been chosen to 
be the antagonist of Mary Magdalene tell us anything about the 
nature of the debate reflected in the text? Before any attempt to 
answer the question can be made Peter's view of Mary Magdalene 
and women in general has to be more carefully analyzed. In the 
first part of his statement Peter expresses his wish that Mary 
Magdalene leave the group he himself represents. The second part 

62 Davies 1983, 152-153.155 (cf. also Dart 1978, 324). He also 
presents some arguments with regard to the terminology used in logion 
114 but these are not very convincing. 
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gives the reason: "Women are not worthy of life." The second part 
of Peter's comment as well as the last sentence of Jesus' reply 

· show that Peter does not want to exclude Mary Magdalene and
other women just from a group of privileged persons such as
apostles, leaders, and teachers. It is a matter of a much more basic
decision. Peter maintains that neither Mary Magdalene nor any
other woman should have any part in salvation and the kingdom
of heaven. Where in the world can one find such a narrow, dis
criminatory view of women? For example, if Peter is seen as a
representative of a Christian majority view, as has been suggest
ed,63 where can this kind of conception of women be documented?

Certainly, Clement of Rome can write to his colleagues in 
Corinth: "Let us guide our women toward that which is good ... 
let them make manifest the moderation of their tongue through 
their silence" (J Clem. 21,6-7).64 Similarly, the author of the 
Pastorals writes his well-known words: "Let a woman learn in 
silence with all submissiveness. I permit no woman to teach or to 
have authority over men; she is to keep silent ... Woman will be 
saved through bearing children, if she continues in faith and love 
and holiness, with modesty" (1 Tim 2,11-12.15). Yet neither of 
these writers who clearly belong to the most candid advocates of 
patriarchal tendencies comes close to the total exclusion of women 
from a Christian context recommended by Peter in Gos. Thom. 
114. The problem is that nowhere in early Christian literature does
one find an equally negative view of women.

In light of these observations, one wonders whether Peter's 
comment was even meant to be an exact documentation of any 
contemporary Christian view of women. Was it simply an exag
geration which underlines once again the greatness of the disci
ples' misunderstanding and correspondingly the importance of 
Jesus' correction, as is often the case in the Gospel of Thomas (cf. 
e.g. 51; 52; 89; 99; 104)? Or if it was meant to reflect a contem
porary conception of women, was it presented in such a way -
either unintentionally or polemically - that the particular people
holding this view would not necessarily have recognized them
selves in it? If that is the case and Peter's comment somehow does
mirror a contemporary view of women, there are at least two

63 SchUngel 1994, 400.
64 The translation is taken from Lightfoot (1976 [=1891], 23). 
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possibilities for understanding Peter. Either he can function as a 
caricature of a major ecclesiastical view with its clear subordina
tion of women or he can be seen as a mischaracterized representa
tive of a developing ascetic perspective in which male celibates 
view the presence of women as threatening. 

Since the first alternative appears to be quite modem, especially 
when the language used in the answer of Jesus despite its non
subordinationist implication does devalue women, the second is 
more probable. That is, Peter could be regarded as an archetype, 
although somewhat misrepresented and exaggerated, of those early 
Christian ascetics who stated: "Pray in the place where there is no 
woman" (Dial. Sav. 144,16).65 It is worth noting that one version 
of the Acts of Philip portrays Peter as a man who "fled from all 
places where there was a woman" (142).66 Some other, strictly 
ascetic writings link Peter with traditions according to which he 
eliminates the sexual threat of the female presence by causing a 
young woman to die67 or to become paralyzed.68 In light of these 
observations, logion 114 could perhaps reflect a conflict between 
two different encratic posit'ions, one emphasizing that an ascetic 
group should not include people of both sexes and thus implying 
that spiritually inferior women should be excluded, the other, 
favored by the writer of the logion, insisting that both male and 
female ascetics should have the same right to fulfill their ascetic 
ideal within the same community. 

Regardless of whether the conflict in logion 114 was a mere 
literary device or whether it mirrored a real, although somewhat 
mischaracterized debate over the position of women, either be
tween those representing a mainstream view of the subordination 
of women and those Gnostics opposing it or between those hold
ing two different ascetic conceptions, it is clear at least how the 
position of women is seen in the text world of the saying. It is 
unequivocally the answer of Jesus which reveals this. Although 
patriarchal in its language·, it gives Mary Magdalene and other 

65 For this text, see pp. 88-91. 
66 See Lipsius & Bonnet 1891-1903, 11/2 81.
67 So in the Pseudo-Titus Epistle; for the translation of the text, see 

Schneemelcher I 989, 52-70, esp. 54-55. 
68 So in the Act of Peter; for the translation of the text, see J.M. 

Robinson 1988, 529-531. 
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women an equal position vis-a-vis salvation compared to their 
male companions. Yet with regard to terminology, the transition 
from "neither male nor female" -language to "being made/making 
oneself male" -language cannot be seen as a positive development 
from the vantage point of the female audience. 



CHAPTER THREE 

MARY MAGDALENE 
IN THE SOPHIA OF JESUS CHRIST 

1. Introductory Remarks

The Sophia of Jesus Christ is a typical Gnostic 1 revelation dia
logue2 which describes a conversation between the Savior and his 
disciples either after the resurrection or during a reappearance 
following his ascension. The former is the case with the Sophia of 
Jesus Christ as its beginning evinces. The writing is preserved for 
us in two Coptic manuscripts.3 In addition to the Coptic manu
scripts, there is a small Greek fragment (P. Oxy. 1081)4 which 
corresponds to Soph. Jes. Chr. IIl/4 97,16-99,12 and to Soph. Jes. 
Chr. BG 88,18-91,15.5 

There is general agreement among scholars that the source for 
the Sophia of Jesus Christ is Eugnostos, a Gnostic or a proto
Gnostic writing6 which appears in two versions in the Nag Ham-

1 Especially in its concluding section, which has no parallel in 
Eugnostos (see below), the writing contains typical Gnostic features, such 
as the defect of the female, the figure of Yaldabaoth and the rescue 
operation of the light drops slumbering in the ignorance. 

2 For Gnostic revelation dialogues, see Perkins 1980. 
3 One is included in the Papyrus Berolinensis 8502 (= BG), which 

was discovered in Egypt and purchased for the Berlin Museum in 1896, 
but the Gnostic writings of which were not published until 1955 (Till 
1955; Till's edition was revised by Schenke in 1972). The other is found 
in the third codex of the Nag Hammadi Library. The critical edition was 
prepared by Parrott in 1991. 

4 The most recent edition of the fragment appears in Parrott (1991, 
209-216).

5 In the following the references to the Nag Hammadi version are
without further specification. The references to the Papyrus Berolinensis 
8502 version are preceded by the capitals BG. Both versions stem from 
a common Greek Vorlage. Variations are due to different translations; see 
Parrott 1991, 16. 

6 Parrott (1991, 16) does not actually find in Eugnostos or rather in 
its sources (Parrott sees two separate sources in Eugnostos) anything 
distinctively Gnostic. He places the only clear reference to Gnostic 
ideology in an editoriat part in 111/3 85,8. Yet, he can characterize the 
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madi Library (lll/3 and V/1).7 Eugnostos is written in the form of 
a letter which the author of the Sophia of Jesus Christ has turned 
into a revelation dialogue by adding the frame material at the 
beginning and at the end (90,14-92,5; 114,8-119,18) and by intro
ducing the interlocutors, the Savior and four of his disciples as 
well as a female follower, Mo..P12�(MH),8 into the body of the 
letter. At the same time an originally non-Christian Eugnostos has 
been Christianized.9 

The purpose of the Sophia of Jesus Christ has been conceived 
in two ways. Krause maintains that the tractate serves as an at
tempt to convince non-Gnostic ecclesiastical Christians to accept 
that Christ taught Gnosticism. 10 Perkins, on the other hand, has 
proposed that the writer of the Sophia of Jesus Christ has pro
duced the Christianized version of Eugnostos to convert non
Christian Gnostics to Christian Gnosticism. 11 Perkins' proposition 
has been forcefully advocated by Parrott.12 Perkins and Parrott 
have pointed out that, in the material the author of the Sophia of 

writing as proto-Gnostic since "it provided a theoretical basis for later 
developments that led to classic Gnosticism, as SJC (= the Sophia of 
Jesus Christ) shows." A similar conclusion is drawn by Sumney (1989, 
178-181) although he does not date Eugnostos as early as Parrott. To be
sure, in some of the proto-Gnostic features of the first source in Eu
gnostos, Parrott (1987, 78-82) sees the influence of a speculative type of

. Judaism which he can call early Sethianism.
7 So Doresse 1948, 143-146.150-156; Krause 1964a, 215-223; Parrott 

1971, 397-406; Tardieu 1984, 61; Sumney 1989, 172-181. Till (1955, 54) 
and Schenke (1962, 264-267) represent the opposite view, but their 
position has been convincingly contested by Krause (1964a, 215-223) and 
Parrott (1971, 397-406). 

8 The Nag Hammadi version of the Sophia of Jesus Christ employs 
the longer variant of the name (98,10; 114,9) while the shorter form is 
found in BG (90,1; 117,13). 

9 As to the non-Christian character of Eugnostos, Parrott (1992, 669) 
summarizes the present state of research: "Although various suggestions 
have been made about evidence of Christian influence in the composition 
of Eugnostos [Wilson 1968, 115-116; Tardieu 1984, 66], none has been 
convincing and Eugnostos is generally considered non-Christian, except 
for what appears to have been a late modification of the concluding 
prophecy in Codex III Eugnostos." See also Parrott 1991, 4. 

10 Krause 1964a, 223. The same thesis was suggested already by 
Doresse (1960, 198). Krause gives no other reasons for his claim except 
the general assumption that all the Christianized Gnostic texts served the 
propagation of Gnostic ideas among non-Gnostic Christians. 

11 Perkins 1971, 176-177; 1980, 98. 
12 Parrott 1991, 4-5. 
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Jesus Christ inserted into Eugnostos, the traditional Gnostic fea
tures do not receive very much attention whereas the role of Christ 
is treated very thoroughly. This suggests that the intended audi
ence was already familiar with traditional Gnostic doctrines but 
needed to be instructed on the significance of Christ in Christian 
Gnostic soteriology. This raises an interesting question. If the 
readers of the Sophia of Jesus Christ were already acquainted with 
Eugnostos, how could they allow their most basic document to be 
presented to them in a largely revised form? Could not everybody 
see this as an attempted fraud? Parrott rejects this criticism, assert
ing that Eugnostos itself prepares its readers for a new version of 
this document by anticipating its revision: "[Now all] that has just 
been [said to you] I spoke in [such a way that] you might preserve 
it [all], until the word that need not be taught comes forth among 
you, and it will interpret these things to you in knowledge that is 
one and pure" (V/1 17,9-15). 13 

Perkins' and Parrott's thesis is more likely than Krause's. 
However, there is one problem with it. It is very rare in antiquity 
that an author tries to conv'ert a group of people by using a reli
gious tractate. 14 Therefore, it seems more probable that the Sophia 
of Jesus Christ is not primarily a missionary writing, but is ad
dressed to a (former) non-Christian Gnostic community (or to a 
part of it) which is moving towards a Christian Gnostic re-inter
pretation of its basic beliefs. Thus, the writing serves the commu
nity by justifying its new self-identity. In this way, it becomes an 
aetiology of the community's new Christian Gnostic existence. 

13 Parrott has pointed out that at the end of Eugnostos IIl/3 (90,4-11) 
the anticipation of a Christian revealer is even more clearly stated. This 
redactional clarification was probably made when Eugnostos and the 
Sophia of Jesus Christ were combined. 

14 Perkins' and Parrott's thesis (and so also Krause's) presupposes 
that missionary activity was carried on by means of written documents. 
There is not, however, much evidence of that. The most notable example 
of a missionary writing, the Letter to Flora, shows that this was not 
completely unusual. Yet in case of the Letter to Flora, the text is ad
dressed to an individual, whereas the Sophia of Jesus Christ is clearly 
meant to be read by many readers, perhaps even by a community (118,6-
8). 
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2. Date and Provenance

The Sophia of Jesus Christ furnishes no references to datable 
events. A terminus ad quem is provided by the Greek papyrus 
fragment (P. Oxy 1081) which is dated early in the fourth centu
ry.15 There are, however, some features in the contents of the 
writing which suggest that the actual date of its composition must 
be much earlier than the extant manuscripts. Till has argued that 
although the Sophia of Jesus Christ no longer displays the same 
philosophical outlook as the Apocryphon of John and is thus later, 
it must be dated earlier than Pistis Sophia which, with its abstruse 
and excessive descriptions of transmundane beings and worlds, 
represents a late decadent stage of mythological gnosis that has 
hardly any connection with its philosophical roots found in the 
Apocryphon of John. 16 Since Till dates the Apocryphon of John in
the middle of the second century and Pistis Sophia in the middle 
of the third, the Sophia of Jesus Christ was, according to him, 
written sometime between these two periods. 17 

Parrott wants to push the date of the Sophia of Jesus Christ 
earlier. Because the writing does not reveal any traces of the 
struggle between the ecclesiastical and Gnostic Christians and it 
lacks, in a conspicuous way, all the influence of the great Gnostic 
systems of the late second century, it must have been composed 
already in the first or in the early second century. 18 In addition, 
Parrott thinks that, if the Sophia of Jesus Christ was produced to 

15 Puech 1950, 98 n. 2. The cartonnage which have been used to 
support the leather cover of the fifth codex of the Nag Hammadi Library 
contains some material which can be dated in the late third or early 
fourth century (see Barns et al. 1981, 3). The cartonnage of the codex III 
is completely lost however (J.M. Robinson 1972-1984, Cartonnage: IX).
Papyrus Berolinensis is dated in the fifth century (Till 1955, 7).

16 Till 1949, 245-249; 1955, 56. 
17 Till 1949, 248-249. Tardieu (1984, 60-62) also thinks that the 

Apocryphon of John is earlier than the Sophia of Jesus Christ. He claims 
that the similarities between the two must be explained by positing the 
former as the source for the latter. Since he assumes that the final redac
tion of the Apocryphon of John took place at the beginning of the third 
century and since he holds that the Sophia of Jesus Christ no longer 
represents the creative period of Gnosticism but is a result of a plagiariz
ing tendency he dates the Sophia of Jesus Christ in the first half of the 
third century. 

18 Parrott 1991, 6. 
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persuade non-Christian Gnostics to accept Christian Gnosticism, 
this itself suggests an early date, "especially in view of the fact 
that it seems to be assumed that the intended audience knows little 
or nothing about Christ."19 

The early dating of the Sophia of Jesus Christ is congruous 
with that of Eugnostos. Even if one would not go as far as Parrott 
who thinks that Eugnostos was written already in the first pre
Christian century,20 it is evident that it represents an initial stage 
of Gnostic cosmological speculation. It is not yet influenced by the 
radical rejection of the world, a revolt against the Jewish God or 
Hebrew scriptures, and possibly not by the Fall of Sophia, either.21 

Even though all this is already included in the Sophia of Jesus 
Christ, the ignorance its author displays of the great second centu
ry Gnostic systems and the developing conflict between Gnostic 
and ecclesiastical Christians speaks for a date in the early part of 
the second century. The first century date is not likely since the 
writing seems to presuppose both the finished version of the 
Gospel of Matthew and pos

,
sibly also that of the Gospel of John.22 

19 Parrott 1991, 5.
20 Parrott 1991, 5. His main argument for this early dating of Eu

gnostos is the reference to "all the philosophers" (IIl/3 70,15) against 
whom the author of the text directs his polemic. From the description of 
their views, Parrott concludes that the philosophers can be identified as 
Stoic, Epicurean, and the theoreticians of Babylonian astrology. On the 
basis of this observation, he states: "The latest time when these could be 
thought of as 'all the philosophers' was probably the first century 
B.C.E." The problem with Parrott's argumentation is that he places too
great an emphasis on the word "all." There is no compelling reason to
assume that the writer of Eugnostos wanted to encompass, objectively
SJ?eaking, all the possible contemporary philosophers and their views in
his description but more probably those which were known to him and
important for his argument.

21 Sumney 1989, 173-177; see also Parrott (1991, 16) who says that 
the sources of Eugnostos he reconstructs cannot be considered classically 
Gnostic, but only proto-Gnostic. The question of the Fall of Sophia in 
Eugnostos is under debate. Good (1987, 26-29) and Sumney (1989, 176-
177) insist that Eugnostos 85,8-9 should not be understood as a reference
to the Fall of Sophia. Parrott (1991, 16) has the opposite view but even
he sees the passage as a redactional insertion of a later Gnostic editor.

22 See Tuckett 1986, 32-35. Tuckett has tried to show that the author 
of the Sophia of Jesus Christ is dependent on the Gospel of Luke as 
well. However, the allusions to the Gospel of Luke are so vague that no 
real case for any sort of dependence between it and the Sophia of Jesus 
Christ can be presented. 
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The depiction of the Savior's appearance in Soph. Jes. Christ 
90,14-91,24 and the reference to the perpetual presence of the 
Savior with his disciples in 101,13-15 can hardly have been writ
ten without the knowledge of Matt 28,16-20, although its use may 
have been indirect.23 The second part of the Savior's greeting in 
91,20-23 (tpHNH €T€ Till€\ T€ tt MMOC "my peace I give to 
you") is so peculiarly Johannine (see John 14,27; cf. also 16,33)24 

that its occurrence in the Sophia of Jesus Christ must be taken as 
an indication of Johannine influence on its author. Hence, it would 
not be until the second century that the Sophia of Jesus Christ was 
composed.25 

Like most Gnostic writings, Eugnostos and the Sophia of Jesus 
Christ yield very few indications of their place of composition. 
However, there is one interesting detail in Eugnostos which pro
vides a basis for attempting to determine their provenance. Parrott 
has called attention to the use of a 360-day year in Eugnostos 
(III/3 84,4-5). In his opinion, this reference is credible only in 
Egypt, because "from ancient times the Egyptians had calculated 
the year as having 360 days, divided into twelve months of thirty 

23 A strange combination of the Mount of Olives and the Mount of
Galilee (Soph. Jes. Christ 91,20) seems to suggest that use of Matt 28,16-
20 has been indirect, perhaps based on an oral tradition resultant from the 
finished version of the Gospel of Matthew. Luttikhuizen (1988, 164-166) 
has also argued against direct dependence of the Sophia of Jesus Christ 
on the Gospel of Matthew and assumes that the author of the Sophia of 
Jesus Christ was familiar with these Matthean traditions through earlier 
Gnostic traditions or revelation texts. 

24 eiptjVTJ uµ'iv/crot is a common traditional Jewish or Christian 
greeting or farewell formula (see e.g. Judg 6,23; I Chr 12,18; Toh 12,17; 
Luke 24,36; Phil 1,2) but the phrase "my peace I give to you" appears, 
to my knowledge, nowhere else in Jewish or Christian literature before 
the Gospel of John (Luke 10,6/Matt 10,13 are no parallels to John 14,27 
for there el.pllVTJ stands for the act of greeting; the first real parallel . is 
Gos. Mary 8,14-15); so also Schulz 1983, 192-193. The fact that it 
begins a clear interpretative expansion of a traditional greeting formula 
also points to its special Johannine character. 

25 It is argued in many recent Johannine studies that the final version 
of the Gospel of John presupposes the Synoptic gospels; see e.g. Dunder
berg 1994. If this is true the Gospel of John can hardly be dated earlier 
than to 100 CE. As is well known the terminus ad quern is provided by 
P52 which is traditionally dated in the second quarter of the second 
century although some scholars have recently claimed that it was copied 
around 170 (see Dunderberg 1994, 25). 
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days each, plus five epagomenal days."26 Parrott correctly de
scribes the Egyptian calendrical data. The major problem in his 
argumentation is whether the occurrence of a 360-day year in a 
writing must necessarily point to an Egyptian origin. This does not 
seem to be the case. A 360-day year appears also in A Valentinian 
Exposition (30,34-38) and it is also clearly presupposed in lre
naeus' description of the Marcosians (Adv. haer. 1.17, I). 27 

Although Valentinians certainly had connections with Egypt 
neither A Valentinian Exposition nor the activities of Marcus are 
to be placed in Egypt.28 In addition, even if the 360-day year could 
be taken as an indicator of the Egyptian origin of Eugnostos the 
same cannot automatically be said of the Sophia of Jesus Christ.29 

Namely, the very text which speaks of a 360-day year has been 
omitted in the Sophia of Jesus Christ. This could even be inter
preted to suggest a writing in a cultural context where a 360-day 
year no longer makes sense, as was the case in all areas where the 
Roman Julian calendar became dominant.30 In any case, whatever 
weight one can lay on the calendrical data in determining the 
provenance of Eugnostos, it provides no help when one tries to 
decide where the Sophia of Jesus Christ was written. 

Another feature which Parrott uses to locate Eugnostos m 
Egypt is the similarity between "a major Egyptian conception of 
the deities of the Urzeit and the pattern of Urzeit deities ... behind 
the present text of Eugnostos."31 The evidence Parrott brings forth 
for his claim is not unassailable32 but even if one assumes that 

26 Parrott 1991, 7. 
27 For the significance of the calendrical data in Gnostic literature, 

see Przybylski I 980, 56-70. 
28 Pagels {I 990, 105) thinks that A Valentinian Exposition "may be 

placed in the milieu of one of the western, Italic traditions of Valentinian 
theology". As is well known Marcus, on the other hand, was active in 
Asia Minor and in Gaul when lrenaeus came to know him (Adv. haer. 
l.13,7).

29 Contra Parrott 1991, 7. 
30 This is in fact suggested by Przybylski I 980, 65-66. 
31 Parrott 1987, 82. 
32 Parrott ( 1987, 82-88; 1991, 9-16) thinks that in the first part of 

Eugnostos (III/3 70, 1-85,9), which he sees to be a separate source, there 
emerge two distinctive patterns of the deities of the transcendental world. 
In his view, both of them resemble an Egyptian conception according to 
which there is one initial all-encompassing divinity who creates another 
separate non-androgynous deity who produces four other divine beings 
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Parrott's thesis proves the Egyptian origin of Eugnostos this still 
does not help locate the Sophia of Jesus Christ. The text which 
speaks about the beings of the transcendental world in Eugnostos 
(IIl/3 71, 13-83,2) has been revised in such a way that it no longer 
has any clear connection with the Egyptian pantheon. Among 
other things, the section which, in Parrott's opinion, best reflects 
the Egyptian conception of the deities of the Urzeit (III/3 82,7-
83,2) has been left out altogether! The question of the provenance 
of the Sophia of Jesus Christ will be taken up again after the 
examination of the Mary Magdalene passages. 

3. Mary Magdalene as an Interlocutor of the Savior

The name Mary appears twice in the Sophia of Jesus Christ 
(98,10; 114,9; BG 90,1; 117,13). In both instances she poses a 
question to the Savior. In neither of these passages is Mary intro
duced as Magdalene. However, this identification is most likely. 
In Gnostic revelation dialogues there are only two Maries who 
present questions to the Savior, Mary, the mother of Jesus, and 
Mary Magdalene. Since in all those Coptic texts where Mary is 
explicitly defined as the (virgin) mother of Jesus the name is 
without exception spelled Mc-.rtc-.33 while the form of the name 

each of whom have a single female consort. The problem with Parrott's 
thesis is that neither of the patterns in Eugnostos is really convergent 
with the Egyptian pattern. The first (111/3 71,13-82,6) contains only three 
androgynous deities, in the second all six deities are androgynous (111/3 
82,7-83,2). Therefore, he has to assume that the first presentation of the 
divine beings has undergone a redaction by which a Jewish Sethian 
speculation of Gen 1-5 has been imposed on the original Egyptian pat
tern; and in the second one, which he regards as the more original of the 
two, the female consorts of the first two absolute divine beings remain 
unexplained. 

33 The mother of Jesus appears in the following Coptic texts of 
Gnostic origin: Gos. Phil. 55,23.27; 59,7.10.11; 2 Apoc. Jas. 44,[22]; 
Testim. Truth 45,11; PS 13,18; 116,21.25.26; 117,7.21; 120,14.19.21; 
123,5.6; 124,6.14.19; 125,15. Even in the Greek texts of the Church 
Fathers this spelling of the name is usual (see e.g. Iren., Adv. haer.
1.15,3; Hipp., Ref 5.6,7; 5.26,29; 6.35,3-4; 6.35,7; 6.36,3-4; 6.51,1; 
7.26,8; 7.33,l; 8.9,2; 10.14,9; 10.15,6; 10.16,2; 10.21,2; Epiph., Pan.
31.7,4). E.g. Hippolytos employs only once the spelling Mcx.p1dµ when 
he refers to the views of the so-called Docetists (Ref 8.10,6) but even 
there he is not quoting any source. But in all the other 19 references to 
Mary, the mother of Jesus, he, too, uses the spelling Mcx.picx.. Only in one 
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used of Mary Magdalene is almost always Mo.pl(B)o.M(MH),34 it is 
most probable that Mo.P12o.M(MH) in the Sophia of Jesus Christ 
is Magdalene. 

The dialogue described in the Sophia of Jesus Christ is intro
duced by a post-resurrection appearance story. The text begins by 
presenting the disciples of the Savior, the twelve men and the 
seven women, 35 who are gathered on a mountain located in Galilee 
and called "Divination and Joy." Before the disciples see the 
Savior they are said to be perplexed about "the underlying reality 
of the universe and the plan and the holy providence and th.e 
power of the authorities and about everything that the Savior is 
doing with them in the secret" (91,3-9). Then the Savior appears 
to them "not in his previous form, but in the invisible spirit" 
(91,10-11). As in most appearance stories the sight prompts 
amazement and fear among the disciples but the Savior calms 
them and asks them why they are so perplexed. Thus, the dialogue 
proper is initiated. It ends with a description of the great joy 
which the answers of the Savior have called forth in the disciples 
who become preachers of 'the gospel of God, the eternal Father, 
imperishable forever (BG 127,2-10). 

The purpose of the dialogue is made clear by its framework. At 
the beginning the disciples are puzzled precisely by those ques
tions to which a Gnostic message is supposed to respond. In the 
Sophia of Jesus Christ Gnostic revelation is supplied by the an
swers of the Risen Jesus, viz., the Savior. The material of Eugnos
tos is in some places supplemented by redactional sections which 
have an explicit Gnostic profile, such as Soph. Jes. Christ 106,24-

Greek manuscript of the Protevangelium of James (Papyrus Bochner 5) 
the name of the mother of Jesus is spelled µa.ptd.µµT) (see Bovon 1984, 
61 n. 47). 

34 The only exceptions are the Gospel of Philip and Pistis Sophia J

Iil. However, in the Gospel of Philip the mention of the three Maries 
(59,6-11) already presupposes the use of the same form of the name. 
Perhaps for this reason, Magdalene is called MZ>-rtZ>- in 63,32-34 as well. 
In Pistis Sophia I-III Mary Magdalene is most often called MZ>-rtZ>- or 
MZ>-rtl>- TMZ>-f2!i.Z>-:>-.HNH but the name MZ>-rt2Z>-M, too, aJ?pears more than 
20 times and MZ>-rt2Z>-MMH once as well (346,9). It is significant that in 
PS I-III the name Mary is never spelled MZ>-rt2l>-M(MH) in those instances 
where it indisputably refers to the mother of Jesus. 

35 According to the Coptic text, the seven women are also said to be 
disciples of the Savior. Namely, both the twelve disciples and the seven 
women are the subject of the verb Nere ... MZ>-8HT€Y€ (90,16-18). 
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108, 16 as well as the last answer of the Savior (BG 118, 1-
126, l 6).36 The conclusion of the writing shows that the Gnostic 
revelation of the Savior has found fertile soil among the disciples 
who willingly receive the new gospel and become its proclaimers. 
The author of the writing intends to say no more and no less than 
that the post-resurrection encounter between the Risen Savior and 
his disciples leads the disciples to convert to Christian Gnosticism. 
This implies that the most genuine Gnostic teaching derives from 
the Risen Jesus transmitted through the preaching of his disci
ples.37 

4. Mary Magdalene and the Philip Group

The dialogue proper contains twelve questions put to the Savior 
and twelve answers given by him. In spite of the introductory 
scene, where it is said that the dialogue will take place between 
the Savior and his twelve disciples as well as his seven female 
followers (90, 16-18), only some of the disciples are actively 
involved in the conversation. Certainly, two questions are attribut
ed to the entire group of disciples (105,3-4; 106,9; BG 100,3-4; 
102,7-8) and one to the Holy Apostles (112,19-20; BG 114,12-13) 
but the only disciples who pose questions so that their names are 
mentioned are Philip, Matthew, Thomas, Mary Magdalene, and 
Bartholomew. Like Mary, Philip (92,4; 95, 19; BG 79, 18-19; 86,6), 
Matthew (94,1; 100,17; BG 82,19-20; 93,13), and Thomas (96,14; 
108,17; BG 87,8; 106,11) put two questions each to the Savior 
whereas Bartholomew appears only once as a questioner (103,22; 
BG 98,8). Why do only five of the nineteen present questions? 

The text does not give any direct answer to this question. All 
the persons asking questions are introduced without any comment 
whatsoever. Nor do the reactions of the Savior, if there are any, 
reveal anything about the particular questioners. His comments are 
always directed to the whole group of interlocutors. In 97,23-24, 
in the midst of the answer to the inquiry of Matthew, the Savior 

36 Both sections refer to Yaldabaoth and his world of forgetfulness 
(l06,24-107,11; BG 119,1-120,3). 

37 Perkins (1980, 97) states: "In connection with the setting of the 
work, the questions (of the discir,les) assure the reader that true apostolic
preaching is the source of gnosis. ' 
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states: "I have addressed those who are awake." In response to 
Thomas he can even give praise to the quality of the question 
(108, 19-23) but, again, it is addressed to all who participate in the 
discussion. In fact, the interlocutors mentioned by name do not 
seem to be very important as individuals but only as representa
tives of a larger whole. When the text describes the result of the 
dialogue it is obvious that all nineteen disciples, not only the five 
mentioned by name, have received the Gnostic instruction of the 
Savior and do become the proclaimers of the new Gnostic gospel 
(BG 127,2-10). With this observation, we return to our earlier 
question but modify it somewhat: why were just the five question
ers mentioned by name chosen to represent the whole group? And 
why was Mary Magdalene one of them? 

Parrott has developed an interesting thesis about the five ques
tioners in the Sophia of Jesus Christ.38 He claims that the author 
of the text is dependent on the list of disciples in the Gospel of 
Mark (3, 16-19) and the other Synoptics (Matt 10,2-4; Luke 6, 14-
16). In that list Philip, Bartholomew, Matthew, and Thomas con
stitute the second group of four after Peter, James, John, and 
Andrew. Wanting to introduce his readers to Christian Gnosticism, 
the writer of the Sophia of Jesus Christ selected the Philip group 
to represent the disciples of the Savior in the dialogue, the purpose 
of which is to highlight the position of Christ as the new revealer 
of the saving knowledge and as the victor over the sinister powers 
of the world. This choice is motivated by the fact that the first 
four of the synoptic list of disciples, the Peter group, were already 
so closely associated with a Judaistic, particularistic understanding 
of Christ that they could not be used to introduce a more univer
salistic, Gnostic interpretation of Christ which the author of the 
Sophia of Jesus Christ aspired to present in his writing. In other 
words, the Philip group, with the addition of Mary Magdalene, 
was chosen to stand for the Gnostic disciples. 

Seeking to support his thesis, Parrott examines all the relevant 
revelation dialogues in order to �how that the same distinction he 
finds between the Peter and the Philip group in the Sophia of 
Jesus Christ also exists in other writings.39 After examining both 
Gnostic and non-Gnostic tractates he concludes that early in the 

38 See Parrott 1986, 193-219.
39 Parrott 1986, 203-213.
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Christian Gnostic movement a group of disciples led by Philip 
"was chosen to be the bearers of the distinctive Christian-gnostic 
message, while at the same time another group was identified with 
the orthodox position."40 At the beginning this division did not 
serve polemical purposes ( e.g. in the Sophia of Jesus Christ, in his 
view) but later the Gnostic authors began to use the Peter group 
in the struggle against their non-Gnostic opponents. Hence, "in the 
gnostic revelation dialogues, Peter, Andrew, James, and John, at 
one time or another, are seen as being secretly gnostic, in an 
inferior position in relation to the gnostic disciples, as opposed to 
the active role of the female (gnostic) disciples of Jesus, or as 
converting to Gnosticism."41 According to Parrott, the Letter of 
Peter to Philip is of special significance for his thesis since that 
writing speaks of the Peter group and the Philip group even if the 
members of neither of these groups are explicitly introduced 
(132,12-15; 133,12-13). While both the Peter and the Philip groups 
are portrayed as Gnostic, the Gnostic character of the Peter group, 
in Parrott's view, serves only as anti-ecclesiastical polemic. The 
Peter group itself is seen only as secretly Gnostic.42 

The problem with Parrott's thesis is that he exaggerates the 
consistency with which the two groups of disciples are treated in 
the second century Gnostic and ecclesiastical revelation dialogues. 
As he himself observes, the Philip group is also included in the 
list of disciples in the ecclesiastical, anti-Gnostic Epistula Aposto
lorum.43 And even if this is due to the desire of the ecclesiastical 
author to emphasize the totality of the apostolic witness, neverthe
less, it does show that the Philip group is not merely adopted by 
the Gnostics. Besides, the way Jesus' disciples are portrayed by 
other second century Christian writers also speaks against a clear
cut distinction between the ecclesiastical Peter and the Gnostic 
Philip group. In my view, already Papias' statement in which he 
refers to Andrew, Peter, Philip, Thomas, James, John, and Mat
thew, on an equal footing, as his authorities for the teachings of 
Jesus, undermines Parrott's claim (Eus., Hist. eccl. 3.39,4). More
over, Parrott fails to explain why those Gnostic texts where Peter 

40 Parrott 1986, 218.
41 Parrott 1986, 218.
42 Parrott 1986, 207-210. 
43 Parrott 1986, 210-211. 
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or another member of his group converts to Gnosticism or is seen 
to be secretly Gnostic (e.g. Ap. John.; Apoc. Pet.; Ep. Pet. Phil.) 
must be understood solely as expressions of anti-ecclesiastical 
polemic and why they cannot demonstrate that a Gnostic group, 
too, can appeal to the authority of Peter44 or another member of 
the Peter group (see e.g. Ap. John 11/1 32,1-5). In addition, in 
some Gnostic texts there is no doubt that a member of the Peter 
group appears to be a Gnostic authority at least as prominent as 
some members of the Philip group. For example, in PS I-III Jesus 
says to his disciples: "I said to you once: 'In the place where I 
will be, there will also be with me my twelve servers.' But Maria 
Magdalene and John the Virgin will be superior to all my disci
ples" (232,24-233,2).45 

With regard to the problematic character of Parrott's thesis, the 
figure of Bartholomew is especially instructive. Among Gnostic 
revelation dialogues he appears only in Pistis Sophia IV but he is 
mentioned in two non-Gnostic revelation dialogues, Epistula 
Apostolorum and the Questions of Bartholomew, the former of 
which is even anti-Gnostic. In the latter he appears to be the 
principal questioner. Parrott thinks that Bartholomew is used in 
these non-Gnostic texts in a polemical way in the sense that his 
being a "Gnostic" disciple is adopted by ecclesiastical authors to 
show that "Gnostic" disciples, too, were in reality ecclesiastical 
Christians.46 However, there is nothing in those texts which would 
confirm that suggestion. Whatever interpretation one gives to the 
appearance of Bartholomew in Epistula Apostolorum and in the 
Questions of Bartholomew, in the Sophia of Jesus Christ his 
behavior does not diverge from that of his better known Gnostic 
colleagues. Probably all this only shows that the distinction be
tween the "ecclesiastical" and "Gnostic" disciples was not at all 
unambiguous in the second and third century. In various groups 

44 For a Gnostic Peter, see Koschorke 1978, 27-35; Perkins 1980, 
113-125; T.V. Smith 1985, 117-134. Parrott's attempts to deny that the
Basilidians claim to derive their teachings from a secret tradition of Peter
transmitted through Glaucias are also not very convincing (1986, 216-
217).

45 Parrott ( 1986, 205) himself admits that here John "should probably 
be included among the gnostic disciples." 

46 Parrott 1986, 211 . 
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and geographical areas some disciples of Jesus like Bartholomew 
and Peter may have been conceived in different ways. 

However, for the present consideration of the Sophia of Jesus
Christ, the valid and important point in Parrott's analysis is the 
observation that the Philip group, or at least Philip, Matthew, and 
Thomas, seem to be dominant figures in some Gnostic revelation 
dialogues (Thom. Cont & Dial. Sav: Judas (Thomas), Matthew;47 

Gos. Mary: Levi (Matthew?); PS I-III: Philip, Thomas, and Mat
thew [71,18-23; 72,11-20]).48 It is particularly significant that 
Pistis Sophia I-III is familiar with a tradition according to which 
these three disciples are given the task of recording all the words 
the Savior says and the things he does.49 For the consideration of 
Mary Magdalene, it is important that apart from the Book of
Thomas the Contender she also appears in the same Gnostic 
revelation dialogues with a visible role. This is well in line with 
the tendency adopted in the Sophia of Jesus Christ. We may 
conclude that in some, although not in all, Gnostic writings, Gnos
tic conviction (or conversion to Gnosticism) was more easily 
attached to Philip, Matthew, Thomas, and Mary Magdalene than 
to the members of the Peter group. This detail constitutes an 
important link between these particular writings. It is, however, 
too precarious to try to establish a case for a genetic theological 
or sociological connection between them on the basis of this single 
point alone. However, since apart from the Book of Thomas the
Contender all the other writings of this group come under scrutiny 
in the present study, the question of their relatedness will be 
assessed again with some further questions in mind. 

Whatever the fact that the authors of these Gnostic revelation 
dialogues have chosen a member or members of the Philip group 
and Mary Magdalene to represent the Gnostic disciples says about 

47 In the Book of Thomas the Contender Mc}.80.to.c in 138,2-3 could 
also be Matthias whose writings were known to church fathers (for 
references, see Puech & Blatz 1987, 306-309). 

48 It is interesting that Heracleon refers to the same group, viz., 
Matthew, Philip, Thomas, (and Levi), when he speaks of those disciples 
who have confessed their faith in acts and works which correspond to 
their faith but not in public by means of martyrdom (Clem. Al., Strom.
4.71,3-4). 

49 It is worth noting, however, that in Pistis Sophia /-/II also other 
disciples, including Peter and John, represent the Gnostic standpoint. For 
this, see the chapter "Mary Magdalene m Pistis Sophia." 
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the precise relationship between these writings, it is not self-evi
dent that the reasons for the choice are fully identical. It is best to 
consider the motives of each writer separately. What, then, were 
the motives of the author of the Sophia of Jesus Christ? If it is 
true that the Sophia of Jesus Christ was written to establish the 
new Christian self-identity of the former non-Christian Gnostics, 
the most likely reason why only the Philip group and Mary Mag
dalene were mentioned by name is that in the context where 
Eugnostos was read they were known to be disciples associated 
with a Gnostic version of Christianity. So, the writer of the Sophia 
of Jesus Christ made use of a tradition known to his readers. 

It is of course possible, as Parrott also suggests,50 that the 
Sophia of Jesus Christ was written in the period when the Philip 
group was not yet known to represent a Gnostic Christianity. In 
that case they were chosen only because the more renowned 
apostles, such as Peter, Andrew, and the Zebedees, were too 
closely linked with ecclesiastical Christianity, at least in this 
particular area. Even if the readers of Eugnostos were not neces
sarily fully aware of all Christian teachings, in general, and eccle
siastical emphases, in particular, they most likely knew the names 
of the main religious heroes of non-Gnostic ecclesiastical Chris
tianity. Peter, Andrew, and the Zebedees could no longer be intro
duced as the representatives of the Gnostic version of Christian 
faith but the lesser known Philip group could. If this is the case it 
is the author of the Sophia of Jesus Christ who gives the initial 
impetus to the Gnostic career of the Philip group. This suits the 
early second century dating of the writing. The Gnostic Philip 
group is then adopted by some later Gnostic revelation dialogues 
- whether this is a result of a direct dependence on the Sophia of
Jesus Christ or not, need not be decided here. Whether the tradi
tion of the Philip group has in some stage of its use served polem
ical purposes remains open for discussion. It is most likely, how
ever, that the author of the Sophia of Jesus Christ created a group
of Gnostic disciples merely for pragmatic reasons.

so Parrott 1986, 202.
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5. The Gnostic Mary Magdalene

71 

If the Gnostic Philip group is an invention of the author of the 
Sophia of Jesus Christ we have to ask what its implications are for 
our understanding of the Gnostic Mary Magdalene. Does the 
Gnostic Mary Magdalene derive from the author as wen? There is 
one fact which seems to speak against this assumption. Compared 
with other members of the Philip group, Mary Magdalene, apart 
from being a Gnostic disciple, has another special function in the 
Sophia of Jesus Christ. Clearly, she also represents the seven 
Gnostic women (Soph. Jes. Chr. 90, 17-18). Yet the group of 
seven female disciples is probably not a creation of the author of 
the Sophia of Jesus Christ. If the reconstruction of I Apoc. Jas. 
38,16 suggested by Schenke is correct, as is most probable, the 
idea of seven female disciples is also found in that writing.51 

In the First Apocalypse of James the seven women are known, 
in the same way as in the Sophia of Jesus Christ, i.e., as disciples 
of Jesus. However, in the First Apocalypse of James they are not 
linked with the twelve disciples. In fact, the seven women are 
distinguished from the twelve and are depicted positively as per
sons being "strong by a perception which is in them" (38,22-23), 
whereas the twelve seem to be less advanced spiritually and in 
need of a deeper instruction, to say the least.52 Since the relation
ship of the seven female followers of Jesus to his male disciples 
is described differently in the Sophia of Jesus Christ and in the 
First Apocalypse of James, and since no other special theological 
or thematic connections between the two exist, the idea of seven 

51 The reconstruction is found in Schenke 1966, 29. Schoedel (1979, 
94-95) has the same though he gives credit for it to G.M. Browne.
According to these authors, lines 38,16-� rea':!_ as follows: ty,itN€ MMOK
er[o(f] t[Co.Y)]qe NCatM€ NlM N€ NTo.Y[r Mo.]0HTHC No.K. Neither.
Schenke nor Schoedel spell out any arguments for their view. Still this
reconstruction proves most likely for the following reasons: First, the
attribute of the word catM€ at the end of line 16 cannot actually be
anything but a number. If it were some other attribute, the copula of the
nominal clause as well as the pronominal suffix of the subsequent rela
tive converter would not be in the plural but in the singular· following the
grammatical number of the main word catM€ and the demonstrative
article attached to it. Second, the only possible number which fills the
lacuna is the feminine form of the number seven (Co.YJ<.f€).

52 For the relationship of Mary Magdalene and the other women to 
the twelve in the First Apocalypse of James, see pp. 137-143. 
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women seems to derive from a common tradition earlier than 
either writing.53 Both of these writers have then used the tradition 
in their own way. In addition, in both cases Mary Magdalene is 
only secondarily brought together with the seven women. In fact, 
the author of the First Apocalypse of James knows another tradi
tion of Gnostic female followers of Jesus according to which there 
were four in number and one of them was Mary Magdalene (J 
Apoc. Jas. 40,22-26).54 This supports a suggestion that the tradition 
of the Gnostic Mary Magdalene antedates both the First Apoca
lypse of James and the Sophia of Jesus Christ. 

To summarize the previous discussion, in the Sophia of Jesus 
Christ Mary Magdalene is portrayed as a female disciple of Jesus 
who, during a post-resurrection dialogue between him and his 
disciples, becomes convinced of his special Gnostic revelation. 
Together with Philip, Thomas, Matthew, and Bartholomew, she is 
selected to represent Gnostic converts since probably both the 
writer of the text as well as the readers are aware of a tradition 
according to which she was a Gnostic disciple. Thus, Mary Mag
dalene is made to represent seven Gnostic women who were 
known to accompany Jesus together with his twelve disciples. It 
is worth noting that the information the author of the Sophia of 
Jesus Christ gives the readers about Mary Magdalene is very 
scarce. It is of course possible that the author did not know any
thing more. But it is equally clear that neither did he/she feel it 
necessary to tell more, neither about Mary Magdalene nor about 
any other disciple mentioned by name. The main goal was to show 
that the most genuine form of Gnosticism was the Christian one 
taught by the Risen Jesus and transmitted through the preaching 
of his disciples, especially by the Philip group, to use the term 
coined by Parrott, and by Mary Magdalene. 

In light of the visible role Mary Magdalene assumes in the 
Sophia of Jesus Christ both as an authoritative receiver and trans
mitter of the Gnostic message, the last answer of Jesus to his 
disciples, paradoxically given to a question posed by Mary herself, 

53 Since the Sophia of Jesus Christ and the First Apocalypse of James 
otherwise reveal no signs of dependence on each other, the fact that the 
former is dated some decades, perhaps even half a century earlier than 
the latter has no importance. 

54 For this, see the section "Mary Magdalene in the First Apocalypse 
of James." 
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is quite surprising. In that reply Jesus calls the future Gnostic 
Christians, who are going to emerge as a result of his disciples' 
preaching, a "male multitude" (BG 124,14-16). Maleness is in 
obvious contrast to femaleness, which is the source of deficiency 
(118,13-18; cf. BG 117,18-119,1). Salvation is also described as 
knowing "the words of the masculine Light" (108,4). Thus, the 
author of the Sophia of Jesus Christ adopts the pattern of gendered 
language typical of Mediterranean culture, in which the male 
represents that which is perfect, powerful, and transcendent and 
the female what is incomplete, weak, and mundane.55 The same 
dichotomy of male and female gender imagery appeared already 
in Gos. Thom. 114, and, as will be shown later, it will also be met 
in the Dialogue of the Savior and the First Apocalypse of James. 
Just as in the Dialogue of the Savior (see below) and probably 
also in Gos. Thom. 114, maleness is connected with the ideal of 
sexual asceticism in the Sophia of Jesus Christ. Jesus' disciples are 
urged to remove themselves from "the unclean rubbing that is 
from the fearful fire" (108,11-13). No doubt, disengagement from 
the sexual passion is demanded.56 

What impact could the apparent contradiction between the 
visible role granted to Mary Magdalene and the pejorative use of 
feminine gender language have on the first readers of the Sophia 
of Jesus Christ, especially on women? Since the same tension is 
found in the Dialogue of the Savior and in the First Apocalypse 
of James we shall return to this question in connection with the 
chapters dealing with these writings. 

Before leaving the treatment of Mary Magdalene in the Sophia 
of Jesus Christ we return to the question of the writing's prove
nance. The examination of Mary Magdalene's role in the writing 

55 Kin� (1995, 630 n. 14) cites Philo as a typical representative of his 
own time illustrating well how gendered imagery was utilized in antiquity 
(Quaest. in Gen. 4,15): "The soul has, as it were, a dwelling, partly 
men's quarters, partly women's quarters. Now for the men there is a 
place where properly dwell masculine thoughts (that are) wise, sound, 
Just, prudent, pious, filled with freedom and boldness, and akin to wis
dom. And the women's quarters are a place where womanly opinions go 
about and dwell, being followers of the female sex. And the female sex 
is irrational and akin to bestial passions, fear, sorrow, P.leasure, and 
desire, from which ensue incurable weaknesses and indescnbable diseas
es." 

56 So also M.A. Williams 1985, 157. 
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did not provide much new insight in this regard. Yet one factor 
did surface which may help. The fact that the Sophia of Jesus 
Christ and the First Apocalypse of James both employ the tradi
tion of the seven Gnostic women, although probably independently 
on each other, may indicate that they stem from places which are 
situated relatively close to each other geographically. Based on the 
mention of Addai (J Apoc. Jas. 36,15; 36,22), the reputed founder 
of eastern Syrian Christianity ( especially Osrhoene ), Schoedel 
seeks to locate the First Apocalypse of James in eastern Syria.57 

Thus, the provenance of the Sophia of Jesus Christ could be 
sought approximately in the same area. This is congruous with the 
evidence that the New Testament material the writer of the text is 
using derives from the Gospels of Matthew and John, which are 
often located somewhere in Syria at large.58 Admittedly, the basis 
of the conclusion is not very strong but perhaps somewhat stronger 
than that of the other suggestions. 59 

57 Schoedel 1979, 67; see also the discussion on pp. 127-128. Two 
other items in the First Apocalypse of James may suggest an eastern 
Syrian origin: The name of the mountain in 1 Apoc. Jas. 30,20-21, 
Gaugelan, may be a somewhat corrupt Syriac form of Golgotha (see 
Schoedel 1979, 80-81). Secondly, the four women mentioned in 1 AJ?OC. 
Jas. 40,24-26, Salome, Mary Ma�dalene, probably Martha (there 1s a 
lacuna in the manuscript at this pomt), and Arsinoe, are brought together 
also in the Manichean Psalm-book JI (194, 19-22; see also 192,21-24) 
which most probably originated in Mesopotamia and which could easily 
reflect influences of Syrian (Gnostic) Chnstian traditions. 

58 For the provenance of the Gospel of Matthew, see Meier 1992,
624; for the provenance of the Gospel of John, see Becker 1979, 50. 

59 Because the author of the Sophia of Jesus Christ has confused the 
Mountain of Olives and the Mountain of Galilee (91,18-20), Tardieu 
(1984, 349) has thought that the writing cannot have been composed in 
Palestine or in Syria but rather in Egypt. Tardieu's point is worth atten
tion but hardly forcible enough to disprove the theory of the Syrian 
origin of the Sophia of Jesus Christ. It presupposes a geographical 
knowledge which cannot necessarily be demanded from people of antiq
uity. 
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MARY MAGDALENE 
IN THE DIALOGUE OF THE SAVIOR 

l. Introductory Remarks

The Dialogue of the Savior is a Gnostic revelation dialogue be
tween the Lord and his disciples, 1 in which Matthew, Judas,2 and 
Mary are singled out by name. The only extant copy of the Dia
logue of the Savior is the fifth tractate of the third codex of the 
Nag Hammadi Library. The writing contains pages 120-147 of the 
codex.3 Some of the pages are heavily mutilated, none of them is 

1 Although the writing contains the idea of a cosmos created by the 
Father or the First Word (129,20-21; 133,5-10; 144,8-10) it is to be 
characterized as Gnostic. It is likely that the participation of the Father 
in creating the world reflects the view of a cosmogony source used in the 
writing (127,19-128,33; 129,16-131,15; 133,3-13). As a matter of fact, in 
the thrrd instance where the creation motif appears outside the source 
(144,8-10), it is accompanied with a reference to the Sophia myth (so 
also Krause 1977, 27; see also 140,12-14); for the identification of 
Sophia with TMb.b.Y MIITHl'<J, see Soph. Jes. Christ. III/4 114,14-15. 
Apart from these creation texts, the cosmos is seen as a place of defi
ciency (Dial. Sav. 139,15-18); it is impoverished (132,5) and evil (132,8-
9). Not only is the cosmos described as an obstacle which tries to prevent 
a disciple from entering into the place of life (131,22-132,9), the body 
has the same negative function (132,9-12; 134,11-14). A further typical 
Gnostic feature is that salvation is granted only to the one who knows 
his/her pleromatic origin and the wickedness of the cosmos and the body 
(132,15-16; 134,11-24; 139,15-18). Even Koester & Pagels (1984, 15) 
who have found traces of a non-Gnostic sayings tradition 10 the Dialogue
of the Savior admit that the writing itself provides an example of how 
this tradition "was further developed within the horizon of gnostic 
thought." 

2 Judas of the text is probably to be identified with Judas Thomas 
found in the Syrian manuscripts of John 14,22; Gos. Thom. incipit; Thom.
Cont. 138,2. It is worth noting that in the Acts of Thomas 2 he 1s referred 
to as "Judas who is also called Thomas." Cf. also the Doctrine of Addai
(for the text, see Howard 1981, 10); Eus., Hist. eccl. 1.13,11. 

3 The first critical edition of the text was prepared by Emmel (1984). 
It also contains an English translation which is used in the present study 
unless otherwise advised. 
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entirely intact.4 Yet the main contents and literary character of the 
text is transparent. 

It has been noted that the Dialogue of the Savior displays 
conspicuous differences in content and style. Whether this is due 
to the writer using various types of traditional material5 or· com
posing the work as an elaboration and expansion of an earlier 
dialogue6 is difficult to decide. In this study there is no need to 
solve the entire question of the writing's literary unity. Yet it has 
to be asked whether this question has some bearing on our under
standing of Mary in the writing. 

Apart from one instance, the name Mary7 appears exclusively 
in those parts of the dialogue which introduce the one presenting 
a question or a comment in the following direct speech. The only 
exception to this is at the beginning of the vision account (134,24-
25) where Mary, together with Judas (Thomas) and Matthew, is
secondarily brought to the text. The secondary character of Mary,
Judas (Thomas), and Matthew is clearly seen in that originally the
vision was evidently received by one person only (135,14-15;

4 The manuscript has suffered some minor damage even after its
acquisition by the Coptic Museum in Cairo. This was verified when the 
extant remains of the manuscript were compared with the photographs 
which were taken soon after its mitial conservation (see Emmel 1984, 19-
20). At least a part of the manuscript (the middle of pages 145-146) was 
separated from it already before it was purchased. Fortunately, the 
fragment belongs to a miscellaneous collection of papyri which was sold 
to the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (New Haven, Con
necticut). It was identified as part of the third codex of the Nag 
Hammadi Library by Stephen Emmel in 1980 (Emmel 1980, 53-60). 

5 Perkins I 980, I 08.
6 Koester & Pagels 1984, I; this was already asserted in an earlier 

compositional analysis of the text, see Pagels & Koester 1978, 66-74. Cf. 
also Blatz 1987a, 246. 

7 The name appears in two different forms: Mo..r120..M (126,17-18; 
134,25[?]; 139,8; 143,6; 144,5-6; 144,22; 146,I[?]) and Mo..Pl2o..MMH 
(131,19; 137,3-4; 140,14-15; 140,19; 140,23; 141,12; 142,20). Bovon 
(I 984, 55) has suggested that this is due to the employment of different 
sources. It is to be noted, however, that also in Pistis Sophia I-III two 
different versions of the name Mary can be used of Mary Magdalene 
within a single uniform passage. Therefore, Bovon's conclusion is by no 
means inevitable, and even if it could be sustained it has no bearing on 
the study of Mary Magdalene in the Dialogue of the Savior, because in 
the dialogue material where she only appears (see below) there are no 
indications that Mary Magdalene would be viewed differently in its 
various parts. 
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136,17).8 This suggests that Mary has an essential part in the 
dialogue material but has not appeared in other possible sources 
at all. This does not, however, mean that the use of Mary has 
necessarily been confined to only one literary layer in the Dia
logue of the Savior. If the dialogue form was not created by the 
author of the text but was already found in a source used by 
him/her, as Koester & Pagels have argued, it has to be asked 
whether the passages referring to Mary reveal any signs of a later 
redaction. And if they do, one must explore how views of Mary 
in the dialogue source and its possible redaction are related to each 
other. Are they in agreement or does the redactor of the text want 
to say something more about Mary than his/her source? We shall 
return to this question when Mary's comment in 139,8-13 is 
analyzed. 

As in most of the Gnostic writings, the Dialogue of the Savior 
refers to no datable incidents. It is nevertheless most likely that it 
received its final form sometime in the second century.9 Some 
parallels with the Thomas tradition 10 and the appearance of Judas 
(Thomas) as one of the main interlocutors of the Lord may suggest 

8 Pagels & Koester 1978, 67; Koester & Pagels 1984, 9. As to the 
grammatical subject of this section, a shift from singular to plural is also 
recognized by Perkins (1980, 107). 

9 Since the terms and phrases used by the author of the final text 
resemble those of the deutero-Pauline and catholic epistles, Koester & 
Pa�els (1984, 16; see also Koester 1979, 554; 1990, 174-175) date the 
wnting in the early decades of the second century C.E., before the period 
of the Epistula Apostolorum and Justin Martyr. The dialogue source 
which they assume to underlie the Dialogue of the Savior was neverthe
less, in their view, composed earlier in the last decades of the first 
century. This dating is based on the claim that this source does not betray 
any traces of acquaintance with the canonical gospels and represents a 
stage of the dialogical elaboration earlier than the Gospel of John. The 
thesis has been rightly questioned by Tuckett (1986, 129-130) and 
Perkins (1993, 54-56) who have pointed out that at least Mary Magda
lene's comment in 139,8-11 presupposes knowledge of Matthew's 
redaction (Matt 6,34; 10,10). In attempting to advocate the claim made 
by Koester & Pagels, Hills (1991, 43-58) has been forced to reconstruct 
such a complicated history of transmission of proverbial sayings that it 
is no longer credible. 

10 Some of the most notable examples are the combination of the 
"elect" and the "solitary -(MONOXOC/MON.i5,..XOC)" (Dial. Sav. 120,26; 
Gos. Thom. 49) and the _:place of life" (Dial. Sav. 132,7: RM.i5,.. MnWN(!; 
Gos. Thom. 4: IlTOilOC MilWN(!). 
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that the writing was composed somewhere in the region of East 
Syria.1' 

2. Mary Magdalene as an Interlocutor of the Lord

Nowhere in the entire Dialogue of the Savior is it explicitly men
tioned that the Mary of the text is Magdalene. The form of the 
name makes this identification very likely, however. As noted 
earlier the longer version of the name, Mb-.f'12b-.M(MH), 12 seems to 
be the one which is used of Magdalene in Gnostic writings, 
whereas the mother of Jesus is called Mb-.f'lb-. and any Mary other 
than these two is hardly possible in Gnostic revelation dialogues. 13 

It is also worth noting that Mary Magdalene is closely associated 
with Judas (Thomas) and Matthew in other Gnostic texts as well. 
This is the case with both Pistis Sophia I-III (72,5-22) and the 
Sophia of Jesus Christ. 

In the same way as in the Sophia of Jesus Christ, Mary Mag
dalene is one of the disciples of the Lord who enters into a dia
logue with him. It is not impossible that the dialogue is thought to 
have taken place after the resurrection 14 but nowhere in the extant 
part of the writing is this stated. 15 At this time Mary Magdalene 
does not represent a group of women. Indeed, there is no reference 
to any other woman in the Dialogue of the Savior. Together with 
Judas (Thomas) and Matthew, Mary Magdalene functions as a 
spokesperson of the disciples who are also presented as a group 

11 Perkins 1980, 111. 
12 The fact that the name appears in two different forms in the 

writing (Mo-r1ao-M and Mo-r1ao-MMH) has hardly any significance. As 
Krause (1977, 24) has pointed out the same phenomenon can also be 
seen in Pistis Sophia /-Ill where Mary Magdalene is called Mo-r10-
(TM0-r2!,.o-:;,....HNH), Mo-r1ao-M, and Mo-rt23.MMH. The Coptic manuscript 
of the Gospel of Mary (BG 8502) uses the name Mo-r1ao-M, whereas the 
Greek fragments of the writing (P. Oxy. 3525 and P. Ryl. 463) have the 
name µa.p1ciµµ11. 

13 See pp. 63-64. 
14 So Blatz 1987a, 245. The passages Dial. Sav. 139,6-7; 145,22-24 

may imply that the Lord is about to ascend. 
15 This is emphasized by Koester & Pagels (1984, 1). 
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nine times. 16 Only once is their number, "the twelve disciples," 
explicitly mentioned (142,24-25). 

There is nothing in the writing which would indicate that a 
tension prevails, to say nothing of a rivalry, between the disciples 
mentioned by name and the rest. It is typical that most of the 
replies of the Lord are directed to all the disciples even if only one 
has posed a question. 17 Thus, in the Dialogue of the Savior, Mary 
Magdalene is not played against the twelve but appears clearly to 
be on the same side with them. 18 The fact that she is acting as one 
of their representatives does imply, however, that together with 
Judas (Thomas) and Matthew, Mary Magdalene has a special 
position within the group of disciples in this writing. Why these 
three have been selected will be discussed later. 

What is then the relationship of Mary Magdalene to the other 
two spokespersons for the disciples? Do they appear with equal 
authority, or is one of them to be regarded as more or less promi
nent than the others? 19 The number of the times Judas (Thomas), 
Mary Magdalene, and Matthew participate in the dialogue varies 
to some extent2° but hardly enough to posit one having a dominant 
position in the dialogue over against the others.21 Koester & Pagels 

16 In addition, once the question is posed by "they all" (137,11-12)
and once by "they" (142,16).

17 The only exceptions are: 125,2-3; 125,20 (but see 125,21-22);
132,10-12; 137,7-11; 140,1 (but see 140,5); 140,17-18; 146,4.

18 This is to be said against Pagels (1978, 425) who seems to suggest 
that the Dialogue of the Savior displays a conflict between Mary Magda
lene and the twelve, especially Peter (sic!). 

19 Haskins (1993, 40) is of the opinion that Mary Magdalene is 
clearly the most prominent among the three disciples. In her presentation 
of the Gnostic Mary Magdalene, she states: "Her dominant position is 
also clearly expressed in, for example, the Dialogue of the Savior, where 
she appears as the 'apostle who excels the rest,' superior to Thomas and 
Matthew ... " It is typical of Haskins' presentation that the characterization 
of Mary Ma$dalene, which she puts in quotation marks, is not derived 
from the writmg itself but represents her own interpretation. 

20 Mary Magdalene speaks 13 times, Judas (Thomas) 16 times to the 
Savior and three to Matthew, and Matthew 10 times. In addition, once 
either Judas or Matthew addresses the Lord but the lacuna in the text 
does not allow us to draw any firm conclusion in that case (128,12). For 
the same reason, the person speaking in 144,2 remains fully unknown. 

21 Pace Perkins (1980, 107) who claims that Judas (Thomas) is the 
most central figure among the disciples since he "speaks more than the 
others." Perkins' other arguments for the prominence of Judas are not 
very convincing either. Referring to Krause (1977, 24), Perkins maintains 
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have argued that some of the comments of Mary Magdalene "seem 
to serve as summaries and as transitions to new topics."22 With 
this they imply that the author of the writing gives Mary Magda
lene a special place among the three, making comments and ask
ing questions.23 Certainly, some of Mary's comments and remarks 
may be of special importance, 24 but the same could be said of 
those of the other interlocutors as well.25 Of greater significance 
would be the question of whether the two texts which have been 
seen as special commendations received by Mary26 should be 
understood as an indication of her special standing in the text 
world of the Dialogue of the Savior. One occurs as an answer of 
the Lord (140, 14-19), the other is a comment added to the state
ment made by Mary Magdalene (139,8-13). 

2.1 Analysis of 140,14-19 

TT€X€ Mo..f'12o..MMH XE XOOC €f'O€1 TTXO€1C XE €TR€ OY 
o..€1€1 €TT€€1Mo.. €<fNl3HOY H €toe€ 
TT€X€ TTXO€1C XE €f'EOYWNl3 €RO).. MTT€'3OYO MTTMH
NYTHC 

that Judas is singled out for a special praise by the Lord. This assertion 
is problematic since the special /raise which Krause finds in I 28,2f., if
it 1s praise at all, is not directe to Judas alone but to all the disciples. 
Moreover, Perkins insists that Judas alone was the original recipient of 
the apocalyptic vision in 134,25-138,2 and has thus the focal role in the 
Dialogue of the Savior. As Pagels & Koester have pointed out it is 
indeed probable that originally the vision account mentioned only one 
recipient but that this person was Judas it is impossible to demonstrate. 
Besides, even if it were Judas it does not become evident, not at least in 
the present form of the text, why ,this would give him a superior position 
compared to Mary Magdalene and Matthew. 

22 Koester & Pagels 1984, 4. 
23 Koester & Pagels 1984, 7; see also Koester 1990, 186. 
24 Koester & Pagels (1984, 4-5) refer to 139,8-13; 140,23-141,2; 

143,6-10. 
25 Cf. Matthew's comment in 144,17-21; the same function can be 

attributed to the venerative act of Judas in 131, 16-18. 
26 Price 1990, 58.
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Mary said: "Tell me, Lord, why I have come to this place? For profit 
or for loss?"27 

The Lord said: "You make clear the abundance of the revealer!" 

The question Mary poses in 140, 14-17 has to do with her present 
earthly existence as a disciple. Since Mary's question is formulated 
in such a way that it appears to relate to her lot alone28 and the 
answer is directly addressed to her29 and not to other disciples, it 
has been suggested that the answer is to be understood as a word 
directed to her alone,30 and not to all the elect.31 If the text is read 
in this way it can be seen to assert that it is exclusively Mary 
Magdalene who is entrusted with the task of revealing the gnosis 
imparted by the Lord. 32 If that is true one would have a strong 

27 This rendering of Mary's question (see the apparatus of Emmel 
1984, 81) presupposes that the emphasis is in two options which she 
presents as alternative reasons of her coming "to this place {= to the 
world)." The Lord chooses neither of them but states that the reason for 
her coming is to "make clear the abundance of the revealer." Another, 
less likely translation of the text begins with an assumption that the main 
emphasis of the question is in the first part, i.e., the question of Mary 
Magdalene shows that she knows that one comes to the world either to 
profit or to forfeit but she wants to understand the reason for that {"Tell 
me, Lord, why I have come to this place to profit or to forfeit"; see 
Emmel 1984, 81). The Lord's response then affirms that everybody's 
spiritual status in the world is made evident by the revealer and in this 
way also everybody makes clear the abundance or the greatness (20YO) 
of the revealer. The problem with this interpretation is that the expression 
OYWN2 €807' MR€20YO MnMHNYTHC does not only characterize the 
task of those who profit but curiously enough that of those who forfeit 
as well. Nevertheless, if this interpretation is accepted, the fir�t person 
singular in Mary's question and the second person singular in tlie Lord's 
reply can hardly be taken in their literal sense as reference to Mary 
alone. Rather, they are used as a rhetorical device as to include all 
people. 

28 See, however, the previous note. In Soph. Jes. Christ. III/4 114, 11-
12 Mary Magdalene presents a somewhat similar question but it concerns 
all the disciples. 

29 The predicate of the sentence is in the second person feminine 
singular. 

30 Krause 1977, 25. 
31 Although Koester & Pagels (1984, 14) think that the Lord's reply 

is directed to all the elect they also consider it to be significant that it is 
Mary who "asks the crucial question." 

32 Krause (1977, 25) does not draw this conclusion but it could be 
done on the basis of his observations. Krause himself seems to suggest 
that the Lord's reply is not a concrete answer to Mary but is a mere 
praise of a clever, analytic question. This is highly unlikely for two 
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argument to prove her superiority over the other spokespersons of 
the disciples. But can this conclusion be sustained in light of the 
writing as a whole? Is the fact that the reply of the Lord is ad
dressed to Mary Magdalene an unequivocal indication that the 
word is meant to her only? 

As noted above, normally Mary Magdalene, Judas (Thomas), 
and Matthew voice questions as representatives of all the disciples. 
This is demonstrated by the fact that the answers are usually 
directed to this larger group and not to the questioner alone. 
Therefore, one could assume that in those cases where the reply 
is exceptionally addressed to the persons having posed the ques
tion it is also exclusively intended for them. The clearest example 
of this is the Lord's answer to Matthew in 140,1-4. After Mat
thew's question about the dying of the dead and the life of the 
living the Lord states: "[You have] asked me about a saying [ ... ] 
which eye has not seen, [nor] have I heard it except from you." 
Matthew is said to have presented a unique question and receives 
the commendation he deserves. Even if the continuation of the 
answer is directed to all the disciples it is clear that the words at 
the beginning of the Lord's reply are meant for Matthew alone. 
There is, however, another passage where this kind of answer, 
seemingly addressed to only one person, does in fact appear to be 
directed to all of the disciples. In 137,3-11 Mary Magdalene poses 
a question and the Lord gives a reply in the second person singu
lar.33 The next question asked by all the disciples and the subse
quent answer indicate that despite its grammatical form the first 
response of the Lord was not meant to be to Mary alone.34 Since
the latter passage is a good parallel to 140, 14-19 it has to be 
concluded that Mary Magdalene's possible superiority as the 

reasons. First, if Krause is ri�ht Mary's question remains unanswered. 
Second, the Lord's reply constitutes a good answer to Mary although he 
does not choose any of the two alternatives offered by her. 

33 In 146,4-5, too, the Lord addresses Mary Magdalene in the second 
person siniuiar. Unfortunately, the text is so fragmented that no conclu
sion from its presice character can be arrived. 

34 
Dial. Sav. 137,3-12 reads: "Mary [said, ' ... ] ... see [evil ... ] ... 

them from the first [ ... ] each other.' The [Lord] said, ' [ ... ] .. . when you 
see them ... [ ... ] become huge, they will ... [ ... ] ... . But when you see the 
Eternal Existent, that is the great vision.' Then they all said to him, 'Tell 
us about it!' " 
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revealer of the gnosis over the other disciples cannot be based on 
the grammatical form of the predicate in 140, 18-19. 

Another fact which speaks against the assumption that it is 
Mary Magdalene alone who is charged with the specified duty of 
revealing the gnosis is provided by those texts which emphasize 
that this task is not exclusively confided to certain persons but that 
its fulfillment presupposes certain qualities. In 126,5-8, when all 
the disciples ask the Lord to identify the one who seeks and the 
one who reveals, the Lord replies: "[It is] the one who seeks [ who 
also] reveals ... " (126,8-10). In the following response to Matthew's 
question, the Lord adds: " .. .it is the one who can see who also 
reveals" ( 126, 16-17). Later during the dialogue the same theme is 
again taken up in 142,21 where the Lord refers to the earlier 
discussion and says: "I have told you [that] it is the one who can 
see who [reveals]." It is worth noting that it is Mary Magdalene's 
question which gives impetus to the answer of the Lord in 142,21. 
Yet he does not direct his answer to her alone but, while recalling 
his earlier answer to Matthew, now presents it to all the disciples. 
Both texts indicate that the special revelation communicated by the 
Lord is not a prerogative of one of the disciples, but it is open to 
any of them who seek and can see.35 Based on these observations, 
it is difficult to say that the Lord's reply to Mary Magdalene in 
140, 18-19 should be understood as an indication of her extraordi
nary superiority in comparison with other major interlocutors or 
even other disciples of the Lord. The most one can say of that text 
is that it can serve as a demonstration that Mary Magdalene is 
seen as one of those who seek and can see, and thus can "make 
clear the abundance of the revealer." 

35 If the word of the Lord in 137,16-138,2 can be interpreted as is
done by Emmel in his footnote (1984, 75), it is well in line with this 
conclusion. The word is spoken to all the discit>les: "[Strive] to save him 
[who] can follow [me (or you)], and to seek him out, and to speak from 
within him, so that, as you seek him out, [everything] mi�t be in harmo
ny with you! I [say] to you, truly, the living God [dwells] m you ... " 
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2.2 Analysis of 139,8-13 

TT€Xo.C Ncfl M.ll>.f'l23.M X€ 21N�i €TK.ll>.Klo. MTT€200Y 
rre2oor._ o. YW rrerr o. THC MTTYJ.ll>. NT€<fTf'O<f>H o. YW TTMo. -
0HTHC N<f€1N€ MTT€<fC.ll>.2 
TT€€1YJ.ll>.X€ o.CXOO<f 2wc C21M€ €.ll>.C€1M€ €TTTHr'cf 

Mary said: "Thus with respect to 'the wickedness of each day,' and 
'the laborer is worthy of his food,' and 'the disciple resembles his 
teacher.' " 
She uttered this as a woman who had understood completely. 

The other text which has provided special stimulus to the discus
sion of Mary Magdalene's privileged position in the Dialogue of
the Savior is the brief remark in 139,11-13 which stresses her 
ability to understand.36 The statement follows Mary's comment in 
which she presents an interpretation of the Lord's saying about the 
path by which his disciple is supposed to leave the material world 
and about the difficulty of finding it (139,4-7).37 The statement 
gains special emphasis because it is seen as an editorial comment 
which discloses the final redactor's view of Mary Magdalene.38 

Thus, one can assume that even if the basic dialogue (e.g. 140,14-
19) does not grant extraordinary status to her it may have been
given to her in the final layer of the text. 39 

36 Pagels (1978, 425; 1981, 77) counts this text among those which 
demonstrate that Mary Magdalene surpasses the rest of the disciples in 
gnosis. See also Pagels & Koester 1976, 72; Haskins 1993, 40. 

37 For the interpretation of Mary's comment, see Hills 1991, 50-51. 
The only problem with Hills' interpretation is that he wants to see the 
third saying of Mary's comment ("the disciple shall resemble his teach
er''; the translation is mine. The cortjunctive has been used here indepen
dently; see Till 1978, 165) as an attempt to reassure the disciples that the 
knowledge they have received from their teacher is sufficient for them. 
In li�t of the Lord's answer, the third saying is rather to be seen as a 
warnmg against false self-confidence: if it is difficult for the Lord to 
reach the path to the pleroma (see also 145,22-24) it cannot be easy for 
the disciples either. 

38 Koester & Pagels 1984, 4. 
39 Krause (1977, 25) has emphasized that the high esteem of Mary 

Magdalene can already be seen in the fact that she formulates her com
ment by usin* Jesus' own aphorisms ("the wickedness of each day" [cf. 
Matt 6,34c]; 'the laborer is worthy of his food" [cf. Matt 10, lOe]; "the 
disciple shall resemble his teacher" [cf. Matt 10,25a; see also John 
13,161). This is true but does not provide any proof of Mary's superiority 
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The redactional nature of 139,11-13 is indeed evident. It is the 
only remark which interrupts the dialogue proper by commenting 
on the direct speech. All other commentaries on the questions and 
statements presented by Mary Magdalene, Judas (Thomas), Mat
thew, and other disciples are included in the direct replies by the 
Lord. A similar redactional insertion is found in 131, 16-18, where 
the redactor of the text attaches a part of the cosmogony source to 
a section of the dialogue source by presenting Judas as praising 
the Lord. 

If the remark in 139,11-13 is taken to be a redactional expan
sion of the dialogue source, the next question is whether the 
picture it gives of Mary Magdalene is really different from that in 
the dialogue source. Does the editorial comment exalt Mary Mag
dalene above other disciples of the Lord, even above those who 
together with her are explicitly mentioned as interlocutors of the 
Lord?40 

The exact meaning of the editorial remark depends on how the 
term TTTHpq is understood. Three interpretations have been of
fered. When the text was first translated into English TTTHpq was 
taken as a technical term evidently referring here to 'tO miv, the 
totality of the universe.4 1 Thus the remark was rendered: "This 
word she spoke as a woman who knew the All."42 In the revised 
translation the sentence gained a different meaning: "This word 
she spoke as a woman who had understood completely."43 This 
translation presupposes that ETTTHpq is perceived as an indepen
dent prepositional phrase.44 The third possible interpretation is 
found in the apparatus of Emmel's edition.45 According to it, 
TTTHpq could mean "everything" and the editorial remark should 

over the other two representatives of the twelve (to be sure, this is not 
asserted by Krause), since the commentary of Matthew in 144,17-21 is 
formulated according to the same principle although the saying of Jesus 
used by him does not derive from a canonical gospel ("destroy the works 
of womanhood" [ cf. Gos. Eg. = Clem. Al., Strom. 3.63,2]). 

40 The question is answered in the affirmative by Schmid 1990, 80. 
41 In Gnostic texts, TTTHr<J often denotes the pleromatic world also, 

but probably not in the Dialogue of the Savior (cf. 139,14.16-17). 
42 Attridge 1977, 235. 
43 Emmel 1984, 79; the same understanding of the text appears in 

Blatz 1987a, 251. 
44 For the meaning of €IlTHr<J, see Crum 1939, 424. 
45 Emmel 1984, 79. 
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then be translated: "This word she spoke as a woman who had 
understood everything." In that case, lTTHrq is simply tantamount 
to 2W8 NlM. 

Since ITTHrq can denote the totality of the universe in the 
Dialogue of the Savior ( 144, 11 ), the first interpretation · of the 
editorial remark is not impossible. It is unlikely, however, because 
the reply of the Lord (138,22-139,7) and its commentary by Mary 
do not have to do with cosmology but are related to the ascent of 
the disciples. In that context, the redactor's possible reference to 
the knowledge of the universe does not really fit. The matter is 
different with the other two suggestions. Both of them are linguis
tically possible and suit the previous text well. Whether the prepo
sition should be attached to the verb or to the noun is a matter of 
taste,46 since both solutions result in an interpretation according to 
which Mary Magdalene has a perfect understanding of what the 
Lord has said. 

As to the role of Mary Magdalene in the text world of the 
redactor, the significance of the perfect understanding ascribed to 
her in the editorial remark 'should not be exaggerated, however. If 
the redactor had wanted to enhance the importance of Mary Mag
dalene compared with that given to her in the dialogue source, 
he/she would probably not have used practically the same expres
sion for describing her ability to comprehend the words of the 
Lord as that which is employed in the source when speaking about 
all the disciples. In 142, 11-13 the Lord states to all the disciples: 
"You have understood all the things I have said to you ... " That 
Mary herself in 141, 12-14 - only two manuscript pages after the 
redactor has asserted that she "had understood complete
ly/everything" - wishes "to understand all things, [just as] they 
are" relativizes the weight of the editorial remark even further. 
Especially in light of this passage, it seems probable that the 
editorial note after Mary's comment does not, in fact, try to do 
more than point out how this one comment of hers manifests a 
good insight. The placement of IT€€1Wo-�€ in a position of 
emphasis at the beginning of the sentence supports this suggestion. 
If that understanding of the editorial remark is correct it scarcely 

46 The fact that the prepositional phrase €TTTHrtt ("completely") does 
not occur elsewhere in the Dialogue of the Savior does not mean that it 
could not be used in that sense here in this editorial remark. 
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says more about Mary Magdalene than the commendation of the 
Lord in 140,1-4 says about Matthew. Although the latter is a part 
of the dialogue source there is no reason to doubt that the redactor 
would not accept its emphasis. It clearly praises Matthew for his 
extraordinarily perceptive question. Since the redactor also grants 
Judas (Thomas) a special moment of understanding in 136,16-18, 
there is no reason to think that he/she wants to elevate any of the 
three above the others. It is of significance, however, that, together 
with Judas (Thomas) and Matthew, Mary Magdalene is portrayed 
as a disciple mentioned by name who shows a special understand
ing of the gnosis imparted by the Lord. 

3. Why were Mary Magdalene, Judas (Thomas), and Matthew cho
sen?

There seems to be no polemical reason why Mary Magdalene, 
Judas (Thomas), and Matthew were chosen to represent the disci
ples of the Lord in the Dialogue of the Savior. No rivalry between 
them and the rest of the disciples can be detected. In contrast to 
some other revelation dialogues, such as the Gospel of Mary and 
Pistis Sophia, in the Dialogue of the Savior the interlocutors 
mentioned by name do not contend with each other. All the ques
tions and comments presented to the Lord seem to serve the 
common good, i.e., revealing the Gnostic teaching of the Lord. 
Why then are the three disciples given the privilege of having their 
names recorded in a writing which contains the authoritative 
teaching of the Lord? 

The answer to this question is similar to that in the Sophia of 
Jesus Christ. In both writings Mary Magdalene, Judas (Thomas), 
and Matthew are presented as prototypes of the Gnostic disciples. 
They are chosen for this task since both writings were obviously 
composed in a context where a tradition was developing or had 
developed whereby these very disciples47 were said to have re
ceived a special Gnostic revelation after the resurrection. 48 As 

47 The Sophia of Jesus Christ still adds Philip and Bartholomew to 
the group. 

48 This does not yet mean that the special Gnostic disciples constitute 
a fixed group in the second and third centuries while another group of 
disciples exclusively represent the non-Gnostic orthodox position as 
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noted above in connection with the treatment of the Sophia of
Jesus Christ, they are major tradition bearers in other Gnostic 
writings as well. In Pistis Sophia I-III, Mary Magdalene is the 
chief interlocutor of the Savior, and Thomas and Matthew together 
with Philip are made the "official" scribes of Jesus' words and 
deeds (71,18-23; 72,11-20). In addition, Thomas and Matthew49 

are the two to whom the secret teaching of the Lord is entrusted 
in the Book of Thomas the Contender. In the Gospel of Mary it is 
Mary Magdalene who conveys the secret revelation of the Savior. 

The tradition of special Gnostic disciples who received the 
secret teaching of the Risen Christ is also known by Irenaeus who 
states that some Gnostics held that Jesus "instructed a few of his 
disciples, whom he knew to be capable of understanding such 
great mysteries, in these things, and was then received into heav
en" (Adv. haer. 1.30,14). Unlike the testimony of Irenaeus and the 
Gospel of Mary, neither the Sophia of Jesus Christ nor the Dia
logue of the Savior presuppose, however, that the disciples select
ed for this special task exclusively represent the Gnostic disciples 
while the rest of the disciples are left without the secret revelation 
or display an inadequate understanding of it or reject it altogether. 
This seems to indicate that in the Sophia of Jesus Christ and the 
Dialogue of the Savior the idea of special Gnostic disciples is only 
at its very infancy stage. When the idea of special Gnostic disci
ples begins to serve a polemical purpose, and whether there exists 
any direct connection between its non-polemical use and its po
lemical application in Mary Magdalene traditions, will be dis
cussed later when all the relevant texts have been analyzed. 

4. Mary Magdalene and the Works of Womanhood

In light of the prominent position Mary Magdalene has in the 
Dialogue of the Savior, it is at first sight surprising that when 
asked how the disciples should pray the Lord replies (144,16): 
"Pray in the place where there is no woman." In whatever way 

Parrott (1986, 193-219) has argued. For the discussion about Parrott's 
thesis, see the chapter on the Sophia of Jesus Christ. 

49 In Thom. Cont. the name is spelled MZ..0Z..tz..c (138,2-3) and could
thus also refer to Matthias in Acts 1,23.26 (cf. also Hipp., Ref 7.20,1.5; 
Clem. Al., Strom. 2.45,4; 3.26,3; 4.35,2; 7.82,1; 7.108,1). 
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prayer is understood here it is apparent that the saying, if taken 
literally, would have placed very heavy restrictions on women, 
while they were participating in the religious life of the communi
ty which used the Dialogue of the Savior. But can the text be 
understood literally? One could imagine that the very presence of 
Mary Magdalene among the interlocutors of the Lord would render 
this kind of interpretation impossible.50 But how, then, should the 
word of the Lord be conceived? 

The following comment of Matthew clearly seeks to explicate 
the saying of the Lord ( 144, 17-21 ). The correct understanding of 
"pray in the place where there is no woman" is provided by show
ing it to be synonymous with another saying of the Lord: "Destroy 
the works of womanhood."51 The continuation of Matthew's inter
pretation explains what the "works of womanhood" are. They do 
not mean the activities of women in general, not even the partici
pation of women in religious life, but they refer to that activity 
which is most clearly to be a duty of a woman, i.e., giving birth. 
In this connection, it is worth noting that in other ascetic (Gnostic) 
texts both sexual intercourse (Thom. Cont. 144,9: CYNHSE\o. 
NTMNTC21ME52) and lust (Zost. 1,13) can also be characterized as
"feminine" acts. 

Since the destruction of the "works of womanhood," according 
to Matthew, results in ceasing reproduction, the most natural 
explanation of this expression is to see it as a demand for conti-

so It can, of course, be assumed that this kind of dominical saying
may have circulated separately among early Christians. If that was the 
case and the word was taken literally it must have reflected an ascetic 
tendency according to which male celibates were instructed to avoid the 
r.resence of women; cf. the discussion of Gos. Thom. 114 in the chapter
'Mary Magdalene in the Gospel of Thomas." Later fourth century bio
graphical apophthegmas of the desert fathers offer evidence for the fact 
that female company, even the occasional presence of a woman, was held 
to be particularly distracting for male ascetics (for references, see Clark 
1995, 37). 

si So Emmel 1984, 89. Attridge (1977, 237) has translated the text
differently. He thinks that the two sayings are joined together as two co
ordinate clauses, and the end of Matthew's comment thus explains both 
of the sayings. X€ is, however, here clearly explanatory ("namely"), and 
shows that the second saying interprets the first. 

s2 The most natural interpretation of NTMNTC2lM€ is to see it as a
genitive attribute of TCYNH8€to-. 
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nence.53 The phrase is interpreted in the same way by an ascetic 
(Gnostic?) group54 to which Clement of Alexandria refers in 
Stromata 3.63,1-2. Clement states: "Those who are opposed to 
God's creation because of continence, which has a fair-sounding 
name, also quote the words addressed to Salome which I men
tioned earlier. They are handed down, as I believe, in the Gospel 
of the Egyptians. For, they say: the Savior himself said, 'I am 
come to undo the works of the female', by the female meaning 
lust, and by the works birth and decay."55 

The pejorative flavor of the term female/womanhood used in 
both of these texts is to be explained by the negative attitude 
which ascetic groups adopted towards sexual intercourse and 
procreation. Sex and birth were bad56 because it was through them 
that souls were fettered in the prison of the body and subjected to 
the power of death.57 The only way to resist this was to refrain 
from sex altogether. Yet one can ask why feminine terminology 
has been chosen for these pejorative expressions. Certainly, the 
most natural way to describe birth may indeed be to call it a 
"work of womanhood." But' since it is probable that the expression 
refers not only to the act of delivery but also to that of conception 

53 Koester & Pagels (1984, 15) insist that "the 'dissolution of the 
works of womanhood' does not suggest a metaphysically motivated 
sexual ascetism, but speaks of the secret birth through the one who 'is 
coming forth from the Father' (96[145:10-13])." Although they may be 
right in pointing out that a heavenly figure coming from the Father will 
introduce a new kind of birth, i.e., a deliverance from the governors, this 
does not, however, mean that the exhortation to "destroy the works of 
womanhood" could not be understood as an encouragement to sexual 
continence. In light of the context as well as the commentary on the 
parallel in the Gospel of Egyptians this interpretation appears most likely; 
so also Wisse 1988, 301-302. 

54 Since the group described by Clement was opposed to God's 
creation it is possible that it was not only encratic but also Gnostic. 

55 The translation is taken from Schneemelcher & Wilson ( 1991, 
209). 

56 For some Gnostic examples, see my study (Marjanen 1992, 165-
166) in which the following passages are listed: Testim. Truth 30,1-11;
Orig. World 109,16-25; Iren., Adv. haer. 1.24,2 (Satomilos); Hipp., Ref
5.7,14; 5.9,11 (the Naassenes). Epiph., Pan. 45.2,1 could be added to this
list if the followers of Severus are considered to be Gnostic (for a differ
ent view, see Wisse 1988, 307). For further references, see Koschorke
1978, 112-113.

57 For Gnostic texts where this is explicitly spelled out, see Testim. 
Truth 30,1-11; Orig. World 109,16-25; Clem. Al., Strom. 3.45,1. 
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it can be asked why this work has to be regarded as "feminine."58 

The most sensible explanation is that here the author, while mak
ing use of two traditional sayings, also assumes a traditional 
understanding of feminine gender language as symbolizing that 
which is weak, deficient, and negative. The phenomenon has a 
close parallel in the First Apocalypse of James where femaleness 
is employed to describe the existence in the material world (41,17-
19). 

Once again it is to be stressed, however, that in both writings 
the pejorative use of feminine terminology does not prevent the 
authors from attributing a special place to women among the 
followers of Jesus. According to both writings, Mary Magdalene 
- in the Dialogue of the Savior as the only woman, in the First
Apocalypse of James together with others - belonged to those
who received special gnosis. Thus, the adoption of feminine gen
der language as a negative symbol does not seem to be a result of
a deliberate attempt to disparage women but a reflection of a
common cultural language pattern.59 There is, however, a signifi
cant difference in the ways that feminine gender language is used
in the two writings.60 

The author of the Dialogue of the Savior can go so far as to 
say that the female protagonist of the writing, Mary Magdalene, 
too, can participate in the discussion of the obliteration of the 
"works of womanhood" without feeling personally touched by the 
topic any more than the male disciples (144,22-23). In the First 
Apocalypse of James femaleness is not to be obliterated but assim
ilated to the male element ( 41, 15-19). In contrast to the First 
Apocalypse of James, where the author can make James be amazed 
"how [powerless] vessels have become strong by a perception (or 
gnosis) which is in them" (38,21-23) and can thus also question 
standard conceptions of femaleness prevailing in the contemporary 
culture and in its language patterns, in the Dialogue of the Savior 
no such criticism appears. 

58 According to ancient gender construction, "woman" was identified 
in terms of menstruation, child-birth, and sexuality. 

59 For a representative example, see p. 73 n. 55. 
6° For a more extensive presentation of the view of the First Apoca

lypse of James, see the section "Mary Magdalene and the Feminine 
Terminology as a Symbol of the Perishable" in the chapter "Mary Mag
dalene in the First Apocalypse of James." 
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If there were women among the ancient audience of the Dia
logue of the Savior, as there probably were, they were exposed to 
a mixed message. On the one hand, they heard about Mary Mag
dalene, a prominent woman, who together with her two male 
colleagues played the most important part in a dialogue between 
Jesus and his disciples while he was imparting his most valuable 
teachings. On the other hand, while describing such behavior a 
Christian may not take part in, the text used metaphorical language 
which clearly and in an unqualified way devalued women.61 If 
these women readers wanted to become or stay as members of the 
community which used the Dialogue of the Savior, they could not 
simply identify with a shrewd spiritual authority whom they met 
in Mary Magdalene, but they also had to face the challenge of 
negative gender language in order to appropriate the message of 
the text. How did they go about solving this dilemma? Did they 
protest and rebel? Or did they quietly comply with the fact that 
even if a woman could discuss matters of salvation, womanhood 
symbolized factors which prevented one from being saved? Or 
were they so accustomed io language patterns of their time that 
they overlooked the problem altogether? 

There is no way to give certain answers to these questions. One 
thing is evident, however. If the women readers of the Dialogue 
of the Savior were aware of the contradictory character in its use 
of gender specific language, the heroine of the writing, Mary Mag
dalene, did not provide them with unambiguous guide to dealing 
with this dilemma. Although being a woman and a spiritual au
thority in the writing, she is made to accept uncritically, even to 
wish, that the works of womanhood be destroyed.62 Thus, the 

61 Matthew's interpretation of the two traditional sayings (144,17-21:
"Pray in the place where there is no woman" and "Destroy the works of 
womanhood") as a demand for celibacy serves only as an attempt to 
explain their meaning to contemporary readers and not to remove or to 
reduce the offense which the gender language employed in these sayings 
has to women readers. 

62 There is no indication in the text that Mary's comment in 144,22
(C€NA<JOTOY �[BOA) .is-N Y)o.€N€2) should be understood as a criticism 
or a protest. Irrespective of whether 1t be taken as a question ("Will they 
[= the works of womanhood] never be destroyed"; so Attridge 1977, 238;
see also the apparatus of Emmel 1984, 89) or as a simple statement 
("They will never be obliterated"; so Emmel 1984, 89), it expresses a 
fear that the works of womanhood might never be destroyed; thereby 
implying a wish that this not be so. In any case, the text makes it clear 
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women readers of the text had to consent to the fact that their 
most prominent female paragon gave her approval to the use of 
gendered imagery which emphasized women's inferiority and 
subordination typical of the dominant male construction of gender 
in Mediterranean society. Thereby Mary Magdalene herself was 
made to undermine the positive impact which her own role as a 
major interlocutor of Jesus might have had on furthering a new 
ideology of women's position in society and religious life. 

that Mary Magdalene has nothing against the dissolution of the works of 
womanhood. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

MARY MAGDALENE 

IN THE GOSPEL OF MARY 

I. Introductory remarks

A good indicaton of the esteem Mary Magdalene enjoyed among 
Gnostics is the fact that an entire Gnostic Christian gospel is 
written in her name. 1 Admittedly, nowhere in the text is Mary, 
who has given the gospel its name, supplied with the epithet 
Magdalene. Even so, there is hardly any doubt that she is meant. 
With the exception of the mother of Jesus, no other Mary has such 
an important role in Gnostic writings that she could possibly have 
been introduced without any further specification.2 Since the name 

1 Although the Gospel of Mary, at least in its extant form, undeniably 
lacks some of the typical features of Gnostic thinking, such as the Demi
urge and the Sophia myth, it does contain features which make it natural 
to categorize it as a Gnostic writing. Salvation is expressed in finding and 
following the divine presence in oneself (8, 18-19) and in deliverance 
from adulterous attachment to matter (7, 13-20), from desire and igno
rance (16,19-21), and from the world {16,21-17,1). Both matter (8,2-4) 
and the human body {15,7-8; ?,IICW "garment" stands for the body [cf. 
Gos. Phil. 57,19-22]; the translation made by Wilson & MacRae 1979, 
463 f"I served you as a garment, and you did not know me."] obscures 
this fact; the more dynamic translation by King (1992, 357] brings this 
out better: "You mistook the garment I wore for my true self.") represent 
that which does not originate from the heavenly sphere but belongs to the 
realm of darkness, desire, ignorance, and death. Although the Gospel of
Mary does not refer to Yaldabaoth, the last four forms of the fourth 
power trying to prevent the soul moving from the material world to the 
realm of the light in Gos. Mary 16,8-12 have almost identical names with 
the authorities of Yaldabaoth in Ap. John BG 43,6-44,4 (Pasquier 1983, 
81; for the lists of the archons of the planetary spheres, see also Welburn 
1978, 241-254). In fact, the whole 'idea of the post-mortem ascent of the 
soul past archontic powers back to the realm of the light has its closest 
parallels in Gnostic texts (for the references, see the chapter "Mary 
Magdalene in the Gospel of Thomas" n. 8). 

2 In his evaluation of Tardieu's book {1984), Lucchesi (1985, 366) 
has maintained that one should take more seriously the possibility that 
Mary in the Gospel of Mary could be the mother of Jesus. His arguments 
to support his claim are not convincing. First, Lucchesi claims that it is 
a well-known feature in Christian tradition that the Risen Christ also 
appeared to his mother. This feature, however, occurs for the first time 
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of Mary is spelled Mo.Pl2o.M in the Coptic version of the Gospel 
of Mary and µaptdµµTJ in the two Greek fragments (see below) 
it is most likely that the writing does not refer to the mother of 
Jesus but to Mary Magdalene.3 In addition, the mother of Jesus 
does not tum up in situations where some kind of tension between 
the disciples and her is presented,4 as is the case in the Gospel of 
Mary (see below). 

It is furthermore stated in the Gospel of Philip that Jesus loved 
Mary Magdalene "more than [all] the disciples" (63,34-35). The 
same expression is used in the Gospel of Mary when one of Jesus' 
disciples, Levi, describes Jesus' relationship to Mary of that writ
ing. He says: "He (Jesus) loved her more than us" (18,14f.).5 The 
similarity of the statements suggest that the author of the Gospel 
of Mary is familiar with a tradition, utlized also in the Gospel of 
Philip, according to which Mary Magdalene was known to be a 
special favorite of Jesus. 

in the writings of Ephraem Syrus (306-373; whether he depends at this 
point on Tatian's Diatessaron is not generally accepted; see Petersen 
1985, 191; cf. however Bauer 1967 [1909], 263; Baarda 1994, 94-95) and 
Cyril of Jerusalem (310-386), later especially in Coptic writings connect
ed with Jesus' disciple Bartholomew (see James 1975 [1924], 
87.151.183; cf. also Vita Beatae Mariae 30,37-39) and in some pseudo
patristic Coptic texts (see Devos 1978a, 388; 1978b, 398-401). It is 
typical of these texts that the description of the appearance to the mother 
of Jesus resembles closely John 20,11-18, in which the Risen One ap
pears to Mary Magdalene. Apparently, these texts represent a later 
development of the tradition. In them Mary Magdalene is replaced -
possibly for apologetic or polemical reasons - by the mother of Jesus 
as the first witness to the resurrection. Secondly, Lucchesi insists that 
"dans nombre d'ecrits a caractere apocryphe, subsistant en copte, c'est 
bien entendu la Vierge Marie qui, avec !es Douze, est I'interlocutrice 
privilegiee de son Fils ressusc1te !ors derniers dialogues." The only 
apocryphal writings in which the mother of Jesus takes part in the post
resurrection conversation with the Risen One are the Questions of Bar
tholomew and Pistis Sophia. The situation in the Questions of Bartholo
mew, nevertheless, differs greatly from that in the Gospel of Mary (see 
below in the text). In Pistis Sophia, on the other hand, the mother of 
Jesus has an insignificant role compared with that of Mary Magdalene. 

3 For the use of the names, see the chapter on "Mary Magdalene in 
the Sophia of Jesus Christ" n. 33 and 34. 

4 Not even the Questions of Bartholomew (see Schneemelcher 1987, 
425-437, esp. 429-432), provided it is Gnostic, can be seen in this light.

5 The employment of the different verbs (ME in Gos. Phil. 63,34;
64,2.4 and OYWW in Gos. Mary 18,14) is probably due to the fact that 
the translators of the underlying Greek texts have selected divergent 
Coptic equivalents to render the original Greek word. 
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The Coptic Gospel of Mary is part of a manuscript, 6 Papyrus 
Berolinensis 8502 (= BG), which was discovered in Egypt and 
acquired for the Berlin Museum in 1896, but the Gnostic writings 
of which were not published until 1955.7 Unfortunately, of the 
original 19 pages of the tractate pages l-68 and 11-14 are -missing. 
The nine surviving pages are on the whole legible despite some 
minor lacunae. In addition to the Coptic version, two Greek frag
ments of the Gospel of Mary have been discovered. One of them 
(P. Ry!. 463)9 corresponds to the sections 17,4-22 and 18,5-19,3 
of the Coptic text and the other (P. Oxy. 3525) to the section 9,5-
10, 14.10 These Greek fragments were both found in Oxyrhynchus, 
but they do not derive from the same manuscript as can be dis
cerned by the dissimilarity in their script and format.11 Both of the 
fragments show such textual disagreements with the Coptic text 
that they are best considered to be part of a version or versions 
divergent from the Vorlage of the Coptic translation.12 It is evident 
that there were at least two different Greek versions of the Gospel 
of Mary in circulation. 

6 The manuscript is mainly written in the Sahidic dialect but it also 
contains several features typical of the Subachmimic dialect; for further 
details, see Till 1955, 18-20. 

7 Till 1955 (for the difficulties in the process of publication, see Till 
1955, 1-2). A revised edition of the text was prepared by H.-M. Schenke 
in 1972. For the Nag Hammadi Studies the text was edited by R.McL. 
Wilson and G.W. MacRae in Parrott 1979, 453-471. That edition also 
contains an English translation which is cited in this study unless other
wise noted. 

8 It is possible that 8 pages are missing. Schenke has suggested that 
there may have been two further unnumbered pages at the beginning of 
the manuscript (Till & Schenke 1972, 331 ). 

9 The text was edited for the first time by Roberts 1938, 18-23. 
10 As a matter of fact, P. Oxy. 3525 consists of two fragments but

one of them is so small that its precise contents and relationship to the 
larger one or to the Coptic version cannot be clarified (see Lllhrmann 
1988, 323). P. Oxy. 3525 was edited for the first time by Parsons (1983, 
12-14). The most recent reconstruction and translation of the text is
found in Ltihrmann 1988, 323-325.

11 Llihrmann 1988, 322. 
12 Concerning the relationship between P. Ryl. 463 and the Coptic 

text this was already pointed out by Roberts 1938, 20; see also Till 1946, 
263; 1955, 24. With regard to the relationship of P. Oxy. 3525 to the 
Coptic text a similar conclusion is drawn by Lllhrmann 1988, 336. 
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The terminus ad quern for the composition of the Gospel of 
Mary is provided by the Greek fragments. 13 On grounds of the 
paleographic analyses, P. Oxy. 3525 is dated by its editor in the 
third century, 14 P. Ryl. 463 more specifically in the first part of the 
third century or even earlier. 15 Since the latter contains textual 
problems owing to the copying of the text 16 and thus cannot be the 
autograph, the original text of the Gospel of Mary must have been 
written prior to it, but how much? If the gospel was composed in 
Egypt17 the time difference between the date of writing and the 
production of the first copies - provided that P. Ryl. 463 was 
among them - does not need to be very long. If the place of 
writing was somewhere else it must have taken more time before 

13 Malvern (1975, 188 n. 13) and Haskins (1993, 409 n. 26) maintain 
that. the last possible date of the Gospel of Mary can be deduced from the 
fact that Irenaeus knew the writing. This claim is surprising, since on the 
basis of Irenaeus' extant works such a statement cannot be verified. It 
is interesting that a similar suggestion was already made by Carl 
Schmidt, who was supposed to edit the Berlin Codex but who did not get 
the chance to complete his work. In his first presentation of the manu
script, based on his initial observations of the texts (1896, 839-846), he 
assumed that the codex contained three (!) writings: the Gospel of Mary, 
the Sophia of Jesus Christ, and the Act of Peter. Because some of the 
pages in the manuscript were misplaced (see Till 1955, 3) Schmidt had 
come to the conclusion that the Gospel of Mary and the Apocryphon of 
John formed one writing, the actual name of which was the Gospel of 
Mary. Since Schmidt found direct parallels between this writing and an 
anonymous Barbelo-Gnostic work cited by Irenaeus in Ac/versus 
haereses, he surmised that Irenaeus knew the Gospel of Mary. In reality, 
all the parallels were from that part of Schmidt's Gospel of Mary which 
is now known as the Apocryphon of John. Thus Schmidt's observations 
do not help to date the real Gospel of Mary but the Apocryphon of John. 
Schmidt's misconception was adopted by Harnack in his Geschichte der 
altchristlichen Literatur (1897, 712) and it has even survived in its 
second enlarged edition (1958, 713), which was published three years 
after the editio princeps of the Gospel of Mary(!). Since Malvern and 
Haskins do not document their claim, it is difficult to tell how they have 
come to this conclusion, but it may not be too far-fetched to think thaf 
they are still dependent on the Wirkungsgeschichte of Schmid's dating, 
even if they do not hold his view on the contents of the Gospel of Mary. 

14 Parsons 1983, 12. 
15 Roberts 1938, 20. 
16 For example, there is a dittography in 21,6, a mixture of two 

letters, which results in a comprehensible word, though unsuitable in its 
context in 21,7, and an omission of a negative in 21,13 (for the text, see 
Wilson & MacRae 1979, 468; Lilhrmann 1988, 327-330). All of these are 
best explained as copying errors. 

17 For this, see below. 
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a copy of the book reached Oxyrhynchus. At any rate, it is rela
tively safe to argue on the basis of the external evidence that the 
Gospel of Mary should be dated before 200. 18 

In this connection it is interesting to note that practically all the 
undisputed New Testament quotations in the Gospel of Mary are 
derived from the gospels. 19 This may be an indication of a date 
earlier than the end of the second century, since these writings 
were widely disseminated already in the first half of the second 
century, which is not true of other New Testament books.20 Yet 
the very fact that the Gospel of Mary is dependent either directly 
or indirectly2 1 on the gospels also indicates that it cannot be dated 
very early in the second century. A date approximately in the 
middle of the century is most likely.22 

18 This view represents a consensus among the scholars. 
19 The reference to "my peace" in Gos. Mary 8,14-15 is clearly a 

typical Johannine trait (John 14,27; see p. 61). Luke 17,21-23, which 
betrays traces of the Lucan redaction, is the obvious source of Gos. Mary
8,17-19. The warning in Gos. Mary 8,15-16 is most likely dependent on 
the finished version of Mark (13,35) or Matthew (24,4). An echo of the 
Matthean redaction may be found in the phrase the "gospel of the king
dom" (Matt 24,14; Gos. Mary 8,22). The hearing formula in Gos. Mary
7,8-9; 8,10-11 (cf. also 8,1-2) may also be dependent on the. Synoptics, 
although it is possible that it is a traditional proverbial saying which has 
its own existence independent of them. It is also debatable whether the 
theme of seeking and finding (Gos. Mary 8,20-21) has its roots in Luke 
11,9.10 or Matt 7,7.8 or simply in a common Wisdom motif (cf. e.g. 
Prov 8,17). Wilson (1956-57, 236-243) has found many other allusions 
to the Gospels and to other New Testament writings as well. Apart from 
the reference to nrwM€ NT€:>-..toc ("the perfect human being'') in Gos.
Mary 18,16, which may be an echo of Eph 4,13, they remain rather 
vague. Pasquier (1983, 14-15) has tried to show that Gos. Mary 7,l-9,4
is an exegesis of Rom 7. However, for me the similarities between the 
two look more accidental than the result of a deliberate exegetical reflec
tion. 

20 By itself, this argument is, nevertheless, not conclusive because the 
selective use of the writings of the New Testament may have been 
caused by the nature of the Gospel of Mary.

21 The author of the Gospel of Mary need not have had a direct 
access to the gospels but may have been dependent on an oral tradition 
resulting from the finished versions of the gospels. 

22 So also De Boer 1988, 95. King (1995, 628) dates the writing in 
the first half of the second century since it "finds its life situation in the 
early second century debates over women's leadership and the role of the 
apostles." 
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The Gospel of Mary provides no clear clue about the location 
of its composition. Egypt has been suggested23 as well as Syria.24 

Neither of the proposals have compelling force however. 

2. The Contents and Composition of the Writing

Before a detailed analysis of the Mary Magdalene passages in the 
Gospel of Mary is undertaken a more general overview of the 
writing and the problems of its composition will be presented. The 
first surviving page of the gospel (p. 7) presents the conclusion of 
a dialogue between the Savior and his disciples. It is probable that 
the conversation has its setting in a postresurrection encounter 
between the Risen Jesus and his disciples just as in many other 
Gnostic revelation dialogues. The last questions which the disci
ples put to the Savior deal with the destiny of matter and the 
nature of sin. After he has answered these questions (7,3-8,11) the 
Savior says his farewells, gives his final encouragement and ad
vice, and departs (8,14-9,5). The text, however, does not end with 
this but goes on depicting the perplexity of the deserted disciples. 
They are distressed and afraid till Mary Magdalene, who has not 
been introduced earlier in the extant part of the dialogue, stands 
up, comforts his male colleagues, and turns "their hearts to the 
good"25 (9,14-22). Now the disciples begin to recall the words of 
the Savior and Peter asks Mary to tell the others such words which 
she knows and they have not heard. Then she proclaims to them 
a teaching which was imparted to her through a vision. 

When Mary finishes her speech, of which approximately only 
half has survived (10,10-23; 15,1-17,7), she does not receive any 
commendation but is reprimanded by both Andrew and Peter. 
Andrew thinks that Mary's revelation discourse is doctrinally 
invalid and Peter calls into question whether the Savior can have 

23 So Pasquier (1983, 13-14), but her only argument is that all the 
extant manuscripts of the writing were discovered in Egypt. 

24 So Tardieu (1984, 25) on the grounds that there are similarities 
between the teachings of the Gospel of Mary and the school of Bar
daisan, which flourished in Edessa at the end of the second century. 

25 Wilson & MacRae (1979, 461) have capitalized the word "good." 
I have used a small letter m order to avoid the impression that the word 
denotes the Savior. This is unlikely; for this, see below. 
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chosen a woman in order to communicate an important secret 
instruction to her ( 17, 10-22). 26 After that Levi defends Mary 
against Peter, affirms her position as the special favorite of the 
Savior, and exhorts all the disciples to "put on the perfect human 
being" (18, 16). In conclusion, it is reported that they "began to go 
forth [to] proclaim and to preach" (19,2).27 

The somewhat complicated structure and contents of the writ
ing have raised doubts about its literary coherence. Since the 
possible literary disunity of the text may have bearing on the 
interpretation of Mary Magdalene we have to deal with this ques
tion in some detail.28 Till29 and Puech30 have concluded that the 
absence of Mary Magdalene in the first part of the writing indi
cates that the gospel was not originally a literary unity but consist
ed of two different works. The first was a dialogue between the 
Risen Jesus and his disciples (7,1-9,5) and the second a revelation 
discourse of Mary Magdalene in which she informs the male 
disciples of a vision during which she received a secret teaching 
from the Savior (10,lff.).3 1 While Mary Magdalene was the domi
nant figure in the second 'source she played no role in the first. 

26 For the comment of Peter, see below n. 74. 
27 The text of P. Ryl. 463 has here the singular: "Levi ... began to 

[preach.]" For the significance of this difference, see below. 
28 Schmid (1990, 18), for example, has suggested that the description 

of Mary Magdalene and Peter in Gos. Mary 17,10-19,5, which she 
regards as a secondary expansion of the writing, has been added only 
when there developed a historical conflict between the ecclesiastical and 
the Gnostic Christianity vis-a-vis the claims for authority put forward by 
certain women whom Mary Magdalene represents. 

29 Till 1955, 25-26. 
30 Puech 1959, 251-255. See also the revision of the article made by 

Blatz in Schneemelcher 1987, 313-314. 
31 Puech has strongly emphasized that it is not only the absence of 

Mary Magdalene in the first part of the writing which speaks for the 
disunity of the gospel but the claim the two sources make for the 
originality of form. The former resembles those dialogues during which 
the disciples present theological questions to the risen Savior, as he 
appears to them before his ascension or reappears after it from the 
heaven. This is a genre typical of Gnostic wntings. The latter is "an 
account of a vision in the course of which the seer and the Revealer or 
Savior exchange questions and answers" (Puech 1959, 253). There is, 
nonetheless, no need to stress with Puech the dissimilarity of genre in the 
two parts of the writing. Both of them are in a dialogue form, even if in 
the former the dialogue takes place in the context of the Savior's appear
ance, in the latter during a vision. 
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The redactor of the gospel combined the two writings and provid
ed a connection between the two by introducing Mary at the end 
of the first source.32 In addition, Till insists that the redactional 
framework also contains the altercation among the disciples at the 
close of the entire gospel. 

There are two major problems with this thesis. First, it is not 
at all evident that Mary Magdalene is introduced only in 9,12-14 
for the first time in the writing. We are not told that that she 
"came there" or "entered into the room" but that she "stood up." 
In addition, even though the Greek verb a.crrcd�ecr8a.t can mean 
"to greet" or "to take farewell" (cf. Gos. Mary 8,12-13), its first 
perfect form in 9,13 need not be translated "she greeted," as if 
indicating that only now did Mary Magdalene appear among the 
disciples. It may denote "she embraced, kissed" as well ( cf. Gos. 

Phil. 63,35-36; PS 338,16; 339,6). As a matter of fact, the Greek 
fragment P. Oxy. 3525 uses the verb tca:tecj>i1',TJcrE,33 which also 
has the meaning "she kissed."34 Hence, it is far too precarious to 

32 A similar thesis of two sources behind the gospel is advocated by
Wilson 1956-57, 236-243 (so also Wilson & MacRae 1979, 454-455), but 
he thinks that the redactional transition between the two sources is not 
confined to the introduction of Mary at the end of the dialogue between 
the Savior and the disciples but that it begins in 8,12. As a confirmation 
of his thesis Wilson points to the fact that the New Testament echoes 
seem to concentrate in the section after that particular line. Further, 
Wilson believes that the dialogue of the first part of the gospel was 
originally non-Christian, possibly Hermetic (between Hermes and Tat, for 
example), and was Christianized only by the final redactor of the gospel. 
Wilson's claim presupposes that the name of Peter and the hearing 
formula in 7,8-9 and 8,10-11 are redactional intrusions into the text. 
Wilson's argument seems too precarious since only a part of the first 
source of the Gospel of Mary has survived. Besides, even if the extant 
pages do not include any Christian elements beyond dispute, neither does 
1t contain anything which a Christian Gnostic dialogue between the 
Savior and his disciples could not have. In addition, the dialogue does 
not take place between two interlocutors (7,14-15; 8,6-10) as is usually 
the case in the Hermetic dialogues. 

33 Whether this verb has been used together with a form of the verb
cimtd�ecr0a.t, as LUhrmann's reconstruction (1988, 324) of the lines 8 
and 9 suggests ([ .. :to'te a.vacr't&cra Maptdµµ11 ,mi cicr1ta�oµeVT1] au
'touc; K'.a'te<j){A.110-e [1tdv't<Xc; Kai Myet ... ]), or instead of it, is impossible 
to say because of the fragmentary condition of the manuscript. 

34 What the exact purpose of this "embracing" or "kissing" may have
been, it is difficult to say. If it is understood in the same way as in Gos. 
Phil. 63,35-36 (see the chapter "Mary Magdalene in the Gospel of 
Philip") it may imply that Mary Magdalene gave spiritual nourishment 
and consolation to other disciples. Cf. also PS 338, 15-17 (see the follow-
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assume on the basis of the extant section 7,1-9,12, where Mary 
Magdalene is not mentioned, that she does not appear in the entire 
first part of the writing.35 Since that section mentions only one 
disciple, Peter, by name, one cannot draw certain conclusions from 
the role of various disciples at the beginning of the writing. Sec
ond, the bipartition of the writing is not really a reason to presup
pose two separate sources behind the gospel. The two major 
sections of the text (7,1-9,5 and 10,9-17,9) and the connecting 
parts between them and at the end of the writing need not be seen 
as two sources combined by redactional elements but as composi
tional units constituting the literary structure of the gospel.36 

A different approach to the question of the writing's literary 
unity has been proposed by Pasquier. Her point of departure is not 
the compositional or genre analysis of the text but the tension in 
the way the relationship between the male di-sciples and Mary is 
described in various parts of the Gospel of Mary. 37 Because the 
attitude of Peter to Mary Magdalene in 10, 1-6, as he invites her to 
tell the others the words of the Savior they have not heard, is 
different from his hostility 'towards her in the debate on her teach
ing at the end of the gospel (17,18-22), Pasquier concludes that 
these texts cannot belong to the same literary layer. Consequently, 
since 9 ,20-10,6 is closely connected with the following revelation 
discourse of Mary, she thinks that it was not originally the latter 
which provoked Peter's objections in 17,16-22 but Mary's word 
of encouragement after the departure of the Savior (9,14-20). 

ing note). 
35 Cf. PS 338,15-17, which constitutes an interesting parallel to Gos.

Mary 9,12-14. In the passage Mary Magdalene asks the Savior's pennis
sion to respond to a question posed by Salome. When it is granted we 
are reported that l>.. Mo..rto.. <JOcfC €20YN 2N Cl>..AWMH l>..Cl>..CTJ.!j.,.'�€ 
MMOC TT€�o..c (" ... Mary sprang towards Salome, embraced her and 
said"). The introductory formula of Mary's speech in PS 338,15-17 is 
almost identical with Gos. Mary 9,12-14 and does not by any means 
indicate that Mary has not been introduced into the narrative before that 
moment. 

36 A somewhat different source theory is advanced by Fallon (1979,
13 I) who has suggested that the two parts of the Gospel of Mary origi
nally belonged together and constituted a non-Christian apocalypse which 
in the final version of the writing was broken up and complemente<f"by 
Christian frame material and insertions. However, the same criticism 
applies to it as well. 

37 Pasquier 1983, 7-10.
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Peter's invitation to Mary to recall the words of the Savior and her 
subsequent speech (9,20-17,[10]15)38 are thus, according to Pas
quier, a secondary addition to the original text.39 In the pre-redac
tional version of the gospel, it is the theme of the androgynous 
unity as the goal of salvation (9,19-20) which provokes Peter's 
negative reaction to Mary's words. 

Quite apart from the fact whether the tension in the text found 
by Pasquier is really as clearly discernible as we are given to 
understand, there is another problem in her hypothesis. Peter's 
objection in 17,16-22 cannot be a response to Mary's words in 
9,14-20 since it necessarily presupposes Mary's revelation dis
course ( I 0, 7-17,9). Peter's comment on the secret nature of Mary's 
revelation makes sense only as a reference to her words preceding 
her discourse (10,8: "What is hidden from you I will proclaim to 
you"), not to her short speech after the departure of the Savior.40 

This is realized by Schmid who, presupposing the same basic 
tension in the text as Pasquier, also suggests that I 0, 1-6 and 
17,(10)16-22 do belong to different literary layers but that the 
latter is secondary to the former, not the opposite, as Pasquier 
assumes.41 Yet even with this correction of Pasquier's thesis, 
Schmid has to face the question whether the tension in the text 
seen by Pasquier and herself is really so great that it warrants an 
assumption of a redactional expansion into the text. 

Is the change in Peter's attitude to Mary Magdalene really due 
to a redactional correction or is it rather a plot development? Peter 
initially asks Mary to recount some teachings of Jesus which he 
and the other male disciples have not happened to hear (I 0,4-6). 
Instead Mary gives them an account of her secret vision challeng-

38 According to Pasquier (1983, 9-10), this secondary addition, too, 
contains an earlier tradition, viz., Mary's revelation discourse {10,10- -
17,9). 

39 Unlike Till and Puech, Pasquier does not regard the dialogue 
between the Savior and the disciples in 7, 1-9,5 as an independent source. 

40 The same is true with the remark of Andrew in 17,11-15. His 
words about that which "the Savior said" and about "these teachings" can 
hardly be understood as references to Mary's announcement in 9,14-20. 
They seem to presuppose Mary's revelation discourse (cf. especially 
17,8-9). This is also admitted by Pasquier (p. 10 n. 39) who appears to 
have great difficulties in deciding whether the passage belongs to the pre
redactional stage of the text or to its secondary expansion. 

41 Schmid 1990, 18. 
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ing their position as the authoritative source and transmitters of the 
Savior's teachings. Andrew and Peter attack Mary because of her 
vision since it demonstrates not merely that the Savior loves her 
more than other women (I 0,2-3), but more than the male disciples 
as well (17,22; 18,14-15). In light of these observations, it is more 
likely that the difference in the attitude of Peter to Mary reflected 
in the text is not due to the inner inconsistency of the two sources 
presumably used by the redactor42 but to a development in the 

text's plot. 43 

Now we tum to the texts which elucidate the role of Mary 
Magdalene in the writing. Since the initial dialogue between Jesus 
and his disciples as well as the extant end of the dialogue between 

Jesus and Mary during her vision do not contribute to our under
standing of Mary's role, the primary focus is on the sections 9,12-
10,16 and 17,7-19,5. 

3. Analysis of 9,5-10,16

(5) NTo...f_€C.f2:C€ NO:i o..C-IBWK NTOOY A€
(6) N€Yr?\. YTT€1 o.. YrtM€ MTTWo.. €Y
(7) XW MMOC X€ NN� N2€ €NNo..8WK
(8) W°'- N2€0NOC NTNT �€O€1W N
(9) TT€Yo..rr€?\.1ON NTMNT€� MTTWH
(10) re MrrrwM€ €!!)X€ TT€TMMo.. Y M
(11) rroytco eroq No..W N2€ o..NON ey
(12) No.. tco eroN TOT€ o..Mo..r120..M Till
(13) OYN o..Co..CTTo..�€ MMOOY THroY
(14) TT€Xo..C NN€CCNHY X€ MTTJT1M€
(15) o.. YW MrrrrA YTT€1 OYA€ Mrrrr 2!:IT
(16) CNo.. Y T€qxo..rtc r o..r No..!!)WTT€
(17) NMMHTNTHrc;: o.. YW NCrcKETTo..
(18) �€ MMWTNMo..?\.?\.ON A€ Mo..rN
(19) CMOY €T€qMNTNO<f X€ o..qCB
(20) TWTNo..qo..o..N NrWMe NTo..reMo..
(21) rt2b-.M X€ NO:i o..CKT€ TT€Y2HT
(22) [€2JOYN erro..r�eoN o..Yw o..Yro..rxe
(23) [C0o..1] r:,,1rrYM[N]o..�€�_Ero.. NN!!)o..
(24) [xJe MJ:J[cwrJ 

42 The literary unity of the writing is also advocated or implied by 
Tardieu 1984, 22; Liihrmann 1988, 321-338; Luttikhuizen 1988, 158-168; 
King 1995, 601-634. 

43 I owe this suggestion to Prof. Karen L. King. 
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(10,1) rrex� TTETpoc MMo.PlcM1 xe TCW 
(2) NE TNCOOYN xe Neperrcwp oy o.Y,t;:
(3) NcOYO TTo.� TTK€C€€TT€ NC21M€
(4) XW No.N NN!J)b.XE MTTCWp €T€€1p€
(5) MTTEYMEEYE NO:i ETECOOYN MMO
(6) OY No.NON o.N OY2!i.€ MTTNCOTMOY
(7) o.COYW!J)RN«H M�lcM1 TTEXo.C
(8) xe TT€8HTT epWTN tNo. Tb.Mo. THY
(9) TN epoq o. YW o.Co.pxe1 N'.KW Nb. Y
(10) NNEiY,o.XE xe o./i}NOK TT€Xo.C o.1
(11) No. y errxc cN OY2OP�Mo. 0. YW o.€1
(12) xooc No.q xe TTXC o.lNo.Y epoK M
(13) TTOOY a� OYcOP,�Mo. o.C.,OYWY,R TT€
(14) Xb.'-1 No.\ xe No.lo.TE xe NTEKlM o.N
(15) §'€No. Y epoe1 TTMb. r o.p ETEPETTNOYC
(16) MMo. Y €<.jMMo. Y N(H rreao
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(9,5) When he had said this, he departed. But they (6) were grieved. 
They wept greatly (7) saying: "How shall we go (8) to the gentiles 
and preach (9) the gospel of the kingdom of the true (10) human 
being?44 

If they did (11) not spare him, how will (12) they spare us?" 
Then Mary (13) stood up, embraced45 them all, (14) and said to her 
brethren: "Do not weep (15) and do not grieve nor be (16) irresolute, 
for his grace will be (17) entirely with you46 and will protect (18) 
you. But rather let us (19) praise his greatness, for he has (20) joined 
us together47 and made us into human beings."48 When (21) Mary said 

44 Instead of the traditional translation "Son of Man" (Wilson &

MacRae 1979, 461) this rendering has been chosen because it better 
corresponds to the way the Synoptic expression has been interpreted in 
the Gospel of Mary; see below (cf. also the translation by King [1992, 
356]: the seed of true humanity). 

45 For this translation, see above. 
46 The last letter of the word THP«;: is very uncertain, but c is the 

most logical restoration, since there is room for only one letter. Till's 
emendation (1955, 66) THP<T>J:1 "with you all" (cf. also King 1992, 356) 
is not necessary. 

47 P. Oxy. 3525 probably reads here OUVllP'tT]teev (Lilhrmann 1988,
325) "has joined tQgether" and not tea'tl'jp'tT]te£V which would correspond
to the Coptic tl,.<fC&TWT' "he has prepared." It is difficult to know which
variant is original. Wilson & MacRae (1979, 461) follow the Coptic text,
since they did not yet know the Greek version. King (1992, 356) trans
lates according to the Greek version but mentions the other alternative in
her apparatus.

48 Wilson & MacRae �1979, 461) render the expression: "made us 
into men." Instead of "men' I prefer to translate "human beings" for two 
reasons. First, neither the Greek nor the Coptic version use the word 
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this, she turned their hearts (22) to the good, and they began (23) to 
discuss the words (24) of the [Savior] (10,1) Peter said to Mary: 
"Sister, (2) We know that the Savior loved you (3) more than the rest 
of women. (4) Tell us the words of the Savior which you (5) remem
ber49 - which you know (6) (but) we do not, nor have w.e heard 
them." (7) Mary answered and said: (8) "What is hidden from you I 
will proclaim to you." (9) And she began to speak to them (10) these 
words: "l,"50 she said, "I (l l) saw the Lord in a vision and I (12) said
to him: 'Lord, I saw you (13) today in a vision.' He answered and 
(14) said to me: 'Blessed are you that you did not waver (15) at the
sight of me. For where the (16) mind is, there is the treasure.' ... "

The departure of the Risen Savior causes great perplexity among 
the disciples. The challenge to go and preach the gospel to the 
gentiles seems to be an insurmountable enterprise. The disciples 
are afraid that they will be compelled to share the destiny of their 
master and to undergo suffering and death.51 This shows that they
have misunderstood the teaching of the Savior. In his last reply to 
Peter's question (7, 17-8,6) ,the Savior has tried to teach that the 
deliverance from the body results in the removal of suffering and 
death.52 

It is in this situation that Mary Magdalene intervenes and 
assumes the dominant role among the disciples. 

At first Mary tries to comfort and encourage her distressed 
colleagues. Thus she assumes the role of the Savior. It is worth 

which exclusively denotes "male persons," but the more comprehensive 
word "human being," although in both languages the word may mean a 
"male person" as well. Secondly, I want to show the difference between 
this text and Gos. Thom. 114, where Jesus promises to make Mary 
Ma!!dalene aooYT and uses the Coptic word which exclusively stands 
for 't''male." 

49 The phrase " ... which you remember ... " is missing in P. Oxy. 3525 
but its equivalent "What is hidden from you and I remember I shall 
[proclaim ... " appears later in Mary's answer. 

50 As King (1995, 630 n. 28) has pointed out, P. Oxy. 3525 reads:
"When I once saw ... " This seems to indicate that the Savior may have 
appeared to Mary on more than one occasion. 

51 As pointed out by Pasquier (1983, 67), a similar fear of suffering
among the disciples following the ascension of the Risen Jesus is found 
in Ep. Pet. Phil. 138,15-16. It is interesting that there it is Peter who 
explains to others that since the Lord suffered they have to suffer too. 
The perspective in the Gospel of Mary is somewhat different, as Mary's 
consoling words show. The disciples are given a promise of protection. 

52 King 1995, 610.
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noting that Mary exhorts the male disciples not to be aHT CNo.. Y53 

(Gos. Mary 9,15-16). The literal meaning of PaHT CNo..Y is "to 
be double-minded." Its Greek equivalents are Ot\lf'UXEtv/oi'l'UX,01; 
elvcx.t and oto-'td.�etv,54 and here it is used in the sense of "being 
doubtful, irresolute."55 In Christian religious language double
mindedness stands for a religious commitment which is only half
hearted and compromizing, spiritually less advanced (J Clem. 
11,2; Herm. Vis. 6,7; 11,4; 22,4; Herm. Man. 39,5-6). In Tri. Trac. 
119,20-24 the psychic race of men, those who, according to the 
Valentinian conception, are less capable of discerning the spiritual 
truths, are described as being "double according to their deter
mination for both good and evil". Even if the characterization of 
the psychic ones has a different Coptic verb (ao.. Tf'E, 119,23) its 
similarity to the description of the disciples in Gos. Mary 9, 15-16, 
as implied by Mary's encouragement, is striking. Even though the 
Valentinian anthropological terminology does not occur in the 
Gospel of Mary it is obvious that the way the disciples are de
scribed in the writing corresponds to the portrait of the psychic 
ones in Valentinianism. Compared to Mary Magdalene, they are 
less capable of perceiving Jesus' spiritual teaching. 

In her exhortations Mary Magdalene tries to make other disci
ples aware of their potentialities for spiritual perception and 
growth.56 She reminds her male colleagues that the Savior has 
prepared57 them and made them into human beings (9,19-20). 

53 The idea of doubtful, irresolute disciples derives probably from
Matt 28,17; so also Lilhrmann 1988, 326. 

54 The Greek verb which ap�ars in P. Oxy. 3525 is Otcr'td.�etv; cf. 
also Ap. John BG 21, 15 where f' aHT CNo.. Y appears to be a translation 
of 8tcri:d�etv (Ap. John IV/1 3,2). 

55 So also Wilson & MacRae 1979, 461.
56 So also van Cangh 1992, 2285. 
57 The Coptic text (9,19-20) has the verb o.(JCBTWTNwhich Wilson 

& MacRae (1978, 461) translate "he has prepared us". In P. Oxy. 3525 
there is probably the Greek verb O'UVllP'tTIKEV (at least not K0.1:TJP-
1:TIKEV, the expected Greek equivalent of the Coptic version [Crum 1939, 
323b]; see Parsons 1983, 13; Lilhrmann 1988, 325) which is to be 
rendered "he has united us together." LUhrmann (1988, 332) has inter
preted the Greek text to say that Mary assures the disciples that the 
Savior has united the male and the female element in them so that they 
have become perfect (androgynous) humans. This is one possible inter
pretation but not the only one. The word can have been used in a fully 
non-technical sense, too. In the latter case, it emphasizes the ideal of 
group unity (King 1995, 611). 
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"Making into human beings" is an obvious allusion to the word of 
the Savior in which he pointed out to the disciples that lTY)Hf"E 
Mllf"WM€58 is within them.59 The way the sentence is used in its 
present context shows that, instead of drawing attention to himself, 
the Savior wants to show that salvation is to be found in discover
ing one's own true spiritual self.60 The text implies a clear Gnostic 
reinterpretation. One's true spiritual self and the element of the 
divine are seen to be identical, and the discovery of this insight 
brings salvation. Yet the course of events described in the Gospel 
of Mary shows that the role of the Savior in the process of salva
tion is only preparatory. He points to the real spiritual nature 
within them, but it is up to them to find it.61 

Mary's instruction is seen as turning the hearts of the disciples 
to the "good" (llo-.ro-.80N, 9,21-22). Even this comment is not 
Christological. Since the neuter form of the Greek adjective is 
employed ( cf. also Gos. Mary 7, 17), 62 the word cannot denote the 
Savior.63 There are two other possibilities for understanding the 
phrase "turning the hearts to the good." In its immediate context 
it can be perceived as a reference to Mary Magdalene's successful 
effort to remove the despair of the disciples. This interpretation 
does not, however, explain adequately the technical character of 
the term llo-.r o-.80N. 

Another, more likely explanation of the phrase is provided by 
the earlier reference to the "good" in 7, 17-20. In that text the 
Savior says to his disciples that "the good came into your midst, 
to the (essence) of every nature, in order to restore it to its root." 
The "good" is something which grants people a possibility of 
overcoming the unfortunate mixture of their true nature with 
matter and thus of attaining the restoration to their proper origin. 
If the "good" is not the Savior, the closest alternative which can 
fulfill the function presented here is the gnosis taught by him. 

58 The text edition of Wilson & MacRae ( 1979, 458) contains a
printing error on line 8, 18. Instead of TTYJHr€ there is NYJHr€. 

59 So also Schmid I 990, 95 n. 20. 
6
° Cf. Pasquier 1983, 61; King 1995, 6 I I. 

61 Similarly King 1995, 611. 
62 The neuter form of the Greek adjectives in Coptic denotes non

humans (Stem 1971 [1880], 78; Till 1978, 55-56). 
63 Contra Pasquier 1983, 70 n. 91; Tardieu 1984, 226.
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Although the "good" is not a common substitute for gnosis, this 
is not the only instance where it seems to have been used in that 
sense. In the Tripartite Trac/ate the conversion of the fallen Logos 
is described as a turning away from evil64 "to the good (TT€TNo.
NOYq)" (81,24-29). As a result of this experience the Logos 
begins to pray and remembers that he belongs to the pleroma, to 
which, later on, he is able to return. In the same writing the psy
chic race of humans is characterized as one which is "double 
according to its determination for both good (TTo.r o.80N) and evil 
(TTKo.KON)" (I 19,23-24). In the following sentence it is said that 
those psychic ones who are of good disposition will attain salva
tion. The author of the Testimony of Truth, although influenced by 
many Valentinian ideas and probably originating in a Valentinian 
Gnostic group, criticizes the disciples of Valentinus saying that 
they "leave the good" (56, 7).65 In these texts the term "good" is 
another way of speaking about the gnosis of belonging to the 
divine realm.66 In light of these observations, Gos. Mary 9,21-22 
seems to describe Mary as making or at least trying to make her 
colleagues receptive to this gnosis.67 The result of her encourage
ment is that they start recalling the teachings of Jesus. 

When the disciples begin to discuss or argue68 with each other 
about the words of the Savior69 Mary does not seem to participate 
in that conversation. It is only when Peter asks her to share her 

64 In 77,22-25 the situation of the Logos may be characterized by 
division, self-doubt, forgetfulness and ignorance. 

65 Koschorke (1978, 153) thinks that the expression signifies "ein 
Ablassen vom (Streben nach der Gnosis des) Lichtreich(es)". 

66 In some of these passages it is not always clear whether the 
"good" stands for the realm of the light or for the knowledge of it. 
Perhaps, the distinction is not very clear either. The reality itself and the 
knowledge of it tend to assimilate. 

67 Another possible interpretation of the "good" is to see it as a 
reflection of the highest ontological being in the Platonic sense. Thus, the 
presence of the "good" in the material world would mirror some of the 
dualistic aspects of Middle Platonic ontology (cf. e.g. Allogenes 52,11-
12.17). Yet, the idea of "the good's coming into the midst of the disci
ples" is not easily explained on the basis of this thesis. 

68 yuµvd.�etv is here used in the same sense as in scholastic ex
ercises of the Greek gymnasiums (Pasquier 1983, 70). 

69 A similar situation is described in Ap. Jas. 2,8-15, where the 
disciples not only try to remember what Jesus had said to them, in secret 
or openly, but they also put it in books. 
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recollections that she joins the discussion. Even if it is not ques
tioned that Mary Magdalene herself can convey the words of the 
Savior it must be one of the apostles - in fact, the most impor
tant one - who grants her the invitation to participate in the 
process of preserving the authentic Jesus tradition. It is· worth 
noting that Peter's address to Mary begins with the word "sister," 

which in no other Gnostic writings appears in Peter's mouth.70 

The reason why Mary Magdalene is also given a chance to 
share those words of Jesus she has heard is that, according to 
Peter, the Savior loved her more than the rest of women. The 
same theme of love comes up again in the concluding altercation 
among the disciples, indeed in a different form, as we are going 
to see, and also in the Gospel of Philip (64, 1-10). In Peter's mind, 
Jesus' love for Mary shows simply that Mary was his female 
favorite. Yet any sexual attachment is hardly involved. This is 
shown by the concluding discussion of the writing where Levi 
contrasts the love of Jesus for Mary with that of Jesus for his male 
disciples in such a way that the sexual dimension is ruled out (see 
below). 

The text does not say explicitly whether the disciples are talk
ing about the words of the earthly or the Risen Jesus.71 On the 
basis of Peter's comment in 17,18-20 it is at least evident that 
Peter and the other disciples do not expect to hear about a secret, 
personal vision, even if they consider it possible that Mary can tell 
them something they have not heard. In any case, Mary does not 
disclose any words of the earthly Jesus, unheard to others, but 
reveals "what is hidden" from her fellow disciples altogether.72 

Mary tells about a vision in which she has encountered the Savior 

70 Schmid I 990, I 6.
71 In P. Oxy. 3525 it is the a.1eo(j>8eyµa:ux. of the Savior (line 14) 

the disciples are trying to recall. The use of this Greek word may suggest 
that it is exactly the "terse, pointed sayings" (the definition of the word 
a.1e6<1>9eyµa. in Liddell & Scott [1968, 226]) of the earthly Jesus which 
is meant. In the Apocryphon of James a similar situation is depicted and 
there the disciples are trying to remember the words of the earthly Jesus 
(2,8-15). 

72 King (1995, 612) has suggested that only the Coptic text implies 
that Mary's report contains something that is "hidden" from other disci
ples, whereas P. Oxy. 3525 only states according to her translation: "I 
will rep[ort to you as much asl! remember that you don't know" (Kin_g 
1992, 357). Yet TT€8HTT €rWTN may well be a rendering of oaa. 'i>µm; 
1.,a.v8dve1, as the Sahidic translations of Mark 7,24 and Luke 8,47 show. 
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and received from him a special revelation pertinent to salvation. 
At the same time it becomes evident that the recollection of the 
words of Jesus was not what Mary expected or wished to happen 
as she turned the hearts of the disciples to the "good." Her obvi
ous purpose was to encourage them to seek new revelations of 
spiritual truths, i.e., the gnosis. By communicating her own vision 
she wants to lead them to a new way. 

The special spiritual status of Mary Magdalene is underlined by 
her "not wavering at the sight of Jesus" in 10, 14-15. In ancient 
thought immovability was considered to be a spiritual virtue, since 
it illustrates one's "conformity to the unchanging and eternal 
spiritual world."73 The fact that Mary's mind (vou<;) is directed to 
the "good" implies that she is able to partake in the treasure of a 
direct revelation from the Savior. 

In the first part of the conversation among the disciples Mary 
Magdalene appears to be the disciple who really understood the 
message of the Savior. She tries to make evident to her colleagues 
too that salvation is found within oneself. Likewise, she tries to 
show that the reception of divine revelation is not limited to 
repeating the old teachings of the Savior but it means to be con
stantly looking for new ones, even in the form of visions. For 
Peter and the other disciples, Mary is simply the woman the 
Savior loved most. In that capacity she enters into the discussion 
of the words of the Savior, but only because Peter invites her to 
do it. 

4. Analysis of 17, 7-19,5

(17,7) . . NT€r€Mo.rt�M X.§__ 
(8) No-1 o.CKo. rwc <3WCT€ NTo.lTCWr
(9) !J>o.X€ NMMo.C ™°' JT€€1Mo.
(10) o.qOYW!J)B 2!1.€ Nd't o.N2!t.r€o.C IT€Xo.q
(11) NN€CNHY XE o.Xt lT€T€TNXW 
(12) MMOq <30. lTf'o. NN€NTo.CX[O]OY 
(13) o.NOK MEN trmcT€Y€ o.N �€
(14) o.JTCWPX€ �i €!,!)XE NtCBOOY
(15) € ro.r <3NK€M€€Y€ NE o.qoyw
(16) !J)BNd't lTETroc IT€Xo.q <30. nro.

73 King 1995, 612. Cf. also the seminal study of M.A. Williams 
(1985) on the theme of stability in late antiquity.
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(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(18.1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 

(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(19.1) 

(2) 

CHAPTER FIVE 

NN€€12RHY€ NT€€1M1N€ 3..q 
XNOYOY €TR€ BCW'j> XE MHT,1 
3..'-IY,3..XE MNOYcaiME NX1OY€ 
€PON 2N OYW,!!it�ROA �N ENl>,I� 
KTON a_WWN NTNCWTM Tl;WN 
NCWC NT <3..>'-ICOTBC N2OYO €pON 
TOT€ �[M]3..P123..M ptME B€X3..C M 
B€TpOC Il3..CON B€Tp€ aiE EK 
M€€Y€ EOY €KM€€Y€ XE NT0:i 
MEEYE Epooy M3..Y3..3..T .a_M B3.. 
2HT H €€1X1 CS'OA Encwp 3..'-IOY 
WY)B NCS'l A€Y€1 B€X3..'-I MB€Tpoc 
XE Il€Tp€ XlN €N€2 KY)OB NP€'-! 
NOYCS'C fN3.. Y €POK !€NOY EK.f. 
rYMN3..�€ €2N T€C21M€ N0€ N 
N13..NT1K€1M€NOC €Y)X€ 3..B 
CWTHp A€ 3..3..C N3..!1OC NTK NlM 
Ai;:: 2WWK €NOXC €ROA B3..NTWC 
€p€BCWTHp COOYN MMOC 3..C 
<f>3..AWC €TR€ n0:i 3..(fOYOWC Na!)Y 
O EroN M3..AAON M3..PNWtn€ NTN 
f a!__WWN MnpWME NT€'.A.1OC 
l>,ITl>,IXBQ� l>l�l>I �� T 3.. �€ NT 3..q 
2WN ETOOTN NTNT3..W€O€1W 
MB€Y3..rr€A1ON ENKW 3..N €2p0:i 
NK€2OPOC OYA€ KENOMO«;: B3.. 
p3.. BEN! 3..BCWj>xooq NT§f€ 
[ ]� 1 3.. YW 3.. YP3..PXE1 N 
RWK [€TPEYT]3..MO NC€T3..W€O€.1Y) 

(17,7) When Mary had said (8) this, she fell silent, since it was to 
this point that the Savior (9) had spoken with her. (I 0) But Andrew 
answered and said (11) to the brethren: "Say what you (wish to) say 
(12) about what she has said. (13) I at least do not believe that (14)
the Savior said this. For certainly these teachings (15) are strange
ideas." (16) Peter answered and spoke concerning (17) these same
things.74 He (18) questioned them about the Savior: "Did he really

74 In the Greek fragment P. Ryl. 463 the comment which the Coptic 
version ascribes to Peter is included in the speech of Andrew. This is an 
obvious error of the copyist (so also Ltihrmann 1988, 328). This is 
indicated by the fact that after Mary's comment, which is almost com
pletely missing because of a lacuna of approximately four lines ( only the 
two last words 1:ou crw'tTjpoc; have been preserved; perhaps for this reason 
Schmid [1990, 7] and Perkins [1992a, 583] think P. Ryl. 463 has includ
ed no reference to Mary's reaction), Levi addresses Peter and not An
drew. Therefore, the text in 21,11-12 has to be corrected together with 
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(19) speak with a woman without our (20) knowledge (and) not
openly? Are we to (21) turn about and all listen (22) to her? Did he
prefer her to us?" (18,l) Then Mary wept and said to (2) Peter: "My
brother Peter, what do you (3) think? Do you think that I (4) thought
this up myself in my (5) heart, or that I am lying about the Savior?"
(6) Levi answered and said to Peter: (7) "Peter, you have always been
(8) hot-tempered. Now I see you (9) contending against the woman
like (10) the adversaries. But if the (11) Savior made her worthy, who
are you (12) indeed to reject her? Surely (13) the Savior knows her
(14) very well. That is why he loved her more (15) than us.75 Rather
let us be ashamed and (16) put on the perfect humanity76 (17) and
acquire it for ourselves as he (18) commanded us, and preach (19) the
gospel, not laying down (20) any other rule or other law (21) beyond
what the Savior said." When (19,1) [ ]77 and they began to (2) go 
forth [to] proclaim and to preach.78 

After the revelation discourse of Mary the relatively harmonious 
atmosphere changes. Mary's account does not correspond to their 
expectations at all. Andrew's assessment - "these teachings are 
strange ideas" (17,14-15) - suggests that Mary's vision is to be 
regarded as doctrinally invalid since it is not in agreement with 
Jesus' instructions. Because of the fragmentary condition of the 
writing no comprehensive comparison between Jesus' and Mary's 
teaching is possible. Yet at least at some points Mary's account 
seems to relate fairly well to what Jesus said in those replies 

LUhnnann (1988, 328) as follows: 1tepi -coto-lS-c[ro]v 1tpa.[yµd]-crov e�
e't<Xt6µevoc; d.iyet Ili'tf)o� > b crro['t'llP] tc'tA.. The omission of ;\.eyet 
Ili'tf)oc; can very well be explained by an oversight due to the similar 
endings in the words e�e't<Xt6µevoc; and Ili'tf)oc;. 

75 The equivalent of the Coptic N20YO eroN (''more than us") is 
missing in P. Ryl. 463. Is it a mistake of the cofyist, or does the Coptic
text contain an editorial expansion of the origina text? The question will -
be treated below. 

76 "Humanity" here corresponds to the "human being" in Gos. Mary
9,20. 

77 Till (1955, 78) restores the lacuna ["-€Y€1 21.€ XE N]�i and 
translates the Coptic text as follows: "Als [aber Lewi das gesagt hatte,] 
schickten sie sich an zu gehen ... " Wilson & MacRae (1979, 469) dis
agrees with Till's su�gestion, since "it seems to crowd the lacuna slightly 
and leaves the following 'and' unaccounted for." 

78 There is a significant difference between the Coptic text and P. 
Ryl. 463 at the end of the eassage. The Greek text reads: ['t<XU]'t<X eimov 
b Aeu[eic; µe]v d.1t[e;\.0cov] 'l)PX,ev tc'J)[p-ucrcretv -co euayye;\.t)ov. 
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which are recorded at the beginning of the extant part of the 
writing.79 The ascent of the soul which Mary's vision describes is 
a concrete illustration of the restoration of the soul to its root 
(7,17-20). The right answers presented by the soul to the archontic 
powers are made possible by the true self-knowledge which Jesus' 
view of salvation emphasizes. The soul's dialogue with the third 
power about the dissolution of everything (15,21-16,1) seems to 
presuppose Jesus' prior teaching on that topic (7,3-8). Only on the 
basis of these observations, can one conclude that all the readers 
of the text did not find Andrew's objection justified. This raises an 
interesting question. Is it possible that the author of the text is 
speaking to a situation in which some people, to whom the An
drew of the text gives his voice, question the religious ideas repre
sented by Mary Magdalene of the text on doctrinal grounds, 
whereas the author wants to defend these very ideas by demon
strating their affinity with Jesus' own teaching which the author 
has constructed? We shall return to this question later. 

Peter's criticism is different. It it is not directed so much 
against the contents of the revelation as against the way it was 
received. That a message claiming to be revelatory is disclosed 
through a private, secret vision revealed to a woman, not openly, 
appears to be the reason why Mary's vision account cannot be 
approved by Peter. It is somewhat surprising that Mary's gender 
bothers Peter since it did not when he invited her to take part in 
the discussion among the disciples. The obvious explanation is that 
in the first place she appeared as a representative of women, who 
got invitation to speak from the leading male disciple, whereas 
after her special visionary revelation the situation changed com
pletely. This is demonstrated by the last two sentences of Peter's 
protest. When they are read carefully one realizes that another, 
perhaps the most decisive cause for his agitation is advanced by 
him only here. By granting such a secret and important revelation 
to Mary Magdalene alone, the Savior proves, according to Peter, 
to prefer her over the rest of the disciples, including Peter himself. 
She is no longer the woman above women but the most beloved 
disciple. This is later explicitly confirmed by Levi. It is thus the 
privileged status of Mary as the receiver and mediator of the 
authoritative revelation which is further reason for Peter's irrita-

79 This is cogently demonstrated by King (1995, 614-615) whose 
presentation I follow at this point. 
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tion. It is clearly the intention of the author to portray Peter as a 
jealous man who fears being replaced by Mary Magdalene. 

Mary's reaction to Andrew's and Peter's criticism is sorrow 
and bewilderment. She cannot believe that her integrity and reli
ability as a witness can be questioned in such a way as is done by 
Andrew and Peter. An accusation of lying about holy things, 
implied by the comments of Peter and Andrew, if proven right, is 
known to be a matter of serious consequence. In the collection of 
the Sentences of Sextus (NHC 32,8-12 [367-368]) it is stated: "The 
one who speaks lies about God is lying to God; a person who does 
not have anything truthful to say about God is abandoned by 
God." Moreover, it is said: "A [believing] nature cannot be[come 
lover] of lies" (16,4-6 [ 169]). In light of sayings such as these, 
which certainly reflect general religious sentiments of the time, 
Andrew's and Peter's comments do not disqualify Mary only as 
a mediator of religious truths but as an adherent of a religious 
conviction as well. 

Peter's annoyance at Mary is undeniably enhanced by Levi 
who characterizes him as hot-tempered and compares him to the 
adversaries. Especially the last point is interesting. It may contain 
a reference to the archontic powers which Mary has described in 
her vision account. At least in the Coptic version this seems evi
dent since the plural form is used.80 Thus Levi accuses "Peter of 
being allied with the Powers, who illegitimately attempt to entrap 
the soul."81 In any case it is obvious that Levi sees Peter and 
Andrew as creating a front line between themselves and Mary. 
There is no doubt which side Levi takes in the battle. For him, 
there is no reason to question the reliability of Mary's revelation. 
The fact that the Savior knew Mary very well and loved her gives 
Levi the full guarantee of Mary's truthfulness. 

At this point P. Ryl. 463 and the Coptic text deviate from each 
other in a significant way. The Greek text says: ndvi:roc; ydp 
E1C£1.VO<; d8coc; 0.'\l'ttlV a.crcp[aA.]co[c;] 'liydmpev µciA.A.OV ("For 
surely, knowing her very weH, he loved her. Rather ... "). The 
Coptic text reads: Tlo-.NTWC €f"€TTCWTHp COOYN MMOC o-.Cq>o-. -
;>-...WC €TR€ rrO:i o-.<-IOYOWC N20YO €f"ON Mo-.:>--..:>--..ON ("Surely 
the Savior knew her very well. That is why he loved her more 

80 So King 1992, 359; 1995, 615. 
81 King 1995, 615. 
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than us. Rather ... "). There are two differences between the two 
versions. €TR€ 110:i between the two Coptic sentences makes it 
more explicit that the first sentence gives the reason for saying the 
second. Yet the causal character of the participle in the Greek text 
probably explains this variant and shows that it is merely trans
lational. The other difference, the phrase N20YO €f'ON ("more 
than us") at the end of the second Coptic sentence is not a variant 
rendering. Is it an editorial expansion made only after the text had 
been translated into Coptic or has the Coptic translation preserved 
an original reading which the copyist of P. Ryl. 463 has omitted 
due to an oversight? It seems more probable to me that the latter 
is the case. 

The likely Greek equivalent of the Coptic o-.(JOYOY,CN20YO 
€f'ON is rird1t11crev µ<iAA.OV cx:6-.tjv rj nµ<ic;. 82 If the copyist of p. 
Ryl. 463 had a text like this, he/she may have easily skipped over 
the words cx:6-.tjv rj nµ<ic;, since another µ&11,11,ov follows immedi
ately. Provided this reconstruction is accepted, the superior posi
tion of Mary as the beloved disciple of the Savior is not only 
granted her by the Coptic iranslator of the text but it is part of the 
symbolic world of the original Gospel of Mary. 

Thus Mary gains in the Gospel of Mary a position similar to 
that of the Beloved Disciple in the Gospel of John, James the Just 
in the First and Second Apocalypse of James, and Thomas in the 
Gospel of Thomas. In the Gospel of Philip Mary has a similar 
position but only during the time of the earthly Jesus as will be 
shown in the chapter "Mary Magdalene in the Gospel of Philip." 
Especially in the Gnostic writings the beloved disciple plays the 
role of a paradigmatic figure who is in a special way equipped to 
receive authoritative revelations which provide the basis for the 
tradition each particular writing cherishes. 

Levi's comment "he loved her more than us" implies further 
that in the Gospel of Mary the love relationship between the 
Savior and Jesus was not regarded as that between man and wom
an but between a master and his most beloved disciple. Mary did 
not obtain a special position among the intimate followers of Jesus 
because she was a woman but because the Savior knew she was 
the best choice for the task of receiving his special revelation and 
acting as the spiritual authority among his disciples. This raises 

82 For a similar construction, see John 3,19; 12,43.
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an inevitable question: why was Mary Magdalene chosen to play 
the leading part in the the Gospel of Mary? 

The question is difficult to answer. One thing is at least clear. 
It is obvious that in Christian Gnostic texts all those followers of 
Jesus whose names are explicitly associated with an appearance of 
the Risen One have enjoyed a special popularity as authoritative 
figures. Mary Magdalene belongs to this group (John 20,14-18; 
Mark 16,9-11 ). As a matter of fact, the basic setting of the Gospel 
of Mary presupposes a special encounter between Mary and the 
Risen Jesus analogous to that of John 20, 14-18 or Mark 16,9-11, 
in particular. However, this does not necessarily explain fully why 
the author of Gospel of Mary selected just her. There would have 
been other options, including at least Peter, James the Just, John, 
and Thomas. In addition, the Gnostic writers can also appeal to 
such spiritual authorities to whom the New Testament accounts do 
not attribute any appearance. An outstanding example is Philip 
(Gos. Phil. 73,8; 86,18-19; PS 71,18-23). Therefore, additional 
questions concerning Mary's choice may be raised. Can the Gospel 
of Mary (and possibly some other Gnostic texts also) reflect a 
knowledge of the historical role Mary Magdalene had in the early 
Christian movement which goes beyond what the New Testament 
traditions tell about her as the obvious leader of Jesus' female 
followers83 and as the receiver of the Risen Jesus' appearance?84 

Was she a spiritual authority comparable to some of Jesus' male 
disciples? Or was Mary Magdalene selected to be the protagonist 
of the writing because it was written to an audience consisting 
mainly of women? Or was the author of the book a woman who 
wanted to give the leading role to a woman? These questions 
cannot but remain interesting questions. The lack of evidence 
prevents us from finding answers which could be backed up with 
sufficient degree of probability. 

Before the Gospel of Mary ends Levi still admonishes Peter 
and others to be ashamed of what they said to Mary and exhorts 

83 The fact that all the lists of women in the canonical gospels, with 
the exception of John 19,25, place her first speak strongly for this as
sumption. 

84 This is with caution suggested by King 1995, 620. If this is accept
ed it does not mean that the whole idea of a controversy between Mary 
Magdalene and Peter is projected back to the first century as Price (1990, 
54-76) and Koivunen (1994) have done.
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them with words which although being somewhat different recall 
the earlier instruction of the Savior (8, 18-21) as Levi himself 
notes: " ... let us ... put on the perfect humanity and acquire it for 
ourselves as he commanded us ... " (18,15-18; see also 9,19-20). 
Once again the disciples are challenged to find their true humanity 
and to experience salvation. An interesting parallel to this phrase 
is provided by Gos. Phil. 76,22-33: "Not only will they be unable 
to detain the perfect man, but they will not be able to see him, for 
if they see him they will detain him. There is no other way for a 
person to acquire this quality except by putting on the perfect light 
[and] he too becoming perfect light. He who has [put it] on will 
enter [into the kingdom]. This is the perfect [light, and it is neces
sary] that we [by all means] become [perfect men] before we leave 
[the world.]"85 In the Gospel of Philip "putting on the perfect man 
(light)" expresses in a symbolic way how the Gnostics can receive 
deliverance from those powers by which they are imprisoned in 
this world. It is therefore another way to formulate the Gnostic 
notion of salvation. "Having put on the perfect man" the Gnostics 
secure their access to the' pleroma, to the perfect light. In the 
Gospel of Philip this takes place in connection with a sacramental 
act. 86 In the Gospel of Mary the expression lacks all the explicit 
sacramental interpretations. This does not necessarily mean that the 
possibility of a baptismal reference has to be excluded ( cf. also 
Gos. Phil. 75,21-24)87 but it may indicate that the expression is to 
be understood as a simple invitation to respond positively to the 
challenge of salvation without having to concretize it through any 
symbolic action. 

Levi's final words recall the Savior's commission to go and 
preach the gospel. No explicit response to his admonitions is 
recorded. There follows only an abrupt ending, the form of which 
is rather different in the two versions which are available. P. Ryl. 

85 The translation is taken from Isenberg (1989, 195.197) and the 
language is exclusive. The perfect man corresponds to the perfect human 
being in my translation of Gos. Mary 18,16. 

86 In 75,14-21 "receiving the perfect man" takes place in the Eu
charist; in 75,21-24 "putting on the living man" is connected with bap
tism; in 70,5-9 "putting on the light" occurs through the sacrament of the 
bridal chamber; m 85,24-27 "the perfect light" is poured upon a Gnostic 
through the sacrament of anointment. 

87 So King 1992, 360. 
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463 reads: "When he had said this, Levi departed and began to 
[preach the gospel]." The Coptic text contains an unfortunate 

lacuna which prevents a precise comparison between the versions. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that according to the Coptic version it is 
not only Levi but "they" who began to go forth and preach. Ac
cording to P. Ry!. 463 the words of Levi do not seem to have any 
positive result. Other disciples simply refuse to obey him and 
obviously go away, whereas Levi alone accepts the commission 
given by the Savior and nothing is said of Mary. But who are the 
"they" in the Coptic version? There seem to be two options: all 
the disciples who after Levi's speech repent and decide to comply 
with his exhortation or Levi and Mary Magdalene. On the basis of 
the literary context the first alternative is the most natural. At the 
end of his speech Levi is clearly addressing the whole group of 
disciples, and so the third person suffix pronoun seems to refer to 
them. Yet the tone of the disciples' altercation, even that of Levi's 
last speech, is so tense that it is not easy to imagine that Levi 
could have caused a reconciliation among them. Could it be possi
ble that the "they" of the Coptic text would be a cumbersome 
correction by the translator wanting to include Mary Magdalene in 
Levi's company but still to leave out all the other disciples? 

5. The Conflict Between Mary Magdalene and Peter, and the
Question of Social Reality

The concreteness of the controversy described by the author of the 
Gospel of Mary suggests that he/she addresses a debate in which 
some Christians engaged themselves in the second century. The 
debate centers around the validity of the tradition claimed to be 
derived from Mary Magdalene. Other topics involved are the 
legitimacy of women's spiritual leadership and the role of private 
post-resurrection visions as a reliable source of revelation. Instead 
of entering into a direct theological argument about these matters 
the author presents his/her convictions "narratively in the tensions 
among the disciples."88

The fact that the revelation received by Mary Magdalene is cast 
in the form of a vision is in itself an indication that the Gospel of 

88 King 1995, 621. 
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Mary affirms the legitimacy of post-resurrection v1s1ons as a 
source of authoritative teaching. It is in fact possible that the 
writing polemicizes against those Christians who wanted to assign 
the stamp of validity only to those words of Jesus which were 
presented as memorized by and transmitted through the apostles. 

The way Mary Magdalene and Levi are pictured, on the one 
hand, and Peter and Andrew, on the other, makes it evident what 
view the author of the Gospel of Mary holds concerning the posi
tion of Mary Magdalene as a spiritual authority and the legitimacy 
of women's spiritual leadership. While validating Mary's teaching 
and privileged status against accusations launched by Peter that the 
Savior would not have revealed a special revelation to a woman 
that he did not tell to them, the Gospel of Mary affirms the legiti
macy of women's spiritual authority. For the author of the Gospel
of Mary, Peter and Andrew stand for those Christians who confine 
the authoritative teaching to what is taught publicly by men. Mary 
and Levi, on the other hand, "represent those Christians who 
question the validity of any apostolic authority that challenges the 
truth of their own experience of the Living Lord; for them, apos
tolic authority is not based simply on being one of the Twelve or 
on gender but on spiritual qualifications. Women who have those 
qualifications may exercise legitimate authority."89 

In a society and among Christians, where women most fre
quently are denied any leadership function, the Gospel of Mary 

furnishes a new perspective. As succinctly put by Karen King, it 

provides an important complement to texts such as I Tim 2:8-15, 

which demand the silence and submissiveness of women and forbid 

them to have authority over men. We can now see that the position 
of I Timothy is but one side of a debate in early Christian circles. 

The Gospel of Mary also provides evidence that texts such as I 

Timothy were written precisely because women were exercising 

leadership and exerting their authority over men. If some thought that 

such women were immodest, unseemly, insubordinate, and garrulous, 
Levi's mocking response to Peter shows that others may have viewed 
the opponents to women's legitimate leadership as jealous, proud, 

contentious, and foolish.90 

89 King 1995, 623-624. 
90 King 1995, 624. 
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One question remains to be asked. Are there indications in the 
text that the controversy which is enacted in the story of Mary 
Magdalene and Peter reflects disagreements between Gnostic and 
non-Gnostic, orthodox Christians, as is frequently suggested?91 The 
Gospel of Mary does not give any explicit answer to this question 
but it provides some clues which make this conclusion likely. 
First, the warning not "to lay down any rules" and not "to give a 
law like the lawgiver" twice repeated in the writing (8,22-9,4; 
18,18-20) seems to reflect a typical Gnostic polemic against non
Gnostic, orthodox Christians, who intermingle "the things of the 
law with the words of the Savior" (lren., Adv. haer. 3.2,2) and 
"who set up their error and their law" against the pure thoughts of 
the Gnostics (Apoc. Pet. 77,25-27). Whatever the precise contents 
of the law in these texts it is worth noting that the law is connect
ed by Gnostics with an orthodox position. 

Second, in the second century a vision as a source of revelation 
seems to be typical of Gnostic circles,92 whereas the non-Gnostic, 
orthodox groups question its validity.93 Third, the accusation 
expressed by Andrew that Mary Magdalene's revelation is not in 
agreement with the teachings of Jesus, is a claim frequently used 
by orthodox Christians in their anti-Gnostic polemic. The attempt 
to show affinity between Mary's and Jesus' teachings also fits well 
in the context where a Gnostic writer charged by more orthodox 
Christians with doctrinal errors is trying to show that his/her 
message ultimately derives from Jesus. Fourth, if the abrupt ending 
of the writing can be interpreted to indicate that Levi alone, or 
perhaps along with Mary Magdalene, went to proclaim the gospel 
of salvation within, but that the other disciples did not, it may 
suggest that the latter are seen to represent a different conception 
of salvation, most probably more in line with orthodoxy. 

91 E.g. Perkins 1980, 133; Pagels 1981, 77; T.V. Smith 1985, 105;
Schmid 1990, 18. 

92 Pagels 1978, 415-430. 
93 See e.�. Apoc. Pet. 75,2-7 in which the Savior criticizes ecclesi

astical Christians who say that visions come from a demon. See also 
Koschorke 1978, 49-52. Cf. also Ps.-Clem. Hom. 17.16,6; 17.17,5. 



CHAPTER SIX 

MARY MAGDALENE 
IN THE FIRST APOCALYPSE OF JAMES 

1. Introductory Remarks

The First Apocalypse of James is usually neglected or treated very 
cursorily, when Mary Magdalene traditions are studied. 1 This is 
probably because the name Mary appears only once in the writing 
and this particular passage (40,22-26) is fragmentary and difficult 
to interpret. The present study will show that the passage should 
not be overlooked because of its fragmentary condition. Interpreted 
in the context of the entire writing, it reveals important aspects of 
Mary Magdalene's role in early Christian traditions. Before pro
ceeding to analyze the text,, a brief presentation of the First Apoca
lypse of James is necessary. In addition, the question of its date 
and provenance will be treated. 

The First Apocalypse of James is a Gnostic writing2 which 
contains a secret teaching imparted by the Lord to James. It is cast 
in the form of a Gnostic revelation dialogue with a description of 
the death and the resurrection of Jesus as its narrative framework.3 

At present, the text is known through a single Coptic4 manuscript 

1 In her presentation of those Gnostic texts where Mary Magdalene 
appears, Koivunen (I 994, 172), for example, uses less than one page to 
introduce the First Apocalypse of James. No reference to the First Apoc
alypse of James is made by Mal'{em 1975, 30-56; Bovon 1984, 52-55; 
Grassi & Grassi 1986, 116-129; Price 1990, 57-60; Haskins 1993, 33-57. 

2 Among Gnostic features of the First Apocalypse of James there are 
the dualistic separation between the realm of the supreme deity and the 
heavens of the archons (26,2-30), the technical use of the term gnosis 
(28, 7), the description of the ascent of the soul (33, 11-34,20), and the 
idea of the higher and the lower Sophia (35,5-17). 

3 Schoedel 1979, 65. 
4 The original language of the writing is most probably Greek; see 

Funk 1987, 255. 
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belonging to the fifth codex of the Nag Hammadi Library.5 There 
is another Coptic version of the First Apocalypse of James which, 
for the time being, is neither published nor available for study.6 

This is unfortunate since the Nag Hammadi version is in some 
places very fragmentary,7 and comparison with another manuscript8 

would be of great help in producing a more complete critical edi
tion of the text.9 

The dialogue between the Lord and James is divided in two 
parts. The first takes place prior to the death of Jesus (24, 11-
30, ll ), the second follows his resurrection (31,2-42,19). 10 Since 
both parts presuppose each other and the second follows the first 
as a natural sequence (25,2-7; 29,19-25; 32,28-33,5), the biparti
tion of the dialogue cannot be taken as a sign of literary non
uniformity in the writing.11 Neither does the somewhat awkward 
change of the subject pronoun from the third person singular to the 

5 The ancient title of the text is the Apocalypse of James but modem 
scholarship has added the word "first" in order to distinguish it from 
another writing bearing the same title in the same Nag Hammadi codex. 
That writing is now commonly known as the Second Apocalypse of 
James. The identical name of the two writings shows that they were 
written independently. This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that the 
First Apocalypse of James circulated separatefy from the Second Apoca
lypse of James (see next note; see also Funk 1987, 256). This means that 
the Second Apocalypse of James provides no direct clues for interpreting 
the First Apocalypse of James. 

6 J.M. Robinson 1972-1984, Introduction 21. That version of First
Apocalypse of James is part of a manuscript which contains a copy of the 
Letter of Peter to Philip as well as a previously unknown dialogue be
tween Jesus and his disciples. 

7 The manuscript comprises lines 24, 10-44, 10 of the fifth codex of 
the Nag Hammadi Library. Pages 24-34 are relatively well preserved; 
only a few lines at the bottom of each page are partly lost. Pages 35-44 
are severely damaged both at the top and the bottom of each page. 

8 According to Funk (1987, 255) the newly discovered, but unedited 
version of the First Apocalypse of James is in better condition than the 
Nag Hammadi version. 

9 The first edition of the text was published by Bohlig & Labib 1963, 
29-54. The most recent edition of the text was prepared by Schoedel
1979, 65-103. The English translations of the text are taken from Schoe
del' s edition unless otherwise noted.

10 A post-resurrection appearance of Jesus to James is mentioned also 
in 1 Cor 15,7; Gos. Heb. 7 [Jerome, De viris in/. 2]; 2 Apoc. Jas. 50,5-
10; cf. also Ap. Jas. 2,15-39. 

11 So also Fallon 1979, 133; for a rather complex source theory of 
the First Apocalypse of James, see Kasser 1965, 78-81. 
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first in 24,11; 25,12; 27,18 seem to justify a source theory. Rather, 
these passages show the author identifying so closely with James 
that at times the author assumes the part of an interlocutor in the 
dialogue even though most of the time he/she maintains the role 
of the narrator. It is only near the beginning when a reference is 
made to an earlier question which now seems to be missing 
(24,26-27) that we may have an indication of a redactional rear
rangement or even a loss of materials. 12 Since the question of the 
possible dislocation of materials does not bear on the present 
subject matter it need not be dealt with here. 

James, the protagonist of the writing, is the brother of the Lord. 
Admittedly, in his initial address the Lord appears to deny any 
consanguinity between James and himself. He says to James: "I 
have given you a sign of these things, James, my brother. For not 
without reason have I called you my brother, although you are not 
my brother materially (= i3rz,,,.1 !3N8YAH)" (24,13-16). However, 
there are two items elsewhere in the writing that prevent one from 
taking this denial of "material" relation between the Lord and 
James as an indication that 'someone else other than James the Just 
is meant. First, James is not a member of the twelve (42,20-24) 
and cannot thus be one of the Zebedees, the other James of early 
Christianity famous enough to be chosen as the principal character 
of an early Christian document. Second, James is called "the Just" 
(32,3). This epithet is used of James, the brother of the Lord, in 
other early Christian writings, both ecclesiastical and Gnostic. 13 

Based on this evidence, the statement that James is not a brother 
of the Lord materially does not mean that some unknown James 
other than the brother of Jesus, the first leader of the Jerusalem 
church, should be regarded as the interlocutor of the Lord in the 
First Apocalypse of James. Rather, it emphasizes that the most 

12 Schoedel 1979, 65. 
13 Jerome, De viris in/. 2 (citing the Gospel of Hebrews); Gos. Thom. 

12; 2 Apoc. Jas. 44,13-14; 60,12-13; Origen, Contra Cels. 1,47; Eus., 
Hist. eccl. 2.1,2-5 (citin� Clement of Alexandria); 2.23,3-7; 4.22,4 (citing 
Hegesippus); 2.23,20 (citing Josephus although the text is not found in 
his extant writings). 
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important dimension in the relationship between Jesus and James 
is not physical 14 but spiritual. 15 

2. Date and Provenance

While imparting the Gnostic revelation to James, the Lord also 
instructs him how to pass this message on and when to make it 
public (36,15-38,11). Although the text is quite fragmentary and 
some of its details remain obscure, it still gives a fairly good 
overall view of the transmission process which the revelation 
received by James is supposed to undergo. Before his martyrdom, 
just prior to the destruction of Jerusalem, James is assigned the 
task of conveying the revelation to Addai who is expected to write 
it down ten years later (or ten years after the destruction of Jerusa
lem). Because of the lacunae at the bottom of page 36 and at the 
top of page 37 the next stage(s) of the transmission process re
main(s) unclear. The next connecting link which can be distin
guished in the text 16 is a man called Levi. 17 He begets two sons the 
younger of whom receives the Gnostic message from his father 
and keeps it hidden until he is seventeen years old. Then he re
veals it. Whether he still hands it on privately to someone or 
proclaims it publicly does not become clear because of the lacunae 
in the text. At any rate it is evident that either his proclamation or 
that of his listeners' marks the beginning of the public Gnostic 
mission. 

The passage summarized here is important in two ways. First, 
while the long secret transmission process of the revelation impart-

14 
It is not entirely out of question that the text regards James as the 

first leader of the Jerusalem church but for some theological reason wants 
to reject the notion that Jesus had physical siblings. 

15 
It is noteworthy that Origen can also argue that Paul regarded · 

James as the brother of the Lord, "not so much on account of their rela
tionship by blood, or of their being brought up together, as because of his 
virtue and doctrine" (Contra Cels. 1,47). 

16 Only the first two letters of the name are unequivocally preserved 
in the manuscript. Since the third letter is most probably Y the most 
likely restoration of the name is :>..€Y[ €I]. 

17 In its extant form, the text does not reveal more closely who this 
particular Levi is. Perkins' suggestion (1980, 144) that he is Mary Mag
dalene's defender in the Gospel of Mary is interesting but remains a mere 
conjecture. 
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ed to James reflects an awareness of the relative lateness of Gnos
tic preaching 18 it also intimates a relatively late date of the writing 
itself. The transmission is clearly assumed to have taken place, if 
not in the distant past, at least clearly much earlier than the com
position of the writing. Since the temporal end point of the trans
mission must be considered somewhere in the early part of the 
second century, the actual writing of the text cannot be dated 
earlier than towards the end of the second century. 19 How much 
later the date of composition could be, is difficult to say. An 
approximate terminus ad quem is provided by the material found 
in the cartonnage used to support the covers of the fifth codex of 
the Nag Hammadi Library. The dateable cartonnage of the codex 
derives from the first half of the fourth century. Thus, this codex 
cannot have been prepared much later than in the latter half of the 
fourth century.20 Since the Coptic translation of the text has a text 
history behind it, as is shown by another, possibly different variant 
of the Coptic text, it was probably made already in the third 
century.21 The Greek original is of course still earlier but how 
much? Is it to be placed closer to the beginning of the period in 
question, i.e., towards the end of the second century, or to the end 
of that period, i.e., at the end of the third century, or somewhere 
in the middle? It is not easy to answer this question. However, 
there are some indications which speak for a late second century 
date. 

The idea of the seven Gnostic women (38,16-18)22 has its only 
known parallel in the Sophia of Jesus Christ (90, 17-18). If the 
Sophia of Jesus Christ is dated in the first half of the second 
century, as argued above, it is natural that the First Apocalypse of 
James which contains the same motif is not dated much later, 
especially when no literary dependence between the two can be 
established. Another fact which speaks for a second century dating 
is that the instruction given to James for his ascent past the ar
chontic powers (32,28-36,1) has a very close, almost verbatim 
parallel in the Marcosian formulae taught to a dying Gnostic in 
connection with a sacrament of extreme unction (lren., Adv. haer. 

18 This is pointed out by Perkins 1980, 144. 
19 So also Schoedel 1979, 67; Funk 1987, 255.
20 J.M. Robinson 1972�1984, Cartonnage XIX.
21 Funk 1987, 255.
22 For my reading of the text, see pp. 135-137.
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1.21,5).23 Certainly, Epiphanius also knows the same formulae 
(Pan. 36.3, 1-6). Nevertheless, he is not using an independent 
tradition but has Irenaeus as his source even though he attaches 
the material to his presentation of the Heracleonites.24 The writer 
of the First Apocalypse of James can hardly have depended on an 
anti-Gnostic work of Irenaeus but rather derives his material from 
a Valentinian tradition known both to him/herself and to Irenaeus 
in the latter half of the second century. 

The second noteworthy feature in the description of the trans
mission process is the mention of Addai (b.AAb.10Clb.AA€0C). 
Unfortunately the fragmentary nature of the text does not permit 
us to know much about this Addai. The extant lines say only that 
he is supposed to write down the revelation received by James and 
obviously to hand it on to the next member of the chain of tradi
tion (36,20-27). Although not connected with James in any other 
Christian writings, Addai is not an unknown personage in Early 
Christianity. Sources deriving from Osrhoene and Adiabene, such 
as the excerpts of the Abgar Legend in Eusebius' Historia ecclesi
astica ( 1.13 ), 25 the Doctrine of Addai, and the Chronicle of Arbe
la, 26 introduce him as the founder of Christianity in Edessa.27 In

23 This was pointed out by Bohlig & Labib 1963; see also Schenke 
1966, 27. 

24 Epiphanius seems to know nothing else about Heracleon but his 
name (lrenaeus too only mentions him [Adv. haer. 2.4,l]); therefore, in 
all probability, he uses the material which is the last part of lrenaeus' 
account of the Marcosians to create his presentation of the Heracleonites. 

25 Eusebius speaks of Thaddaeus, one of the seventy chosen by Jesus 
(Luke 10,l; Eus., Hist. eccl. l.12,3; cf. also Matt 10,3 according to which 
Thaddaeus is one of the twelve). According to the Abgar Legend, Thad
daeus (= Addai) is sent by Thomas (not by James!) to perform healings 
and to proclaim the gospel in Edessa. It is possible that Eusebius or the 
writer of the legend has renamed the disciple in order to underline the 
apostolic origin of Osrhoenean Christianity. 

26 Schoedel 1979, 67. 
27 Certainly, the legendary material attached to the person of Addai, 

such as his belonging to the seventy called by Jesus as well as his con
nections with the Apostle Thomas and the King Abgar, are probably of 
a late date as Bauer (1964 [1934], 6-17), Drijvers (1987, 391-393), and 
Lieu (1992, 35) have argued. By no means does this exclude the possibil
ity of the historical Addai who brought the gospel to the areas of 
Osrhoene and Mesopotamia. With this assumption, nothing is said of the 
exact orientation of his proclamation or of other possible early Christian 
missionaries in those regions. If Addai were a mere secondary invention 
created by Syriac-speaking Christianity to justify its claims for ancient 
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addition, local Christian traditions of Arbela in Adiabene and 
Karka de Bet Selok in Bet Garmai insist that he was the first one 
to proclaim the Christian Gospel in these cities as well.28 If the 
Addai of the First Apocalypse of James is the same as the one in 
these Edessene and Mesopotamian documents the provenance of 
the writing could well be sought in Osrhoene or in Mesopotamia.29 

There are two further items in the First Apocalypse of James 
which may suggest an origin in that area. The name of the moun
tain in J Apoc. Jas. 30,20-21, Gaugelan, may be a somewhat 
corrupt Syriac form of Golgotha.30 In addition, the four women 
mentioned in J Apoc. Jas. 40,22-26, Salome, Mariam, probably 
Martha, and Arsinoe (there is a lacuna in the manuscript at this 
point; for the restoration of the text, see below) are also brought 
together in the Manichaean Psalm-book II (194, 19-22; see also 
192,21-24) which probably originated in Mesopotamia and which 
can easily reflect influences of Syrian (Gnostic) Christian tradi
tions. 

Before examining more closely the only text where the name 
of Mariam appears, one further question remains: can something 
be said about the orientation of the Gnostic thinking represented 
by the First Apocalypse of James? It was noted above that the 
instruction imparted by the Lord to James for the ascent of the 

and worthy origin it is probable that instead of him a more famous and 
clearly apostolic authority would have been chosen. As a matter of fact, 
the attempts to tum him into Thaddaeus or to join him together with the 
Apostle Thomas indicate that Addai has been felt to be an insufficient 
imtiator of eastern Syrian Christianity. Drijvers' suggestion (1982, 157-
175, esp. 157-166; 1987, 391-392) that the Abgar legend has its origin 
in the late third century anti-Manichaean polemics where a legend of an 
orthodox Addai is created to combat the Manichaean Addai or Adda(s), 
one of the most prominent disciples and missionaries of Mani, is inge
nious but hardly plausible. The Abgar legend does not betray such po
lemical tones as Drijvers' thesis presupposes. 

28 For the evidence, see Lieu 1992, 35.
29 The eastern Syrian origin of the First Apocalypse of James is 

advocated by Schoedel (1979, 67), with some hesitation also by Funk 
(1987, 255). 

30 See Schoedel 1991, 157-158. Schoedel also reckons with the possi
bility that the name of a Syrian holy mountain, Gaugal, has had influence 
on how the name of Golgotha was spelled. Bohlig (1967, 133) suggested 
earlier that the mountain the text speaks of is Galgala near Jericho. This 
assumption, however, is highly unlikely as Schoedel has demonstrated 
(1991, 157). 
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to being part of a female name.35 Thus, it is probable that the list 
ended somewhere in the middle of line 27 or already at the end of 
line 26 after the letters \NOH. In the former case it contained five 
names or six at most, in the latter only four. 

Bohlig & Labib as well as Schoedel have assumed that the 
number of women was mentioned in the passage itself but the 
numeral indicating it has disappeared through damage to the 
manuscript at the beginning of line 25. The numeral which best 
fills the lacuna of the text is, in their view, [l)TOOY] (four).36 This 
reconstruction, which also makes use of an interesting parallel in 
the Manichaean Psalm-book II (see below), is ingenious but 
nevertheless unlikely. It does not explain adequately why the 
demonstrative article at the end of the previous line is masculine 
when one would expect to find its feminine equivalent since it is 
attached to a numeral referring to women. There is, however, 
another fact which suggests that the list of women in the First 
Apocalypse of James consisted of four names. When the editors of 
the editio princeps sought to restore the list they paid attention to 
the fact that the Manichaean Psalm-book II contains two presenta
tions of Jesus' female disciples which include Marihamme, Mar
tha, Salome, and Arsinoe37 (194,19-22; 192,21-24).38 One of these 
has only these four names (194,19-22), the other one adds seven 
other women (192,25-193,3). If the fourth name of the list in the 
First Apocalypse of James is restored to read [l>,.pC]lNOH, as it 

35 Schoedel 1979, 98-99. It is at least clear that no Greek female 
name is transcribed into Coptic in such a way that it contains a supra
linear stroke. If the name was Egyptian, of course, it could have included 
a supralinear stroke. It is however extremely unlikely that the list of 
women would have contained an Egyptian name. 

36 Bohlig & Labib 1963; Schoedel 1979, 98; Veilleux 1986, 54; the 
translations of Kasser (1968, 174) and Funk (1987, 263) also presuppose 
this reading although both of them have added a question mark after it. 
Schoedel mentions in a footnote another possibility, namely [c�y,qe] 
(seven; cf. 1 Apoc. Jas. 38,16; see also Kasser 1968, 174), but dismisses 
it as improbable in light of the context and the parallel in the Manichae
an Psalm-book JI 194,19-22. 

37 The name there is spelled ArceNOH, but the difference is due to 
orthQgraphical variation. A Manichaean Gospel fragment discovered in 
Turfiin also refers to Arsinoe, spelled 'Arsani'ah. She is one of the 
myrrhophores; Mary Magdalene and Salome are the other two (Puech & 
Blatz 1987, 321). 

38 Bohlig & Labib 1963. 
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latter has its closest parallel in a Valentinian version quoted by 
Irenaeus. This is not the only point in common between the First 
Apocalypse of James and Valentinianism. The idea of the higher 
and the lower (Achamoth) Sophia in I Apoc. Jas. 35,5-36,9 indi
cates that the writer of the text is familiar with a developed form 
of Valentinianism.31 The description of the Father as unnameable
and ineffable (24,20-21) and the doctrine of the unification of the 
female and the male element in the ultimate redemption of a 
Gnostic ( 41, 17-19) are also themes which, although not only 
peculiar to Valentinian thinking, are quite congruous with it. 32 

Based on these observations it can be assumed that the writer of 
the First Apocalypse of James was a Valentinian Christian or at 
least wrote his work in a milieu penetrated by Valentinian ideas.33 

3. The List of Women in 40,25-2634 

The name Mo-.plo-.M occurs only once in the First Apocalypse of 
James. It is part of a list ,where several female names are men
tioned (40,25ff.). The first two names are Salome and Mariam. 
The third name is lost, and only the four last letters (lNOH) of the 
fourth name are preserved. After line 26 the text is so heavily 
corrupt that it is not easy to know how many names the list com
prised altogether. Nevertheless, the two extant letters at the end of 
line 27 do not appear to be part of a name since there is no hori
zontal line above them as is the case with the three visible names 
and, at least in the majority of instances, with the proper names in 
the fifth codex of the Nag Hammadi Library, in general. Schoedel 
has also pointed out that the combination of letter T and letter K, 
with a supralinear stroke over the latter, does not easily lend itself 

31 Funk 1987, 255.
32 Schoedel 1979, 67.
33 The majority of scholars maintain that the First Apocalypse of 

James was produced under some influence of Valentinian thought (for 
arguments, see Veilleux 1986, 9-10) but there are differences as to the 
degree of this influence; for this, see Desjardins 1990, 6-7. 

34 For the entire text of 1 Apoc. Jas. 40,22-26 and its translation, see 
below. 
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could well be, although other possibilities cannot be ruled out,39 

the three names out of four would be the same as in Man. Ps. II

194,19-22. The probability that the two lists were identical, apart 
from the order of the names, is further enhanced by the fact that 
[MN Mo-.f'0o-. MN o-.f'C] fills the lacuna of line 26 very well. 
Given these considerations, the four names in the list of women in 
1 Apoc. Jas. 40,25-26 could be read as follows: co-.:>-...WMH MN 
Mo-.f'lo-.M [MN Mo-.f'0o-. MN o-.f'C]\NOH. 

4. The Identity of Mary in 40,22-26

Once more a writing refers to a Mary without specifying her 
identity. Could she be someone other than Mary Magdalene? At 
least the form of the name seems to exclude the possibility that the 
mother of Jesus is meant.40 At this time, however, in addition to 
Magdalene still another woman can be forwarded as an alternative 
identification of Mary. If one of the persons in the list of women 
is Martha, as argued above, one can ask whether Mo-.f'lo-.M of the 
text could be her sister, Mary of Bethany (John 11,19; 12,3). 
There are two arguments which render this interpretation unlikely. 
First, in Pistis Sophia I-Ill, the only known Gnostic text where 
Martha indisputably appears besides the Manichaean Psalm-book 
//, she does not do it together with her sister but indeed with 
Salome and Mary Magdalene (and Mary, the mother of Jesus). 
Second, one of the lists of four women in the Manichaean Psalm
book II makes it explicit that Mary of the text is Mary Magdalene 
(192,21-22). It introduces her as "a net-caster ... hunting for the 
eleven others that were lost." This presentation of Mary recalls the 
first psalm in the collection of the Psalms of Heracleides in the 
Manichaean Psalm-book II in which Mary Magdalene is entrusted 
with the task of going to the eleven and to be a messenger "to 
these lost orphans" (Man. Ps.11187,12-13).41 

Having stated that Mariam in 1 Apoc. Jas. 40,25 is probably 
meant to be Mary Magdalene and not Mary of Bethany, it is 

39 Greek female names with the ending lNOH are fairly common. 
Domseiff & Hansen ( 1957, 60) list 17 possibilities. 

40 See pp. 63-64. 
41 See the section "Mary Magdalene in the Manichaean Psalm-book". 
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necessary to stress that the distinction between these two alterna
tives may not have been fully clear in the mind of the author. 
Namely, even in Man. Ps. II 192,23 Martha is called the sister of 
Mary Magdalene. If that can be taken concretely,42 the text is 
probably an early indication of the tendency typical of later Chris
tian writings in which Mary Magdalene and Mary of Bethany tend 
to be fused into one and the same person.43 Thus, the portrait of 
Mary Magdalene is complemented with features gained from that 
of Mary of Bethany. 

When the role of Mary Magdalene in the First Apocalypse of
James is assessed, the following questions are particularly signifi
cant: What is her relationship to James, to the seven women 
mentioned in 3 8, 16-17, and to the twelve male disciples ( 42,20-
24)? In addition, one must ask how the discussion about female
ness and maleness ( 41, 15-19) is related to Mary Magdalene and 
other women mentioned in the writing. Because of the fragmentary 
nature of the First Apocalypse of James great caution is in order 
when conclusions are drawn. Nevertheless, some significant obser
vations can be made. We 'shall begin by looking at the passage 
where the list of four women appears. 

5. The Relationship of Mary Magdalene to James

�WIT€ €K[\!)b.]l;,IX€ NEiY,b.X€ NT€ TEi[€C8]1;1ClC TW!_
N2HT MIT€€\[ ... ] Cb.::>-.WMH MN Mo..plo.M [MN Mo..peo. MN
o.pC]lNOH 

42 In the same context the relationship of two other women is de
scribed similarly. lphidama is presented as a sister of Maximilla (Man. 
Ps. II 192,26-28). This characterization is most probably based on the 
account of the Acts of Andrew in which both appear as main female char
acters and are introduced as sisters (338; see Schneemelcher 1989, 127). 

43 See Holzmeister 1922, 556-584. It is usual to date this phenome
non fairly late, that is to say in the time of Augustine or even in the time 
of Gregory the Great. Holzmeister maintains the latter view. Differently 
Grant (1961, 138) who assumes that already Origen identifies the two 
women with each other (and with the anonymous anointer in Luke 7). 
Man. Ps. II 192,21-23 does indicate that this phenomenon has begun 
quite early. However, when one criticizes Holzmeister one has to take 
into consideration that the Manichaean Psalm-book II was discovered 
only after he had written his article. 
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" ... When you speak these words of this [perception/knowledge], 
be persuaded by these [ ... :] Salome and Mary [and Martha and 
Ars]inoe ... "44 

The way the relationship between James and Mary Magdalene as 
well as the other three women is to be viewed in I Apoc. Jas. 

40,22-26 depends, first, on how one understands the meaning of 
the imperative form of the Coptic verb TWT N2HT (40,24) and, 
second, on how one reconstructs the lacuna at the beginning of 
line 25. In this writer's assessment, all the commentators of the 
text have taken TWT N2HT as a transitive verb. Accordingly, they 
have interpreted the text as the Lord's command to James to offer 
encouragement, comfort, or a word of persuasion to the women 
listed in the text.45 Since they think that the list of women includ
ed four names, they fill the lacuna at the beginning of line 25 with 
the Coptic numeral C.,TOOY. Despite its ostensible plausibility, this 
interpretation of the text contains difficult problems which render 
it unlikely. 

First, together with N2HT the verb TWT has exclusively an 
intransitive meaning both in the infinitive and in the qualitative 
( e.g. Rom 4,21; 2 Thess 2, 12; I Apoc. Jas. 42, 17; 2 Apoc. Jas. 

61,4; Paraph. Shem 46,4; Treat. Seth 52,15; Teach. Silv. 115,26; 
possibly I Apoc. Jas. 38,13 as well).46 Thus, ifbefore the demon
strative article on line 24 is not an object marker but is used in the 
instrumental sense. The most plausible meaning of TWT N2HT if 
is therefore "to be persuaded/convinced by" or "to be satisfied 
with." The second problem with the interpretation presented above 
is that the reconstruction of the lacuna at the beginning of line 25 
can hardly be the numeral qTOOY. As noted previously, it does 
not explain adequately why the demonstrative article at the end of 
the previous line is masculine when one would expect to find its 
feminine equivalent since it is attached to a numeral referring to 
women. Therefore, another restoration of the text has to be sought. 

44 The text is taken from Schoedel 1979, 98. For the translation, see 
the discussion below. 

45 Schenke (1966, 29) translates it TWT N2HT: "trOste", Schoedel 
(1979, 99) and Veilleux (1986, 55): "encourage", and Funk (1987, 263): 
"Uberzeuge". 

46 See also the passages mentioned in Crum 1939, 438. 
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There is of course no way of knowing for certain how the 
lacuna of approximately five letters at the beginning of line 25 
should be filled. Nevertheless, the demonstrative article at the end 
of line 24 shows that the lacuna must at least begin with a mascu
line noun. If James is supposed to be persuaded by or be satisfied 
with something the women have said or say, the exhortation of the 
Lord beginning at the end of line 24 could be restored as follows: 
TWT N2HT Mil€€l[W�:K€ N]C�"-WMH MN M�rt�M ( ... be 
persuaded by the word of Salome and Mariam ... )47 or TWT NBHT 
Mil€€l[MNTre] C�"-WMH MN M�rt�M ( ... be persuaded by this 
testimony: Salome and Mariam ... ). Both of these suggestions are 
conjectures but they are based on a grammatically unforced read
ing of the text. Yet in whatever way the lacuna is reconstructed it 
is clear that the text is meant to read that James can learn some
thing from Mary Magdalene and the other three women as he 
speaks "these words of this [per]ception" (40,23-24). This observa
tion raises another question. What is the actual task requiring 
James to be instructed to seek advice or help from the four wom-
en? 

In the context of the First Apocalypse of James the only three 
acts of speaking which James is encouraged to undertake are his 
answers before the three toll collectors during his ascent (33,5-11), 
his communication of the revelation imparted by the Lord to 
Addai (36,15-16), and his rebuke of the twelve (42,20-24). No 
other speaking or proclaiming activity seems to be expected from 
him. On the contrary, he is urged to keep silent (36,13-14). To 
speak the "words of this perception" could very well refer to any 
of these events. In all these instances James is to utilize the 
knowledge he has gained through the special instruction of the 
Lord. Thus, the "words of this perception" is tantamount to the 
"words of this gnosis."48 This means that the word eceHctc (= 
a.iaOricnc;) is used here differently from Platonic philosophy where 
it is the equivalent of a lower cognitive faculty and refers to the 

47 This restoration of the lacuna faces the problem that if the last 
letter of the lacuna of line 25 had had a supralinear stroke above it, it 
possibly would have been visible in the extant text. 

48 In fact, the lacuna at the beginning of line 24, which is reconstruct
ed by Schoedel (1979, 98) to read [€C8]1;1ClC, could be restored 
[rN]C..VClC as well. 
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observation of the visible world by the senses.49 However, the use 
of €C8HC1C is well in agreement with those texts in the Nag 
Hammadi Library in which €C8HC1C clearly stands for rNWClC, 
the ability to see beyond the material reality (Paraph. Shem 
29,2.12; 40,17; Teach. Silv. 89,24; Trim. Prof. 36,12; cf. also 
Apoc. Pet. 74,3). Even in 1 Apoc. Jas. 38,22-23 where it denotes 
an unusual human capacity which gives its owners a special 
strength, €C8HC1C50 seems to be equated with gnosis. Based on 
these considerations, it seems evident that Mary Magdalene and 
the other three women mentioned by name would be considered 
spiritual authorities who could provide guidance to James in the 
most important tasks the Lord entrusts to him. 

In light of the evidence provided by the First Apocalypse of 
James, it is worth noting that there is also another source which 
brings together James and Mary Magdalene. Yet the way the 
relationship between them is described there is different from the 
testimony of the First Apocalypse of James. According to Hippol
ytus of Rome, there existed a second century Gnostic group, the 
Naassenes, who claimed to ground their teaching on the tradition 
derived from James, the brother of the Lord, through Mary Mag
dalene (Ref 5.7,1). If Hippolytus accurately reflects the view of 
the Naassenes, it indicates that at least the writings of the two 
Gnostic groups regarded James and Mary Magdalene as significant 
links in the formation of Gnostic traditions even though the rela
tionship of these two to each other is seen differently. There being 
no theological or thematic connections between the First Apoca
lypse of James and the doctrines of the Naassenes, it is evident 
that the two groups trace their roots back to James and Mary 
Magdalene independently of each other. 

6. Mary Magdalene and the Seven Female Disciples of the Lord

Unfortunately, the passage which speaks of the seven female 
disciples of the Lord is badly damaged (38,16ff.). Virtually eight 
lines at the end of page 38 and at the beginning of page 39 are 

49 Zandee 1991, 134-135. 
50 In J Apoc. Jas. 38,22-23 the word is partly damaged but €C8[H

ClC] is the most likely restoration of the text. 
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completely missing. Thus, the answer of the Lord to the question 
of James concerning them is not available to us. The part of the 
answer which is preserved no longer seems to speak about the 
women. This means that the extant text provides no explicit testi
mony connecting the seven women mentioned in 38,16-18 ·and the 
four women named in the list of 40,25-26. Can one still think that, 
from the vantage point of the author of the First Apocalypse of 
James, the four women belong to the group of seven when only 
four of them have been referred to by name? There are two rea
sons to think that this is indeed possible.51 

First, the seven women are portrayed by James as powerless 
vessels who "have become strong by a perception which is in 
them" (38,22-23). It cannot be mere coincidence that the seven are 
described as women of perception and that James is urged to seek 
advice of the four women when he speaks the words of percep
tion52 (40,23-24). In light of this terminological connection, it 
seems probable that all seven female disciples of the Lord are 
spiritually equiped in a sp�cial way but Salome, Mary Magdalene, 
Martha, and Arsinoe are introduced as the prime examples of the 
group, as women from whom even James can learn. Second, there 
is some evidence in the text that these four of the seven are not 
the only women explicitly mentioned by name. The fragmentary 
line of J Apoc. Jas. 42,4 ends with three letters NN""-, with a 
stroke above them indicating that they are part of a proper noun. 
As Schoedel has noted,53 it was probably a female name, such as 
Anna, Joanna, or Susanna. Especially the last two are well-known 
women in Early Christianity (Lk. 8,3; 24,10). It is worth noting 
that the section where this female name appears is part of the 
answer to a question by James which is somehow related to the 

51 This does not mean that the two references to Jesus' female 
disciples, the one referring to four women, the other to seven, could not 
and did not represent two originally, distinct traditions, as suggested by 
their separate use in Man. Ps. II 194,19-22; 192,21-24; 192,25-193,3 (for 
four women, see also 142,4-13). That the seven women in Man. Ps. II

192,25-193,3 are given names deriving from various second and third 
century apocryphal acts is of course a secondary development; see below 
the chapter "Mary Magdalene in the Manichaean Psalm-book." 

52 If the text is restored to read rNWClC, the connection between the 
two texts is of course not equally explicit, although these two terms seem 
to be more or less identical in the First Apocalypse of James. 

53 Schoedel 1979, 100. 
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role of twoMTe (= these three ones; I Apoc. Jas. 41,20). 
twoMTe could very well refer to those three women from the list 
of seven who have not been mentioned by name in the Lord's 
response immediately preceding the question of James ( 40,9-
41, l 9).54 Because the manuscript is damaged just after the opening 
part of James' question we do not know anything else about these 
three except that, according to James, they have been reviled and 
persecuted. 

If this understanding of the text is correct, the Lord has proba
bly spoken of all seven women in his two answers. They are 
depicted as contemporaries of James and seem to have access to 
a perception or gnosis of deeper spiritual truths similar to that 
James himself gains through the dialogue with the Lord. Yet 
apparently, they do not belong to the chain of authoritative wit
nesses whose task it is to pass on the tradition which is imparted 
by the Lord to James. Nor is there any indication in the extant 
parts of the writing that the women were reckoned with the chil
dren of Him-who-is (36,10-11). This expression is used as a 
technical term to describe those Christian Gnostics who adhered 
to the traditions preserved in the First Apocalypse of James and 
whose prototype James was. Instead, the women - or at least four 
of them - serve as a kind of model for how James is supposed 
to go about his own mission. The author of the First Apocalypse 
of James recognizes them as spiritual authorities although their 
influence on the traditions contained in his writing and transmitted 
to his readers seems to be less direct than that of James, the broth
er of the Lord. They had become strong by a perception which 
was in them, but they did not share the same basic revelation as 
James. 

7. Mary Magdalene and the Twelve Male Disciples

The relationship of Mary Magdalene (and the other women) to the 
twelve male disciples does not appear to be dealt with directly in 

54 Schoedel (1979, 101) has translated the beginning of James' ques
tion as follows: "Rabbi, into these three (things), then, has their [ ] 
been cast." The reason why he adds "(things)' after the number three 
remains obscure (cf. also Veilleux 1986, 57). Kasser (1968, 175) trans
lates the same text: "Rabbi! ... aux epines, done, on a jete leur genre."
This translation is based on a false reading of the text. Apparently, 
Kasser has read ty,oNTe instead of ty,oMT€. 
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the First Apocalypse of James. While the writing expressly ad
dresses the question of James' attitude to the twelve, it still gives 
at least indirect information about Mary's role too. In the extant 
parts of the writing there are two passages which mention the 
twelve.55 In 36,1-4 the text refers to some unspecified entities56 

which are "a type of the twelve disciples." The other passage is 
42,20-24.57 It begins the final section of the writing after the 
second dialogue between the Lord and James. It describes how, 
after the conversation, James sought out the twelve in order to 
speak with them. It is particularly 42,20-24 which sheds light on 
the relationship between James and the twelve (as well as Mary 
Magdalene and the other women). But 36, 1-4 is also important 
since it contains typology which reveals how the writer views the 
twelve. Having suffered textual damages and containing words 
difficult to explain, both passages have engendered diverse and 
contradictory interpretations. Thus, the relationship between James 
and the twelve (as well as Mary Magdalene and the other women) 
in the First Apocalypse of James is a controversial issue. 

Schenke maintains that in J Apoc. Jas. 36,2-4 the twelve disci
ples are juxtaposed with the twelve aeons of the Valentinian 
pleroma who are above the realm of Achamoth, the lower Sophia 
(36,5-6). The same positive understanding of the twelve appears 
in the interpretation of I Apoc. Jas. 42,14-23. According to Schen
ke, James finishes his last comment to the Lord by saying that he 
is going to go to the twelve male disciples and to the seven wom
en in order that, having believed in the Lord, they might find 
consolation in their sorrow. Then James goes to the twelve, sup
ports, and comforts them.58 Schenke's translation of the text is 
based on the argument that the verb CO2€ in 42,21 does not have 
the connotation of reproving but that of supporting and comfort-

55 The twelve in 25,26 do not refer to the disciples but to the archons 
who rule over one hebdomad each (see 26,1-3.23). 

56 Because the text in 35,23-36, I is very fragmentary one can present
only conjectures as to what these unspecified entities are; for suggestions, 
see below. 

57 The twelve can hardly refer to the archons, even though they are 
the object of a CO2€ (for the translation of the word, see below) in the 
same way as the archons in the prediction of the Lord in 30, 1-4. The 
rebuke of the Lord materializes in 34, 19-20 and 35, 19-25, not in 42,20-
24 where James is the actor. 

58 Schenke 1966, 29. 
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ing.59 The logical conclusion to Schenke's observations is that in
the First Apocalypse of James the twelve also received gnosis and, 
together with James and the seven women, joined authoritative 
witnesses to the secret revelation of the Lord, although the credit 
for encouraging them belongs to James.60 

A different view of the relationship between the twelve and 
James (as well as Mary Magdalene and the other women) is 
advocated by Perkins. According to her, the twelve in the First 
Apocalypse of James are not compared with the aeons of the 
pleroma but with the twelve lower heavens of Achamoth. Conse
quently, the twelve are "given a lower status than that of the 
Gnostics, who are sons of the Father . ... This arrangement implies 
that those Christians who depend on the twelve for their tradition 
belong to the lower Sophia. They do not have any share in the 
knowledge of the Father brought by Jesus."61 Perkins sees the final 
encounter between James and the twelve as a rebuke of the twelve 
(42,20-24). She thinks the episode reflects the same anti-apostolic 
tendency that is found in the Apocryphon of James, in which the 
twelve disciples explicitly reject gnosis.62 

Schoedel also sees a correlation between the twelve and Acha
moth. Unlike Perkins, however, he does not think that Achamoth 
is a totally negative figure in the First Apocalypse of James. 
Rather, "two types of beings arise from Achamoth: those not 
entirely alien of which ... Gnostics can say, 'they are ours' (34,8); 
and those whom she produces in ignorance" (35, 13-17).63 Since
the twelve disciples seem to have a prototype at a higher level, 
Schoedel believes they could belong to those products of Acha
moth who "are not entirely alien."64 This means that although
Schoedel acknowledges James' superiority to the apostles who, in 

59 According to Crum (1939, 380), both meanings are possible. 
60 This interpretation is not explicitly stated by Schenke (1966, 29) 

but his translation of the text leads to this kind of conclusion. 
61 Perkins 1980, 143-144. 
62 Perkins 1980, 144. 
63 Schoedel 1991, 169. 
64 Schoedel argues that the context of the typology presupposes that 

the prototype of the twelve disciples and the twelve pairs is a positive 
entity, such as the duodecad or the body of Truth in the pleroma, since 
the Lord has just described the ascent of James to the Pre-existent One. 
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his view, represent Catholic Christians,65 their evaluation is rela
tively mild in the First Apocalypse of James.66 According to 
Schoedel, the writer of the text wants to point out the greater 
adequacy of Gnostic teaching compared with that of the twelve. 
Yet he does not regard the twelve as belonging to the sphere of 
the archons but as standing midway between the Gnostics, repre
sented by James in the first place and the women, and the Jews 
whom the archons typify. 

As these interpretations show, it is not easy to determine the 
position of the twelve in the text world of the First Apocalypse of 
James. At any rate, it is at least apparent that some tension be
tween James (and thus the women also) and the twelve can be 
attested in the text. It is most obvious in the passage which de
scribes the meeting between James and the twelve after James has 
finished his conversation with the Risen Lord (42,20-24). In light 
of the use of CO2€ or its derivatives elsewhere in the First Apoc
alypse of James,67 it is difficult to interpret lines 42,21-22 in any 
other way than that James sternly rebuked the twelve.68 The most 
natural rendering of the phrase o..lfNOY:X:E [ERO),..]69 Nc[H]TOY

NOYTWT NcHT [ ... ]opot�70 NT€ [O]YrNWClC (= "he cast [out] 
from them assurance [ concerning the way/pouring out] of gno
sis"71) strengthens the impression even more that James sees the 
twelve through critical eyes. But does his rebuke indicate that the 

65 Schoedel 1991, 167. 
66 Schoedel 1991, 172-173. Although Schoedel translates CO2€ in 

42,21 "to rebuke" he does not seem to infer from this that the Gnostic 
James in this passage distances himself completely from the apostles who 
for their part repudiate gnosis. 

67 In all the other instances both the verb and the noun derived from 
it is used in the sense of expressing a rebuke. The object of the reproof 
in each case is the archons (28,2.8.9; 30,2). 

68 Contra Schenke 1966, 29. 
69 The most likely reconstruction of the lacuna at the beginning of 

line 42,23 is [€BOA]. Other possible adverbs, such as €2OYN or earo-1, 
do not make sense in this context when attached to the verb NOY�€ and 
the preposition i3N-. 

7
° Kasser (1968, 175) fills the lacuna so that he translates it: "[un 

grand (?) epan]chement." This translation seems to presuppose a reading, 
such as: [oYNOcf No.J110r013'. Schoedel (1979, 100) restores the text: 
[€TB€ tn1or010., and renders it: "[concerning the] way"; see also Funk 
1987, 263. 

71 The translation is mine.
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twelve have to be seen as fierce antagonists who in fact belong to 
the camp of the archons, as Perkins insists? In its extant form the 
text does seem to suggest an interpretation, such as Perkins', but 
the fragmentary character of the following lines of the text com
pels us to be cautious in drawing final conclusions. 72 The text can 
also be understood to represent James' initial reprimand which is 
then followed by an invitation to leave an insufficient understand
ing of gnosis and to seek a deeper perception in the same way that 
James himself and the women have done. Certainly, James trans
mitted his own secret revelation imparted by the Lord only to 
Addai, still this does not necessarily imply that no genuine spiritu
al knowledge could be attained outside the transmission process 
James launched, although it explains the non-apostolic nature of 
the secret tradition the First Apocalypse of James reflects. The 
women, as a matter of fact, are a good example. 

The reasoning above also finds some support in observations 
one can make concerning the relationship of Achamoth to the 
twelve in the First Apocalypse of James. The text in which the 
two are explicitly brought together is 35,23-36,6. The passage is 
a part of the Lord's speech in which he instructs James how to 
manage the ascent to the Pre-existent One and how to pass on this 
knowledge. It begins by describing how James comes to the end 
of his ascent. Following a lacuna of three lines, the Lord presents 
a typology which illustrates his view of the twelve. According to 
the text, some unspecified entities are a type of the twelve apostles 
and the twelve pairs. Unfortunately, the fragmentary condition of 
the text prevents drawing any firm conclusions about the character 
of these entities. They may belong to the realm of the Pre-existent 
One but not necessarily. The twelve pairs, which are juxtaposed 

72 T.V. Smith (1985, 109) has suggested that the final fragmented
section of the writing (43,7-22) records "the reaction of the twelve to 
James' revelation: while some accept it, others assert that James 'is not 
worthy of life' (43:15)." In T.V. Smith's view, it is jealousy on the part 
of certain members of the twelve which then results in James' condem
nation to death. The problem with T.V. Smith's interpretation is that 
there is nothing in the passage which would indicate that the twelve are 
the speakers in the text. Neither can this be argued on the basis of the 
reference to twelve in 42,20-24, since there is a lacuna of approximately 
11 lines between the two passages. In the text which is now destroyed 
new persons (for example some Jews; cf. the descri_Etions of James' 
martyrdom in 2 Apoc. Jas. 61,1-62,12; Hegesippus LEus., Hist. eccl. 
2.23,12-18]) could very well have been introduced into the text. 
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with the twelve, are somehow related to Achamoth, but again the 
text is so damaged that the precise relationship remains unclear. 
Schenke's notion - which sees the twelve in a positive light -
that the unspecified entities are figures which can typify both the 
twelve and the duodecad of the Valentinian pleroma73 and Perkins' 
conception - which sees the writer giving an extremely critical 
view of the twelve - are both merely good conjectures. There
fore, it is useful to leave 1 Apoc. Jas. 35,23-36,6 and approach the 
question of the relationship between Achamoth and the twelve 
through those texts that illuminate the role of Achamoth in the 
cosmology of the First Apocalypse of James.

Schoedel's observation that Achamoth is an ambivalent figure 
is an important point of departure.74 On the one hand, the fact that 
she is from the Pre-existent One is made visible in her activities. 
On the other hand, since her activities are undertaken without any 
co-operation with the realm of the Pre-existent One, in other 
words, without any male partner, she may also produce sheer 
failures. The duality in her character is well illustrated by the fact 
that she produces both th�se who "are not entirely alien" (34,2) 
and the twelve archons. This means that the linkage between 
Achamoth and the twelve need not require that the twelve be seen 
in a completly negative light in the First Apocalypse of James. In 
addition, Schoedel points out that in the Marcosian system (which 
also included the Valentinian account of the ascent discussed 
above) both the twelve apostles and the twelve pairs (symbolizing 
the zodiac75) are typified by the Valentinian duodecad or "the body 
of Truth," one aeon of the Valentinian pleroma.76 With these two 
considerations in mind, Schoedel suggests, as we have seen above, 
that the twelve assume a middle position between the Gnostics, 
represented by James, and the archons. In other words, they are 
those who "are not entirely alien." 

Although Schoedel's assertion concerning the role of Achamoth 
is correct, nowhere in the extant part of the First Apocalypse of

73 Schenke overlooks the fact that the Valentinian duodecad is not 
actually twelve but six pairs (see lren., Adv. haer. 1.1,2). 

74 Schoedel 1991, 166-173. 
75 Both the precise interpretation of the twelve pairs as well as their

position in the typology of the text is rather speculative in Schoedel's 
argumentation (1991, 171-173). 

76 Schoedel 1991, 171-173.
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James are the twelve identified with those who "are not entirely 
alien." However, this possibility of interpreting the ambivalence 
of the products of Achamoth cannot be ruled out, especially con
sidering those Valentinian texts which presuppose a category of 
the psychic ones standing somehow in the middle between the 
pneumatic and the hylic ones. At any rate, Schoedel provides a 
necessary warning against that line of interpretation in which the 
twelve are pictured in completely negative terms because of their 
attachment to Achamoth (Perkins). 

On the other hand, Schenke's overly positive view of the 
twelve, based on his unlikely reconstructions and translations of 
the text, is equally untenable. It is obvious that some sort of 
distinction between James (and thus the women also) and the 
twelve can be attested in the text. This is not only shown by the 
apparent connection of the twelve with the lower Sophia but also 
by the manner in which the Lord's teaching of his own identity 
and that of the imperishable Sophia as well as the children of 
Him-who-is (36,7-11) is contrasted with the way in which he 
speaks about the twelve (36, 1-6). In addition, the twelve do not 
have the same perception as James and Mary Magdalene or the 
other women. They have to be rebuked and disillusioned, since 
they evidently have an insufficient conception of gnosis and faith. 
Attractive but undeniably hypothetical is an assumption that in the 
text world of the First Apocalypse of James the twelve belong to 
that crowd around James (30,27; see also 30,21) who are not 
granted a special personal revelation or gnosis from the Lord, 
directly as in the case of James and the seven women or indirectly 
as in the case of Addai and those after him. They are only follow
ing James, being dispersed just before the revelation was imparted 
to him. 

8. Mary Magdalene and Feminine Terminology as a Symbol of the
Perishable

In light of the positive role the author of the First Apocalypse of 
James attributes to Mary Magdalene and the other women, it is 
pertinent to ask what their relationship is to the discussion of the 
perishable character of the femaleness in 41, 15-19. The text states 
that the female element not only symbolizes the perishable but that 
it is inferior to the imperishable male element, and its goal is to be 
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assimilated to the latter. At the beginning of the writing there is 
another text which sheds light on the notion of femaleness. In 
24,27-30 the Lord instructs James that "femaleness existed, but 
femaleness was not [first].77 And [it] prepared for itself powers and
gods." This is an apparent allusion to the creative activity of 
Achamoth, the lower Sophia. Powers and gods evidently stand for 
the archons who rule over the material world. 

The First Apocalypse of James is not the only Gnostic text 
which uses feminine terminology symbolically. In some Gnostic 
texts femaleness is a negative metaphor for sexuality which results 
in giving birth and fettering souls in the bondage of matter ( e.g. 
Dial. Sav. 144,17-21; Zost. 1,10-15; cf. also Thom. Cont. 144,8-
10).78 However, there is no evidence in the First Apocalypse of 
James that femaleness here would symbolize sexuality. The text 
does not contain any expressly encratic emphases. On the contrary, 
it refers to begetting two sons without any negative verdict (3 7, 13-
14 ). 

The interpretation of femaleness in the First Apocalypse of 
James must start with the observation that there is an analogy 
between perishableness and femaleness. That which is perishable 
is female. With this consideration in mind, it seems safest to 
conclude that femaleness represents the mode of worldly existence, 
taken as a whole. Not even the children of Him-who-is can escape 
the severe limitations life in the material world brings with it. This 
is illustrated by the destiny of James himself. He has to undergo 
seizure and sufferings (32,17-22; 33,2-5). This cannot be avoided 
but he can take comfort from the fact that this does not actually 
affect the destiny of his real self. What actually matters is the 
knowledge that the children of Him-who-is and perhaps also those 
"who are not entirely alien" will attain the imperishableness of 
maleness although their existence in the present material world is 
characterized by the perishableness of femaleness. 

In light of the positive evaluation of Mary Magdalene and the 
other women, it is somewhat surprising that feminine gender 

77 The text reads: N€CY,OOTT [N]6'1 tMNTC21M€ l>.'A'Al>. N€q 
Y!O[ ..... J tMNTC?,lM€ l>.N. The most likely restoration of the lacuna is crn
N61]; see Schoedel 1979, 68. 

78 For the use of femininine terminology as negative metaphors, see
Wisse 1988, 297-307; Marjanen 1992, 139-142. 
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imagery can be used in this rather devaluing way. Yet this is not 
too surprising when the pejorative use of feminine gender lan
guage is seen in the wider context of Mediterranean culture, where 
the male represents what is perfect, powerful, and transcendent and 
the female what is incomplete, weak, and mundane.79 The same 
understanding of femaleness is reflected in the comment of James, 
where he characterizes the seven women as "powerless vessels" 
(38,21-22).80 

However, it is important to note that femaleness is not abso
lutely negative in the statements expressed by the author of the 
First Apocalypse of James. Even though women are described as 
"powerless vessels" in accordance with the dominant contemporary 
language pattern, they may, to the great amazement of James, 
become "strong by a perception which is in them" (38,21-23). 
Thus, the standard conception of femaleness is questioned. In 
addition, femaleness is not something which children of Him-who
is leave behind in the act of redemption, but it is elevated to a 
higher level of reality. In other words, femaleness is not to be 
rejected but to be assimilated or transformed into maleness.81 Thus, 
the notion of femaleness the author of the First Apocalypse of 
James represents is somewhat different from that of those radically 
dualistic Gnostic texts, the prime example being Zostrianos, in 
which femaleness stands for sexually characterized material being 
which has to be entirely abandoned ( cf. also Dial. Sav. 144, 17-
21 ). 82 The closest parallels to the notion of femaleness in the First 
Apocalypse of James are found in Excerpta ex Theodoto (21,3; 
79). , In these texts, too, femaleness stands for existence in the 
material world, weak and subject to cosmic forces, and the female 

79 For a representative example of this view, see p. 73 n. 55. 
8
° Cf. I Pet 3,7. 

81 As Wisse (1988, 302) has noted, / Apoc. Jas. 41,15-16 echoes 
Cor 15,53. 

82 Although emphasizing more the devaluation of femininity common 
to both the First Apocalypse of James and the radically dualistic Gnostic 
texts such as Zostrianos, Wisse (1988, 302) acknowledges the same dif
ference. 
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is the one who has not yet reached the ultimate redemption but 
who does it by becoming male.83 

In the texts of Excerpta ex Theodoto and in the First Apoca
lypse of James the perishableness of femaleness is not only a 
problem of women but that of men as well. To use the terminolo
gy of the First Apocalypse of James, both women and men have 
to and can "attain to the male element." Therefore, it is no prob
lem for the author of the First Apocalypse of James to acknowl
edge Mary Magdalene and the other women as significant spiritual 
authorities, equalling James, the author's own spiritual hero. 
Through gnosis women are able to negate standard conceptions of 
femaleness prevailing in the contemporary culture. The powerless 
vessels can become so strong that they even function as an exam
ple for James while he is fulfilling the task given by the Lord. 

The juxtaposition of the significant role of Mary Magdalene as 
well as that of the other women and the devaluing use of feminine 
terminology raises the question of the circumstances of composi
tion. Is this somewhat surprising combination a further example of 
an unreflected way of assimilating two ostensibly contradictory 
notions, a practice common in religious writings, or does it reveal 
something about the audience of the writing? If the author of the 
First Apocalypse of James has deliberately juxtaposed pejorative 
feminine terminology with significant female spiritual heroes, 
he/she may have tried to take into account those readers, possibly 
mostly female, who had difficulty accepting the use of femaleness 
as an inferior category over against maleness. Introducing Mary 
Magdalene and the other women to the writing, next to James, the 
main spiritual authority of the work, the author alleviates the 
negative connotation attached to femaleness. 

83 The same is true with Gos. Thom. 114 as well, although it is 
probable that there femaleness is also a symbol of sexual desire and 
seductiveness, whereas maleness represents sexual continence. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

MARY MAGDALENE 

IN THE GOSPEL OF PHILIP 

1. Introductory Remarks

There are two passages in the Gospel of Philip 1 where Mary 
Magdalene appears (59,6-11; 63,30-64,9).2 Both are important for 
our understanding of early Christian Mary Magdalene traditions, 
since in both she is viewed from the perspective of having an 
extraordinary relationship to Jesus. The latter passage also treats 
her special role among his disciples. 

Apart from Pistis Sophia, the Gospel of Philip is the only 
Gnostic writing where Mary Magdalene appears with the explicit 
characterization of her identity. In both instances where she is 
introduced in the text she is provided with a reference to her place 
of origin (59,6-11; 63,30-64,9). 

The Gospel of Philip is a Valentinian text that was written 
either at the end of the second century or at the latest at the begin
ning of the third.3 The interest the author shows in Syriac words 

1 The text was apparently written in Greek but it is known only in 
Coptic translation, attested by a single manuscript in the second codex of 
the Nag Hammadi Library (Layton 1989a). Tiie English translations of 
the text used in this study follow those of Isenberg (1989) unless other
wise noted. 

2 The present study cites the passages of the Gospel of Philip accord
ing to page and line of the manuscript (Layton 1989a). This is done 
because there is no standard system to divide and to number the text in 
smaller units (the most common is that of Schenke 1959; 1987; but see 
also Krause 1971; Layton 1987). An additional problem is that in older 
literature, reference is frequently made not to the manuscript pages ( 51-
86) but to the plate numbers of an early photographic facsimile of the
text (99-134; so e.g. the editions and translations of Schenke [1959], de
Catanzaro [1962], Wilson [1962], and Till [1963]). Menard (1967) and
La�on (1987) include both systems of numbering, but in Menard's
edition the manuscript pages are for some reason numbered so that the
first page has the number 53 and the last 88.

3 According to Wilson (1962, 3-5), this dating is supported by fea
tures common to the Gospel of Philip and in the Valentinian systems 
described by Irenaeus and contained in the Excerpta ex Theodoto, para)-
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and etymologies (63,21-23; 56,7-9; 62,6-17) and in Eastern sacra
mental practice and catecheses suggests that the writing was prob
ably composed in Syria,4 possibly in Edessa5 or in Antioch.6 

Despite its name, the writing does not resemble a narrative gospel, 
nor does it represent a sayings gospel or a revelation dialogue. 
Rather, it is a collection of excerpts of various literary types, 7 with 
special emphasis on sacramental and ethical themes.8 

It is characteristic of the composition of the Gospel of Philip 
that the excerpts are loosely joined together, sometimes without 
any apparent literary linkage at all. Even such passages which deal 
with the same topics can be found scattered in diverse places 
within the gospel. This does not, however, mean that the writing 
is simply "a collection of stray notes without much connection."9 

Although the arrangement of the material is rather exceptional, 
leading many scholars to conclude that the writing displays no 
continuity or progression of thought, 10 both the content and style 

leis with the Apostolic Fathers, and the outward form of the New Testa
ment citations (for the last argument, see also Stroud 1990, 68-81). In 
addition, Gaffron (1969, 64.70) thinks that the use of non-canonical and 
non-Gnostic dominical sayings besides the citations of the canonical Gos
pels and the differentiation between the ci1t6crtolot and the ci1toai:olucoi 
point to a date in the second half of the second century. See also note 6. 
Isenberg (1989, 134-135) prefers to date the writing in the second half 
of the third century but gives no compelling reason why this should be 
the case. 

4 Schenke 1987, 151; Isenberg 1989, 134. 
5 Because of its bilingual milieu (Greek and Syriac), Edessa is advo

cated by Layton (1987, 325) and Schenke (1987, 151). 
6 Segelberg 1966, 205-223; 1967-68, 207-210; Krause 1971, 94; 

Siker 1989, 285-288. It is of interest that both the Gospel of Philip and 
Theophilus of Antioch (about 180 C.E.) insist that the name Christian 
derives from the rite of chrism (Gos. Phil. 74,12-14; Theophilus, Ad 
Autolycum 1.1,12). 

7 For the literary genre of the Gospel of Philip, see Isenberg 1989, 
132; Schenke 1987, 152-153. 

8 Schenke 1987, 152; Isenberg 1989, 132. 
9 This appraisal was made by van Unnik (1963-64, 465). 
10 So e.g. Schenke 1959, I; Grant 1960, 2; Segelberg 1960, 191; van 

Unnik 1963-64, 465; Isenberg 1989, 133. Even Gaffron (1969, 21-22) 
who opposes those scholars who regard the Gospel of Philip as a collec
tion of material without any definite plan of composition (Segelberg) or 
as a florilegium of certain Gnostic sayings and ideas (Schenke ), must 
admit that the author of the writing has not succeeded "seinen Stoff ge
ordnet darzubieten." Similarly Wilson (1962, 9-10), who thinks that the 
author of the text has organized his material as to spiral inexorably to-
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of the work betray enough coherence that it still seems to reflect 
theological interests and religious language, even literary devices, 11 

cherished, if not by a single author, at least by one religious 
community. 12 This insight is important methodologically. Even if 
the excerpts which deal with Mary Magdalene seem to be inde
pendent in their immediate contexts they cannot be studied sepa
rately from the rest of the writing. Their full meaning must be 
determined by examining relevant issues in the entire work. 13 

2. Analysis of 59,6-11

Gos. Phil. 59,6-11 can easily be isolated from its immediate 
literary context. The preceding excerpt (58,26-59,6) speaks of the 
contrast between the natural and the spiritual birth and concludes 
with the remark: "We receive conception from the grace which is 
in one another" (59,5-6). The pericope which follows 59,6-11 
introduces a new theme. It deals with the "names" of the "Father," 
the "Son" and the "Holy Spirit" (59, 11-18) and has no direct 
connection with the foregoing. 

The excerpt 59,6-11 can be divided in two parts: 

wards the supreme mystery of the bridal chamber, concedes that it is dif
ficult to find a clear and logical structure or development in the writing. 
Menard (1967, 3-6) has claimed that the linking words between the ex
cerpts function as signs of continuity and progression of thought but his 
argumentation seems quite vulnerable in light of the absence of linking 
words in many instances. 

11 For the theological emphases of the writing, see Wilson 1962, 12-
25; for the style of writing, see Gaffron 1969, 14-18. 

12 Whether the final form of the text derives from an author who 
"zwar Oberlieferungen verschiedener Art und Herkunft zusammengetra
gen hat, diesen dann aber seinen ganz perstinlichen Stempel aufgedrilckt 
hat," as Gaffron (1969, 14) insists, or whether it is a product of a com
piler-editor whose own contribution to the text is basically limited to 
more or less random selections of material from the teaching of an earlier 
catechist, as Isenberg (1989, 134) maintains, is of secondary importance 
for the present consideration. 

13 This methodological observation is presented by Desjardins (1990, 
92) in his study of sin in the Gospel of Philip. A different view is adopt
ed by Layton (1987, 326) who thinks that "individual groups of excerpts
can profitably be studied in isolation, with comparison of other works or
fragments of Valentinianism or of classic gnosticism." 
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(1) NE OYN WOMTE MOOWE MN lT2!:0E1C OYOElW NlM
Mo..ru,,. TEqMo..o.. y 0,.. YW TECCWNE 0,.. yw Mo..r:o.o..:>-..HNH
To..El ETOYMOYTE Eroc 21:E TEqKOtNWNOC
(2) Mo..rto.. r o..r TE TEqCWNE o.. YW TEqMo..o.. Y TE o.. YW
TEqi3wTrE TE

(1) There were three (women)14 who always walked with the Lord:
Mary, his mother, and her sister and the Magdalene, the one who was
called his companion.
(2) For Mary is his sister, his mother and his companion. 15 

The first part of the passage states that among Jesus' most intimate 
followers there were three women who accompanied him during 
his entire earthly career. 16 OYOElW NlM ("always") may also 
emphasize the special closeness of their relationship to him.'7 In 
presenting the three women, the author of the text is evidently 
dependent on the list of women in John 19,25. 18 He has edited the 
tradition by leaving out the specific identification of the sister of 
Jesus' mother and by introducing Mary Magdalene as "the one 
who was called his compan'ion." 

The second part of the excerpt is an explanatory continuation 
of the first. Yet it is not altogether clear whether it simply states 
that all three women who were in a close relationship to Jesus had 
the same name or, by referring to her three manifestations, it tries 

14 YJOMT€ is a feminine form and indicates clearly that women are 
meant. 

15 The translation is mine (cf. Krause 1971, 101) and deviates from 
that of Isenberg especially in the second/art (for the reasons, see below
p. 160). Isenberg renders: "His sister an his mother and his companion
were each a Mary." For various translations of the second part of the 
text, see Klauck 1992, 2357. 

16 The beginning of the text may echo Mark 15,41. 
17 It is probably an overstatement, however, to think that this particu

lar adverb implies that the three women were "closer to and more ardent 
followers of Jesus than were the other (male) disciples" as Buckley 
(1988, 214) has suggested. 

18 Recently, this has been most forcibly argued by Klauck 1992, 
2343-2358. The fact that no unanimity prevails as to the exact number 
of the women in John 19,25 does not affect the question of dependence 
between John 19,25 and Gos. Phil. 59,7-8. The author of the Gospel of
Philip has obviously interpreted John 19,25 in such a way that it refers 
to three women. 
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to define more clearly who Mary really is.19 That the meaning of 
the text is not immediately clear is shown by various and often 
ambiguous translations of the text.20 

When the portrait of Mary Magdalene in the Gos. Phil. 59,6-11 
is considered two questions are of prime importance. First, what 
does it mean that Mary Magdalene is viewed as the "companion 
of the Lord"? Second, if the last part of the excerpt not only 
confirms that Mary Magdalene was one of Maries accompanying 
Jesus but tries to say something more, how does this affect our 
understanding of Mary Magdalene in the writing? 

2.1 Mary Magdalene as the Companion of the Lord 

In Gos. Phil. 59,6-11 itself, there is no explicit reason given for 
calling Mary Magdalene the KO\NWNOC of the Lord. It is simply 
stated. Apart from the Gospel of Philip, Mary Magdalene is no
where introduced as the companion of the Lord. Neither is this 
epithet attributed to any other disciple in extant early Christian 
writings. Difficulty in interpreting the word is complicated by the 
fact that the Greek word 1Cotvcov6c; may assume a wide range of 
meanings. Basically, it denotes a person engaged in "fellowship or 
sharing with someone or in something."21 What a 1eotvcov6c; can 
share with his or her partner can take many forms, ranging from 
a common enterprise or experience to a shared business.22 In the 
Bible, for example, 1eotvcov6c; can be used to denote a marriage 
partner (Mal 2,14; cf. also 3 Mace 4,6), a companion in faith 
(Philem 17; cf. also Interp. Know. 9,31-32), a co-worker in pro
claiming the gospel (2 Cor 8,23), or a business associate (Luke 
5,10). 

In the Gospel of Philip, KO\NWNOC occurs only twice. Besides 
59,9, it is also found in 63,32-33. Because of its fragmented 
condition however, the latter passage is rather obscure in its use 
of the word.23 The text can be reconstructed to show KO\NWNOC

19 Klauck 1992, 2354.
2
° For different translations of the text, see Klauck 1992, 2356-

2357. 
21 Hauck 1966, 797. 
22 For the use of the group tcotvcov-, see Hauck 1966, 797-809. 
23 For the text, seep. 162-163. 
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as a characterization of either Mary Magdalene24 or Sophia.25 If it 
is an epithet of Mary Magdalene the text says nothing more than 
59,9, i.e., it merely states that she was known to be the companion 
of the Savior26 but does not specify this relationship any further. 
Only if it refers to Sophia could it help us gain more insight into 
the meaning of the word in 59,9. Yet there is no way to decide 
with any degree of certainty which one of the two restorations is 
more probable.27 Therefore, 63,32-33 cannot be taken into consid
eration when interpreting KO\NWNOC in 59,9. 

Even if the word KO\NWNOC is rare and ambiguous in the 
Gospel of Philip, other words of the group Kotvcov- (pKO\NWN€\, 
KO\NWN\o.) as well as their Coptic equivalent 2WTP appear 
frequently in the writing and provide a basis for understanding 
KO\NWNOC. Basically, these words are used in three ways. First, 
the words are employed in a pejorative sense referring to adulter
ous intercourse. It is important to note, however, that in those 

24 Isenberg (I 989, 166) reconstructs the lacuna in Gos. Phil. 63,34: 
MC[Wji""T€ MAJrl.15>., and thus thinks that 63,32-34 constitutes an inde
pendent nominal clause: "And Mary Magdalene is the companion of the 
Savior." 

25 Schenke (1965, 328) fills the lacuna on line 33 as follows: Mm�:
[CWTHP MA]Pl.15>.. According to that restoration it is Sophia who is both 
the mother of angels and the companion of the Savior. A new sentence 
begins with the name Mary Magdalene and continues on line 34. 

26 There is no reason to assume that the Savior is not meant to be 
identical with the Lord in 59,7 (see the following note). 

27 The arguments which speak for Isenberg's reconstruction (see note 
24) are: (1) the characterization of Mary Magdalene agrees with her pre
sentation in 59,9; (2) A YW (63,32) is used in its most common function,
i.e., to connect independent clauses. A slightly weak point in Isenberg's
restoration is the fact that in 63,33 CWTHP is used in its abbreviated form
whereas in 64,3 it is in its full form. To be sure, the translator or the
copyist of the Gospel of Philip is not consistent in employing or not
employing abbreviated forms (for CTAYpoc, see e.g. 73,12 and 73,15).
In Schenke's reconstruction (see. note 25), both occurrences of the word
CWTHP are in the same form. Yet he has to presuppose the use of A YW,
as joining nouns or their equivalents, which is somewhat unusual al
though not impossible, not even in the Gospel of Philip (see Layton
1989a, 291). Schenke also has to explain why both Mary Magdalene and
Sophia can be called the companion of Jesus/the Savior. His solution is
that Sophia is the companion of the lower Savior and Mary Magdalene
that of the earthly Jesus. Thus Schenke posits (I 959, 3) that the Gospel
of Philip contains a Valentinian doctrine of three different Christs (Hipp.,
Ref 6.36,4). The problem with this thesis is that Gos. Phil. 63,30-64,9
does not seem to make any distinction between the earthly Jesus and the
Savior.
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cases it is not the words themselves which suggest the negative 
connotation, but the context in which they appear.28 Thus, the 
word KOlNWNOC as well as its Coptic equivalent have no pejora
tive flavor themselves. Therefore they cannot stand for an illegiti
mate sexual partner since the context of the text does not imply 
anything like that. 

Second, the words of the group 1eotvrov- as well as their Coptic 
equivalents refer to the literal pairing of man and woman in mari
tal (and sexual) relationship. Although the pairing is portrayed in 
literal terms, it always functions as a metaphor for a deeper, 
spiritual partnership.29 This being the case, the second use of the 
words is closely related to a third, in which the words serve to 
describe the salvific experience of a Gnostic Christian. It takes 
place when unity with the divine realm is reestablished. This 
experience is depicted as union with an angelic counterpart in the 
pleroma or as its ritual anticipation with another Gnostic of oppo
site sex in the sacrament of the bridal chamber. In both cases 
similar terminology can be employed.30 

In light of this evidence, there remain two alternatives to inter
pret KOlNWNOC in 59,9. First, it may simply indicate that in the 
text world of the Gospel of Philip Mary Magdalene was seen as 
the marriage partner of Jesus. The fact that the other two Maries 
are Jesus' relatives gives some support to the idea that the com
panionship of Mary could be understood in terms of a family 
connection. On the other hand, according to the text, the connect
ing link between the three women of the text is, besides the com-

28 In 78,18 rKotNWN€t denotes an illicit intercourse because it takes 
r.lace between a woman and her adulterer. In 61,10-12 it is stated that
'every act of sexual intercourse (KotNWNtb..) which has occurred be
tween those unlike one another is adultery." The latter text is probably 
to be seen as an attempt to express metaphorically how impossible it is 
for a non-Gnostic to reach the unification to the pleroma. Another case 
of the use of rKotNWN€t as a negative metaphor is in 65,3-5 where it 
is said that the male unclean spirits "unite with the souls which inhabit 
a female form." This results in defilement of the souls of women. The 
text goes on to describe how the same can happen with the souls of men 
when they are sexually attacked by the female unclean spirits. It is only 
the union of the soul with its angelic counterpart in the pleroma or 
probably already in the sacrament of the bridal chamber which makes the 
soul immune to the attacks of the unclean spirits ( 65,23-36). 

29 81,34-82,7 (rkotNWN€t); 76,6-9 (!3WTjiJ; cf. also 78,25 (TW!3). 
30 See e.g. 70,9-22; 58,10-14; 65,23-26. 
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mon name, not their possible kinship with Jesus but their belong
ing to his most intimate followers. The decisive argument against 
the assumption that the primary meaning of KOtNWNOC is "wife" 
is the fact that in all the other instances where the Gospel of Philip 
speaks about someone's wife it uses the usual word q�tM€ ·(65,20; 
70,19; 76,7; 82,1). The words KOtNWNOC or 2WTj>31 are clearly 
reserved for a more specific usage in the writing. This observation 
fits well with the fact that the writer of the text is not primarily 
interested in a marital relationship as such, but in the close rela
tionship it illustrates. 

The second and most likely alternative for interpreting the word 
KotNWNOC is to see it as spiritual consort.32 In this case, Mary 
Magdalene is identified as the earthly partner of Jesus with whom 
he forms a spiritual partnership. This syzygy functions as the 
prototype which the readers of the Gospel of Philip try to imitate 
in the sacramental act of the bridal chamber.33 Whether the part
nership of Jesus and Mary Magdalene is seen by the author of the 
text as involving marital and sexual dimensions as well, is difficult 
to decide. The solution to' this question depends largely on how 
one views the position of sexual intercourse in the Gospel of 
Philip in general. At the moment, there is lively scholarly debate 
concerning this matter.34 Some think that the ethos of the Gospel 
of Philip is exclusively encratic, with the result that even in mar
riage "Christians lived together without sexual intercourse."35 

Others maintain that according to the Gospel of Philip "the Gnos
tic, who is 'from above,' experiences love and expresses it in 

31 The noun �wTr, which is the masculine equivalent of the word 
used of Mary Magdalene in 59,11, occurs only in 70,24.29 and there it 
stands for the partner of Adam's soul, i.e., the spirit, his mother, who 
was imparted to him. 

32 So e.g. Schenke 1959, 3; Grant 1966, 192; M.A. Williams 1986, 
210; Buckley 1988, 215-217; Rudolph 1988, 232; Filoramo 1990, 176; 
Schmid 1990, 42; Koivunen 1994, 157. 

33 So also Buckley (1988, 217). 
34 For the discussion, see Pagels 1991, 442-454, esp. 442-446. 
35 M.A. Williams 1986, 206; so also Segelberg 1960, 198; Rudolph

1988, 232. 
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sexual union. The non-Gnostic, who is 'from below,' experiences 
nothing but lust."36 

Such a strong polarization in scholarly opm1on demonstrates 
clearly the enigmatic character of the problem. There seem to be 
no passages in the Gospel of Philip which would clearly support 
the assumption that the author writes in favor of celibacy37 or 
endorses sexual intercourse (in the bridal chamber between the 
perfect ones )38 or perhaps even requires marriage and sexual 

36 Grant 1961, 133. Cf. also Buckley (1988, 224-225) who insists that 
the earthly union is the prerequisite of the spiritual union in the bridal 
chamber. Presumably, she thinks that the earthly union may include sexu
al intercourse since the ritual of the bridal chamber may have this dimen
sion as well. A similar view was advocated earlier by Pagels (1983, 169) 
who interpreted the standpoint of the Gospel of Philip in light of the Val
entinian view recorded by Irenaeus (Adv. haer. l .6,4), according to which 
those "who have experienced that 'mystery of syzygies' are eajoined to 
enact marital intercourse in ways that express their spiritual, psychic, and 
bodily integration, celebrating the act as a symbol of the divme pleromic 
harmony. But those who remain uninitiated are to refrain from sexual 
intercourse." In a later study Pagels (1991, 442-454) has revised her 
view; see below. 

37 Those defending this view refer most often to Gos. Phil. 82,4-8 as 
well as to 69,1-4 to prove their case (see e.g. M.A. Williams 1986, 206). 
The former text contrasts the "marriage of defilement" with the "unde
filed marriage," which is "not fleshly but pure." The latter states that "a 
bridal chamber is not for the animals, nor 1s it for the slaves, nor for de
filed women; but it is for free men and virgins." The problem with this 
thesis is that it is not altogether clear that the contrast between the two 
marriages in 82,4-8 is that of the ordinary marriage which has to be re
jected and that of the celibate marria� which alone can be recommend
ed. The genitive attribute MTI�W2M does certainly indicate that the 
ordinary, earthly marriage is of lesser value than its pleromic counterpart 
enacted in the bridal chamber. For all that, it does not necessarily follow 
that it is to be condemned. In 64,31-65, l the "marriage of defilement" is 
depicted as an image of the pleromic marriage, not as a reprehensible 
action. With this theory it is also difficult to explain why the qualification 
that "every act of sexual intercourse which has occurred between those 
unlike one another is adultery" (61,10-12), is necessary if all intercourse 
is condemned. 

38 Those who advocate this view read the Gospel of Philip against the 
background of the description of the Valentinians by Irenaeus (lren., Adv. 
haer. l.6,4; 1.13,3), in which the Valentinians, being the perfect, are en
joined to take part in sexual union (in the bridal chamber) while the non
Valentinians should practice continence (see e.g. Grant 1961, 131-134). 
The problem with this, however, is that, according to Irenaeus, there were 
also some Valentinians who made an attempt to live in celibate marriage 
(Adv. haer. l.6,3; cf. also John Chrysostom, De virginitate [PG 
48,536ff.], mentioned in Voobus 1958, 58). To be sure, Irenaeus empha
sizes that they frequently failed. Whether this is true or not need not be 
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intercourse as prerequisites for entering the bridal chamber.39 

Having recognized this, Pagels has in her most recent treatment of 
the subject made a new attempt to cut the Gordian knot. She has 
suggested that the author of the Gospel of Philip is not in favor of 
any particular form of marriage or sexual practice but, like other 
Valentinians and many ecclesiastical Christians as well, was aware 
of various alternative models, yet refrained from exclusively 
advocating any one of them. The main concern was not the choice 
between the ordinary and the celibate marriage but "the quality of 
one's intention and the level of one's gnosis.''4° Pagels' interpreta
tion is plausible in light of the comments made by Church Fathers 
on sexual practices among Valentinians and best justifies the 
ambiguity of the Gospel of Philip itself. 

With Pagels' thesis we do not come far in clarifying whether 
the author of the text thought the partnership of Jesus and Mary 
Magdalene involved a marital and sexual dimension. Her interpre
tation makes a negative or a positive answer possible. But before 
the problem can be left undecided we still have to consider one 
detail in the description of the relationship between Jesus and 
Mary Magdalene which may have bearing upon its solution. In 
Gos. Phil. 63,34-37 it is said that "[the Savior loved41 ] her more 
than [all] the disciples [and used to] kiss her [often] on her [ ... ]" 

The explicit mention that the Savior loved Mary Magdalene in 
an exceptional way recalls Gos. Mary 18,14-15, where Levi states 

decided here. It is of importance that Valentinians seem to have had vari
ous practices with regard to marriage and sexual behavior. 

39 This interpretation is most clearly represented by Buckley ( 1980, 
571-572; 1988, 223-225). The most important evidence for this view is
found by her in Gos. Phil. 65, 1-26, where the female and male human 
being can delude the evil powers by acquiring male or female power, 
respectively. According to her, this takes /lace in the "mirrored bridal
chamber," i.e., in the marriage of this worl . The problem with Buckley's 
interpretation is that it is not at all clear that the "mirrored bridal cham
ber" stands for the earthly marriage in this context. It is more likely that 
it signifies the ritual of the bridal chamber as the earthly counterpart of 
the final union between the Gnostic and his/her angel in the pleroma (so 
Wilson 1962, 121-122; Gaffron 1969, 203-204). 

40 Pagels 1991, 442-454; the quotation comes from page 453. 
41 The translation follows Schenke's restoration (1965, 328). Isenberg 

(1989, 168) has filled the lacuna differently and renders the text: "[But 
Christ loved] her ... " Both reconstructions are possible but Schenke's har
monizes better with the continuation of the text where the title CWTHr 
is used. 
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the same thing. Earlier in the writing, Peter had already referred 
to a special relationship between Jesus and Mary Magdalene, 
although he described it in a more limited way. In 10,1-3 he 
addresses Mary: "Sister, we know that the Savior loved you more 
than the rest of women." In the extant part of the Gospel of Mary, 
there is no hint that Jesus' love for Mary would contain any sexual 
aspect. Not even Peter's comment is to be perceived in such a 
way. When Peter says that Mary was the woman Jesus loved most, 
it is not love between a man and a woman he is addressing, rather 
he is referring to the position of Mary among the disciples of 
Jesus. Thus, Peter does not actually emphasize that Mary was 
Jesus' favorite woman as a love partner but that she was Jesus' 
favorite only among women, not among all the followers of Jesus. 
It is only Levi who acknowledges her position of superiority 
among all 'the disciples of the Savior. In light of Levi's statement, 
it becomes especially clear that the love characterizing Jesus' and 
Mary's relationship in the Gospel of Mary is that of a master and 
his most beloved disciple. In this way, Mary Magdalene seems to 
have a role in the Gospel of Mary similar to that the Beloved 
Disciple has in the Gospel of John or James in the Second Apoca
lypse of James (56,14-16).42 

Could the Savior's love for Mary Magdalene in the Gospel of 
Philip be understood in the same way? Certainly, the common 
background of the love motif is evident.43 Yet in the Gospel of 
Philip the concretization of Jesus' love for Mary Magdalene by 

42 For the function and background of the beloved disciple motif in 
early Christian writings, see Schenke 1986, 111-125. For the beloved 
disciple motif in the Second Apocalypse of James, see Funk 1976, 151-
152. 

43 It is not easy to decide whether the idea of a beloved disciple or 
Jesus' love for Mary is primary in the development of this tradition. As 
Schenke's study shows (1986, 120-125), the beloved disciple motif has 
been quite wide-spread in Early Christian writings and may have been 
used independently by the authors of the Gospel of Mary and the Gospel 
of Philip. However, the fact that the beloved disciple motif is linked in 
these two writings with the same person, Mary Magdalene, and especially 
in contrast to all the other disciples, speaks for a connection between 
these writings, in particular when Jesus' love for Mary Magdalene is not 
mentioned anywhere else (unless Jesus' love for Mary of Bethany in 
John 11,5 is projected onto her). 
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means of kissing44 has been seen as an indication that this love is 
not only that between a master and his most beloved disciple, but 
it can have sexual implications.45 There are, however, several 
reasons why the latter interpretation of kissing is not very likely 
in the context of the Gospel of Philip.46 First, in the only· other 
passage where kissing is referred to (58,30-59,6)47 it is used with
out concrete sexual implications as a metaphor48 of spiritual nour
ishment which leads to spiritual procreation.49 Second, in other 
contemporary religious writings there are plenty of examples 
where kissing functions as a metaphor for transmitting a special 

44 The fact that the direct object (MMoc) of the verb form N€<fo.C
rro.�€ is followed by a prepositional phrase (corresponding to the Greek 
dative) makes it likely that the verb does not have the meaning "to greet" 
but "to kiss." Out of all the suggested proposals to fill the lacuna after 
o. T€c- in 63,36 (in his apparatus Layton [1989b, 168] lists OY€rHT€,
oyoo6€, T€2N€, To.rrro) the last one is most probable in light of 59,2-
6.

45 Price (I 990, 59-60) points out that kissing was often employed to 
stand for sexual intercourse although he himself thinks that in the context 
of the Gospel of Philip "the implied sexual intercourse is purely spiritual 
and metaphorical in nature." If the kiss is seen as part of the ritual of the 
bridal chamber, as it is done by Schenke (1959, 5) and Wilson (1962, 95-
96), and the bridal chamber is perceived to involve a sexual dimension, 
kissing - that of the Savior and Mary Magdalene as well - could have 
an erotic character. However, both the relationship of the kiss to the 
ritual of the bridal chamber (any relationship between the two has been 
strongly contested by Gaffron [1969, 213-217]) as well as the possible 
carnal nature of the latter are highly debated issues (see above). To be 
sure, Schenke himself, for example, does not think that the bridal cham
ber involved sexual intercourse. 

46 It is worth noting that a kiss between a man and a woman does not 
necessarily have erotic implications in Jewish and Christian literature. It 
may also indicate kinship between those who kiss each other or it may 
serve as an outward sign of reconciliation; cf. Gen 29,11; Joseph and
Aseneth 22,9; 28,14; the unerotic holy kiss mentioned in various New 
Testament letters did not probably take place only between people of the 
same gender but between men and women as well (see especially Rom 
16,16). 

47 t m (59,4; cf. also the noun m in 59,3) and o.CTTo.�€ (63,36) are 
used synonymously. 

48 The metaphorical nature of kissing is confirmed by a similar use 
of "conceiving" and "begetting" in the same context (58, 19-22; 59,4-6). 

49 Whether the kiss is a mere metaphor for begetting spiritual off
spring through teaching (58,30-31) or whether it also assumed a concrete 
form in a ritual holy kiss is of secondary importance. In the latter case 
it has no sexual dimension either. 
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spiritual power.50 It is of particular interest that in Gos. Truth 
41,34-35 it is by means of kisses that the eschatological reunion 
with the Father is established.51 Third, the altercation between the 
disciples and the Savior in Gos. Phil. 63,37-64,952 suggests that 
kissing is not to be understood as an expression of sexual love. 
The question of the disciples shows that the relationship between 
Jesus and Mary Magdalene is viewed in such terms that also male 
disciples can be jealous of the position of Mary.53 In addition, 
when the disciples ask why the Savior loves Mary more than them 
he does not point to any sexual motives but to her spiritual capaci
ty to see what he (= the light, 64, 7) is conveying to her54 (through 
the word, i.e., a kiss, making her capable of producing spiritual 
offspring).55 Fourth, in 2 Apoc. Jas. 56,14-16, which is the most 
interesting parallel to Gos. Phil. 63,34-37, it is said that when the 
Risen Lord wanted to reveal his most secret mysteries to James he 
kissed him and called him his beloved. In that context it is fully 
clear that kissing has no sexual connotation.56 It is a symbolic act 
which demonstrates James' privileged position. Moreover, it is 
through embracing the Lord that James receives the most impor
tant revelation, i.e., he comes to understand who the Hidden One 
is. 

Although there is no positive evidence that the author of the 
Gospel of Philip advocated encratism, and although the author 
regarded Mary Magdalene as the partner of the earthly Jesus, it is 
very unlikely that their consortium was viewed in terms of a 
sexual relationship. The reference to Jesus kissing Mary is best 
explained as an indication of the privileged position Mary Magda
lene holds as his most beloved disciple whose spiritual perception 

50 Joseph and Aseneth 19,10-1 I; Odes Sol, 28,6-7; Disc. 8-9 57,26-
28; cf. also Stlihlin 1974, 144. To be sure, in Joseph and Aseneth 19,10-
11 it is the lovers who kiss each other but the spiritual motif of the kiss 
is clearly emphasized in the passage. 

51 Attridge & MacRae 1985, 132. 
52 For the text, see pp. 162-163. 
53 Schmid 1990, 36. 
54 For the connection of Gos. Phil. 63,30-64,5 and Gos. Phil. 64,5-10, 

see below. 
55 Similarly King 1995, 631 n. 42. 
56 Cf. also PS 125,4-5 where Jesus and the John the Baptist are said 

to have kissed each other. 
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excels that of the others. In fact, kissing may very well be under
stood as a means by which a special spiritual power is conveyed 
to her. 

2.2 The Three Manifestations of Mary 

The problems with Gos. Phil. 59,6-11 can be condensed into one 
question: does the text simply state that Mary Magdalene was one 
of the three Maries who accompanied Jesus during his earthly 
career57 or does it contain an allegorical commentary of the fore
going which shows that the three women mentioned above are in 
fact one and the same woman, a Mary?58 Before a solution to this 
question can be considered, the syntax of 59,10-11 must be ana
lyzed. 

The text can be divided into three sentences: 
(1) Mo..plo.. ro..r TE TECJCWNE
(2) o.. YW TECJMo..o.. Y TE
(3) o.. YW TECJ2WTpE Te

All are nominal sentences. The first is ternary, and the latter two 
are binary. If the first sentence is taken separately it could be 
rendered either: "For Mary is his sister," or: "For his sister is 
Mary."59 Nevertheless, in light of the two subsequent binary sen
tences, in which the copular pronoun TE is the subject, the first 
translation is most likely. Namely, in both binary sentences the 
antecedent of TE is Mary rather than the sister of the Lord.60 Thus, 
the whole text is to be rendered as follows: "For Mary is his sister, 
(and she is) his mother, and (she is) his companion." 

Based on these observations, it is evident that here the author 
of the text does not merely list all the Maries who belonged to 
Jesus' most immediate company. Rather, he discloses that there is 

57 So Wilson 1962, 97-98; Schenke 1987, 159; Layton 1987, 335; 
Isenberg 1988, 159; Schmid 1990, 25-27. 

58 Trautmann 1981, 273; Pagels 1983, 167; 1988, 202; Buckley 1988, 
215; Klauck 1992, 2357. 

59 Polotsky 1987, 37. 
60 If "his sister" were the subject of the first sentence, the second and 

the third sentences would give additional information about her. It would 
be, however, very strange if the author of the text stated that the sister 
of Jesus, otherwise completely unknown in the Gospel of Philip, were at 
the same time his mother and his companion. 
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a Mary who plays three different roles in the life of the Savior. 
She is his sister, his mother, and his companion. Who, then, is this 
Mary and how can she assume all these roles? The triple function 
of Mary shows that no historical person is meant. She is to be 
seen as a mythical figure who actually belongs to the transcendent 
realm but who manifests herself in the women accompanying the 
earthly Jesus. The reason she is called Mary may simply be due 
to the fact that the three women whom the author of the Gospel
of Philip links with the earthly Jesus are all Maries.61 

The transcendent counterpart of the three manifestations is not 
entirely clear. The best solution seems to be that "the 'three Mar
ies' (the Savior's virgin mother, his sister, and Mary Magdalene) 
serve as images of Christ's spiritual syzygos in her triple manifes
tation, respectively as holy spirit, Wisdom, and as his bride the 
church.''62 According to a common Valentinian understanding, the 
Holy Spirit is the female member63 of the conjugal pair which she 
constitutes together with (the first) Christ (lren., Adv. haer. 1.2,5). 

61 The third woman of the list in 59,8-9 could also be Mary accord
ing to John 19,25 be Mary if the text were read in such a way that it 
included three women. It is also possible, however, that the author of the 
Gospel of Mary was aware of a tradition according to which Jesus' sister 
was Mary (Epiph., Pan. 78.8,1; 78.9,6; see Wilson 1962, 97-98). This 
would explain why in 59,10 she is no longer introduced as the sister of 
Jesus' mother but as his sister. Provided this is a legitimate understanding 
of the text, Schenke's attempt to remove the contradiction between 59,8 
and 59,10 by emending 59,8 to read TECJCWNE proves unnecessary 
(1959, 9; 1987, 159; cf. also Buckley 1988, 214). Moreover, the change 
from the sister of Jesus' mother to his sister may also be due to the fact 
that the author of the text wants to emphasize that Jesus' relationship to 
his sister is a reflection of the Savior's syzygy with Sophia who in some 
Gnostic texts is called the sister of the Savior (see below). 

62 Pagels 1988, 202. Pagels developed her thesis already in an earlier 
study (1983, 163-167). See also M. A. Williams 1986, 210). A similar 
view is advocated by Buckley (1988, 212) although she does not think 
that the consortium of Jesus and Mary Magdalene could mirror that of •· 
Christ and the Church (225 n. 67). Indeed, she maintains that the author 
of the text wants �<? emph3:3ize the full identity of the three female fig
ures: the Holy Spmt, Sophia, and Mary Magdalene. They all appear as 
the female syzygos of Christ/Jesus and each can symbolize both his spiri
tual and earthly partner. Trautmann (1981, 273) also asserts that on a 
deeper level of understanding the three women represent one and the 
same person. However, she insists that it is Mary Magdalene who is the 
sister, the mother, and the companion of the Savior. 

63 The polemic passage Gos. Phil. 55,23-27 shows that the Holy Spir
it is regarded by the author as feminine and can thus be characterized 
very well as the mother of the Savior. 
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It is with their consent that the whole pleroma produces the Sav
ior, the second Christ (lren., Adv. haer. 1.2,6), who becomes the 
bridegroom of Sophia as she returns from the intermediate place 
to the pleroma (lren., Adv. haer. 1.7,1). In Valentinian systems she 
is nowhere called the sister of the Savior but some other Gnostics, 
whom Irenaeus introduces but does not identify,64 maintained this 
view (lren., Adv. haer. 1.30,12). In the final consummation, it is 
the Church, the pneumatic ekklesia,65 that is the spiritual syzygos 
of Christ in numerous Valentinian texts.66 

In the text world of the Gospel of Philip then, the spiritual 
consortium of Mary Magdalene and Jesus has its parallel with the 
syzygies of the Holy Spirit and Christ as well as Sophia and the 
Savior (the second Christ). At the same time it is viewed as the 
prototype of the union between Christ and his Church which 
materializes when the images (= the pneumatic elect) are united 
with their angels(= their pleromatic counterparts) (58,10-14). 

3. Analysis of 63,30-64,9

TCocjnz.. _§,!OYMOYT[E EPO]� XE Tcnrz.. NTOC TE 
TMZ..Z..[Y NNZ..r]fE/\.OC Z.. Yll,> [T]KO.lNWNOC MTTC[ ... MZ..JPlZ.. 
TMZ..f[:0.Z..]/\.HNH
NEPE TT.[ ..... ME] f-:'IMO[C N]BOYO Z..MMZ..0HT[HC THpoy Z.. YW 
NE(J)Z..CTTZ..�E MMOC Z.. TEq ...... N2Z..2] NCOTT Z..TTKECEETTE 
t:1[MZ..0HTHC .. J.Ero.[.].[ .. ]MZ.. 
TTEXZ.. y NZ..tJ XE ETBE oy KM€ MMOC TTz..pz..poN THpN 
Z..tJOYWY,,6 NO'l TTCWTHr TTEXZ..(J NZ.. Y {TTEXZ..(J NZ.. Y) XE 
ETBE oy tME MMWTN o,..N NTECBE OYBAAE MN oyz,.. 
E(JNZ.. Y EBO/\. EY2M TTKZ..KE MTTECNZ.. Y CEY,,OBE ENOYEPHY 
Z..N BOTZ..N Epy,,z.. TTOYOElN El TOTE TTETNZ..80/\. (JNZ..NZ..Y 
ETTOYOElN Z.. YW TTETO 88/\.AE E(JNZ..O'W 2M TTKZ..KE. 

64 Foerster (1979, 474 n. 87) has pointed out that Theodoret believes 
them to be Sethians or Ophites (Haer. Jab. l.14). Although there are 
some similarities between Sethian ideas and those found in Irenaeus' de
scription, the connection is so vague that Theodoret's remark seems to 
be based on a mere guess. In fact, Irenaeus' other Gnostics seem to have 
much more in common with the Valentinians he has just introduced 
above. 

65 In contrast to the Gospel of Philip, some Valentinians insist that 
the Church also includes the psychic Chnstians (Exe. Theod. 58, I; lnterp. 
Know.). 

66 Pagels 1983, 164-167. 
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As for the Wisdom who is called "the barren," she is the mother [ of 
the] angels and the companion of the [ ... ] Mary Magdalene[.] 
[ ... loved] her more than [all] the disciples [and used to] kiss her 
[ often] on her[ ... ]. The rest of [the disciples ... ]. 
They said to him: "Why do you love her more than all of ous?" 
The savior answered and said to them: "Why do I not love you like 
her? When a blind man and one who sees are both together in dark
ness, they are no different from one another. When the light comes, 
then he who sees will see the light, and he who is blind will remain 
in darkness. "67 

As to the role of Mary Magdalene in the Gospel of Philip, the 
present passage poses two important questions. First, what is her 
relationship to the Savior? Second, what is her relationship to the 
rest of the disciples of Jesus? Since the first question has already 
been dealt with in connection with the analysis of Gos. Phil. 59,6-
11, we concentrate here only on the latter. Before that question 
can be answered it is pertinent to consider the extent of the pas
sage which should be included in the analysis. 

3 .1 Demarcation of the Text 

Since our interest lies in Mary Magdalene's relationship to the rest 
of Jesus' disciples, it is the extent of the discussion between the 
disciples68 and the Savior, that concerns us. Simply put: does the 
answer of the Savior, beginning in 64,4, contain only the question 
in 64,4-5 or is the comparison between a blind and a seeing one 
to be included? Some scholars think this comparison constitutes a 
new and separate pericope,69 similar to that in 63,5-11;70 others 

67 The text is taken from Layton 1989a, 166.168. The translation de
rives from Isenberg (1989, 167.169) with the exception of the second 
line; for the ambiguity of the text at this point, see above n. 24, 25 and 
27. 

68 Since the text is here very fragmentary it is not right away clear 
with whom the Savior is discussmg. Till (1963, 28) has filled the laguna 
on line 63,37 as follows: ATTK€C€€TT€ l)l[N(C)BlOM€ A y. Since the 
disciples are mentioned two lines earlier (63,35) another restoration is, 
however, more likely: ATTK€C€€1T€ 1':1[MA8HTHC A Y (so Schenke 1959, 
12; Menard 1967, 70; Layton 1989a, 168). 

69 Schenke 1959, 12; Wilson 1962, 116; Till 1963, 29; Menard 1967, 
70-72; Gaffron 1969, 386 n. Ill; Schmid 1990, 106-107.
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regard it as an essential element of the Savior's reply.71 If 64,5-9 
belongs to the answer of the Savior, it provides an apparent inter
pretation of the relationship between Mary Magdalene and the rest 
of the disciples. 

The chief argument favoring a separation of 63,30-64,5 and 

64,5-9 is Schenke's form-critical observation of the similarity 
between 64,5-9 and 63,5-11. Admittedly, the parallelism between 
the two texts is obvious but it is hardly a cogent reason for con
sidering 64,5-9 as an independent entity which cannot be attached 
to the foregoing. In addition, there are other factors which support 
taking 63,30-64,9 as a unity. First, if the Savior's answer termi
nates after the question in 64,4-5, the question of the disciples 
remains unanswered. Second, it is not typical of the Gospel of 
Philip that an excerpt ends with a cryptic counter question.72 In 
two instances a passage concludes with a question (75,13-14; 77,6-
7) but in both cases the question is clearly rhetorical and the
answer is self-evident. Third, it is very common in the Gospel of
Philip that the train of thought is expounded through a
question-answer pattern. This is a stylistic device the writing
frequently displays (56,32-57,7; 60,34-61,12; 76,17-22; 79,33-
80,23), and there is no reason to assume that this could not be
placed in the mouth of the Savior too. Based on these observa
tions, it seems reasonable to assume that the answer of the Savior
to the question of the disciples in 64,2 extends to line 64,9.

70 This observation is made by Schenke 1959, 12. 
71 Layton 1987, 339; Isenberg 1989, 169; Price 1990, 59; King 1995,

631 n. 42; Krause (1964b, 182; cf. also 1971, 105), too, asserts that this 
possibility has to be taken into consideration. 

72 Gaffron (1969, 386 n. 111) has recognized the problematic nature 
of the question. However, he regards it as a stylistic device which has 
a parallel in the Gospel of Ebionites (Epiph., Pan. 30.22,4). That text 
presents a dialogue between Jesus and his disciples which, according to 
Gaffron, ends with a counterquestion of Jesus, similar to that of Gos. 
Phil. 59,4-5. Gaffron's parallel is not very useful. First of all, Jesus' 
question in the Gospel of Ebionites is clearly rhetorical and the expected 
answer is known by everybody. Second, there is no way to know whether 
Jesus' answer to the question of the disciples has ended with his counter
question. Epiphanius may have quoted only a part of it ( cf. Luke 22, 15-
16). 
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3 .2 Mary Magdalene and the Rest of the Disciples 

According to the reply of the Savior (64,4-9), Mary Magdalene's 
role as his favorite among the disciples is due to her special ability 
to grasp spiritual realities. Compared to her, others are blind 
disciples who do not perceive the luminous character of Jesus but 
remain in darkness. While Mary Magdalene is elevated to a very 
special rank in spiritual hierarchy, other disciples seem incapable 
of understanding. In the context of the Gospel of Philip, this 
characterization of the disciples appears astonishingly negative. 
There are other excerpts in which they are portrayed differently. 

The passages which speak of the immediate followers of Jesus 
refer to them either as apostles or as disciples. In some cases the 
latter term is used of a group distinct from the apostles (59,27-
28)73 or of a group which may contain members of a later genera
tion of Jesus' followers as well or exclusively (71,13-15; 81,1-3). 
In 55,29-30; 55,37; 58,3-10; 59,23; 59,27-28; 62,5-6; 67,24-25; 
73,8; 74, 17-18 there is no doubt that a reference is made to the 
disciples of the earthly Jesus. Many of these texts give quite a 
positive picture of them. In 59,27-28 they are depicted as the 
teachers of later disciples. In 62,6-17; 67,24-25; 73,8-19 the author 
refers to them as authoritative bearers of the tradition. If 81, 1-14 
characterizes Jesus' apostles they are seen as capable of distin
guishing between people of various spiritual qualifications and as 
providing the complete instruction to those who are worthy of it. 
According to 7 4, 17-18, the apostles are the link through whom the 
readers of the Gospel of Philip have received the anointment 
which the. Father first gave to his son and the son to his apostles. 
Since the anointment is seen to bring with it "everything," the 
resurrection, the light, the cross, and the Holy Spirit, it is evident 
that the role the author of the Gospel of Philip here grants to the 
apostles is quite far from that of the blind ones. By contrast, they 
seem to be spiritual authorities par excellence. 

The only text other than 63,30-64,9 where the apostles are 
clearly introduced in negative terms is 55,28-30.74 In that text, the 

73 The same is true with the z,..nocTo:>-..tKOC in 55,30 and 66,29. 
74 Another passage which may present a somewhat negative picture 

of a disciple of Jesus is 59,23-27. At least a disciple who asks something 
of this world cannot be regarded as fully understanding. According to the 
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apostles and their followers cannot understand the real nature of 
the conception of the Virgin Mary. They believe that Mary con
ceived by the Holy Spirit which, according to the author of the 
writing, is impossible since the Holy Spirit is feminine.75 There
fore, those apostles are called Hebrews, i.e., they are spiritually 
immature as 62,6 shows (cf. also 52,21-24). 

How is this diversity in presentation of the apostles to be 
explained? Could it be due to the fact that the author is drawing 
material from many different and - at least with respect to this 
topic - mutually contradicting sources without noticing their 
conflicting character? There is no doubt that the material which is 
used in the Gospel of Philip has various derivations. However, this 
solution hardly presents a plausible answer to the problem. The 
apostles and the disciples have such a significant role in the Gos
pel of Philip that it would be rather strange if the author would 
refer to them in such an unreflective manner as this solution would 
presuppose. 

There is another, more natural explanation for a dual character 
of the apostles. This is suggested by 58,5-10. The passage which 
contains these lines deals with Jesus who was able to adapt him
self to the individual viewer's powers of comprehension. It ends 
with a description of an appearance of Jesus to his disciples on the 
mountain. In that encounter the disciples are said to be able to see 
Jesus in his greatness. The text indicates that the real character of 
Jesus was not always discernible to his disciples. Either the pas
sage has to be understood to say that the disciples could perceive 
Jesus' real nature only on special occasions such as this particular 
appearance in glory or that the apostles completely lacked under
standing until he revealed himself to them on the mountain. If the 
appearance on the mountain is seen to refer to the Transfiguration, 
the first interpretation is more likely. If the text speaks of the 
appearance of the Risen Jesus to the apostles it shows that the 
disciples were small, i.e., unbelievers ( cf. 80,9-10), during their 
stay with the earthly Jesus but gained full understanding after the 
resurrection. 

Lord, his mother, i.e., the Holy Spirit, can give him something which is 
far superior to things of this world (see Stroker 1989, 42). 

75 In 71,4-5 it is explicitly stated that it is the Father who united with 
the Virgin who came down. 
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Many scholars think that Gos. Phil. 58,5-10 refers to the Trans
figuration.76 Menard has called attention to the fact that in Exe.

Theod 4,l-3 the appearance of Jesus in glory is connected with 
the Transfiguration. According to that text, it is in the Transfigura
tion that Jesus revealed knowledge to his disciples. By means of 
this knowledge they and the later congregation can enter into the 
pleroma. The description of the appearance as 2NN OYEOOY ("in 
glory") also recalls the Transfiguration story, especially in its 
Lukan form (Luke 9,32). On the other hand, there are many reve
lation dialogues in which the disclosure of Jesus' real nature and 
the ultimate mysteries occurs on a mountain after the resurrec
tion. 77 Even though the expression "in glory" is not used in the 
texts, in each of them the Risen One is portrayed as a glorious, 
transformed figure. The most notable examples of these appear
ance stories are found in the Sophia of Jesus Christ, the Letter of 
Peter to Philip, and Pistis Sophia I-Ill.78 It is typical of these texts 
that only the post-resurrection revelation provides the disciples 
with the right understanding of Jesus and the knowledge he came 
to impart.79 In Pistis Sophia I-III, and possibly also in the Sophia
of Jesus Christ, this is due to the fact that the earthly Jesus did not 
teach the disciples concerning the deeper spiritual truths. This is 
the task of the Risen Savior (cf. also Iren., Adv. haer. 1.30,14).80 

In the Letter of Peter to Philip the situation is different. The Risen 
Lord gives no new revelation but repeats everything he has already 
said during his earthly ministry (135,4-8). However, because of 
their unbelief, the disciples were not capable of understanding it. 

76 Puech 1959, 193; Menard 1967, 146; Layton 1987, 334. Wilson
(I 962, 92) regards it as one possibility but also insists that there are other 
possibilities as well since a mountain 1s a common place for revelation. 

77 So also Wilson I 962, 92.
78 Soph. Jes. Chr. 90,14-91,12; Ep. Pet. Phil. 134,9-18; PS 4,12-9,22. 
79 In J Apoc. Jas. 30,18-31,2, Jesus appears after his resurrection on

a mountain. In that tractate, however, James who sees the revelation has 
been a disciple with understanding already before the death of Jesus. A 
post-resurrection appearance has only a complementary function. Yet it 
1s of interest that the twelve are pictured as without understanding, at 
least during the period before the death of Jesus (42,20-24; see also the 
treatment of the text in this study). 

80 As Luttikhuizen (1988, 162) has noted, this is seen even more 
clearly in the Apocryphon of John, where the teaching of the earthly Je
sus is incomplete and provisional (11/1 1,26-29), whereas the Risen 
Savior gives John full and definitive instruction. 
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These revelation dialogues, which seem to have an access to a 
common tradition, furnish the best clue to the interpretation of 
Gos. Phil. 58,5-10. As in those texts so also in this particular 
passage from the Gospel of Philip, Jesus' appearance in glory on 
the mount seems to have taken place after his resurrection: Only 
on that occasion is the real nature of his person and teaching made 
transparent to his disciples for the first time, since they have now 
become great, i.e., their unbelief has been removed. Until then, 
they were blind, incapable of seeing and understanding in the 
same way as the disciples in the Letter of Peter to Philip. 

In light of these observations, the duality of the apostles in the 
Gospel of Philip can be explained by assuming that, while the 
majority of the excerpts dealing with the apostles or the disciples 
view them from the perspective of their post-resurrection experi
ence of the great Jesus, there are two or perhaps three excerpts 
which reflect the inadequate understanding of the disciples prior 
to the post-resurrection appearance of Jesus.81 Apart from 55,28-30 
and possibly also 59,23-2�, Gos. Phil. 63,30-64,9 portrays the 
disciples who are blind and small, dazed by their unbelief. It is 
only Mary Magdalene, the favorite of the Savior, who is able to 
see what the others can see only after the resurrection. Thus, Mary 
Magdalene is introduced as a paragon of apostleship whose spiri
tual maturity is reached by other followers of Jesus only later. 
Considering this and the fact that she is presented as a spiritual 
consort of Jesus, it is surprising that in the context of the Gospel 
of Philip as a whole, Mary Magdalene personally does not gain 
any significant position as a transmitter of spiritual mysteries. As 
noted above, this seems to be the task of the whole group of the 

81 The distinction between the pre-resurrection and the post-resurrec
tion apostleship also affects the author's conception of the apostolic tradi
tion. The apostolic tradition the author wants to connect is the one which 
developed after Jesus had revealed his greatness to the disciples. There 
is, however, another conception of the apostolic tradition which the 
author of the text criticizes and which he finds among those Christians 
whom he calls Hebrews (55,28-30; Siker [1989, 277] has argued that in 
the Gospel of Philip a Hebrew is not an ethnic designation but refers to 
a non-Gnostic Christian). This apostolic tradition stems from a pre
resurrection experience of discipleship and reflects the same lack of 
understanding the disciples themselves had. 
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apostles. 82 Whether Mary Magdalene is counted among them is 
nowhere explicitly discussed, but is probably presupposed in 
63,37-64,1. At any rate, after the appearance of the Risen Jesus to 
his disciples she no longer seems to hold any special role among 
the followers of Jesus. 

The fact that the spiritual superiority Mary Magdalene exhibits 
over the rest of the disciples during the earthly ministry of Jesus 
does not result in elevating her to the spiritual authority in the 
Gospel of Philip, as in the Gospel of Mary, for example, may be 
explained as the author's attempt to emphasize the common apos
tolic origin of his/her teaching. The author wants to stress that it 
does not derive from a single authority but it represents the collec
tive witness of all the apostles. The only other condition of the 
message is that it be revealed to the apostles after they are made 
great, i.e., after the resurrection of Jesus. 

If this reconstruction of the author's intentions is correct, it 
raises a further question: Why does the author of the Gospel of 
Philip include in the writing a text where one of the disciples, 
Mary Magdalene, is portrayed in such a positive light while on the 
other hand the writing underlines a lack of understanding among 
the disciples before the resurrection? There is no easy answer to 
this question. The most plausible explanation is that the positive 
pre-resurrection portrayal of Mary Magdalene has to do with her 
role as Jesus' companion. To assign this role to a disciple without 
understanding would not suit the paradigmatic character the syzy
gy of Jesus and Mary Magdalene holds for the readers of the 
Gospel of Philip. Therefore, already before the post-resurrection 
appearance of Jesus, Mary Magdalene is granted a position superi
or to that of all the other disciples. 

82 The whole group of apostles remains rather vague. Only one of 
them, Philip (73,2), is mentioned by name. Levi appears in 63,26, but 
there is no certainty that he is considered to be an apostle. 
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MARY MAGDALENE IN PISTIS SOPHIA 

1. Introductory Remarks

Pistis Sophia consists of conversations between the Risen Jesus 
and his disciples. Among the interlocutors of Jesus, Mary Magda
lene assumes a very prominent role. In the entire writing, she 
presents more questions to Jesus than all the others together, and 
without exception her interpretations of Jesus' speeches gain an 
especially favorable reception. Indeed, Pistis Sophia is that Gnostic 
writing which, besides the Gospel of Mary, is most often used to 
delineate a portrait of the Gnostic Mary Magdalene.' 

Pistis Sophia is known to us through a single manuscript, 
Codex Askewianus. It bears, the name of an English manuscript 
collector, Dr. Askew, who purchased it from a bookseller in Lon
don in 1773. How and when the manuscript reached London is 
unknown to us. The text was issued for the first time around 80 
years later.2 The standard critical edition of the text was prepared 
by Carl Schmidt in 1925.3 Since that time there have been no new 
editions of the text. The Coptic text of Pistis Sophia which is 
included in the Nag Hammadi Studies series reproduces Schmidt's 
text virtually unaltered except for some minor corrections.4 

1 Malvern 1975, 30-56; Haskins 1993, 33-57. Schmid (1990) adds the
Gospel of Philip to these two writings. 

2 The editor of the text was M.G. Schwartze who also translated it
into Latin. The publication of the text took place after Schwartze's death 
(for the earliest phases of Codex Askewianus, see Schmidt & Schenke 
1981, XVI-XVII). 

3 A German translation of the text was published by him already in
1905. This and its later version (1925) have been re-edited by Till in 
1954 and 1959. Till follows Schmidt's translations closely, giving his 
own alternative renderings in an appendix. The fourth edition of the 
translation was prepared by Schenke in 1981 (= Schmidt & Schenke 
1981). 

4 Schmidt & MacDermot 1978b, VII. In the present study, the refer
ences to Pistis Sophia are made according to this work. The first number 
gives the page number of the Coptic text, the second number refers to the 
line. All the English translations of Pistis Sophia are taken from Schmidt 
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In its present form, Pistis Sophia is divided into four books. 
Already very early, it was realized that the fourth one was only 
secondarily attached to Books 1-IIl.5 Its independent character is 
most clearly shown by the beginning (353,1-5) which gives the 
subsequent dialogue a setting of its own. As will be noted below, 
there are also other differences between Pistis Sophia I-III and 
Pistis Sophia IV. 6 Thus, the two parts of Pistis Sophia will be 
treated separately when Mary Magdalene passages of the writing 
are examined.7 Only at the end, after both portraits of Mary Mag
dalene have been presented separately, will comparison between 
the two be undertaken. 

Among scholars there is agreement that both parts of Pistis 
Sophia stem from Egypt. This is attested by references to the 
Egyptian calendar and to Egyptian mythological names and con
cepts.8 There is general agreement that both works of Pistis Sophia 
date from the third century.9 It has been suggested that Pistis 

& MacDennot (1978b) unless otherwise advised. 
5 According to Puech & Blatz (1987, 290), the first one to argue this 

was K.R. Kostlin in 1854. 
6 See also Perkins 1992b, 376. 
7 The composite character of Pistis Sophia is also recognized by 

Schmid (1990, 44). Curiously enough, she does not draw any conclusions 
from this. While presenting Mary Magdalene in Pistis Sophia, she deals 
with the writing as if it were an integrated unity ( cf. also Koivunen 1994, 
173.175-176). 

8 Schmidt & Schenke 1981, XXIII-XXIV. See also Harnack 1891, 
101-103; Quispe! 1961, 387.

9 For the arguments, see Harnack 1891, 95-101; Leisegang 1950,
1817-1818. The terminus ad quem for Pistis Sophia is provided by the 
fact that the author wrote this work in a time when it was still possible 
for Christians to be lawfully persecuted (277, 10-16). After 313 C.E this 
was no lon$er the case. The explicit references of Pistis Sophia I-III to 
the early third century writing, the Books of Jeu (PS 247,4-5; 349,16.23; 
350,8), and the obvious dependence of Pistis Sophia IV on the same 
writing in its description of the mysteries ( cf. Schmidt 1925, LIV
LXXXI), put the terminus a quo somewhere in the first half of the third 
century. 
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Sophia IV is earlier than Pistis Sophia I-III10 but this cannot be 
settled with certainty .11 

There is no doubt that both parts of Pistis Sophia are Gnostic 
works. They seem to presuppose a myth resembling that of the 
Apocryphon of John. The primary interest of Pistis Sophia· I-III is 
not, however, to explain the origin of evil and the imprisonment 
of the soul in the world. 12 Book I and the large part of Book II 
are concerned with the repentance and the deliverance of the fallen 
Sophia, here called Pistis Sophia. The rest of Book II contains 
Jesus' answers to various types of questions presented by the 
disciples, most of which have to do with the ranks to which souls 
may go according to the mysteries they have received. In Book III 
the central topics in the dialogue between Jesus/the Savior and the 
disciples are: how to preach gnosis to the world, to whom are the 
mysteries and the forgiveness of sins granted, and who are to go 
to the light? Pistis Sophia IV reveals the punishments of evil 
archons and shows the disciples access to the divine mysteries by 
which they can escape judgment. The final part of Book IV deals 
with the ultimate fate of various sinners, and the text concludes 
with a prayer to Jesus for compassion, spoken by the disciples in 
Amente. Philosophical speculation about the nature of the highest 
God and the soul's relationship to him, typical of many earlier 
Gnostic writings, is no longer traceable in Pistis Sophia. 13 

Because Pistis Sophia is such an extensive work and Mary 
Magdalene appears so often on its pages, it is not possible to 
examine every Mary Magdalene passage in detail in this study. 
Instead, we will try to sketch the picture of Mary Magdalene both 
in Pistis Sophia I-III and in Pistis Sophia IV under two headings: 

10 Schmidt 1925, XL-LXXXI; see also Quispe! 1961, 387; Schmidt 
& Schenke 1981, XXIV. 

11 The dependence of Pistis Sophia I-III on the Books of Jeu is 
evident (see PS 246,20-21; 247,3-5; 349,23; 350,8); it is equally clear 
that the Second Book of Jeu serves as the source for the author of Pistis 
Sophia IV (see Schmidt 1925, LIV-LXXXI). However, the temporal 
priority of Pistis Sophia JV over against Pistis Sophia I-III can hardly be 
definitely decided on the observations Schmidt (1925, XL-LXXXI) 
presents. 

12 For an overview of the contents, see Schmidt & MacDermot 
1978b, XIV-XVIII. 

13 Perkins 1980, 140. 
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The Position of Mary Magdalene Among the Disciples and Mary 
Magdalene as Rival of the Male Disciples. 

2. Mary Magdalene in Pistis Sophia 1-111

The name of Mary Magdalene is spelled in three different ways in 
Pistis Sophia I-Ill The most common Coptic equivalent is MD--
f'lD-, 14 sometimes with the epithet MD-rAD-AHNH 15 and more 
frequently without. In addition, the name is also spelled MD-pt-
2D-M16 and once MD-f'lcD-MMH (346,9). Variety in the names has 
raised the question of literary unity in Pistis Sophia 1-111. 11 It is not 
impossible that the writing is a result of a redactional process18 but 
it is not very likely that the different versions of the name Mary 
Magdalene can be used to distinguish between various redactional 
layers of the text. This is shown by the fact that within one pas
sage which gives the impression of being literarily coherent both 
the name MD-f'lD- and MD-f'lcD-M can be juxtaposed (29,1-18; 
52,14-56,13; 72,3-22; 123,6-124,13; 184,7-185,20; 275,12-276,5; 
322,7-18; 326,1-8). Since there seems to be no essential difference 
in the way Mary Magdalene is treated in various parts of Pistis 
Sophia 1-111, no thorough source analysis of the writing is under
taken. 

In addition to Mary Magdalene, another Mary, the Virgin 
Mother of Jesus, is introduced as one of the interlocutors of the 
Risen Jesus. There is, however, no risk of confusing the two since 
the Virgin Mary is often introduced as the mother of Jesus and 

14 This version of the name appears some 159 times. 
15 The epithet Mo..r:O.o..'.A.HNH is attached to the name Mo.r10.. 12 

times. 
16 Mo..r120.M occurs 21 times. 
17 MacDermot (Schmidt & MacDermot 1978b, XIV) has suggested 

that inconsistencies in the names of Mary Magdalene "support the view 
that the text is a compilation." 

18 In several places the text seems to be supplied with redactional 
expansions and reinterpretations. It is also possible that the material us.ed 
by the author derives from various sources. The repentances of Pistis 
Sophia related by Jesus and their interpretations may have formed a 
separate collection (40,4-120,10). This may also be true with an alterna
tive version of Pistis Sophia's rescue from chaos reported by the First 
Mystery (129,7-184,6) as well as with the part in which Mary Magdalene 
and John pose questions (184,7-352,20). 
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always so, when she appears in a new passage for the first time 
(13,18-19; 116,21-22; 120,14; 124,14). Furthermore, in those 
instances, when the two occur in the same context Mary Magda
lene is referred to as "the other Mary" (TK€Mo..pto..). 

2.1 The Position of Mary Magdalene Among the Disciples 

In terms of mere statistics, Mary Magdalene is unequivocally the 
most prominent interlocutor of Jesus. 19 Out of a total of 115 
questions and interpretations of Jesus' speeches presented by those 
accompanying him, she alone is responsible for 67.20 Some sec
tions of Pistis Sophia I-III are almost entirely controlled by her. In 
the latter part of Book II (184, 7ff.) and in Book III, besides Mary 
Magdalene only John, Peter, and Salome voice questions or inter
pretations of Jesus' speeches. John does it 5 times, Peter and 
Salome once each, whereas Mary Magdalene speaks 53 times.21 

This statistical supremacy over the other interlocutors of Jesus is 
further underlined by Mary Magdalene's own words: "My Lord, 
my mind is understanding at all times that I should come forward 
at any time and give the interpretation of the words she (Pistis 
Sophia) spoke ... " (162, 14-16; italics mine). These words suggest 
that she could open her mouth even more frequently unless, from 
time to time, she preferred to remain silent out of consideration for 
or fear of the others. 

Not only are Mary Magdalene's interpretations and questions 
the most numerous, they are also extraordinarily well received by 
Jesus. To be sure, most interpretations of Jesus' speeches, and not 
only those presented by Mary Magdalene but also those of other 

19 Other interlocutors of Jesus are: Philip, Peter, Martha, John, 
Andrew, Thomas, Matthew, James, Salome, and Mary, the Virgin Mother 
of Jesus. 

20 These numbers do not include those remarks, in which a person 
asks for permission to present a question or an interpretation of a speech. 

21 Harnack (1891, 71-85) calls the section on pages 262-352 "the 
Questions of Mary." In earlier scholarship, some were even of the opin
ion that Pistis Sophia I-III is identical with the "Lesser Questions of 
Mary" mentioned by Epiphanius, Pan. 26.8,2 (e.g. Harnack 1891, 108-
109; Schmidt 1892, 597; for further references, see Puech & Blatz 1987, 
312). In later times, this view has not found much support. Contrary to 
his earlier opinion, for example Schmidt has abandoned it (see Schmidt 
& Schenke 1981, XXII). 
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interlocutors, are praised by Jesus with a positive remark, such as 
€Yr€, Ko-.'.A.WC. Similarly, not only Mary Magdalene but also 
John, who is the only other one whose questions are commented 
on,22 pose their questions, according to Jesus, with assurance and 
certainty ( e.g. 34,3-4; 191,4-6; 204, 10-11 ). In fact, Mary herself 
states that this concerns all the disciples even though she and 
sometimes John function as their spokespersons ( 184,8-10). 23 

Taken as a whole, all the disciples who engage themselves in 
conversation with Jesus seem to understand Jesus' instruction 
well.24 Like Mary, the other disciples are called "blessed beyond 
all men" (352,3-5;25 15,15-17); likewise, both Mary and the other 
disciples are told that they are pneumatic (200,4; 84,2), they will 
inherit the kingdom of the light (120,12-13; 253,5-8),26 they all 
will be fulfilled in every pleroma (28,22-24; 60,8-11 ), and they 
will be completed in all the mysteries of the height (26, 16-18; 
77,6-16).27 The twelve are even entrusted with the task of saving 

22 In 32,14-20 Philip asks a question but Jesus' answer contains no 
special commendation of his question. 

23 The same thing is confirmed by Jesus in 205,3-4; in that context, 
it is John who asks a question on behalf of all the disciples. 

24 Only once is a statement put forward which raises Jesus' indigna
tion. In 248,4-14, Andrew says that he cannot understand how the souls 
having left their bodies can pass all the powers and inherit the Kingdom 
of the Light. Jesus cannot but be resentful at the ignorance the remark 
displays. Thereafter, he instructs the disciples concerning the matter, and 
Andrew and the rest of the disciples come to fully understand his teach
ing. They also ask for forgiveness of Andrew's sin of ignorance. This is 
mercifully granted by Jesus. Nevertheless, one should not overemphasize 
Andrew's personal failure to understand (as Malvern [1975, 49) does); 
it is also problematic to see the text in light of Gos. Mary 17, 10-15 
(Schmid 1990, 17). Andrew is not opposing anybody here. He acts as 
representative of all the disciples who are all at this point ignorant and 
need further instruction (248,14-18; 253,6-8). The others give him only 
the role of a scapegoat (253,8-12). 

25 Mary Magdalene is also called "blessed among all generations" 
(56, 12-13). 

26 In 252, 11-12, it is even stated that the male disciples will become 
rulers in the eternal kingdom of the light ( cf. also 90, 1-7). In 68,5-6 the 
same is said about John alone. 

27 When Koivunen (1994, 177-178) emphasizes the great difference 
in the way Mary Magdalene and the male disciples are described in Pistis 
Sophia, she overlooks the fact that many positive characterizations of 
Mary Magdalene are ascribed to the male disciples as well. 
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the world.28 Yet some remarks, either presented by the narrator or 
placed in the mouth of Jesus, clearly indicate that although all the 
disciples have understanding and are pneumatic, Mary Magdalene 
has special standing among the interlocutors. 

While introducing other interlocutors with no extra words, the 
narrator of the text characterizes Mary Magdalene as "the beautiful 
in her speech" (33, 17-18). After one special interpretation Mary 
Magdalene gives of Jesus' words, the narrator states: "When she 
finished speaking these words, the Saviour marvelled greatly at the 
answers to the words which she gave, because she had completely 
become pure Spirit" (199,20-200,3). Twice the narrator refers to 
the special blessing which the Savior grants to Mary Magdalene 
because of her splendid perception (328,18-19; 339,8-9). More
over, the way the narrator arranges the text points to his/her inter
est in emphasizing the excellence of Mary Magdalene as an inter
locutor of Jesus. She is the only one who answers a question of 
another disciple and receives the commendation of both the ques
tioner (Salome) and Jesus (338,1-339,4). Furthermore, she explains 
the words of Jesus directed to another disciple, Philip (72,5-22), 
and presents questions on behalf of her male colleagues (201,8-25; 
296,7-12; 311,17-24). It is also worth noting that in 218,1-219,22 
she speaks on behalf of the male disciples who have been made 
so scared by Jesus' reference to his most important revelation that 
they cease to perceive what he is talking about. 

28 In 15,17-18, Jesus says to his disciples: " ... it is you who will save 
the whole world." In the section before that text, Jesus mentions that 
when he came to the world he brought with him twelve powers from the 
twelve saviors of the treasury of the light, which are able to save the 
whole world, and cast these powers into the unborn bodies of the twelve 
in order that they may be able to accomplish their task (11,1-8). In this 
way, the disciples "are not from the world" but belong to the realm of 
the light (11,17-19; 14,7-9; 280,3-6; cf. also Schmidt 1892, 449-450). 
Certainly, what the twelve in the context of Pistis Sophia actually means 
is not fully clear. It is at least obvious that nowhere is it connected with 
the twelve male apostles of Jesus. Whether its purpose is to give the 
exact number of the disciples participating in the dialogue with Jesus and 
thus to indicate that the twelve also include women: Mary Magdalene, 
Martha, Salome, and Mary, the mother of Jesus, is possible (so Schmid 
1990, 47) but not very likely. Actually, only seven male disciples are 
mentioned by name (Schmid indeed insists that there are eight male 
interlocutors but one of them, Bartholomew, whom she lists as the 
eighth, appears only in Pistis Sophia JV, not in Pistis Sophia 1-111). It is 
more probable that the twelve is simply a traditional term which no 
longer has any clear function in Pistis Sophia I-Ill (see e.g. 232,21-26). 
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The superiority of Mary Magdalene among the interlocutors of 
Jesus appears most clearly in his remark in 26, 17-20 where he 
states: "Mariam, thou blessed one, whom I will complete in all the 
mysteries of the height, speak openly, thou art she whose heart is 
more directed to the Kingdom of Heaven than all thy brothers." 
The meaning of directing the heart to the kingdom of heaven is 
disclosed in 28,16-19. It does not reflect a penitent mind or a new 
moral consciousness or a correct cultic behavior but an ability to 
hear and perceive the mysteries Jesus is revealing. In this respect 
Mary Magdalene is the most capable one among the disciples. 
Therefore, she asks the most questions and gives the best interpre
tations of Jesus' discourses. In addition, Mary Magdalene is also 
pictured as the most courageous one among the disciples. When 
all the disciples begin to despair that the most important mysteries 
Jesus is relating to them cannot be understood by anyone, it is she 
who comes forth, expresses their fear, and seeks Jesus' consolation 
(218,9-219,8). 

Another passage which underlines the prominence of Mary 
Magdalene within the circle of the most intimate followers of 
Jesus is 232,26-233,2. Having said that the disciples and all the 
others who receive the mysteries of the Ineffable will reign with 
him in his future kingdom, Jesus states here: "But Mary Magda
lene and John the Virgin will be superior to all my disciples."29 

Thus, the superiority of Mary Magdalene and John to the rest of 

29 According to MacDermot, the sentence ends here and the follow
ing a-YW begins a new section which speaks about "all men who will 
receive mysteries in the Ineffable." According to Schmidt (Schmidt & 
Schenke 1981, 148), the text is to be punctuated so that Mary Magdalene 
and John the Virgin are not only superior to all the disciples but also to 
all the other people who receive mysteries. Consequently, the continua
tion of the text is seen as relating to Mary Magdalene and John the 
Virgin. The problem with Schmidt's solution is that he must assume that 
the following text is corrupt and he is forced to emend the possesive 
pronouns in 233,6-8. Otherwise, the text reads in such a way that Mary 
Magdalene and John rank lower than the rest of the disciples. With 
MacDermot's punctuation, this emendation proves needless, and the text 
only states that in the future kingdom of the Savior the authority of the 
Savior is greater than that of the disciples and the authority of the disci
ples is greater than that of the other people who receive the mysteries of 
the Ineffable. The purpose of the comment about Mary Magdalene and 
John is to show that the group of the disciples is in fact divided into two: 
Mary Magdalene and John are of the highest rank, and the rest of the 
disciples constitute the second, inferior category. 
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the disciples is not confined to the present age but is extended to 
the future as well.Jo It is noteworthy how the author of Pistis 
Sophia I-III modifies the promise granted to the twelve in Matt 
19,28. On the one hand, the text contains a kind of democratiza
tion. It is not only the twelve who reign with Jesus in his future 
kingdom but all who receive the highest mystery.JI On the other 
hand, among the fellow-rulers of Jesus two, Mary Magdalene and 
John, are singled out and they are given an extraordinary eschato
logical status. Nowhere else in a Gnostic or any other text, is 
either Mary Magdalene or John granted a similar role. 

In light of these observations, there is one surprising feature in 
the description of Mary Magdalene in Pistis Sophia I-Ill. Even if 
she is depicted as the most understanding and courageous among 
the disciples, she does not seem to belong to those disciples who 
are going to preach and transmit the mysteries to the whole world 
after the departure of Jesus. To be sure, as a member of the circle 
of disciples she also receives Jesus' commandment to preach, 
collectively addressed to all the disciples (256,2-3; 280, 11-14; 
309,2-3; 314,22-23; 316,20; cf. also 232,21-24; 266,17-19; 272,21-
24; 349,10-12). When she speaks about performing a mystery and 
preaching she can even use the inclusive language: " ... we perform 
a mystery ... we are preaching the words of the all..." (279,6-7). Yet 
there are some texts which show that even if preaching and trans
mitting mysteries are tasks which the disciples are jointly responsi
ble for, it is apparently not Mary Magdalene but the male disciples 
who are supposed to participate actively in accomplishing them. 

In 201,21-25 Mary Magdalene states: " ... we question all things 
with assurance, for my brothers preach them to the whole race of 
men, so that they come not into the hands of the harsh archons of 
the darkness, and are saved from the hands of the harsh paralemp
tai of the outer darkness." In 296,10-12 Mary Magdalene asks: 
" ... my Lord, be compassionate to us and reveal to us all things 
about which we will question' thee, for the sake of the manner in 
which my brothers will preach to the whole race of mankind." 

30 Schmidt 1892, 452.
31 A similar idea of those ruling together with Christ is found in 2 

Tim 2,12 and Rev 3,21. 
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Giving or performing a mystery32 also seems to be a duty of the 
male disciples. This is suggested by the remarks of Mary Magda
lene and the Savior in 311,21-22 and in 312,5-6 (cf. also 310,1-
21). Thus, Mary Magdalene's leading role among the disciples is 
confined to her superiority as the dialogue partner and the inter
preter of Jesus, while transmitting these teachings as well as 
performing mysteries, especially ritual acts, seems to be entrusted 
to her male colleagues.33 This raises the following questions: Is the 
author of Pistis Sophia I-III dependent on a tradition which pre
supposes this limitation in the role of Mary Magdalene or does the 
author create it personally? And if the latter is the case, does this 
redactional emphasis reflect somehow the concrete situation of the 
audience of Pistis Sophia I-I/fl Being closely related to the theme 
of rivalry between Mary Magdalene and her male colleagues these 
questions will be taken up in the following section. 

2.2 Mary Magdalene as Rival of the Male Disciples 

There are two texts in Pistis Sophia I-III which actualize the 
theme of rivalry between Mary Magdalene and the male disciples. 
In 58,11-14, after Mary Magdalene has presented an interpretation 
of the first repentance of Pistis Sophia as well as five other inter
pretations of Jesus' discourses, and Jesus has asked the disciples 
to interpret the second repentance of Pistis Sophia, Peter says to 
Jesus: "My Lord, we are not able to suffer this woman who takes 
the opportunity from us, and does not allow anyone of us to 
speak, but she speaks many times." Later on during the dialogue, 
Peter's indignation at Mary Magdalene seems to continue. This is 
shown by the remark of Mary Magdalene in 162, 14-18, as she 
answers the request of the First Mystery (= Jesus) to give an 
interpretation of the words Pistis Sophiabad spoken: "My Lord, 

32 In Pistis Sophia 1-/11 there seem to be two kinds of mysteries: first, 
a special revelation (226, 12-228,23); second, a ritual act, such as baptism 
(300, 12-13). 

33 Schmid (1990, 58-61) has also noticed the extraordinary character 
of the passages presented in the text above. Nevertheless, she refuses to 
take their wording seriously and thinks that these words of Mary Magda
lene cannot mean that she was not supposed to participate in the preach
ing activity to�ether with her brothers "auch wenn die Formulierungen 
dieser drei Kap1tel dies zuniichst nahelegen." 
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my mind is understanding at all times that I should come forward 
at any time and give the interpretation of the words which she 
spoke, but I am afraid of Peter, for he threatens me and he hates 
our race (rENOC)." 

The hostile reaction Peter adopts towards Mary Magdalene 
seems to have two reasons. First, the superior capacity of Mary 
Magdalene to enter into a dialogue with Jesus and to give interpre
tations of his discourses excites jealousy in Peter. Clearly, Peter 
sees her as a rival with regard to the favor of the Savior.34 Mary 
Magdalene, for her part, experiences Peter's hostility as a threat 
and turns to Jesus in order to seek support from him in the face of 
Peter's aggression. 

The second reason why Mary Magdalene irritates Peter is the 
rENOC she represents. How is this to be understood? The Greek 
word rENOC may assume several meanings. In the context of 
Pistis Sophia, it most commonly denotes the human race in its 
entirety. It is clear that the word cannot have this meaning in 
162, 17- I 8. There is another use of the word in the fourth repen
tance of Pistis Sophia in 65, r I. There it refers to the race "which 
will be born." This is a designation of those persons who are "in 
the places below" but who show repentance. Obviously, the Pistis 
Sophia is anticipating an appearance of a Gnostic race. Could 
Mary Magdalene's reference to "our race" be understood along 
these lines, in other words, as a self-designation of the Gnostics?35 

Before this question can be answered a third alternative interpreta
tion of the word rENOC must be introduced. 

While the editors of Pistis Sophia, Schmidt and MacDermot, 
have rendered rENOC ambigiously as "Geschlecht" and "race," 
other interpreters of the text are of the opinion that IT€Nr€NOC in 

34 A further indication of. competitiveness among the disciJ?les is 
Thomas' remark to Jesus in 81,18-20, as he feels himself sober m pre
senting his interpretation of a repentance of Pistis Sophia: "Nevertheless 
I have suffered my brothers up till now lest I cause anger in them. But 
I suffer each one of them to come before thee to say the interpretation 
of the repentance of the Pistis Sophia." 

35 This is suggested as an alternative interpretation of the word 
r€NOC by Parrott (1986, 205). It is interesting that some Gnostic writings 
use the terms mr€NOC MTTN€YMATIKOC (Tri. Trac. 118,28-29; cf. also 
Epiph. Pan. 31.7,5) and TTMA2<fTOOY Nr€NOC (Orig. World 125,5-6) as 
self-designations of the Gnostics. 
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the mouth of Mary Magdalene refers to the female race or sex.36 

Although reNOC does not have this meaning anywhere else in 
Pistis Sophia, this interpretation of the word is lexically fully 
possible.37 Actually, in light of many texts, which betray a misog
ynous Peter,38 this understanding of the text appears quite likely. 
The closest parallels are of course Gos. Mary 18,8-10 and Gos. 
Thom. 114. To see in the word reNOC a reference to the Gnostic 
race is improbable here since there is nothing in Pistis Sophia, 
unlike the Gospel of Mary, which would indicate that Peter and 
Mary Magdalene would represent different theological stands. In 
the texts cited above, Peter does not oppose Mary Magdalene 
because she represents Gnostic and he non-Gnostic, ecclesiastical 
views.39 They both are portrayed as disciples to whom Jesus is 
imparting gnosis. Peter's problem with Mary Magdalene is that 
she is spiritually more advanced than his male colleagues and that 
she is a woman. 

When Peter appeals to Jesus in order that he and the other male 
disciples might get more opportunities to participate in the dia
logue with Jesus, Jesus points out that the only criterion by which 
one gains a right to speak is that the power of the Spirit enables 
her or him to understand what Jesus is talking about (58,15-17). 
Indeed, if somebody is filled with the Spirit, no one is able to 
prevent him or her ( 162, 19-21 ). This is true regardless of the sex 
of a disciple. Therefore, Mary Magdalene may assume a leading 
role among the interlocutors of Jesus. She is the one whom the 
Spirit fills with understanding time after time. She is a "pure, 
spiritual one," as Jesus himself states (200,4; 303, 12-13). It is no 
wonder that when Jesus begins to reveal to the disciples the 
things, "which have not arisen in the hearts of men, which all the 
gods which are among men also do not know" (296,17-21), it is 
Mary Magdalene who functions as his dialogue partner. For Jesus 

36 So already Harnack (1891, 16-17) and Schmidt (1892, 455); see
also Malvern 1975, 48; Pagels 1981, 78; T.V. Smith 1985, 106; Price 
1990, 59; Schmid 1990, 55; Koivunen 1994, 176; Good 1995, 685. 

37 Liddell & Scott 1968, 344.
38 For the references, see Berger 1981, 313-314.
39 Earlier I held the same view (Marjanen 1992, 149); cf. also

Zschamack 1902, 161; Wilson 1968, 102-103; Perkins 1980, 141; Krause 
1981, 57; Pagels 1981, 77-78; T.V. Smith 1985, 106; Price 1990, 62; 
Schmid 1990, 56; Koivunen 1994, 176; Good 1995, 685.695-696. 
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of Pistis Sophia and, thus, for the author of the text, the woman
hood of Mary Magdalene is no barrier to spiritual understanding. 

One important question remains to be asked. What is the mean
ing of the conflict passages to their audience? Does the conflict 
between Peter and Mary Magdalene say anything about the - situa
tion in which Pistis Sophia was written and its first readers lived? 
Or is the rivalry theme simply a part of traditional lore inherited 
in a rather unreflected manner from earlier oral or written materi
al?40 There are some factors which speak against the assumption 
that the author of the text has simply received it as a tradition 
without using it to address the actual situation of the audience. As 
stated above, in contrast to the Gospel of Mary, the controversy 

between Peter and Mary Magdalene does not seem to involve 
doctrinal issues which would indicate that Peter and some other 
male disciples represented a religious stand radically different from 
that of Mary Magdalene. The debate centers on the internal spiritu
al hierarchy within the group of disciples and on the position of 
Mary Magdalene in it. Likewise, if one compares the conflict 
motif in Pistis Sophia I-III with that in the Gospel of Thomas it is 
easy to see that it has been used differently in these writings. 
While in the latter it motivates the discussion about the possibility 
of women to gain salvation, in the former it is tied to the question 
of Mary Magdalene's right to act as a spiritual authority. 

The fact that the conflict motif is used in Pistis Sophia with a 
specific purpose different from other texts where the same theme 
is reflected suggests that it has a function not only in the fictive 
text world of Pistis Sophia but also in the real world of its readers. 
In other words, the use of the motif reflects the questions and the 
problems with which the readers of the text are struggling. But in 
which way exactly? Peter's attacks on Mary Magdalene described 
in Pistis Sophia may at least intimate that the position of Mary 
Magdalene as the most important interpreter of fundamental spiri
tual revelations was questioned, even by some Gnostics, because 
of her sex. By emphasizing the superior spirituality of Mary 

Magdalene and defending everybody's right, also a woman's, to 
reveal spiritual truths if he or she is filled with the Spirit, the 
author of Pistis Sophia seeks to counter this opposition. At the 
same time, the author tries to strengthen the religious identity of 

40 The latter is suggested by Perkins 1980, 140.
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those readers who want to remain loyal to the traditions for which 
Mary Magdalene is the guarantor. The reason Peter is selected to 
be her opponent is not clear since here he does not represent a 
non-Gnostic, ecclesiastical Christianity. Perhaps, this is a feature 
which is received from tradition. At any rate, the misogyny re
flected in the text is easily attached to Peter since that characteris
tic is also linked with Peter elsewhere. 

But is it only the credibility of Mary Magdalene as a transmit
ter of authoritative traditions which is at stake here? Or do the 
conflict passages address themselves even more directly to the 
situation of the readers? In other words, do they presuppose the 
existence of such women among the readers of Pistis Sophia 
whose attempts to establish their position as spiritual authorities in 
Gnostic groups are denied by some male leaders symbolized by 
Peter?41 Certainly, the text can be used very well to side with such 
women, since it underlines so strongly that the only qualification 
a person needs for revealing spiritual truths is that he or she be 
moved by the Spirit. The experience of Mary Magdalene could 
easily be generalized to apply to any woman. Yet there is very 
little concrete evidence in the text to indicate that what was used 
as an apology for Mary Magdalene was meant to defend the rights 
of her later female colleagues as well.42 Actually, the emphasis that 
Mary Magdalene is the supreme spiritual authority in the dialogue 
between the Risen Jesus and his disciples but her male colleagues 
(and their followers?) are later responsible for preaching and 
giving the mysteries may even suggest the opposite. The ambigu
ous evidence of Pistis Sophia I-III may in fact show that while the 
writing serves to defend the traditional role of Mary Magdalene as 
the most important transmitter and interpreter of Jesus' revelations, 
still the author of the text feels no desire nor need to claim that 
each woman should have the same prerogative. The increasing 
marginalization of women in roles of leadership in the third and 

41 This is suggested by Pagels 1981, 78-79; Schussler Fiorenza 1983,
305-306; Schmid 1990, 56; Koivunen 1994, 174.

42 Mary Magdalene's generalizing remark "Peter ... hates our race" 
may imply that the aggressive attitude which in the text world of Pistis 
So(Jhia 1s directed towards Mary Magdalene has in the real world as its 
obJect the women who aspire to positions of authority in Gnostic groups. 
On the other hand, the remark need not mean more than an emphasis on 
Peter's misogynous stand. 
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fourth centuries as compared with the first and second centuries 
may thus not be limited to ecclesiastical Christian writings, but has 
an influence on Gnostic writings as well. 

3. Mary Magdalene in Pistis Sophia IV

3.1 The Position of Mary Magdalene Among the Disciples 

With regard to the number of times various interlocutors partici
pate in the dialogue in Pistis Sophia IV, Mary Magdalene43 does 
not have a similar supremacy over the other disciples as she does 
in Pistis Sophia I-Ill. In the extant part of Pistis Sophia IV, she 
presents four questions to Jesus, whereas the other interlocutors 
ask eight questions altogether.44 In addition, the whole crowd of 
disciples speak collectively nine times (353,3-5; 355,9; 357,18; 
366,14-15; 367,20-21; 369,9; 372,15; 374,4-5; 384,15). Neverthe
less, this statistical picture does not do full justice to Mary Magda
lene, since the eight pages of the manuscript which are missing 
between 374,5 and 374,645 probably contained questions put by 
Mary Magdalene. This is implied by the phrase o..COYWB ON 
€TOOTC NCH Mo..r120..M TT€Xo..C in 375,l as well as by Peter's 
indignant words in 377,14-15: "My Lord, let the women cease to 
question, that we also may question." At any rate, although Mary 
Magdalene is also the most active interlocutor in this part of Pistis 
Sophia, the number of her questions is not so much greater than 
that of the others to support the conclusion that she has a clearly 
superior position among the disciples. 

43 The name appears 8 times in the extant part of Pistis Sophia JV 
(for the condition of the manuscript, see below). In all the occurences it 
is spelled Mo.r120.M. This form of the name is used of Mary Magdalene 
in Pistis Sophia 1-111 as well (cf. also Soph. Jes. Chr. BG 90,1; 117,13; 
Dial. Sav. 126,17-18; 134,25[?]; 139,8; 143,6; 144,5-6; 144,22; 146,1[?]) 
but in Coptic texts it is not employed when the mother of Jesus is indi
cated. 

44 Thomas (379,23; 381,6) and John (381,21; 383,17) twice; Salome 
(376,11), Peter (377,17), Andrew (378,22), and Bartholomew (380,16) 
once. 

45 Since the page numbers follow those of Schmidt & MacDermot's
edition, not those of Codex Askewianus, the lacuna of the manuscript 
does not come forth in these references to the text. 
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Unlike Pistis Sophia I-III, neither Jesus' nor the narrator's 
comments betray anything special about the perception of the 
individual interlocutors or about the quality of the questions46 

presented by them. In Pistis Sophia IV, Jesus' positive statements, 
promises, and actions are exclusively directed to the disciples as 
a whole. To all the disciples he makes the promise that they will 
rule over all things and receive the keys of the kingdom of heaven 
(367,1-8). On all of them Jesus bestows his special blessing, and 
all of them are made capable of seeing extraordinary things 
(367,14-19). All the disciples are made worthy of the kingdom of 
his father by Jesus, and to all of them he gives the right to forgive 
sins and to perform the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven 
(369,12-372,14). It is to all the disciples that he speaks about the 
name which gives the soul admittance beyond the powers of 
darkness (373,8-14). 

In the extant part of Pistis Sophia IV, the only passage which 
may intimate that Mary Magdalene has a special capacity to 
understand the mysteries Jesus introduces is 360,2-5. There she 
makes a special request: "My Lord, reveal to us in what manner 
the souls are carried off by theft, so that my brothers also under
stand." Mary Magdalene's statement implies that she does not 
need this information for herself but asks here on behalf of her 
brothers who do not comprehend the mysteries as easily as she 
does. This feature,47 combined with the fact that she is statistically 
the most active interlocutor in Pistis Sophia IV, suggests that Mary 
Magdalene is also known here to have an important role among 
the disciples. Yet it is clear that in Pistis Sophia IV Mary Magda
lene is not elevated above other disciples in the same way she is 
in Pistis Sophia I-III. It is of course possible that the discovery of 
the missing pages between 374,5 and 374,6 might modify this 
impression, but that is in no way certain. In fact, in the extant 
passage where the opportunity to underline the superiority of Mary 
Magdalene invites itself, the author of the text does not do it. 
When Peter requests Jesus to silence the women so that he and 

46 In Pistis Sophia IV the individual interlocutors mentioned by name 
mainly pose questions to Jesus. The whole group of disciples also make 
other kinds of utterances. 

47 To be sure, this feature appears more frequently and much more 
emphatically in Pistis Sophia I-1/1 (see above). 
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other male disciples may ask questions (377,14-15), Jesus does it 
without indicating in any way, contrary to Pistis Sophia I-III, that 
Mary Magdalene is specially equipped by the Spirit and therefore 
asks the most questions in the dialogue. 

The fact that Mary Magdalene is granted a relatively unpreten
tious status in Pistis Sophia IV compared with that in Pistis Sophia 
I-III is well in line with the way all the disciples are presented.
Although the disciples are described as having a privileged posi
tion as the receivers of Jesus' revelations and mysteries, they are
not considered to own extraordinary spiritual power. They are not
moved by the Spirit to offer revelatory interpretations of Jesus'
discourses, and their questions do not seem to presuppose any
special enlightenment. Their questions only serve to show that it
is Jesus alone who acts as the revelator. His answers and actions
give the disciples the mysteries necessary for salvation. The disci
ples, including Mary Magdalene, are indeed given the keys to the
kingdom of heaven but still Pistis Sophia IV ends with a prayer by
the disciples in which they ask to be saved from the punishments
of the sinners (384, 15-24).

3 .2 Mary Magdalene as Rival of the Male Disciples 

In Pistis Sophia IV, conflict between the male and the female 
disciples appears only in one passage (377,14-17). After the wom
en have asked several questions,48 Peter becomes indignant and 
requests Jesus to silence the women so that he and the other male 
disciples can have their turns as well. At first sight the situation 
described in this passage resembles that of PS 58,11-21 and 
162,14-21. Actually, Peter does not attack Mary Magdalene per
sonally here. Nevertheless, she is singled out in the narrator's 
introduction to Jesus' comment. This shows that in 377,14-17 also 
the tension between Mary Magdalene and Peter is the underlying 

48 The lacuna of eight pages between 374,5 and 374,6 makes it 
impossible to know exactly how many questions the women asked before 
Peter's comment. In the extant pages, there are at least the two questions 
of Mary Magdalene (375,1-4) and Salome (376,11-13). In addition, the 
introduction to Mary Magdalene's question reveals that she had just 
spoken before at least once (375,1). On the basis of Peter's comment, the 
questions of these women (and perhaps those of others too) have been 
even more numerous. 
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motif of the text, even though Peter's misogyny is less obvious in 
377,14-17 than in 162,14-21. 

It is conspicuous, however, that in contrast to PS 58,11-21 and 
162,14-21, Jesus does not here in any way vindicate the right of 
Mary Magdalene and the other women to participate in the dia
logue. No reference is made to an extraordinary inspiration of the 
Spirit which would grant Mary Magdalene special prerogatives 
over against the other interlocutors. On the contrary, Jesus finds 
Peter's demand reasonable and says to Mary Magdalene and the 
other women: "Give way to the men, your brothers, that they may 
question also" (3 77, 15-17). How is this to be understood? Does 
the author want to undermine the spiritual authority of Mary 
Magdalene and to carry on a controversy against those readers 
who, in his opinion, rely too strongly on the traditions attached to 
her? This is unlikely. As noted above, Mary Magdalene is the 
most active interlocutor in Pistis Sophia JV, and even after the 
confrontation with Peter she does not fall silent but still asks one 
question (383,12-14). 

Furthermore, the author of the text does not appear to be partic
ularly interested in picturing individual disciples as spiritual he
roes. There is no attempt to defend or question anyone's position. 
Differently from the rivalry passages of Pistis Sophia I-III, the 
conflict in PS 3 77, 14-21 is not a result of the disciples' competi
tion to exhibit their spiritual power in revealing the mystery of the 
repentances of Pistis Sophia. Rather, it has to do with the equal 
opportunity for the disciples to ask relatively simple questions 
which provide Jesus with a chance to give them "all mysteries and 
all knowledge" (358,14-15). To put it plainly, it is not the spiritual 
ranking of the disciples which is at stake here but the general 
order in the conversation. This aligns well with the overall tenden
cy in Pistis Sophia IV, where the disciples are collectively granted 
a special position by Jesus .. ft is no single disciple, but all of them 
who are made "rulers over all these things (= mysteries and 
knowledge)" (367,3-4) and "blessed ... beyond all men" (357,19-
20). 

When Pistis Sophia IV was attached to Pistis Sophia I-III the 
way it was read probably changed. The prominence of Mary 
Magdalene in Pistis Sophia I-III was projected into Pistis Sophia 
IV as well, and the conflict between Peter and Mary Magdalene in 
3 77, 14-17 was seen as an attack against the superior spirituality of 
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Mary Magdalene.49 This hannonization was facilitated by the fact 
that although Mary Magdalene does not have a superior role in 
Pistis Sophia IV she was still the most active among the inter
locutors of Jesus. 

49 A similar reading of the text is also found among modem scholars. 
See Schmid (1990, 55) who reads 377,14-17 fully in light of PS 58,11-21 
and 162,14-21; so also Berger 1981, 313-314. 
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MARY MAGDALENE 
IN THE GREAT QUESTIONS OF MARY 

1. Introductory Remarks

In his extensive heresiological work, Panarion, Epiphanius refers 
to a writing called the Great Questions of Mary, in which it is 
related how Jesus took a woman, a Mary, aside on a mountain for 
special, private instruction (Pan. 26.8,1-3). Epiphanius does not 
explicitly state that she is Magdalene but it is likely that she is 
meant. 1 The only other Mary whom the text could allude to, the 
mother of Jesus, is mentioned just above (26. 7,5), but Epiphanius 
does not make any effort to connect the Great Questions of Mary 
with her. The fact that the instruction takes place on a mountain 
points to the possibility that the passage has to do with a post
resurrection appearance. If this be the case, it is more natural to 
attribute the experience of that event to Mary Magdalene than to 
the mother of Jesus. The fact that the epithet Magdalene is not 
mentioned is no problem. The same is true with Pan. 26.15,6 
where Epiphanius explicitly refers to Mary Magdalene. 

Epiphanius ascribes the Great Questions of Mary to a libertine 
group whose identification leaves a lot to be desired. In the head
ing of the twenty-sixth chapter of his work, Epiphanius claims to 
write this part of his book against Gnostics or Borborites. Else
where in this chapter, he states that this sect can also be called 
Koddians, Stratiotics, Phibionites, Zacchaeans, and Barbelites 
(26.3,6-7), depending on the geographical locality where they 
appear.2 In the proemium of the entire work, where he presents the 
sects which he treats in various chapters of his work, he still adds 
to these names Secundians and Socratists (Proemium I 4,3). The 
readers of Epiphanius are also given to understand that this partic
ular libertine group is closely associated with the Nicolaitans 

1 So also Holl 1915, 284; Dummer 1965, 202; Benko 1967, 104; 
Puech & Blatz 1987, 312. 

2 See also the post-Epiphanian Anacephalaeosis II 26,1-2. 
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whom he introduces in his preceding chapter. Yet it seems appar
ent that Epiphanius does not describe here one particular existent 
Gnostic group or school but has collected in this chapter informa
tion he has to offer about obscene habits of libertine Gnostics in 
general.3 To what extent his description corresponds to the actual 
behavior of some Gnostic groups is strongly debated.4 Nonethe
less, there is no reason to doubt that libertine Gnostics did exist.5 

It is apparent that within one of these groups the writing which 
Epiphanius freely quotes was composed. 

Since Epiphanius' citation is the only known evidence for the 
existence of the Great Questions of Mary, nothing certain can be 
said about its origin6 and its extent and contents beyond this one 

3 Chapters 25 (Nicolaitans), 27 (Carpocratians), and 32 (Secundians) 
also contain references to Gnostic groups with libertine practices. 

4 For the discussion, see Benko 1967, 103-119; Gero 1986, 287-307; 
Goehring 1988, 338-339. 

5 Most recently this has been advocated by Dummer 1965, 191-219; 
Benko 1967, 103-119; Gero I 986, 287-307; Goehring I 988, 338-344 (see 
also his footnote 43 on page 339) and with some reservations by Wisse 
1975, 71-72. The view is contested by Kraft 1950, 78-85; Koschorke 
1978, 123-124. They argue against the possible existence of libertine 
Gnostic groups by pointing out that no libertine tendencies are revealed 
by authentic Gnostic sources. They only appear in the writings of the 
heresiologists which serve religious polemics and which are often based 
on scanty and obscure evidence. To be sure, an accusation a�ainst ob
scene practices is a feature typical of religious polemics, and 1t has not 
only been directed against Gnostic Christians but against ecclesiastical 
groups as well (see e.g. Origen, Contra Cels. 6,27; Minucius Felix, 
Octavius 9; Mandaeans accuse Christians of consuming both bodily 
emissions and aborted infants; for references, see F. Williams 1987, 86). 
It is equally true that very often the only evidence of debauchery of a 
given group is the firm conviction of the heresiologists that a false 
doctrine automatically leads to immoral behavior (see Wisse 1975, 66). 
Nevertheless, not all the information given by the heresiologists can be 
explained away as a sheer expression of religious polemics. Goehring 
(1988, 339) has rightly emphasized that e.g. Epiphanius' account (Pan. 
26) is too detailed, complex, and personal to be a mere literary fiction.
In addition, the inner consistency between theology and ritual as well as
sometimes rather ingenious scriptural support of the religious practices
presented in the text suggest that in his description of libertine Gnostic
groups Epiphanius does not simply give a free rein to his imagination but
depends on his personal experiences and some authentic literary or oral
sources.

6 The fact that Epiphanius met libertine Gnostics while being in 
Egypt (for the location of these Gnostics, see Dummer 1965, 191-
192.211 n. 4) does not necessarily mean that all the writings he is refer
ring to in Pan. 26 must originate from Egypt. Gero (1986, 286-307) has 
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passage. It is even unclear whether Pan. 26.8,4-26.9,2 is derived 
from the writing or if it presents proof texts which come from 
other libertine writings but which Epiphanius has included here in 
order to illustrate the quote from the Great Questions of Mary. 
The dating of the Great Questions of Mary is furthermore almost 
a mere guess because of the brevity of Epiphanius' quotation.7 

Panarion of course provides a terminus ad quem,8 but there is 
very little in the passage itself which would tell how much earlier 
the Great Questions of Mary was composed than Epiphanius' 
heresiological work. However, the fact that the topic of cosuming 
one's emission is also dealt with in 2 Book of Jeu (100,18-22) and 
Pistis Sophia IV (381,6-20) might suggest that these writings date 
approximately from the same period, i.e., from the third century. 

2. Analysis of Panarion 26.8,1-9,5

Epiphanius does not give the excerpt of the Great Questions of 
Mary verbatim but cites it freely as we shall see below when the 
text is quoted. It is also unclear where his quotation ends. Irre
spective of whether Pan. 26.8,4-9,5 was part of the writing or not, 
it is included here since it is clearly meant to illustrate what is 
going on between Jesus and Mary Magdalene in the previous 
passage. Epiphanius' text runs as follows:9 

(8,1) 1ca.i 'tci µev l3tl3)d.a. <X.'U'tOOV 1tOA.A.CX.. £PC1YCT1CJ£t«; ydp 
nva.i; Ma.pia.i; £K'ti9ev't<X.t, d1..1..ot Be eii; 'tOV 1tpo£tP"1µ£Vov 
'Ia.Ma.t3a.ro9 eii; ovoµa. 't£ 'too l:T\9 1to1..1..ci l3tl31..ia. i>1tO'ti8ev-

convincingly shown that there were libertine groups in the Syro-Mesopo
tamian area as well. Nevertheless, the thematic connections between the 
Great Questions of Mary and the Books of Jeu as well as Pistis Sophia, 
which most probably have been produced in Egypt, may point to the 
Egyptian origm of the former too. 

7 Without giving any reasons, Bovon ( 1984, 56) dates the Great 
Questions of Mary to the second or third century. 

8 Panarion was probably written between 375 and 378 (F. Williams 
1987, XIII; see also Dummer 1965, 191). 

9 The text is taken from the critical edition of Holl (1915, 284-286). 
The use of the inverted commas follows Holl's practice and they are 
supposed to indicate biblical quotations. The translation and other later 
translations of Panarion come from F. Williams (1987, 88-89) unless 
otherwise advised. 
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mt. a.1t0Ka.AU\j/ete; OE ·wu 'Aodµ d11,11,a. 11,eyoucnv, eua.yyeAta. 
OE e'tepa. e\.c; ovoµa. 'trov µa.9r)'trov cruyypdwa.crem 'te'toA
µrjKa.crtv, a.mov OE 'tOV cronfjpa. ,;µrov Ka.i K'Uptov 'ITJO'OUV 
Xptcr'tov ouK a.icrx,uvoV'W.t Uyetv o'tt a.u'to<; a.1teKd.Au\j/e 
mu'tT)v 'tTJV a.icrxpoupyia.v. (2) EV ydp mt<; EPCO't'TJO'ecrt Mapi
a.c; 1m11,ouµevmc; µeyd.Am<; (eicri ydp Ka.i µtKpa.i a.u'tot.c; 
1te1t11,a.crµevm) u1tO'ti8evmt a.u'tov a.u'tfi a.1t0Ka.AU1t'tetv, 
1ta.pa.11,a.l36vm CX.'l>'tT]V e\.c; 'tO opoc; Kai eu�d.µevov Ka.i EKj3a.
AOV'ta. EK TTJ<; n11,eupac; a.uwu yuva.t.Ka. Ka.i a.p�d.µevov a.u'tfi 
EyKa.mµiyvucr0a.t, Kai ou'tco<; &rj9ev 'tTJV a.noppota.v a.u'tou 
µe'ta.Aa.j36V'ta. oet.�m O'tt "oet. ou't� notet.v, i.va. �rjcrcoµev," 
(3) Ka.i roe; TTJ<; Ma.pia.c; 'ta.pa.xeeiO"TJc; Ka.i necrotiO"TJc; xa.µa.i
O.U'tOV 1tCX.AtV O.U'tT]V Eyeipa.V'ta. ei1tet.v a.u'tfi "tva. 'tt EOtO''tCX.
O'CX.<;, 011,iyomcr'te;"

( 4) Ka.i q,a.cnv o'tt wu'to EO''tt 'to eip11µevov EV 'tcp eu
a.yyeAiq>, o'tt "ei 'td E1tiyeta. etnov uµ1.v Ka.i ou mcr'teue'te, 
,:d, E1tO'Up<X,Vta. 1tCO<; 1ttO''tEUO'e'te;" Ka.i 'tO "O'ta.V 1.0TJ'tE 'tOV uiov 
wu a.v9poSnou a.vePX6µevov onou ijv 'tO 1tp6'tepov," 'tOU'tEO"'ttV 
'tTJV a.1t6ppota.v µe'ta.Aa.µl3a.voµeV11V o9ev Ka.i E�flA9ev, (5) 
Ka.i 'to einetv "Edv µr\ <i>d.YTJ'tE µou 'tTJV crd.pKa. Ka.i 1ttTJ'tE µou 
'to a.'iµa." Ka.i 'trov µa.9r)'trov 'ta.pa.crcroµevcov Ka.i Aey6V'tcov 
"'ti<; 8-uva.mt 'tOU'tO CX.KOUO'a.t;" q,a.criv roe; 1tepi TTJ<; a.icrxpo'tT)
'tO<; ijv b Myoc;. (6) oto Ka.i E'ta.pd.x9rJcra.v Ka.i a.1tiiA9ov eic; 
,:d 01ttO'CO, OU1tCO ydp ijcra.v, cl>TJcriv, EV 1tAT)proµa.'tt EO''tepecoµe
VOt. (7) Ka.i 'tO ei1tet.v 'tOV Aa.uio "fo'ta.t roe; 'tO �'UAOV 'tO 
neq>U'teuµevov na.pd, 'td<; ote�6oouc; 'tCOV uod.'tcov, o 'tov Ka.p
nov CX.U'tOU orocret EV Ka.tpcp a.uwu" 1tepi TTJ<; a.icrxp6'tT)'tO<; 
'tOU a.vop6c;, cl>TJcri, Aeyet. "E1ti 'tTJV E�OOOV 'tCOV 'l>OO'tCOV" Ka.i 
"o 'tOV Ka.pnov CX.U'tOU orocret" 'tl]V TTJ<; T]OOV,,<; a.1t6ppota.v, 
cl>TJcri, AEyet, Ka.i "'to q>UAAOV CX.U'tOU OUK CX.1tOPP'UTJO'E'ta.t," O'tt 
OUK ECOµev, cl>TJcriv, CX.'l>'tO xa.µa.i 1tecre1.v, (X,A,A,d, a.uwi CX.U'tO 
E0'9ioµev. 

(9, 1) Ka.i i.va. µtj 'td<; µa.p'tupia.c; a.u'trov EV µfoq> (j>epcov 
j3ACX.\j/CO µci.AAOV rjnep roq>EAT]O'CO, 'tOU'tQ'\) xa.ptv 'td 1tOAAd 
u1tepl3rjcroµa.t, E1tei civ 'td 1td.v'ta. 1ta.p' a.uwtc; Aey6µeva. 
Ka.Kroc; EV'W.U9a. 7tCX.pa.'tt9eµevoc; OtT)y6peuov. (2) 'tO ydp ei-
1tet.V, cl>TJcri, 'te9etKevm 'tTJV 'Pa.dj3 KOKKtvov Ev 'tfi 9upi8t ouK 
ijv, cl>TJcri, KOKKtvov, «A.Ad 'td µ6pta. 'tfl<; yuvmKeia.c; (j>ucrecoc; 
Ka.i 'to KOKKtvov a.'iµa. 'tCOV Ka.'ta.µT)vicov Aeyet, Ka.i 'to einetv 
"1t1.ve ·uoa.m a.no crrov a.yyeicov", nepi 'tou a.u'tou Aeyet. (3) 
q,a.cri OE etvm 'tTJV crd.pKa. a.1toAAWEV11V Ka.i µtj EyetpoµEV11V, 
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eiva.t 8e 't<l'l.l'tTIV 'tOU a.px,ov1:oc;. (4) 't'llV 8e 8uva.µtv 't'llV EV 
1:otc; 1m1:a.µ11viotc; JCa.i EV 1:a.tc; yova.tc; ,1rnx,11v eiva.i qia.aw, i\v 
cru).).eyov,:ec; Ecr0ioµev, JCa.i cx.nep 11µe'ic; Ecr0foµev, JCpea. 11 
ACX.X,CX.VCX. 11 CX.p'tOV 11 et 'tt E'tepov, X,CX.ptV 1tOtOUµ£V 't<ltt; 
JC'ticrem, cru).Myov,:ec; a.1to MV'tCOV 't'llV \jfUX,'llV 1mi µe't<lcl>e
pov1:ec; µe0' ea.'U'trov eic; 1:d. E1to-upd.vta.. 8t61tep JCa.i 1td.V'trov 
µe1:a.).a.µl3d.vo'Ucrt 1Cperov ).eyov,:ec;, 1.va. EAetjcrroµev 1:0 yevoc; 
T)µrov. (5) <l>cicrJCO'Ucrt 8£ 't'llV 0.'U't'llV \jf'UX,'llV eiva.t, EV 'te 'tote; 
tqlotc; JCa.i EV JCVrooo).oic; JCa.i ix,0'1.lm JCa.i 0<1>em JCa.i a.v0pc.o
notc; Ey1Ca.1:ecrnd.p0a.t JCa.i EV A<X.x,d.votc; JCa.i Ev Mv8pem JCa.i 
ev yevvtjµa.m. 

(8, 1) And they too have many books. They exhibit certain "Questions 
of Mary;" but others proffer many books about the Ialdabaoth we 
spoke of, and in the name of Seth. They call others "Apocalypses of 
Adam". And they have ventured to compose other Gospels in the 
names of the disciples, and are not ashamed to say that our Savior 
and Lord himself, Jesus Christ, revealed this obscenity. (2) For in the 

so-called "Great10 Questions of Mary" - they have forged "Little" 
ones too - they suggest that he revealed it to her after taking her 
aside on the mountain, 1 1 praying, producing a woman from his side, 
beginning to have intercourse with her, and then partaking of his 

emission, if you please, to show that "Thus we must do, that we may 
live." (3) And when Mary was alarmed and fell to the ground, he 
raised her up and said to her, "O thou of little faith, wherefore didst 
thou doubt?" 

(8,4) And they say that this is the meaning of the saying in the 
Gospel, "If I have told you earthly things and ye believe not, how 
shall ye believe the heavenly things?" and so with, "When ye see the 
Son of Man ascending up where he was before" - in other words, 
when you see the emission partaken of where it came from. (5) And 
when Christ said, "Except ye eat my flesh and drink my blood," and 
the disciples were disturbed and replied, "Who can hear this?" they 
say the statement was about the dirt. (6) And this is why they were 

1
° F. Williams (1987, 88) translates "Greater Questions" and "Lesser

Questions," but the use of comparative degree is not necessary here; the 
Greek uses the positive degree of the adjectives. The most common 
translation of the names of the writings is "Great Questions of Mary" and 
"Little Questions of Mary" (see e.g. Schneemelcher & Wilson 1991, 390-
391). 

11 The rendering follows that of F. Williams (1987, 88); the text 
could be translated "after taking her along to the mountain" as well. 
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disturbed and fell away; they were not firmly established in perfection 
yet, 12 they say. 

(8,7) And by the words, "He shall be like a tree planted by the 
outgoings of water that will bring forth its fruit in due season," David 
means the man's dirt. "By the outgoing of water," and, "that will 
bring forth his fruit," means the emission at climax. And "Its leaf 
shall not fall off" means, "We do not allow it to fall to the ground, 
but eat it ourselves." 

(9,1) And I am going to omit most of their proof-texts, lest I do 
more harm than good by making them public - otherwise I would 
give all their misstatements here in explicit detail. (2) When it says 
that Rahab put a scarlet thread in her window, this was not scarlet 
thread, they tell us, but the female organs. And the scarlet thread 
means the menstrual blood, and "Drink water from your cisterns" 
means the same. 

(9,3) They say that the flesh must perish and cannot be raised, 
but belongs to the archon. (4) But the power in the menses and 
semen, they say, is soul "which we gather and eat. And whatever we 
eat - meat, vegetables, bread or anything else - we do creatures a 
favor by gathering the soul from them all and taking it to the heavens 
with us." Hence they eat meat of all kinds and say that this is "to 
show mercy to our race." (5) But they claim that the soul is the same, 
and has been implanted in animals, wild beasts,13 fish, snakes, men 
- and in vegetation, trees, and the products of the soil.

2.1 The Consuming of Bodily Emissions 

Before the role of Mary Magdalene in the Great Questions of 
Mary is more closely examined it is necessary to see how the 
central element of the text, the consuming of bodily emission, is 
viewed elsewhere by Epiphanius. In his description of the Nicolai

tans (Pan. 25) and the Gnostics or Borborites (Pan. 26), Epiphani
us refers several times to the consuming of male and female 

12 F. Williams (1987, 89) translates: "they were not entirely stable
yet, ... " The Greek phrase ev 1tAT]pwµa1:1 can hardly be rendered into a 
non-technical adverb "entirely." Rather, it is to be understood in light of 
Epiph., Pan. 26.10,7, where ev 1tAT]pwµa1:t -njc; yvwcreroc; yivecr0m is to 
be translated "to be perfect in the knowledge"; see F. Williams himself 
(1987, 90). 

13 F. Williams (1987, 89) translates "vermin"; however, 1evrood.A.ov
denotes any wild creature (see Liddell & Scott et al. 1968, 965). 
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emissions (Pan. 25.3,2; 26.3,1; 26.4,1-8; 26.5,7; 26.8,2-4; 26.9,4; 
26.l 0,8-9; 26.11, 1; 26.11,8; 26.13,2-3). According to him, this
ritual talces place in various contexts and with different motiva
tions. The great variety in its description as well as a rather inge
nious theological motivation not infrequently attached to the ritual
suggest that Epiphanius' reports are not a product of sheer literary
fiction but they are dependent on several and sometimes also
authentic sources of information. 14 This does not mean, however,
that everything he relates is historically reliable. Certainly, rituals
such as this easily invite an antagonist to exaggerations in his
descriptions. Nevertheless, based on Epiphanius' reports central
features of the ritual and its theological significance can be recon
structed.

It is often presupposed that the ritual of consuming one's 
bodily emission is to be seen as a version of the Eucharist. 15 A 
careful reading of Epiphanius does not confirm this assumption. 
Apart from Pan. 26.8,5 which is either part of the Great Questions 
of Mary or at least a proof-text used by those reading the writing, 
there is only one other passage in Panarion 26 where Epiphanius 
explicitly links the ritual with the Eucharist. In Pan. 26.4,1-8 we 
are told that during a communal gathering a husband asks his wife 
to malce love ('tTJV a:ycx7t11v noiijcrcxt 16

; 26.4,4) with a brother. 
However, their intercourse is not consummated but the woman and 
man receive the male emission on their own hands. Semen gained 
through coitus interruptus is thus offered to the actual Father of all 
with the words: "We offer thee this gift, the body of Christ." 
Likewise, the menses are presented as the other element of the 
Eucharist with the saying: "This is the blood of Christ." After 
these ritual prayers both male and female emission are consumed 
together. Epiphanius' report does not make explicit what is the 
actual reason for consuming semen and menstrual blood in this 
ritual. Yet he refers to a cryptic saying which indicates that semen 
is the reason why "bodies suffer" (26.4, 7). This may suggest that 

14 In Pan. 26.17,4-18,3 Epiphanius refers to his own experiences with 
a libertine sect. 

15 So e.g. Dummer 1965, 197; Benko 1967, 115-116; Goehring 1988, 
340. 

16 This is clearly a technical term which however is not used else
where in Pan. 26. 
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the consuming of semen and menses is considered to provide a 
possibility to overcome suffering. For Epiphanius himself, the 
peculiar way to celebrate the Eucharist has no motivation other 
than shameful enjoyment. However, it is of interest that Epiphani
us too knows that these Gnostics forbid procreation (26.5,2; cf. 
also 26.11, 10; 26.16,4), although this, in his view, evidently only 
underlines the obscenity of the act. 

The other texts which speak about the consuming of bodily 
emissions do not place the act in the context of the Eucharist.17 
Even so, they are useful to the interpretation of the excerpt of the 
Great Questions of Mary since they include clear reflections on 
the motives for the act. The conspicuous feature in these passages 
is that although the reasons for the consuming of semen and 
menses are manifold they all are soteriological in their character. 
In Pan. 25.3,2 the gathering of semen and menses which evidently 
takes place through consuming is meant to reverse the process 
which the imprudent activity of Sophia, i.e., Prunicus, occasioned. 
The text seems to reflect an ancient view, represented by Aristotle 
for example, according to which semen contains soul. 18 Even if 
one could think the result is the exact opposite, according to 
libertine Gnostics, by gathering and consuming the male emission 
they rescue the soul element from the material world. That the 
same procedure can be applied to the female emission as well is 
an interesting modification of the Aristotelian theory whose signif
icance will be discussed below. In Pan. 26.9,4 it is even said that 
by eating anything - meat, vegetables, bread - Gnostics free the 
soul implanted in these products and take it to the heavens with 
them. 19 Pan. 26.10,9 states that it is explicitly by gathering oneself 
through male and female bodily emissions which besides gnosis 
makes a Gnostic capable of getting up above the archons. In Pan. 

17 
Pan. 26.5,7 may be an exception, since there it is said: " ... when

ever they go wild for themselves, they soil their own hands with their 
own ejaculated dirt, get up, and pray stark naked with their hands de
filed." The reference to prayer may hint at a Eucharistic context of the 
description. 

18 For references in Aristotle's writings, see R. Smith 1988, 346. To 
be sure, there were other conceptions as well, but Aristotle's view had 
a strong influence on later anthropological thinking. 

19 A similar idea is found in Manichaean texts; for references see 
Bohlig 1980, 141.293; F. Williams 1987, 89. 
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26.5, 7 the gathering of semen guarantees a ready access to God 
through such a practice. 

In the ritual act which Epiphanius sees as a mere gratification 
of one's shameful desires there are thus deeper theological mo
tives.20 If the soul is transmitted into the prison of a material body 
as a result of a sexual intercourse during which a man ejaculates 
his semen into a woman and ultimately into the body of an infant 
which is going to be born, it is natural from the vantage point of 
the Borborites that the prevention of this process is of utmost 
importance. This is accomplished by gathering and consuming 
semen before it is implanted for procreation. Through this act the 
Gnostic also receives the power which is necessary for his/her own 
deliverance from the material world and transfer back to the 
pleroma beyond the archontic realms. 

According to Epiphanius, the gathering of semen did not only 
take place through coitus interruptus (Pan. 26.4,5), but also 
through masturbation (26.5,7; 26.11,1) and homosexual activity 
(26.11,8). Whether the consuming of aborted fetuses also belonged 
to the religious practices of the Borborites, is difficult to say. The 
assertion could be a product of Epiphanius' polemical imagination, 
but logically this idea could be derived from their theology too. If 
the prevention of procreation has not succeeded by gathering 
semen, a brother's blunder can be repaired by eating an embryo, 
'tO 'teAetOV 1tdcrxa (26.5,6). 

2.2 Mary Magdalene and the Consuming of Bodily Emissions 

The excerpt which Epiphanius has taken from the Great Questions 
of Mary is clearly meant to be an aetiology of the consuming of 
the male semen.21 Jesus himself shows what his followers are
supposed to do, and the significance of the act is stressed by its 
salvific and life-giving character (Pan. 26.8,2). The fact that Mary 
Magdalene is chosen to receive this revelation is apparently an 
indication of her prominent role in the writing. Her fear and doubt 

20 This is especially emphasized by Benko (1967, 109-117) and 
Goehring (1988, 340-341). 

21 The Gospel of Eve is another writing excerpted by Epiphanius in 
Pan. 26 which appears to provide an aetiology for gathering (and con
suming) of bodily emissions (Pan. 26.3, l ). 
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mentioned in Pan. 26.8,3 are not probably her only and last reac
tions to Jesus' deed and words. Rather, they mirror the first bewil
derment which is a typical characteristic of any account that tells 
about a special revelation of (the Risen) Jesus to his disciples.22 

Jesus' act represents a kind of reenactment of Eve's creation.23 

As in Gen 2, a woman is molded out of man's rib. The essential 
difference is that the first creation of woman was bound to lead to 
procreation of the human race in the material world, whereas in 
the Great Questions of Mary Jesus' deed is meant to set an exam
ple how that process is reversed. The purpose of the gathering and 
consuming of semen is to stop the subjection of human beings 
under the power of death and to help them to find life. In Pan.

26.9,4, which clearly interprets the encounter between Jesus and 
Mary Magdalene, the gathering and consuming of bodily emission 
is explicitly linked with gathering the soul ( cf. also 26.10,8-9). In 
its own mythical way the excerpt of the Great Questions of Mary
demonstrates how the imprisonment of the souls can be terminat
ed. At the same time, it also implies that the consuming of bodily 
emission provides life, i.e., makes a Gnostic capable of returning 
to the pleroma where he/she came from as the proof-text from 
John 6,62 illustrates (Pan. 26.8,4). Pan. 26.8,5 indicates that this 
takes place in the context of the Eucharist. The passage seems to 
imply that, according to the writer or the interpreters of the Great

Questions of Mary, the real contents and meaning of the Eucharist 
was not entrusted to the twelve apostles during the Last Supper of 
Jesus, but to Mary Magdalene on the mountain, probably after the 
resurrection. 

It is noteworthy that in Pan. 26.9,4 (cf. also 25.3,2; 26.10,9; 
26.4, 7) it is not only semen that contains the soul, as is maintained 
by Aristotle, but the same is said about the menses. Since this 
notion does not occur only in the text where the consuming of 
bodily emissions takes place in the context of the Eucharist (Pan.

26.9,4; 26.4,7-8), the inclusion of the menstrual blood in the ritual 
act need not only be due to the Eucharistic pattern of "body and 
blood." By offering a correction of the Aristotelian stance, at least 
some libertine groups emphasize that woman "too contains a part 

22 Benko (1967, 104-105) calls attention to the similarity between Ap.
John 11/1 1,30-2,13 and Pan. 26.8,2-3. 

23 So Bovon 1984, 55-56.
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of the divine which must and can be gathered!"24 The fact that it 
is a woman, Mary Magdalene, who appears to be the first to 
receive a central revelation of Jesus, shows that the egalitarian 
breeze reflected in the ritual of consuming of bodily emissions is 
not a mere coincidence. 

It is also important to recognize that in Epiphanius' report of 
his encounter with a libertine Gnostic group women are not only 
active in trying to seduce him - this part of the description 
certainly reflects as much his own view on women as that of the 
group itself - but also in introducing him to the teachings of the 
group (Pan. 26.17,4; 26.17,8). The importance of the feminine for 
libertine Gnostic groups Epiphanius describes is further seen in the 
titles of the books they are using according to Pan. 26. Out of the 
eight books Epiphanius mentions by name five are attributed to a 
female figure:25 Noria (26.1,3), the Gospel of Eve (26.2,6), the 
Great Questions of Mary (26.8,2), the Little Questions of Mary 
(26.8,2), and the Birth of Mary (26.12,1).26 Thus, the visible role 
Mary Magdalene has in the Great Questions of Mary seems to 
have a correspondence in the socio-historical reality of its readers 
and interpreters. 

2.3 The Relationship of the Great Questions of Mary to Pistis 
Sophia IV 

It is conspicuous that in the Great Questions of Mary Mary Mag
dalene is the guarantor of a Christian Gnostic tradition which finds 
salvation in the ritual of gathering and consuming of bodily emis-

24 Goehring 1988, 342. 
25 Epiphanius refers also to books about the Yaldabaoth, books which 

are written in the name of Seth, and to gospels which were composed in 
the names of the disciples (Pan. 26.8,1), but does not give precise names 
of these writings. The (Book of) Prophet Barkabbas (26.2,4), the Gospel 
of Perfection (26.2,5), and the Gospel of Philip (26.13,2) are the books 
not clearly attributed to women. 

26 Similarly Goehring (I 988, 342), although he suggests that the 
Questions of Mary (Pan. 26.8, 1) could be a separate writing and not 
simply a combination of the Great and Little Questions of Mary. 
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sions, whereas in Pistis Sophia IV she is one of the disciples who 
question Jesus (3 81,6-10):27 

b-.NCWTM X€ OYN 2oiN€ 21'.XM TTKb-.2 _§Wb-. Y<.fl MTT€CTT€r
Mb-. NN200YT MN T€Wrw NT€C21M€ NC€Tb-.b-.Y €Yb-.rWtN 
NC€0YOM<-I €YXW MMOC X€ €NntCT€Y€ €HCb-. Y MN \b-.
KWR. b-.rb-. 2H OY2WR €WW€ TT€ XN MMON. 

We have heard that there are some upon the earth who take male 
sperm and female menstrual blood and make a dish of lentils and eat 
it, saying: 'We believe in Esau and Jacob.' Is this then a seemly thing 
or not?28 

Jesus answer is blunt and harsh (381,11-20): 

2b-.MHN txw MMOC X€ NOR€ N\M 21 b-.NOM\b-. N\M TT€iNOR€ 
OYOTB €rooy. N0:i NTEiM1N€ €YNb-.X1TOY NCb-. TOOTOY 
ETTKb-.K§_ ET21110'.A OYAE NNEYTCTOOY ETEC<j)b-.trb-. 
NOYW2M-

Truly I say that this sin surpasses every sin and every iniquity. (Men) 
of this kind will be taken immediately to the outer darkness, and will 
not be returned again into the sphere. 

No doubt, PS 381,6-20 is highly critical of those who practice 
the consuming of bodily emissions. The disciples' question ap
pears in the context where they question Jesus about the judgments 
of various sinners. The punishment which is given to those con
suming bodily emissions is extremely severe and compares with 
that of a murderer, a blasphemer and a pederast who also get no 
chance of return and are completely destroyed. As a matter of fact, 
the beginning of Jesus' answer indicates that the sin of those 
consuming bodily emissions is worst of all. 

It is not easy to determine what the purpose of the polemics 
is in Pistis Sophia IV. Does the writing criticize a Gnostic group 
such as the one reading the Great Questions of Mary and other 

27 Thomas is the one who voices the question but as the form of the 
question indicates he does it on behalf of all the disciples. 

28 The text and its translation as well as the following text and the 
translation are taken from Schmidt & MacDermot 1978b, 762-763. 
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writings cited by Epiphanius in Pan. 2629 or is the target some
where else? Or does PS 381,6-20 simply serve to prove that at 
least those Gnostics who read Pistis Sophia IV are not guilty of 
such obscene behavior as that of which some other Gnostic and 
orthodox Christians are accused? It is at least unlikely that PS 
381,6-20 is meant to be a direct attack against a text which derives 
its teaching about the gathering and consuming of bodily emis
sions from a revelation imparted to Mary Magdalene. In that case, 
the author of the passage would not have made Thomas voice the 
question to Jesus, but this task would have been assigned to Mary 
Magdalene in order to remove all doubts that a debauched practice 
such as this could have originated from her encounter with the 
Risen Jesus. 

The introduction to Jesus' reply (PS 381,10-11: l>.. Tc A€ 
d'WNT €TIKOCMOC MTINl>.. Y €TMMl>.. Y; "Jesus however was angry 
with the world at that time.") appears to suggest that it is a 
"worldly" habit he is talking about. This does not mean, however, 
that the writer of the text did not think that the ritual could not 
have been religious in its character. In fact, Thomas' question 
presupposes that the people observing this ritual have a religious 
- Jewish or Christian - conviction. Nevertheless, for the author,
those kind of religious people belong in fact to the cosmos. It is
of utmost importance for him/her to draw a clear line between
their views and the beliefs he/she represents. The same is true in
the Second Book of Jeu where the practice of consuming one's
bodily emissions is attributed to those who do not know the true
God but whose God is wicked (100,16-23). In the case of the
Second Book of Jeu, the target of the polemics is most likely -
right or wrong, it is impossible to tell - ecclesiastical Christians,30 

i.e., "those who serve the eight powers of the great archon ...
saying: 'We have known the knowledge of truth, and we pray to
the true God."'31 That the god.of these people is later on identified
with Taricheas, the son of Sabaoth, who is the enemy of the
Kingdom of Heaven, implies that ecclesiastical Christians are
meant (2 Book of Jeu I00,24-IOI,3).

29 So Schmidt 1892, 580-582. 
30 Pace Schmidt 1892, 524.580-582.
31 For the translation, see Schmidt & MacDermot 1978a, 100.
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Whatever the precise object of the polemics in PS 381,6-20 is, 
it is of interest to note that the figure of Mary Magdalene can be 
linked with two very different religious convictions. On the one 
hand, she is an authority in the writing which was read by a 
libertine group seeking to solve the problem of the soul's impris
onment in matter by rescuing it through a sexual act ( Great Ques
tions of Mary). On the other hand, she is an important figure in a 
writing where the very same practice is heavily criticized. In fact, 
Pistis Sophia IV is clearly encratic in its nature (PS IV 355,10-
356, 7). These two ways of looking at Mary Magdalene have 
developed separately and show that the interest in her elicited a 
wide response. 



CHAPTER TEN 

MARY MAGDALENE 

IN THE MANICHAEAN PSALM-BOOK 

1. Introductory Remarks

There are three psalms in the Gnostic1 Manichaean Psalm-book If 
which make reference to Mary Magdalene. All of them belong to 
the Psalms of Heracleides.3 One is a hymnic dialogue taking place 
in the context of Jesus' appearance to Mary Magdalene after his 
resurrection (187). The other two contain a catalogue of Jesus' 
male and female disciples among whom Mary Magdalene is 
mentioned (192,21-22; 194, 19). 

The Manichaean Psalm-book was discovered together with 
other Coptic Manichaean manuscripts4 sometime at the end of the 
1920s in Medinet Madi near the Fayyum oasis.5 The manuscripts 
have been copied in the Subachmimic or Lycopolitan dialect.6 The 

1 Althoui:th Manichaeism can be considered a religion in its own right 
it is generaify characterized as Gnostic or as an offspring of Gnosticism. 
For a general presentation of Manichaeism, see Bohlig 1980, 5-70; 
Rudolph 1990, 352-379; Lieu 1992, 7-32; Mirecki 1992, 502-511. 

2 The second part of the text (= Man. Ps. II) has been edited and 
translated by Allbe':1)' (1938). In the present study, all references are 
made according to this work. The first number gives the page number of 
the Coptic text, the second number refers to the line. 

3 There are four collections and one single psalm attributed to 
Heracleides in the Coptic Manichaean Psalm-book (Richter 1992, 248; 
cf. also Nagel 1967, 124). Of the collections only two are edited and 
translated so far (Allberry 1938; for the facsimile edition of the entire 
Manichaean Psalm-book, see Giversen 1988). The latter of the two 
includes psalms where Mary Magdalene occurs. 

4 The same find contained e.g. Kephalaia (= Keph.; for the text, see 
Polotsky & Bohlig 1940; Bohlig 1966) and the so-called Manichaean
Homilies (= Man. Hom.; for the text, see Polotsky 1934). In the present 
study, all references to these works are made according to the editions 
mentioned in this note. The first number gives the page number of the 
Coptic text, the second number refers to the line. 

5 For the report of the discovery and the contents of the manuscripts, 
see Schmidt & Polotsky 1933. 

6 Schmidt & Polotsky. 1933, 10-11; for a more precise classification 
(U), see Funk 1985, 124-139. 
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Coptic version of the Manichaean Psalm-book has been dated to 
the second half of the fourth century.7 Since the text was not 
originally composed in Coptic but either in Greek or in Syriac, the 
Psalm-book must have been written earlier,8 between the end of 
the third and the middle of the fourth centuries. Whether the 
psalms were really composed by Heracleides, who according to a 
curse formula against the Manichaeans was known to be a close 
disciple of Mani as well as a transmitter and an exegete of his 
teachings,9 is impossible to say. Yet there is no doubt that the 
author of the psalms was well-educated and not only familiar with 
Manichaean theological emphases but with various Christian 
traditions - both canonical and extra-canonical - as well. 

In the Psalms of Heracleides there is no clear indication of 
their provenance. If the psalms were written in Syriac the most 
probable place of composition is Mesopotamia or Palestine. If the 
original language was Greek other locations are also possible. 

2. Analysis of Man. Ps. II I 87.

2.1 Text and Translation 

The first psalm where Mary Magdalene appears begins one of the 
four collections of the Psalms of Heracleides. It is shown by the 
title which precedes the psalm itself: ljJo..:>-..MOl �[YJ Hpo..K:>-..€1-
21,,.oy (187,1). The end of the psalm is marked by a doxology 
(187,36), as is often the case with the psalms of the Manichaean 
Psalm-book II. The entire text runs as follows: 10 

7 Schmidt & Polotsky 1933, 35.
8 Schmidt & Polotsky (1933, 12) regard Greek as the original lan

guage while Allberry (1938, XIX) thinks it is Syriac. 
9 Bohlig 1980, 300; for other similar references, see Richter 1992,

249 n. 5. 
10 The text and its restorations are taken from Allberry (1938). The

length of the lines conforms to the manuscript. The translation follows 
that of Allberry with the following exceptions: the proper noun M,15,..rl -
e,15,..MMH is sr.elled Mariamme instead of Mariam; TT€Y,WN€ on line I 0 
1s translated 'thy weakness" and not "thy grief' (for the meaning of the 
word, see Crum [1939, 570-571] and the discussion below); N1orc«1>,15,..
NOC €TC,15,..JrM€ on line 12 is translated "these lost orphans" rather than 
"these wandering orphans," which does not convey clearly enough the 
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(2) Mo..r�_ao..M]MH Mo..r120..MMH CNOYWNT MlTWrTu,.>
<fE o..ro..t]
XW"-] T_!.t:1.11;1 f:,INEBE"- NTECNOYWNTXE o..No..K lTE 
(5) Ct'>.2 MlTWrTtl,.)(1(;: MMETE o..rO.:i XE Mllo.. tNEY o..ll
20 M1T0.:iWT
M]1TOYB1 1TENOYTE NXlOYE Ko..To.. MMEYE NTEMNTKOY
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\. MlTE lTENOYTE MOY NT.?>.C-1fX0.:ic N[T]o..<.j o..ll[MO]Y
o..No..K EN lTE 1TKH1TOYroc. o..it 0-:ixl llWE .. [MllllOYWN'z
(10) o..ro. Wo..NtNEY o..TErMtH MNlTEWWNE .[ .. ]. z�rO.:i
T](;:K lTlWKME .?>.Bo..:>,.. MMO. NTEWMWE J:.l[t:>,..E\]TOYr
no... �lTE NI-ii NB0.:iW1NE WO.. Ntor[<po..NOC ETCo..JrME.
<f]ElTH MM[O] erero.. YT NTEBWK Wt'>. lTlM[NTOY]l;IE- (;:
ro..<fNTOY EYCo.. Y2 t'>.20YN_e1XN lTKro Mll.l[Or]At'>.NHC
(15) o..llllroAOTHC 1TE10E MM.?>. Y o.. TroYroYW[2E NT]c:;>Y
2€ NW�ll- NCEKW o.._arl-ii NNEYWNHY [ET.?>.]Y<fo..)J
rWME N2HTOY o..1TWN2
xooc o..ro.. y XE TWN Mo..ro..N lTETNCo..N llETMOYTE
o..rwTN. EYW.?>.Bo..8€ T o..MNTCo..N. xooc o..ro.. Y XE
(20) lTETNC.?>.2 11€
EYW�o..ME),..H o.. T o..MNTC.?>.2- XOOC o..ro.. Y XE lTE
TNXo..lC 1TE rTEXNH 21 CBW NlM W.?>.NTEN NEC.?>. Y
o..nwwc
E]PW.?>.NNEY XE o.. YTWMT 0..80..A Co..K ClMWN 1TETpoc
(25) o..TOYW. xooc o..po..q XE o..rmMEEY M1TET0.:iTEOY
.?>.'-I OYTWi NEMEK 
o..Jr11TMEYE M1TET 0-: ixooq OYTWi NEMEK 2N 1TT o.. y
NNXO.:iT XE OYNTHi lTEtNo..xooq. MNTHi net
No..XOO'-J o..po..q
(30) po..881 llo..Ct'>.2 tNo..Alt'>.KONH NTKENTO"-H 2N1TOY
po.. T M1To..�T THrcf 
Nlt 2ro..K M1Tt'>.2HT- Nlt 21NHB NN.?>.BE"-- Nlt 2ro..K 
NNo..OYPHTE Wo..NtN NEC.?>. Y o.. TWEipE 
OYEo.. Y MM.?>.Pl2.?>.MMH XE o..CCWTME Co.. lTECC.?>.2-
(35) t'>.CAlt'>.]KONH NTCJEJ:.ITOAH 2N noYro.. T M1TEC2HT

T�'-1 _  - -
(36) OYEo.. Y MN] OY<fro NTIJ.'YXH NTMo..Ko..r MMo..rto..

(2) Mariam]me, Mariamme, know me: do not

touch me].

Stem] the tears of thy eyes and know me that I am thy
(5) master. Only touch me not, for I have not seen the

face of my Father.

Thy God was not stolen away, according to the thoughts of thy

littleness: thy God did not die, rather he mastered death.

technical meaning of the verb Co.PM€ (see the discussion below). 
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(9) I am not the gardener: I have given, I have received the .... , I 
appeared(?) [not] 

(I 0) to thee, until I saw thy tears and thy weakness ... for (?) me. 
Cast this sadness away from thee and do this service: 
be a messenger for me to those lost orphans. 
Make haste rejoicing, and go unto the Eleven. Thou 
shalt find them gathered together on the bank of the Jordan. 
( 15) The traitor persuaded them to be fishermen as they were
at first and to lay down their nets with which they caught
men unto life.
Say to them, 'Arise, let us go, it is your brother that calls
you.' If they scorn my brotherhood, say to them,

(20) 'It is your master.'
If they disregard my mastership, say to them, 'It
is your Lord.' Use all skill and advice until thou hast brought
the sheep to the shepherd.
If thou seest that their wits are gone, draw Simon Peter

(25) unto thee; say to him, 'Remember what I uttered
between thee and me.
'Remember what I said between thee and me in the Mount
of Olives: "I have something to say, I have none to whom
to say it." '

(30) Rabbi, my master, I will serve thy commandment in the
joy of my whole heart.
I will not give rest to my heart, I will not give sleep to my eyes, I

will not 
(33) give rest to my feet until I have brought the sheep to the fold.
Glory to Mariamme, because she hearkened to her master,

(35) she] served his commandment in the joy of her whole heart.
Glory and] victory to the soul of the blessed Mary.

2.2 The Identity of Mary 

Once again a Gnostic text refers to a Mary without specifying 
clearly her identity. There are �o reasons to believe that Mary 
Magdalene is meant. First, the form of the name, i.e., Mo.ptao.M
MH, 11 is the one which in Coptic Gnostic texts is most often used 

II The Mo.rto. of line 36 cannot refer to the Mo.r120.MMH of the 
hymn, because the two names are spelled differently. In addition, the 
doxology of line 36 is clearly secondary since it is preceded by another 
doxology (lines 34-35) attributed to Mo.r120.MMH (34-35). Similar 
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of Magdalene, but for example never of the Virgin Mary when she 
is explicitly identified as the mother of Jesus. 12 Second, numerous 
similarities between Man. Ps. II 181 and John 20, 11-18 - this is 
true not only as to the general plot of the passages 13 and their 
form, 14 but also with respect to the details of the texts15 

- point 
not only to an obvious Johannine influence 16 on the composition 

secondary doxologies, in which homage is paid to M,ll,,.r\,15,,. or to other 
inviduals (e.g. Apa Pshai, Apa Panai, Cleopatra, Eustephios, Jmnoute, 
Plousiane, Pshai, Theona), appear frequently at the end of the psalms in 
the Psalms of Heracleides (e.g. Man. Ps. II 191,16-17; 197,8) and else
where in the Manichaean Psalm-book II. Since the names are either 
Graeco-Egyptian or Egyptian, it is likely that these doxologies have been 
added to the hymns in-Egypt. Allberry (1938, XX) has suggested that the 
persons who are commemorated were local Manichaean martyrs. As 
evidence he points to two doxologies where Mary and Theona seem to 
be called martyrs (Man. Ps. II 157,13; 173,12). Allberry's su�estion has 
been contested by Coyle (1991, 51-53); however, Coyle's clann that the 
figure of Mary Magdalene is somehow mirrored in the Mary of the 
doxologies remains unfounded. 

12 See pp. 63-64. 
13 In both texts two persons are involved: the Risen Jesus and his 

female adherent. In both instances the woman is a Mary and she is 
assigned the job of delivering a special message to the male disciples. 

14 With regard to its form, Man. Ps. II 187, although it has a �etic 
structure (for an analysis of the structure of the psalm, see Richter [1992, 
262-263] who has sought to show that the text can be divided into 13
strophes), it is related to the recognition legends (for the form-critical
definition, see Becker 1981, 615) of the New Testament (Luke 24,13-35;
John 20,11-18; John 21), in which the Risen Jesus appears to his disci
ples, is gradually identified by them, and may also entrust them with a
task.

15 E.g. the weeping of Mary (lines 4-5; John 20,13), the master's
prohibition to touch him since he has not yet seen the Father or gone to 
his Father (line 5; John 20,17), Mary's fear that her master's body has 
been taken away (line 7; John 20,15), the motif that Mary confuses Jesus 
with a gardener (line 9; John 20,15), the terms "brother" (line 18; John 
20,17) and "Rabbi" (line 30; John 20,16). 

16 To be sure, there are also significant differences between Man. Ps. 
JI 187 and John 20, 11-18 which represent a Gnostic reinterpretation of 
the Johannine account. Mary Magdalene's special assignment to approach 
Peter has no equivalent in John 20, 11-18 but rather reminds one of Mark 
16, 7. The contents of the message, which Mary is supposed to convey to 
the eleven, as well as her response to her master (Imes 18-33) have no 
parallel in the Johannine story either. A further difference between Man. 
Ps. JI 187 and John 20, 11-18 has to do with one of the basic aims of the 
recognition legends. While the purpose of the Johannine passage is to 
confirm the reality of Jesus resurrection, the composer of the 
Manichaean psalm wants to stress the irreality of Jesus' death. The Risen 
Jesus declares to Mary Magdalene: "Thy God was not stolen away ... thy 
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of Man. Ps. II 187, 17 but also to the fact that the MA.f"l2A.MMH of· 
Man. Ps. II 187 is meant to be the same person as Mary Magda
lene in John 20, 11-18. As is frequent in Gnostic writings, so also 
here in Man. Ps. II 187, the adjective "Magdalene" is simply 
omitted. 

Although Mary Magdalene of John 20, 11-18 has been the 
obvious model of Mo..f"l2A.MMH in Man. Ps. II 187, it does not 
necessarily mean, however, that the psalmist was able to distin
guish between various Maries of the New Testament. This appears 
to be suggested by Man. Ps. II 192,23, where Mo..f"l2o..MMH18 is 
introduced as Martha's sister. If the statement can be taken as an 
indication of consanguinity between the two women, as it seems, 19 

the Psalms of Heracleides derive from the period when at least the 
figures of Mary Magdalene and Mary of Bethany begin to be 
fused together. 

2.3 The Encounter of Mary Magdalene with the Risen Jesus 

As in John 20, 11-18, so also in Man. Ps. II 187 Mary Magdalene 
is filled with grief and sorrow before the appearance of the Risen 
Jesus (lines 4.10). Yet it is not only a mourning woman whom the 
psalm portrays for the readers. She is also characterized by having 
MMEYE NTMNTKOYl ("thoughts of littleness"; lines 7-8) and 
ITWWNE ("weakness"; line 10). Mary Magdalene's MNTKOYl 
prevented her from realizing what actually took place - according 
to the Manichaean conception - in the death of Jesus.20 It is thus 

God did not die, rather he mastered the death" (lines 7-8). The statement 
contains an evident docetic emphasis. As Richter (1992, 253-254) has 
pointed out, a similar view of Jesus' death is found in another psalm of 
the same collection (Man. Ps. II 196,20-26). 

17 So also Bohlig 1968, 2 LS. 
18 The manuscript reads Ml}.r\21}.M�. This is either a spelling error 

or a variant of the name. In Man. Ps. II 194, 19 the name is spelled 
Ml}.rt21}.MMH in a corresponding list of women where she is similarly 
followed by Martha, Salome, and Arsenoe. 

19 For the use of "sister" in this particular text, see however also pp. 
131-132.

20 It is worth noting what a different interpretation the motif of taking 
away Jesus' body in John 20,11-18 gains in Man. Ps. II 187. In the 
Johannine account Mary Magdalene is deeply troubled that she no longer 
can honor the memory of Jesus at his grave since his body has been 
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to be interpreted here in terms of spiritual immaturity and inade
quacy .21 A similar condition is described by the word wu,N€. It 
may have a concrete meaning "sickness," but here it obviously 
stands for spiritual sickness or weakness. In many other 
Manichaean texts the word is used metaphorically to signify the 
weakness which characterizes the life lived under worldly condi
tions and in bodily lusts.22 In Man. Ps. II 153,3 the cure is provid
ed by divine protection and in Keph. 195,10-13 by the knowledge 
of truth. 

Before her encounter with the Risen Jesus, Mary Magdalene is 
thus seen as spiritually immature and weak. Her weakness is 
nevertheless removed by the appearance of Jesus, and she is called 
to do a service to her master. The Greek word "-ElTYprlo. (lines 
11-12)23 does not appear anywhere else in Man. Ps. II, but the
continuation of the text shows what connotation it has. Mary
Magdalene's "-€1TYprlo. is to be a messenger to the eleven
disciples in order that she might bring them back to Jesus. The
assignment of Mary Magdalene raises inevitably the question
about her relationship to the male disciples.

2.4 Mary Magdalene and the Eleven Male Disciples of Jesus 

The situation of the eleven pictured in Man. Ps. II 187 is that of 
the lost souls. Their characterization as "lost orphans" (line 12)24 

who are "gathered together on the bank of the Jordan" (line 14) as 

removed. In Man. Ps. II 187 Mary Magdalene appears to have been 
afraid that Jesus (or his soul?) had been stolen by the hostile powers 
through the very act of death. The destiny of the body seems to be of no 
concern in that text. 

21 Elsewhere in the Manichaean Psalm-book II the word stands for 
early age (e.g. 56,17; 57,25; 58,11; 83,9; 86,15). 

22 See e.g. Man. Ps. II 152,10-153,5; Richter (1992, 252-253) refers 
also to Keph. 107,2-4; 209,31-210,9. 

23 Only the last six letters of the word (TYrno.) are visible in the 
manuSC!!J)t. The reconstruction made by Allberry is most likely after the 
verb Y,,,MY,,,€. 

24 At this point the manuscript has a lacuna of approximately nine 
letters (N1or[ ......... JrM€). In light of Man. Ps. II 192,21-22 (OY2o.YY,,,N€ 
T€ Mo.r\26.M� €CO'Wr0' o.HK€MNTOYH€ €TCo.rM€; "A net-caster is 
Mariamme, hunting for the eleven others that were lost.") Allberry's 
restoration of the text (N\Or[q>o.NOC €TCo.JrM€) is reasonably certain. 
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a result of deceptive persuasion (line 15) makes this evident. The 
metaphor of the orphans suggests that through the assumed death 
of Jesus the eleven have lost their shepherd and the contact to 
their Father.25 The relative qualifier €Tco..rMe confirms this 
impression. In the Manichaean Psalm-book II the verb CWJ>M€, 
both in its intransitive meaning and in its qualitative form Co..,-M€, 
describes almost as a technical term the condition in which a soul 
has been lead astray and has lost its sense of where it belongs.26 

The verb can for example characterize some religious groups 
(AOrMo..) which the Manichaeans should avoid (86,10-15) or the 
world which has been misled by the god of this aeon (172,26-27). 
The latter text is especially interesting since it also states that the 
god of this aeon is the one that eats sheep (cf. 187,23), the word 
sheep being obviously one of the metaphors used as a self-identifi
cation of the Manichaeans. 

The reference to the banks of the Jordan (187,14) as the loca
tion of the lost disciples after the death of Jesus is surprising. This 
notice is unparalleled in early Christian literature. Unless it reflects 
an enormous misconception, it may not represent a concrete geo
graphical reference at all. In some writings of antiquity the Jordan 
is given a metaphorical meaning.27 In a Nag Hammadi tractate, 
Testimony of Truth, the water of the Jordan is a symbol of sexual 
desire (31,2-3). Similarly, the Naassenes taught that the Jordan 
stands for sexual intercourse which imprisons humankind in the 
human body (Hipp., Ref 5.7,41). Philo does not connect the 
Jordan with sexual desire alone, but sees it as an allegory of "the 
nature that is down below, earthly, corruptible ... all that is done 
under the impulse of vice and passion" (Leg. all. 2,89).28 There is 
no explicit indication in Man. Ps. II 187 that the lostness of the 
eleven on the banks of the Jordan should be seen as pointing to a 
failure in the area of sexual behavior, e.g. giving up the dedication 
to sexual continence, which, to be sure, did belong to the virtues 
of the Manichaean elect. Yet "being gathered on the banks of the 

25 Similarly Richter 1992, 255. 
26 Cf also Man. Hom. 47,12-13. The verb is employed in the same 

sense in other Gnostic texts as well; see e.g. Tri. Trac. 127,7-8; Ap. John 
11/1 26,32-27,1. 

27 The references are found in Chadwick 1980, 10. 
28 The translation follows that of Colson et al. ( 1929-62, I 281 ). 
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Jordan" may symbolize more generally a condition in which 
people allow themselves to be led by their inferior, earthly, and 
corruptible vices and passions, to use the language of Philo. 

All the metaphorical expressions which describe the situation 
of the eleven in Man. Ps. II 187 seem to suggest that instead of 
seeking to be freed from the world of darkness and to exhort 
others to do the same the disciples have been lured back to their 
earlier worldly life (lines 15-17). Nevertheless, when one looks at 
the negative portrait painted of the eleven in the text, one should 
realize that their situation does not in fact differ very much from 
that of Mary Magdalene, namely before her encounter with the 
Risen Jesus.29 The assumed death of Jesus has meant both for 
Mary Magdalene and for the eleven a return under the domination 
of the cosmos. But does the encounter of Mary Magdalene with 
Jesus and the assignment given to her change the situation? Does 
her role as the first witness to the appearance of the Risen Jesus 
and as the messenger to the eleven give her a privileged position 
compared with the male disciples?30 

The temporal priority as the witness to the appearance of the 
Risen Jesus granted to Mary Magdalene in the Psalms of Heraclei

des3 1 does not appear to have affected the way the disciples are 
presented elsewhere in the collection. In the two catalogues of the 
disciples in Man. Ps. II 192,5-193,3 and 194,7-22 the order of the 
male and female disciples suggests that Peter being the first one 
in the lists is regarded as the leading figure among the disciples. 
After him come all the other male disciples and only then the 
female ones, Mary Magdalene in both cases as the first one of 
them. 

The leading role of Peter among the disciples seems to be 
reflected also in Man. Ps. II 187 itself. In addition to a general 
call to all the male disciples, Mary Magdalene has a special mes-

29 This is also emphasized by Richter (1992, 255). 
30 This question is answered in the affirmative by Coyle (1991, 54). 
31 Nowhere else in Manichaean writings is Jesus' first appearance to 

Mary Magdalene mentioned. In Keph. 13,6-7 we are told that after his
resurrection Jesus appeared to all his disciples. It is possible that in Man. 
Ps. II 181 it is also assumed that after the first appearance to Mary
Magdalene the eleven also met the Risen Jesus. Mary Magdalene's 
successful accomplishment of her assignment to which the doxology of 
lines 34-35 refers may imply this ( cf. also 190,31 ). 
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sage to Peter (lines 24-29). According to it, Jesus wants Peter to 
recall a conversation which they had privately in the Mount of 
Olives. The conversation appears to anticipate the very post-resur
rection situation where Peter and the other disciples have left for 
the Jordan and the Risen Jesus cannot under those circumstances 
speak the important message he has to say. Jesus' word to Mary 
Magdalene implies that Peter, evidently as the leading figure of 
the disciples, is the one who should receive this important mes
sage.32 Mary Magdalene who is present is not the one to hear it. 
Her task is to transmit the master's call. In fact, this feature is 
characteristic of the entire description of Mary Magdalene in Man. 

Ps. II 187. 
The thrust of Man. Ps. II is not to use the role of Mary Magda

lene as the first witness to Jesus' resurrection to make a claim that 
she was the most prominent and authoritative person within the 
circle of the disciples. The focus of the text is not on her position 
among the disciples but on the faithfulness with which she carries 
out the task entrusted to her. This is not only shown by her own 
three-fold promise in her rep)y to Jesus (lines 30-33) but also by 
the doxology on lines 34-35. These parts of the psalm constitute 
the actual climax of the text. The purpose of the psalm is thus to 
present Mary Magdalene as the paragon of a faithful believer.33 

The fact that there is no tension or rivalry between Mary Mag
dalene and the eleven further indicates that the psalm was not 
intended to be an instrument of polemics. Unlike some polemical 
Gnostic writings, the Psalms of Heracleides present Mary Magda
lene and the male disciples as being on the same side, first as 
spiritually weak and lost in the world, then as objects of the Risen 
Jesus' interest. Finally, they all become models for Manichaean 
believers and missionaries.34 As noted above, for Mary Magdalene
this happens already in the first psalm of the collection, for the 

32 A similar saying appears in the Acts of John 97-98 (cf. Schnee
melcher 1989, 168-169) where simultaneously(?) as Jesus is being cruci
fied he appears to John in the Mount of Olives and says to him that he 
has a word to speak which needs to be heard by somebody. John as the 
hero and the authority of the writing is the one selected to hear it. In the 
Acts of John JOO Jesus further states that if John hears the word he will 
become like Jesus. 

33 So also Richter 1992, 260-261. 
34 This is emphasized by Nagel 1973, 176-177. 
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eleven in the catalogues of disciples preserved in Man. Ps. II 
192,5-193,3 and 194,7-22. These lists contain the names of the 
male and female disciples as well as a brief characterization of 
their person and activities. Mary Magdalene is also included. 
Therefore, we tum to these texts to see whether their description 
of Mary Magdalene adds anything to the picture Man. Ps. II 187 
gives of her. 

3. Analyses of Man. Ps. II 192,21-22 and 194,19

As noted above, in both catalogues the female disciples are listed 
after the male ones. The following women are mentioned: Mary 
Magdalene, Martha, Salome, Arsenoe, Thecla, Maximilla, Iphida
ma, Aristobula, Eubula, Drusiane, and Mygdonia. The first four 
appear in both lists (cf. also 1 Apoc. Jas. 40,25-26). The seven 
others occur only in the first catalogue (Man. Ps. II 192,21-193,3). 
Their names derive from the five second and third century apocry
phal acts attributed to Peter, Paul (and Thecla), John, Andrew, and 
Thomas.35 

In both catalogues Mary Magdalene is introduced as the first 
of all the women. Probably this indicates that she was considered 
the leading figure, if not among all these women, at least among 
those four women who were regarded as disciples of the earthly 
Jesus. In the first catalogue (192,21-22), Mary Magdalene's char
acterization is a summary of the assignment given to her in Man. 

Ps. II 187 and reads as follows: OY2o. YWJ',1€ TE Mo.P12o.M� 
€Cd'Wpd' o.1TK€MNTOYH€ €TCo.pM€ ("A net-caster is Mariham, 
hunting for the eleven others that were lost"). The text contains an 
interesting change of roles. The eleven male disciples, who have 
laid down nets with which they have caught men unto life and 
become once again ordinary fishers, are now hunted for by Mary 
Magdalene who has been made a net-caster by the Risen Jesus. 
The text underlines the faithfulness and the skill with which Mary 
Magdalene went about the task Jesus had entrusted to her. Yet 
there is no implication that the successful accomplishment of the 
assignment would have given her a special position of authority 
over against the male disciples. 

35 Cf. Nagel 1973, 152-173.
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The second list of women portrays Mary Magdalene as m:rno. 
NTCO«J>to. (Man. Ps. II 194, 19). Based on this identification, 
Coyle has suggested that Mary Magdalene in Manichaean thought 
serves a dual capacity: on the one hand she personifies Sophia, on 
the other hand, she stands for a feminine complement to· the 
Christ-Savior figure who is often identified as Wisdom.36 To be 
sure, Wisdom plays an important role in Manichaean writings, as 
an aspect of the four-faced God, for example.37 Likewise, there are 
some cases in Manichaean texts where wisdom is more or less 
identified with Jesus. 38 Yet in several instances wisdom simply 
stands for a human quality which although sometimes explicitly 
characterized as god-given39 can even be taught and learned.40 

Certainly, wisdom gives its owner a special ability to act as a 
spiritual guide. This is especially true in Mani's and his disciples' 
case.41 It is most likely in that last sense that wisdom is used as 
characterization of Mary Magdalene. This is suggested by two 
factors. First, this interpretation corresponds best to the use of 
co«J>to. in the portrayal of James in the very same list. He is intro
duced as TTTHrH NTcocpto. NBpp€. In that phrase cocpto. can 
hardly be anything other than a human quality. Second, the ex
pression TTTTNo. NTCOcpto. is probably derived from the Letter to 
the Ephesians (1, 17) where it is said that in getting to know Jesus 
( or God?) one may receive the spirit of wisdom. In light of Man. 
Ps. II 187, which says that Mary Magdalene was the first to know 
the Risen Jesus, it is quite natural that of all the disciples it is 
exactly she who is called TTTTNo.. NTco«J>to..42 The fact that TTNEY
Mo. thus denotes a person is by no means surprising in the context 
of the Psalms of Heracleides. The very psalm where the list of 
disciples appears begins by referring to the Son of God as the 
Savior of Spirits, i.e. the disciples (193, 14; cf. also 190,21 ). 

36 Coyle 1991, 54-55. 
37 Coyle (1991, 47 n. 52) refers to the following passages in the 

Manichaean Psalm-book JI: 134,6; 186,9; 190,20. 
38 Cf. e.g. B5hlig 1980, 247.290. 
39 

Man. Hom. 47,7-10; see also B1:ihlig 1980, 207. 
40 

Man. Hom. 12,24; 28,8-10; cf. also B5hlig 1980, 101. 
41 See e.g. B5hlig 1980, 82.89.93.177.222. 
42 I owe this suggestion to Siegfried Richter who made it in a private 

letter. The suggestion is included in his dissertation which unfortunately 
was not available to me. 
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In the Psalms of Heracleides Mary Magdalene is thus seen as 
a paragon for faithful Manichaean believers and missionaries. In 
addition, she is the spirit of wisdom, because she was the first one 
to recognize the real character of the Risen Jesus. Yet this does 
not mean that the writer of the text would want to place her above 
the other disciples. They all share the same function of being 
models of Mani's later disciples. Neither has Mary Magdalene's 
role affected the possibilities for women to gain authoritative 
positions in Manichaean communities. They were able to be part 
of the electi, the spiritual group of the Manichaeans, but they had 
no access to the most prominent roles of authority in the Mani
chaean church. They could not become apostles, bishops, and 
presbyters. 43 

43 Rudolph 1990, 366; Mirecki 1992, 508.
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CONCLUSION 

A common feature in the Gnostic writings which contain and use 
Mary Magdalene traditions is that in all of them she is given a 
significant position among the most intimate adherents of Jesus. 
She is not always the most central figure of the work (Gospel of 
Thomas, Psalms of Heracleides) or she shares this position with 
others (Sophia of Jesus Christ, Dialogue of the Savior, Pistis 
Sophia IV), but in none of the writings is she shown in a negative 
light. 

Another characteristic trait in Gnostic Mary Magdalene texts is 
that in most of them she is introduced together with other disciples 
of Jesus. The number and the names of the disciples may vary but 
usually she is not presented a.lone. The only real exception seems 
to be the excerpt of the Great Questions of Mary whose real 
character and contents remains somewhat vague, however, since 
only part of the writing is available to us. Admittedly, in Man. Ps. 
II 187 a private encounter between the Risen Jesus and Mary 
Magdalene is described and in the Gospel of Mary it is presup
posed, but in both cases the instruction received through these 
meetings is shared with all the disciples. 

A further feature typical of Mary Magdalene texts is that in 
most of the texts the events portrayed are situated in the period 
after the resurrection. Several of the texts, in fact, represent the 
genre of the Gnostic post-Easter revelation dialogue (Sophia of 
Jesus Christ, Dialogue of the Savior, Gospel of Mary, First Apoc
alypse of James, Pistis Sophia) or a sort of appearance story (Man. 
Ps. II 187, Great Questions of Mary). Even one of the two excep
tions, Gospel of Thomas, does not actually have its setting in the 
life of the historical Jesus but it is rather a "timeless" collection of 
Jesus' sayings. The only text which in this respect really differs 
from the others, is the Go!lpel of Philip, in which Mary Magdalene 
has a special role explicitly in the life of the historical Jesus. She 
is the only one of his disciples who already during his earthly life 
understands his real character and message. 
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Having stated the common features in these Gnostic pictures of 
Mary Magdalene, I shall summarize the various, often differing 
presentations found in the Gnostic writings analyzed in this study. 
This is done not only by paying attention to most central elements 
of the Mary Magdalene's role in each writing, but also by consid
ering how the description of Mary Magdalene is related to femi
nine gender language used by the authors and to the way the other 
disciples are depicted. Finally I present what my findings can say 
about the origins of Mary Magdalene traditions and the position 
of women among the Gnostics. 

In the Gospel of Thomas Mary Magdalene is presented in 
logion 2 l as a disciple who is in need of a deeper understanding 
of Jesus' teaching in order to reach the level of a "masterless, 
Jesus-like" disciple in the manner of Thomas. In logion 114 anoth
er, probably later situation is reflected. The figure of Mary Magda
lene is used to illustrate the debate about the role of women 
among Thomasine Christians. With the help of Jesus' words the 
editor of the text tries to settle the dispute. The message of the text 
is that Mary Magdalene and thus all women of the community not 
only have the right to stay as members of the community, but that 
their role is equal to that of the male members. 

In the Sophia of Jesus Christ Mary Magdalene together with 
four male disciples act as the main interlocutors of Jesus during a 
revelation dialogue and later on as the preachers of the new gospel 
of God. In the Dialogue of the Savior, which is a revelation dia
logue as well, the situation is very similar. Along with Judas 
(Thomas) and Matthew, Mary Magdalene is imparted a special 
instruction. Clearly, both writings describe Mary as a Gnostic 
disciple, from whom, together with the other disciples mentioned 
by name, the traditions utilized in these books are claimed to 
derive. 

There are two writings which clearly give Mary Magdalene the 
superior position among the followers of Jesus. In the Gospel of 
Mary she is the most beloved disciple. As in the Gospel of Philip 
there is no evidence that Jesus' love for Mary would involve a 
sexual relationship. As an indication of Mary's special status she 
receives a secret vision from the Risen One, which reveals how a 
soul after having departed from the body finds its way to the 
ultimate rest. On the whole, she betrays a far greater understanding 
of Jesus' teaching than the other (male) disciples, including Peter. 
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Clearly, the author of the text wants to show that after the ascen
sion of the Savior Mary Magdalene takes his role as comforter and 
instructor of the other disciples. In Pistis Sophia I-III the dominant 
role of Mary Magdalene among the disciples is also obvious. In 
the dialogue between the Risen Savior and the disciples, which the 
writing describes, she presents more questions and interpretations 
of Jesus' words than the others altogether. Her preeminence is 
explicitly acknowledged by the Savior, who states that her "heart 
is more directed to the Kingdom of Heaven" than all her brothers. 
Together with John, she also receives the promise that in the 
eschatological kingdom they are superior to all the other disciples. 
The only dissonance in the highly praiseworthy description of 
Mary Magdalene is the fact that the proclamation of Jesus' in
struction after his ascension is not entrusted to her but to the male 
disciples. In Pistis Sophia IV Mary Magdalene is not as dominant 
as in the three first books of the work, although even there she is 
the most active interlocutor of Jesus. In that writing the disciples 
on the whole are given a lesser status and attention is mainly 
focused on Jesus whose function as the only revelator is empha
sized. 

In the First Apocalypse of James the role of Mary Magdalene 
is given less attention because she is only a subsidiary character 
in the writing. Yet the small window which the First Apocalypse 
of James opens into her life shows that together with some other 
women she has a significant role in her own context. Even in the 
text world of the First Apocalypse of James she becomes a refer
ence person to whom the protagonist of the writing, James the 
Just, is advised to turn (40,22-26) as he seeks to understand how 
to preach the gospel. 

The role Mary Magdalene has in the Gospel of Philip differs 
very much from what she has in all the other writings. As already 
noted above, she is first of all known as the favorite disciple of 
the historical Jesus, the companion who alone understands his real 
nature and teaching. Thus, Mary Magdalene is the paragon of 
apostleship whose spiritual maturity is reached by other disciples 
of Jesus only later. The companionship between Mary and Jesus 
has also a wider dimension. In Valentinian terms, Mary· is also 
seen as Jesus' syzygos, i.e., she forms a spiritual consortium with 
Jesus. Together they provide the prototype of the union between 
Christ and his Church which materializes when the pneumatic 
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elect are united with their pleromatic counterparts. The relationship 
between Mary and Jesus is purely spiritual. The mention of Jesus 
kissing Mary has no sexual implications but it is to be understood 
as a metaphorical expression for conveying special spiritual nour
ishment and power. Mary's special role engenders envy among the 
male disciples. After the resurrection the situation changes, howev
er, when the male apostles also gain better understanding and 
become transmitters of spiritual mysteries. As a matter of fact, 
despite the prominent position Mary has as the companion of Jesus 
she is not made the guarantor of the teaching transmitted in the 
Gospel of Philip but the task is entrusted to the collective apostolic 
body. 

The Great Questions of Mary is in many respects an exception
al writing among the Gnostic Mary Magdalene texts. It is the only 
work which is libertine in its spirit. Its main focus is to demon
strate how the imprisonment of the soul in the body can be termi
nated by consuming the semen and the menstrual blood in which 
the human soul dwells. Unlike the ascetic texts it does not there
fore forbid sexual acts, although they are not practiced for procre
ation but for production of semen. It is significant that even this 
libertine Gnostic tradition may find its roots in the person of Mary 
Magdalene, although she is also linked with ascetic streams of 
Christianity, such as the ones represented by the Sophia of Jesus 
Christ, the Dialogue of the Savior, and Pistis Sophia IV. It is 
especially interesting that Pistis Sophia IV gives Mary Magdalene 
a central role among Jesus' disciples, although it strongly criticizes 
the very practice which the Great Questions of Mary claims to 
originate from the encounter between Mary Magdalene and Jesus. 
The explanation for this is that the author of Pistis Sophia IV did 
not obviously have any direct knowledge of the Great Questions 

of Mary or the Gnostic groups which attached the practice of 
eating bodily emissions to Mary Magdalene. Nevertheless, the 
existence of the Great Questions of Mary and Pistis Sophia IV 
serves to prove how the person of Mary Magdalene elicited a wide 
response. 

Man. Ps. II 187 is a further elaboration of the appearance of 
the Risen Jesus to Mary Magdalene recorded in John 20, 11-18. It 
reports how Mary, after having understood the irreality of Jesus' 
death and after having recovered from her spiritual weakness 
caused by his death, is entrusted with the task of finding the 
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eleven lost disciples. The task given to her does not imply, howev
er, that Mary would be superior to the eleven male disciples. The 
focus of the psalm is not on her position among the followers of 
Jesus but on the faithfulness with which she carries out the task 
given to her. In this way the psalm as well as the other texts of the 
Psalms of Heracleides where she appears seeks to present her as 
a paragon for Manichaean believers and missionaries. 

It is conspicuous that despite the prominent role the Gnostic 
writings grant to Mary Magdalene many of them can use a lan
guage which devalues women. For example, in Gos. Thom. 114 
Jesus does assure Mary and the other women of the community 
that they not only have a right to remain members of the commu
nity but that their role is equal to that of the male members. Yet 
the women are granted this position, only if they become "male." 
The implication of the statement is that they have to become more 
spiritual and probably also celibate. 

Admittedly, there is nothing wrong with demanding that the 
members of a religious community should be spiritual. The prob
lem with the statement is, however, that it was made using such 
language from the contemporary patriarchal culture which connects 
male with spiritual, perfect, transcendent, and female with sensual, 
incomplete, mundane. Even though it is not often noticed and 
reflected in earlier Mary Magdalene studies a similar phenomenon 
is encountered in other Gnostic Mary Magdalene texts as well. In 
those cases the positive impact her figure as the prominent female 
disciple might have had on furthering a new ideology of women's 
position in society and in religious life, was watered down by the 
use of such language which emphasizes women's inferiority and 
subordination. For example, in the Sophia of Jesus Christ, where 
Mary Magdalene acts as one of the main interlocutors of Jesus 
during a revelation dialogue and later on as a preacher of the 
gospel of God, it is the masculine multitude (III/4 118,6) which is 
supposed to be the result of her preaching. It is paradoxical that it 
is in the reply to Mary Magdalene's question that the Savior 
mentions this self-identification of the Gnostics. 

Likewise, in the Dialogue of the Savior Mary Magdalene is the 
main spiritual authority together with Judas (Thomas) and Mat
thew. These three are said to have received a special revelation of 
Jesus after the resurrection. Obviously the community reading the 
writing believed it derived its message from these three. Still, the 
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book referring to a woman as one of its authorities speaks about 
destroying the "works of womanhood," in accordance with the 
dominant male gender constructions typical of Mediterranean soci
ety, when it alludes to sexual abstinence. These examples show 
how firmly fixed the dichotomy between "male" and "female" was 
in the language and cultural values of the contemporary society. 

It is likely that in the case of the Sophia of Jesus Christ and 
the Dialogue of the Savior Mary Magdalene's person hardly 
created any change in the attitudes towards women or their role in 
society and religious life. In neither case does the treatment of 
Mary Magdalene lead to any reflection about the position of 
women in general. Curiously, in the Dialogue of the Savior it is 
Mary , Magdalene herself who with her question about the works 
of womanhood is made to undermine the positive impact which 
her role as a major interlocutor of Jesus might have had on ad
vancing women's status. Even in the Gospel of Mary, where Mary 
Magdalene is an unchallengeable authority and the most beloved 
disciple of Jesus, salvation is described as "putting on the perfect 
human being (= pt.UM€)." Even though the word pt.UM€ (Gr. 
dv8pconoc;) does not have the . same exclusive connotation as 
"male" in Gos. Thom. 114 it defines salvation in terms of male
oriented language. 

Although the First Apocalypse of James too contains sections 
where feminine gender language is used pejoratively (41,15-19; 
24,27-30), the way the female spiritual heroes, including Mary 
Magdalene, are brought into the text seems to alleviate the nega
tive connotation attached to femaleness. To the great astonishment 
of James the Just women may through gnosis become strong and 
leave their powerlessness. Yet even in the Apocalypse of James 
femaleness describes the earthly existence with all its limitations, 
and even if it need not be fully left behind in the act of redemp
tion it must be complemented with maleness. 

The relationship between Mary and the other (primarily male) 
disciples is described in different ways in Gnostic writings. Unlike 
the impression one easily gets from earlier Mary Magdalene 
research (especially Pagels, Price, Haskins, Koivunen), Mary's 
relations to the disciples are by no means loaded with conflict in 
all the Gnostic writings. In the Sophia of Jesus Christ and the 
Dialogue of the Savior neither controversy, nor any rivalry can be 
detected between Mary and the male disciples while they are en-
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gaged in the dialogue with the Risen Jesus. On the contrary, 
together and without any contention they represent the whole body 
of Jesus' disciples. In the Manichaean Psalm-book, too, no traces 
of conflict between Mary Magdalene and the male disciples can be 
discerned. The First Apocalypse of James does indeed picture the 
twelve disciples in somewhat negative terms; they seem to have 
an insufficient conception of gnosis and faith. Yet even there no 
real controversy between them and Mary Magdalene is developed. 
Partly, this may be explained by the fact that she has a subsidiary 
role in this writing. Obviously the relationship between James the 
Just, who has good contact with Mary Magdalene, and the twelve 
disciples is rather tense. In the Gospel of Philip the male disciples 
do envy Mary Magdalene because of her privileged position as the 
companion of the Savior, but even their envy does not really lead 
to a conflict with her. Their dissatisfaction is more directed to 
Jesus. Besides, after the resurrection Mary Magdalene and the 
male disciples together seem to constitute the collective body of 
the apostles. 

Nonetheless, there are three Gnostic writings which display a 
clear conflict between Mary Magdalene and the male disciples. 
Yet unlike earlier Mary Magdalene research has suggested, in each 
case the situation is viewed somewhat differently. Only in the 
Gospel of Mary does the usual interpretation of this conflict find 
support. The controversy between Mary Magdalene and Peter 
seems to reflect a disagreement between Gnostic and non-Gnostic, 
orthodox Christians over the position of women with regard to the 
question of spiritual authority. No doubt, the author of the writing 
sides with the Gnostics and thus defends women's claims for 
being allowed to take part in spiritual leadership. Although in 
Pistis Sophia I-III the controversy seems in the same way to center 
on Peter and Mary Magdalene, the situation appears to be differ
ent. The cause of the quarrel is probably not the position of wom
en in general but the credibility of Mary Magdalene as a transmit
ter of authoritative traditions. In contrast to the Gospel of Mary, 
in Pistis Sophia I-III Peter does not seem to represent an orthodox 
interpretation of Christian faith but his ideas are as Gnostic as 
Mary's. So, the writing seems to reflect an inter-Gnostic contro
versy. In Gos. Thom. 114 the debate concerns the position of 
women, more precisely their right to stay among Thomasine 
Christians. Unless Peter's comment in logion 114 is a mere hyper-
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bole which gives the writer or editor of the text a chance to ex
press personal views of women, the two views found in the logion 
seem to represent two different models of asceticism, one wanting 
to keep the male and female ascetics apart and the other allowing 
them to stay together. The author of the logion supports the latter 
alternative. 

The question of the nature and the origin of the Gnostic Mary 
Magdalene traditions is a difficult one. At least it appears likely, 
however, that despite some common elements which can be found 
in various Mary Magdalene writings no literary dependence be
tween them can be established. When one looks for roots of the 
Mary Magdalene traditions two aspects are significant. First, we 
have the testimony of the canonical gospels that after his resurrec
tion Jesus appeared to Mary Magdalene (John 20,14-18; Mark 
16,9-11 ). This story has evidently made Mary Magdalene an 
attractive figure for a Gnostic myth-making process. The Johan
nine story has had direct influence at least on Man. Ps. II 187, 
more indirectly on the other writings as well. Second, Gos. Thom. 
21, the Sophia of Jesus Christ, and the Dialogue of the Savior 
provide evidence for an emergence of a tradition (perhaps in 
eastern Syria) which presents Mary Magdalene as a Gnostic disci
ple. It is worth noting that in its initial stage it is not connected 
with any kind of conflict with the male disciples, especially with 
Peter. Clearly, this is a matter of later development and makes 
impossible the attempts of Price and Koivunen to see historical 
reminiscences in the conflict between Peter and Mary Magdalene. 
The idea of a special, permanent group of Gnostic disciples, which 
also includes Mary Magdalene, a Philip group, to use the term 
coined by Parrott, is not likely either. It simply does not corre
spond to the information in the texts, according to which Peter and 
Bartolomew, for example, are in some texts in the camp of the 
Gnostics, in others in the camp of the orthodox Christians. So, we 
are left with the idea of a prominent Gnostic disciple, Mary Mag
dalene, showing its first signs sometime at the beginning of the 
second century. But can we go beyond that? Does it reflect a 
historical figure who besides having been known to have experi
enced an appearance of Jesus had a leadership function among 
early Christians? It may, but there is no real evidence for it. 

Finally, what do the Gnostic Mary Magdalene traditions say 
about the concrete situation of women among second and third 
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century Gnostics? Many of the writings analyzed in this study 
reveal no direct interest in the concrete reality women experienced 
in Gnostic communities. In the Sophia of Jesus Christ, the Dia
logue of the Savior, the Gospel of Philip, and the Manichaean 
Psalm-book Mary Magdalene seems to be an ideal heroine . from 
the distant pllSt. She is acknowledged as an important transmitter 
of the Gnostic tradition, but there is no explicit indication that the 
women of the contemporary Gnostic groups using and reading 
these writings would or could claim the same or similar status. As 
a matter of fact, the pejorative feminine gender language in the 
Sophia of Jesus Christ and the Dialogue of the Savior suggests 
that the authors of the writings would not necessarily be even 
aware of such strivings. In the Manichaean communities we even 
know that women had no access to any leadership functions. 

It is difficult to say whether Pistis Sophia I-III should be 
placed together with the previous writings or not. In other words, 
it is not really clear whether the controversy between Mary Mag
dalene and Peter concerns only the validity of the tradition con
nected with Mary Magdalene or also the legitimacy of women's 
spiritual authority in general. The first alternative may be more 
likely because the author of the work seems to suggest that after 
the ascension of Jesus it was not Mary Magdalene but the male 
disciples who were responsible for proclaiming his message and 
performing the mysteries. This may mirror an increasing margi
nalization of women in roles of leadership in the third and fourth 
centuries as compared with the first and second centuries not only 
in non-Gnostic, orthodox circles but among Gnostics as well. 

Gos. Thom. 114 probably shows that there were women ascet
ics among Thomasine Christians in the mid-second century and 
that their position as members of the community was threatened. 
The logion only reveals that the author bolsters their right to stay 
as members but it does not say anything about the concrete status 
of women. The casualness with which the "powerless vessels 
capable of becoming strong through the gnosis" are mentioned in 
the First Apocalypse of James may very well be taken as an 
indication of an authentic reflection of strong and perceptive 
women who taught and proclaimed the Christian message among 
the Gnostics the author of the writing knew. 

There are at least two works among the Gnostic Mary Magda
lene writings in which the significant position of Mary Magdalene 
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in the text world seem to have a clear correspondence in the socio
historical reality of women. Those texts are the Gospel of Mary 
and the Great Questions of Mary. The Gospel of Mary was at least 
partly written as a defence of the women wanting to take part in 
spiritual leadership but being prevented by those who regarded it 
as an illegitimate enterprise. This is shown by the concreteness of 
the controversy between Mary and Peter. It is not only the role of 
Mary as a transmitter of a visionary revelation which is at stake 
but the spiritual authority of women in general. With regard to the 
Great Questions of Mary it is not only the prominent position the 
writing gives to Mary Magdalene which suggests a strong female 
participation in the leadership of the Gnostic group which read that 
work. Moreover, the information Epiphanius offers of powerful 
women leaders within the group as well as the occurrence of 
several female names in the titles of the other writings used by the 
group speak for a significant influence women had in this libertine 
Gnostic group which claimed to derive its origin from an encoun
ter between the Risen Jesus and Mary Magdalene. 
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